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Part I
Materials, Processes, Mechanics,

and Devices for Soft/Stretchable Electronics



Chapter 1
Liquid Metals for Soft
and Stretchable Electronics

Michael D. Dickey

Abstract Liquid metals are the softest and most deformable class of electrical
conductors. They are intrinsically stretchable and can be embedded in elastomeric
or gel matrices without altering the mechanical properties of the resulting com-
posite. These composites can maintain metallic electrical conductivity at extreme
strains and can form soft, conformal contacts with surfaces. Gallium and several of
its alloys, which are liquid metals at or near room temperature, offer a low toxicity
alternative to mercury. These metals have negligible vapor pressure (so they do not
evaporate) and low viscosity. The surface of these metals reacts rapidly with air to
form a thin surface oxide ‘skin’ that allows these liquids to be patterned despite
their large surface tension. For example, liquid metal can be 3D printed, molded, or
injected into microchannels. This chapter summarizes the properties, patterning
methods, and applications of these remarkable materials to form devices with
extremely soft mechanical properties. Liquid metals may be used, for example, as
conductors for hyper-elastic wires, stretchable antennas, optical structures, con-
formal electrodes, deformable interconnects, self-healing wires, components in
microsystems, reconfigurable circuit elements, and soft circuit boards. They can
also be integrated as functional components in circuits composed entirely of soft
materials such as sensors, capacitors, memory devices, and diodes. Research is just
beginning to explore ways to utilize these ‘softer than skin’ materials for biolec-
tronic applications. This chapter summarizes the properties, patterning methods,
and applications of liquid metals and concludes with an outlook and future chal-
lenges of these materials within this context.

Keywords Liquid metal � Gallium � EGaIn � Eutectic gallium indium �
Galinstan � Soft electronics

M.D. Dickey (&)
NC State University, Raleigh, USA
e-mail: mddickey@ncsu.edu

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
J.A. Rogers et al. (eds.), Stretchable Bioelectronics for Medical Devices
and Systems, Microsystems and Nanosystems,
DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-28694-5_1
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1.1 Background

Interfacing electronics with the body may enable new types of wearable devices and
sensors. There are a number of challenges with interfacing conventional electron-
ics—which are rigid and planar—with biological materials that are moist, curvi-
linear, dynamic, and deformable. One major challenge arises from the mechanical
mismatch between soft biological materials and rigid conventional electronics
(Fig. 1.1a). In addition to being rigid, conventional electronic materials fail at
1–3 % strain [1], whereas human skin undergoes strains of*30 % [2] and*100 %
at joints [3]. Strategies that enable electronic functionality in soft, elastic, and low
modulus materials that can accommodate large strain deformations help address this
challenge. In addition, electronic components and circuits that are soft have several
additional sources of inspiration and motivation:

Fig. 1.1 a There is an enormous difference between the modulus of conventional electronic
materials and the soft materials found in the body. This chapter focuses on liquid metals, which are
the softest materials in this plot. Reproduced with permission from MRS Bulletin [13]. b There are
three general strategies for making electronics that can change from initial length L to an elongated
length, L + ΔL. Liquid metals are inherently stretchable and soft, and maintain metallic
conductivity to extreme strains

4 M.D. Dickey



1. Biological ‘circuits’ are naturally soft. Human skin, for example, provides
inspiration by its ability to sense (touch, temperature, humidity), self-heal, and
regulate temperature [4, 5].

2. Electronic materials that are intrinsically stretchable have mechanical properties
defined by the encasing material (cf. Fig. 1.1b).

3. Materials that are softer than skin can make comfortable, conformal, and ‘me-
chanically transparent’ interfaces with the body for ‘electronic skin’ (e-skin) [6–
9] and prosthesis [10].

4. Soft electronics integrate well with soft robotics [11, 12].
5. Liquids are a class of soft materials that can flow to enable ‘shape reconfig-

urable’ electronic components and self-healing structures.

The mechanical mismatch between soft and hard materials can be addressed in a
number of ways [1, 13–17]. Thin films of otherwise stiff materials [18–24] are
flexible and can be rendered stretchable by patterning them into ‘deterministic
geometries’ (e.g., wavy structures [14, 20, 25–28], filamentary and serpentine
meshes [17, 29–32], intentionally fractured thin films [33–36], and fractal and
kirigami structures [37–42]). Adhering these structures to elastomers (Fig. 1.1b(i))
creates stretchable devices with mechanical properties defined by the elastomer, but
deformation limits defined by the stiff electronic materials. It is also possible to
create conductive composites by embedding percolated, conductive particles into an
elastomeric matrix (Fig. 1.1b(ii)) [43–52]. Relative to solid metal traces, composites
have lower conductivity that is maintained until strain values cause loss of perco-
lation. Finally, it is possible to use intrinsically stretchable materials (or ‘molecu-
larly stretchable’ materials [53]), as shown in Fig. 1.1b(iii). Materials that are
intrinsically stretchable are typically soft and easy to deform (e.g., gels, liquids,
pastes), although there are exceptions, such as the plasticized organic electronics
described by Lipomi in this book.

1.2 Scope

This chapter focuses primarily on liquid metals because (1) liquid metals have
superior conductivity to other soft materials, (2) other classes of soft materials, such
as gels, have been reviewed elsewhere [54, 55], (3) the author has extensive
experience with liquid metals [56, 57], and (4) liquids are extremely soft and
intrinsically stretchable (cf. Fig. 1.1). There are impressive examples of soft elec-
tronic or ionic devices [54, 55] composed of hydrogels [58] (for ionic diodes [59,
60], soft photovoltaics [61], transparent electrodes [62], capacitors [63], ECG
patches), ionic liquids/ionogels [64] (for stretchable electrodes [65] and electrolytes
[66]), and pastes/inks (for stretchable batteries [67, 68], conductors [69, 70],
rubber-like conductors [3, 43, 45, 52, 71], fluidic conductors [72]). While outside

1 Liquid Metals for Soft and Stretchable Electronics 5



the scope of this chapter, these materials have their own merits, but they do not
provide the combination of fluidity and conductivity afforded by liquid metals.

1.3 Motivation of Liquid Metals

According to Wagner and Bauer, the “two most important parameters for stretch-
able interconnects are high electrical conductance and large critical strain at which
conduction is lost [13].” Liquid metals are both intrinsically deformable and highly
conductive and have been shown to maintain metallic conductivity up to *700 %
strain [73]. Liquid metals offer new opportunities for fabricating electronic devices
with unique mechanical properties, including those that are hyper-elastic, extremely
soft, self-healing, and shape reconfigurable. They also provide unique processing
and patterning opportunities.

1.4 Liquid Metal Properties

How to choose a liquid metal? There are a very few metals that are liquid at or near
room temperature, as shown in Table 1.1.

Hg has been used for a variety of applications including electrodes [76, 77],
reconfigurable electromagnetics [78], and microfluidics [79, 80]. However, its
toxicity [75] makes Hg inappropriate for bioelectronics and it will not be discussed
further. Eliminating from consideration metals that are rare, violently reactive, or
radioactive (e.g., Fr, Cs, Rb) leaves only Ga and alloys of Ga.

Ga—discovered in 1875—is considered to have low toxicity [74] and has been
utilized in several applications both on and inside the body. Ga has very low solubility
in water and therefore most interactions with the body will occur with Ga in an
oxidized form. Although Ga has no known physiological function in humans, salts of
Ga can be found in the body [81] and have been FDA approved for MRI contrast
agents and have proven useful for antibacterial therapy [82], cancer treatment [83],
therapeutics [84], and dental amalgams [85]. Alloys of Ga also have been utilized as
electrodes to stimulate neurons [86]. Most studies suggest that Ga and salts of Ga

Table 1.1 Metals with low melting points [74]

Metal name Symbol Melting point (°C) Attributes

Mercury Hg −38.8 Toxic [75]

Francium Fr 27.0 Radioactive

Cesium Cs 28.4 Highly reactive and pyrophoric

Gallium Ga 29.8 Low toxicity

Rubidium Rb 39.3 Highly reactive

6 M.D. Dickey



have low toxicity [87], but at least one organometallic complex has been reported to
be toxic [88] and therefore appropriate caution should be taken depending on the
context [89]. Ga has no measureable vapor pressure at room temperature and
therefore can be handled without concern of it becoming airborne [90].

Although plentiful in the earth, Ga is not mined directly. Instead, it is extracted
in trace quantities as a byproduct of aluminum and zinc production [91], making it
relatively expensive (*$1/g), although it finds many uses in the electronics
industry [92]. The applications described in this chapter utilize small volumes of the
metal and so cost may not be an issue.

Ga is a liquid over an enormous range of temperatures: its normal melting point
is 303 K and normal boiling point is 2676 K [92]. It is technically a solid at room
temperature, although it is known to supercool significantly (i.e., it melts at 30 °C,
but freezes significantly below 30 °C) [93, 94]. Some elements form binary or
ternary eutectic alloys with gallium to achieve a melting point below room tem-
perature. The most common examples of these are eutectic gallium indium (EGaIn,
75.2 % Ga and 24.8 % In, weight percent) [95, 96] and Galinstan (67 % Ga, 20.5 %
In and 12.5 % Sn, weight percent) [97]. Table 1.2 summarizes the main physical
properties of Ga, EGaIn, and Galinstan and compares them to water. To the first
approximation, these metals have similar properties and behavior (and they all form
surface oxides, as discussed later). They have desirable properties such as electrical
conductivity [98, 99], low viscosity [100, 101], high surface tension [102], and
large thermal conductivity [103]. These metals have a viscosity only two times that
of water, yet an electrical conductivity three orders of magnitude larger than the
most conductive hydrogels (i.e., those doped with graphene [104]), five orders of
magnitude greater than salt water [74] and ionic liquids [105], two orders of
magnitude greater than rubber-like pastes [52], and six orders of magnitude greater
than conductive particles dispersed in oil.

Surface Oxidation Ga-containing liquid metals form a thin oxide ‘skin’ rapidly
[112–114] and spontaneously in the presence of O2 [115, 116], even at parts per
million levels of O2 [117]. The oxide is 5 Å thick in controlled vacuum conditions
[118], although it is likely thicker in ambient conditions [113, 114, 119–123] and is
sensitive to moisture [124]. Similar in thickness to the native oxides on common
metals (e.g., Al or Cu), the oxide provides an inconsequential barrier to charge

Table 1.2 Physical properties of liquid Ga, EGaIn, Galinstan, and water [97, 99, 103, 106–111]

Ga EGaIn Galinstan Water

Melting point (°C) 29.8 15.5 10.7 0

Boiling point (°C) 2402 2000 >1300 100

Density (gm/cm3) 6.91 6.36 6.36 1

Viscosity (10−3 kg/m s) 1.969 1.99 2.09 1

Surface tension (mN/m) 750 632 718 72.8

Thermal conductivity (W/m K) 30.5 26.4 25.4 0.6

Electric resistivity (μΩ cm) 27.2 29.4 30.3 20 × 108
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transport. For example, the oxide does not influence sensitive electrical measure-
ments that utilize liquid metal electrodes [125].

Although the oxide film is extremely thin, it enables the metal to be patterned
into useful shapes. For example, Fig. 1.2a compares EGaIn and Hg injected into
microchannels. Mercury retracts spontaneously out of the channel as a result of
surface tension, while the oxide on EGaIn keeps it stable within the channels
despite having a higher surface tension than mercury [126]. The oxide stabilizes
non-spherical shapes like cones (Fig. 1.2b) [95] or stacks of drops (Fig. 1.2c) [127].

Rheological measurements show that the surface oxide dominates the response
of the metal to stress at sub-mm length scales [96, 100, 101, 119, 129–132]. The
oxide has a surface elastic modulus of 10 N/m and a surface yield stress of *500–
600 mN/m [96]. The metal will not flow below this yield stress, while higher
stresses rupture the oxide and enable the metal to flow [96]. The presence of water
changes the chemical composition, mechanical properties, and physical behavior of
the oxide [124, 133].

Fig. 1.2 a Comparison between behavior of Ga alloys (EGaIn) and Hg injected in microchannels.
The oxide on EGaIn stabilizes it inside the microchannel, while Hg retracts due to surface tension
[96], b an EGaIn drop bifurcates into a cone shape when stretched [128], and c EGaIn “dolls”
made by stacking drops of EGaIn [127] demonstrate how the extremely thin oxide skin imparts
extraordinary mechanical stability to liquids in shapes otherwise prohibited by surface tension.
d Strong bases or acids can remove the oxide skin, causing the metal to bead up due to surface
tension. e An oxide skin maintains the shape of a non-spherical puddle of liquid metal (EGaIn) in
electrolyte. Application of a reducing potential to the metal relative to a counter electrode removes
the oxide, causing the metal to bead up due to surface tension
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The oxide skin can be etched away in media with pH higher than 10 and lower
than 3 (Fig. 1.3d) [134]. The Ga oxide skin can also be removed electrochemically
by applying a reducing bias to the liquid metal in electrolyte solution (Fig. 1.3e)
[135, 136]. In the absence of the oxide, the liquid metal assumes a spherical shape
due to surface tension.

1.5 Methods to Pattern Liquid Metals

A recent review describes state-of-the-art methods for patterning liquid metals [56].
Consequently, the methods will be treated briefly here.

Metals in the liquid state present both challenges and opportunities for pat-
terning. For example, it is possible to inject liquid metals into microchannels, which
is not possible with conventional solid metals. However, it is also difficult to use

Fig. 1.3 Patterning of liquid metal. a Imprint lithography [145]. Copyright Wiley 2014. b Stencil
printing using a mask to selectively pattern the metal [150]. c, d ‘Recapillarity’ [135] selectively
withdraws liquid metals from microfluidic channels by localized electrochemical reduction of the
oxide layer. Figures adapted from [135]. Copyright Wiley 2015. e Direct laser patterning [151]
creates traces of liquid metals f and other soft conductors in a rapid, subtractive, and inexpensive
fashion
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conventional etching and thin film deposition techniques because of the tendency of
liquids to flow. Patterning strategies can be organized into four subjective cate-
gories. Illustrative examples are as follows:

Injection Alloys of gallium have low viscosity and are readily injected into
microchannels by applying sufficient pressure to rupture the oxide skin [96].
Injection (or alternatively, vacuum filling [137]) is a common approach to create
soft and stretchable liquid metal structures due to its simplicity, ability to faithfully
reproduce the dimensions of the channels [96, 138, 139], and compatibility with
microfluidic electronics (cf. Fig. 1.5) [139]. It is possible to inject metal into hollow
fibers [73], capillaries with diameters as small as 150 nm [140], and channels with
complex geometries [135, 141, 142]. Other fluids such as ionic liquids [143] and
solders [144] can also be injected into microchannels.

Lithography-enabled Photolithography can fabricate topographical molds or sten-
cils for patterning liquid metals. For example, elastomeric molds can imprint films
of liquid metal [145], as shown in Fig. 1.3a. This technique can produce 2-μm-wide
lines stabilized by the oxide skin. It is also possible to pattern lower resolution
features (*100 μm) by spreading the metal across a stencil mask flush against the
target substrate (Fig. 1.3b) [146, 147]. Selective wetting surfaces further enhance
the patterning of the metal by varying the composition and roughness of the target
substrate [148, 149].

Subtractive Electrochemical reactions can locally remove the oxide layer from the
liquid metal within microchannels and induce withdrawal of the metal by capillary
action (Fig. 1.3c, d). We call this ‘recapillarity’ because it utilizes electrochemical
reduction to induce capillary withdrawal [135]. Lasers can also ablate the metal
embedded in elastomer (Fig. 1.3e) [151].

Additive Direct write and other additive manufacturing techniques deposit mate-
rials in predesignated positions, building up an object one pixel at a time. Extruding
droplets, cylinders, and other structures of liquid metal directly from a nozzle can
produce 2D patterns [152] and 3D structures [127] stabilized by the oxide skin
(Fig. 1.4a, b). It is also possible to tape transfer [154], micro-contact print [150], or
roller-ball dispense [155] liquid metal. Inkjet printing liquid metals are challenging
due to the flow-impediment caused by the oxide. It is, however, possible to inkjet
print colloidal particles of liquid metal dispersed in a solvent (Fig. 1.4c) [153]. The
resulting structures are not conductive, but can be sintered mechanically at room
temperature to render traces conductive [153]. Mechanical sintering can also create
conductive pathways in composites with particles dispersed within an elastomeric
matrix [156] (Fig. 1.4d–f).
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1.6 Applications of Liquid Metal

There are several hundred papers in the literature that demonstrate applications of
liquid metals. This section provides some illustrative examples.

Interconnects Liquid metals form robust and stretchable interconnects between
‘islands’ of functional circuit components embedded in elastomer without altering
the mechanical properties of the overall device. Figure 1.5a illustrates one of the
first examples of interconnects formed by injecting liquid metal into microchannels
aligned with a LED [157, 158]. It is possible to form interconnects to other elec-
tronic components such as sensors [159], integrated circuits (Fig. 1.5b) [160], and

Fig. 1.4 Additive patterning techniques produce free-standing 3D (a) [127] and conformal 2D
structures (b) [152]. Scale bar is 5 mm. Copyright Wiley 2013. c Inkjet printing of colloidal
suspensions of liquid metal nanoparticles that can be rendered conductive by ‘mechanical
sintering.’ Reproduced from [153]. Copyright Wiley 2015. d–f Composites of liquid metal
nanoparticles embedded in elastomer can form conductive traces by applying pressure locally to
sinter particles. Scale bar is 10 mm. Reproduced from [156]. Copyright Wiley 2015
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super capacitors [161]. Liquid metals can also be utilized for vias for ‘reworkable’
electronics [162] and to interface with other stretchable conductors [163].

Antennas and Optical Devices Liquid metal injected into elastomeric microchan-
nels forms antennas that are soft, stretchable, and durable. The ability to deform an
antenna mechanically offers a new route to change the shape and thereby tune its
spectral properties (e.g., frequency) [164], although it is also possible to design
antennas to not change frequency during elongation [167]. A wide variety of liquid
metal antennas exist including patch antennas [142, 168], coils [169–171],
radiofrequency antennas [165, 172], loops [166], spherical caps [173], phase
shifting coaxial transmission lines [174], monopoles [175], beam-steering antennas,
[176], and reconfigurable antennas [177–186] and filters [187, 188]. Examples of
representative antennas are shown in Fig. 1.5. In some geometries these liquid metal
antennas perform equivalently to standard copper antennas [164], while in other
geometries they perform at a worse, though still acceptable, level [143, 169]. Liquid
metals have also been used for mirrors [189], frequency selective surfaces [183],
plasmonics [190] (and reconfigurable plasmonics [191]), metamaterials [192] (and
reconfigurable or tunable metamaterials [193, 194]), and radiation shielding [195].

Ultra-stretchable Wires In practice, popular elastomers such as polydimethyl-
siloxane (PDMS) fail mechanically above 40–150 % strain. Nanostructured PDMS

Fig. 1.5 Liquid metal injected into elastomeric microchannels forms interconnects with a (top,
left) LED and (top, right) CMOS chip. Reproduced from [157, 160]. Examples of stretchable
liquid metal antennas. (i) A dipole antenna [164], (ii) radiofrequency antenna [165], (iii) loop
antenna [166]
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infiltrated with liquid metal can stretch to *220 % (Fig. 1.6a) [196]. Alternatively,
hollow elastomeric fibers composed of a shell of poly(styrene-b-
(ethylene-co-butylene)-b-styrene) injected with metal maintain metallic conduc-
tivity up to *700 % strain (Fig. 1.6b, c), which is possibly the best combination of
strain and conductivity reported to date [73]. These fibers may find applications in
electronic textiles or stretchable wiring. These same elastomers can be patterned
into microchannels and filled with liquid metal to create stretchable circuits [197].

Typically, there is a trade-off between conductivity and stretchability in com-
posites consisting of conductive materials encased in elastomer. This is most
apparent in conductive inks, where increasing the conductive filler content
improves the conductivity, but typically at the expense of increased composite
stiffness. Liquid metals break this trade-off, as shown in Fig. 1.6d.

Fig. 1.6 a Hyper-elastic nanostructured elastomer infiltrated with liquid metal stretch to *220 %
strain [196]. b, c Ultra-stretchable elastomeric hollow fiber filled with liquid metal maintains
metallic conductivity up to *700 % strain [73]. d A plot adapted from [52] for conductive inks
(squares) plus the results for liquid metal (triangle is from (a) and circle from (b))
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100 % Soft Capacitors, Diodes, Memristors Liquid metals have been employed for
electronics primarily as conductors, but they may also play an active role in
functional circuit elements.

A memristor is a “memory resistor” that stores binary data (i.e., 1’s and 0’s)
based on whether the device is resistive or conductive [198]. Two layers of
hydrogel sandwiched between two liquid metal electrodes define a resistive
memory device composed entirely of soft, liquid-like materials (Fig. 1.7a) [199].

Fig. 1.7 Entirely soft devices utilizing liquid metals with gels and liquids. a A resistive memory
device composed entirely of soft materials. b Schematic of the device. c Device turns on and off
multiple times [199]. Copyright 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. d A photograph of a soft diode that
e rectifies ionic current using two layers of hydrogel (PEI is polyethylenimine and PAA is
polyacrylic acid) sandwiched by EGaIn liquid metal [200]. Copyright 2012 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd. f A soft capacitor featuring two liquid metal electrodes separated by a tunable gap filled with
dielectric liquid
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The asymmetric pH environment created by the two gels enables one electrode to
remain free of surface oxide and therefore conductive at all times. The other
electrode can switch between conductive and resistive states via electrochemical
surface reactions determined by the pre-applied voltage. Figure 1.7b shows a
schematic of a soft memristor, and Fig. 1.7c plots the current in the on and off states
through multiple switching cycles. Similar principles can be employed to create soft
diodes that only allow current to flow in one direction (Fig. 1.7d, e) [200]. In
addition, tunable, soft capacitors can be fashioned from two plugs of the metal
separated by a gap filled with dielectric fluid (Fig. 1.7f) [201].

Microfluidics The use of liquid metals for electronic elements in microfluidic
systems has been reviewed elsewhere [139, 202]. Liquid metals can also be
employed in microfluidics for pumping [80, 203–205], thermal cooling [206], Joule
heating [207], energy harvesting [208], electrodes [141], microvalving [209],
mixing [210], and stimulating neurons [86].

Soft Electrodes Ga-based liquid metals form excellent, conformal electrodes for
electrically contacting and characterizing self-assembled monolayers [211],
nanoparticles and quantum dots [212, 213], carbon nanotubes [214], and organic
solar cells [215, 216]; this principle can be extended to make electrical contacts for
stretchable organic solar cells [217] and e-skin [71]. Liquid metals also serve as
deformable electrodes for driving electromechanical instabilities [218, 219].

Bio-electrodes Liquid metal electrodes have been utilized to probe and stimulate
neurons [86]. It is possible to inject liquid metal into hydrogel casings inside the
body [220] to form electrodes. In principle, this could lead to minimally invasive
electrodes. Placing liquid metal directly on the skin creates electrodes [221],
although doing so raises several potential issues (the metal smears readily and it has
not been tested for biocompatibility with the skin). Ga has also been injected into
vasculature for imaging and replication [222, 223].

Reconfigurable Circuits The ability to control the shape or position of liquid metal
could enable shape reconfigurable circuits (e.g., switches, tunable antennas, adap-
tive circuits). Pumping the metal can change its shape [188], but doing so repeat-
edly requires avoiding adhesion of the oxide to the walls of the channel. This is
possible using acid or base to remove the oxide [224–228], utilizing a carrier fluid
to create a ‘slip layer’ around the metal [124, 182], or employing non-wetting
surfaces [148, 229, 230]. Voltage can also drive movement of the metal via
(1) continuous electrowetting [79, 231, 232] (for micromirrors [233, 234]),
(2) electrochemical surface reactions that tune the surface tension over an enormous
range [136] (for steering metal through complex channels [235], reconfiguring
antennas [181], and switching light valves [236]), (3) recapillarity [135],
(4) Marangoni effects to propel droplets [237, 238], and (5) electrostatic forces
[239]. Although Ga alloys are non-responsive to magnetic fields, it is possible to
manipulate droplets magnetically by coating them with magnetic powders [240].
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Sensors and E-skin This section will be brief since the chapter by Kramer in this
book discusses liquid metals for sensors in soft, electronic skin. Liquid metal-filled
microchannels (Fig. 1.8a–d) undergo changes in geometry when deformed. The
resulting changes in resistance or capacitance of the traces can create soft sensors
responsive to touch, strain, curvature, and other modes of deformation [3, 241–
249]. Liquid metals in microchannels can also sense deformation by reflecting light
from periodic buckles that form on the walls of the channels due to compressive
forces. These buckles diffract light and could be used as sensors or color-changing
surfaces (Fig. 1.8e–f) [250].

Soft devices containing liquid metal electrodes can also sense changes in tem-
perature, oxygen concentration, and humidity by monitoring changes in conductance
and capacitance through ionic liquids (Fig. 1.8g) [251]. Liquid metals inside carbon
nanotubes make extremely small thermometers [252] and junctions between liquid
metals and conventional metals can be harnessed to create thermocouples [253].

Self-healing Circuits that heal electrically and mechanically when damaged pro-
vide robustness [255]. For example, microdroplets of liquid metal dispersed in
polymer release liquid metal when cut. The released liquid metal can span damaged
regions of embedded solid metal traces to regain continuity (Fig. 1.9a) [256].
Similarly, injecting liquid metal into microchannels composed of self-healing

Fig. 1.8 Soft sensors of deformation (strain, touch, curvature, etc.) composed of liquid metal
traces embedded in elastomer. a Spiral channel, b serpentine-shaped channel, c strain gauge,
d small liquid structures [254]. e, f Compressing liquid metal in microchannels creates buckles that
diffract light [250]. g A metal-ionic liquid–metal junction capable of sensing changes in
conductivity through the ionic liquid in response to humidity and temperature [251]
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polymer [257] forms self-healing wires [258]. When cut, the wires do not leak
liquid metal due to the stabilizing effects of the oxide. When brought back together,
the cut wire regains conductivity and the encasing polymer heals the circuit
mechanically (Fig. 1.9b). Liquid metals can serve also as self-healing electrodes in
Li-ion batteries [259].

Energy Capture/Storage Ga-based liquid metals have been utilized as electrodes
for organic solar cells [260] (see section on electrodes), for energy harvesting via
reverse electrowetting [208], and as battery electrodes [259].

1.7 Outlook: Opportunities and Challenges

Ga liquid metals have the best combination of conductivity and strechability of any
conductors (cf. Fig. 1.6d) and are therefore promising materials for soft, stretchable
electronics. They also form surface oxides that allow them to be patterned despite
being liquid. This chapter summarizes the properties, patterning methods, and
applications of these remarkable materials. These metals can be utilized as anten-
nas, interconnects, and electrodes, but also can be integrated as functional com-
ponents in circuits composed entirely of soft materials such as sensors, capacitors,
memory devices, and diodes. They also have unique capabilities to self-heal, sense,
and shape–reconfigure.

Fig. 1.9 Self-healing circuits utilizing liquid metal. a Liquid metal droplets dispersed in polymer
help bridge wires damaged during cutting [256]. b Liquid metal wires embedded in self-healing
polymer can be cut completely apart and put back together [258]
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Beyond these useful properties, challenges and questions remain:

1. Although Ga appears to have low toxicity (http://www.nature.com/ncomms/
2015/151202/ncomms10066/full/ncomms10066.html), more studies are needed
to understand the health implications and limitations for bioelectronics. Metals
embedded in elastomer have no way to directly contact the body, but what
happens if the elastomer fails?

2. Although electronic applications utilize small quantities, Ga is expensive rela-
tive to common metals.

3. Ga and its alloys are more resistive than Cu, which is the state of the art metal
used for antennas and interconnects.

4. During deformation, liquid metal structures change shape. This can be harnessed
for sensors or tunable antennas, but also provides additional considerations for
circuit design.

5. Ga liquid metals make excellent electrical contacts [261]. However, the ten-
dency of liquid metals to wet, diffuse into, and alloy with other metals (e.g., Ag
[262] or Al [263]) provides additional design considerations for long-term use.
The use of graphene to serve as a conductive, physical barrier between metals
[264, 265] may be a solution.

6. The oxide layer is critical to many of the applications described in this chapter,
yet it changes in the presence of water [124], which provides additional design
considerations.

7. The wetting properties of liquid metals to other surfaces are complex due to the
presence of the surface oxide, which can break and reform [266]. Recent studies
have started to elucidate the wetting behavior [267].

8. There are opportunities to create shape reconfigurable metallic structures, but
the tendency of the oxide to adhere to surfaces and disrupt fluidity remains a
challenge.

I hope that this book chapter will inspire new applications that take advantage of
the unique properties of Ga-based liquid metals and inform new approaches to the
challenges and opportunities presented by these unusual materials.
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Chapter 2
Stretchability, Conformability,
and Low-Cost Manufacture
of Epidermal Sensors

Nanshu Lu, Shixuan Yang and Liu Wang

Abstract Epidermal sensors and electronics represent a class of artificial devices
whose thickness, mass density, and mechanical stiffness are well-matched with
human epidermis. They can be applied as temporary transfer tattoos on the surface
of any part of human body for physiological measurements, electrical or thermal
stimulation, as well as wireless communications. Except for comfort and weara-
bility, epidermal sensors can offer unprecedented signal quality even under severe
skin deformation. This chapter tries to address two fundamental mechanics chal-
lenges for epidermal sensors: first, how to predict and improve the stretchability and
compliance when epidermal devices are made out of intrinsically brittle and rigid
inorganic electronic materials; and second, when laminating on human skin, how to
predict and improve the conformability between epidermal devices and the
microscopically rough skin surfaces. Since the ideal use of epidermal devices would
be one-time, disposable patches, a low cost, high throughput manufacture process
called the “cut-and-paste” method is introduced at the end of this chapter.

Keywords Epidermal sensors � Stretchable � Serpentine � Conformability �
Low-cost manufacture

2.1 Introduction

Development of high-performance wearable vital sign monitors is the central focus
for the emerging field of mobile health (mHealth), one of the highest anticipated
markets based on the Internet of Things (IoT) concept. High-fidelity sensing holds
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the key to the success of wearable health monitors, which essentially demands both
high signal-to-noise ratio and low susceptibility to motion artifacts. While wafer
based sensors, electronics, optics, and conventional power sources exhibit high
performance and superior chemical stability, their hard, planar, and rigid form
factors are not compatible with the soft, curvilinear, and dynamic human body
[1–3]. As a result, state-of-the-art wearable devices such as the wrist or arm bands
and chest straps are not capable of intimate-skin integration and hence cannot
provide medical-grade data.

Epidermal sensors and electronics represent a class of artificial devices that is
fundamentally different from current wearable devices in terms of the form factor,
wearability, and signal quality [4]. Through mechanics optimization [5–7] and
innovation in materials processing [2, 8], stiff and brittle inorganic electronic
materials can now be made soft and stretchable, which enabled tattoo-like patches
with the thickness, mass density, and mechanical stiffness well matched with
human epidermis, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.1a [4]. The key is to pattern intrinsi-
cally stiff and blanket high-performance nanomembranes into structurally soft and
stretchable filamentary serpentines, and transfer print them from rigid wafers to
ultrathin (e.g., 30 μm thick), skin-like elastomeric substrates, as shown in Fig. 2.1b
left frame [4]. Although the device is made of intrinsically stiff gold (Au) and
silicon (Si) nanomembranes with modulus in the 100 GPa regime, the overall
mechanical stiffness of this epidermal sensor is measured to be 150 kPa, which is
literally as soft as epidermis (160 kPa) [4]. Since serpentine is the enabling
geometry for skin-soft sensors and electronics, the fundamental mechanics that
predicts and optimizes the stretchability and compliance of serpentine is going to be
the first topic of this chapter.

Due to the ultimate thinness and softness of epidermal sensors, laminating them
on microscopically rough skin surface leads to fully conformal contact, as evi-
denced in Fig. 2.1b right frame [9]. Such conformal contact enhances contact area,
which results in reduced skin-electrode interface impedance and improved
sensor-skin adhesion. As a result, when skin deforms, even by van der Waals
adhesion alone, the epidermal sensor is able to follow all kinds of skin distortion
without any delamination, sliding, or imposing any mechanical constraint to the
skin, essentially behaving like a secondary skin. Hence the second topic of this
chapter will reveal the key parameters that govern the conformability between the
device patch and the corrugated skin surface.

The suppressed interfacial sliding leads to the most distinctive advantage of
epidermal sensors—the immunity from motion artifacts. Motion-induced noise and
signal degradation is a ubiquitous problem in conventional health monitors, such as
the long term, dry, capacitive electrocardiogram (ECG) electrodes [10]. Figure 2.1c
[11] shows a direct comparison of ECGs simultaneously measured by conventional
capacitive flat electrodes (upper frame) and epidermal electrodes (lower frame) from
the same human subject. When the subject moved his upper body, motion artifacts
were clearly present in the upper frame (as indicated by the red arrow), whereas the
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Fig. 2.1 Examples of epidermal sensors. a The first epidermal electronics [4]. b Filamentary
serpentine design of gold electrodes showing extraordinary conformability on rough skin replica
[9]. c Conventional dry ECG electrode is susceptible to motion artifacts (upper frame), whereas
epidermal ECG sensor (bottom frame) is not affected at all [11]. d Epidermal EMG sensor
measuring finger bend [12]. e Epidermal hydration sensor [13]. f Epidermal temperature detector
[16]. g Epidermal strain gauge sensing respiration on the chest [17]. h Epidermal pulse wave
sensor on the wrist [17]
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signal acquired by the epidermal electrodes was not affected at all. For similar
reasons, the electromyogram (EMG) measured from severe finger bend demonstrates
extraordinary signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 2.1d [12]). Not only electrophysiological
signals, but also skin hydration measured by impedance sensors [13–15] (e.g.,
Fig. 2.1e [13]) and skin temperature by resistance temperature detectors (e.g.,
Fig. 2.1f [16]) are well compared to gold standards. However, not all motions should
be excluded from epidermal sensors. For example, deformation sensitive soft strain
gauges are intentionally integrated on epidermal patches to accurately detect respi-
ration from the chest (Fig. 2.1g [17]), pulse wave (Fig. 2.1f [17]) and tremor [18]
from the wrist, as well as hand gesture [19] because they are able to closely follow
skin deformation. Other than examples displayed in Fig. 2.1, epidermal electronics
have also inspired epidermal biochemical sensors [20, 21], skin stiffness sensors
[22], wearable antenna for wireless near field communication (NFC) [15, 23, 24],
and so on. In summary, epidermal sensors and electronics have been demonstrated
as a platform technology with unlimited potential applications.

With so many exciting applications in mind, it is important not to forget that the
thinness and softness of epidermal patches would lead to collapsing and crumpling
after they are peeled off from human skin, making their ideal use to be disposable
devices. As a result, the success of epidermal devices hinges on the realization of
low cost, high throughput manufacture, which is going to be the last topic of this
chapter.

2.2 Stretchability of Serpentines

Currently, the most popular strategy to build in-plane stretchable circuits and
sensors out of intrinsically stiff materials is to pattern the stiff materials into
meandering serpentine ribbons [25–28]. When thin serpentines ribbons are stret-
ched, the ribbons can rotate in plane as well as buckle out of plane to accommodate
the applied deformation, resulting in greatly reduced strains as well as much lower
effective stiffness [26]. In addition to metal [25, 27–32] or graphene interconnects
[33], electrophysiological or thermal sensing electrodes [4, 9, 12, 16], microheaters
[18, 34], silicon-based solar cells and amplifiers [4], as well as zinc oxide-based
nanogenerators [35] can all be patterned into serpentine shapes using conventional
photolithography and etching methods [4, 28, 33]. Except for polymer-bonded
serpentines, freestanding stretchable serpentine network has been applied in
deployable sensor networks [36, 37] and expandable coronary stents [38]. In these
two cases, the serpentine thickness is much larger than the ribbon width, and the
expandability just comes from in-plane rigid body rotation of the serpentine arms.
Although serpentines are so popular, their stretchability vary over a wide range and
their designs lack rational guidance. According to the existing studies, the applied
strain-to-rupture of metallic serpentine ribbons varies from 54 to 1600 % [25, 27–
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29, 32, 36], depending on the geometric parameters such as ribbon width, arc
radius, arm length substrate support, and so on. To obtain a fundamental under-
standing of their effects, and to optimize their layout under practical constraints, we
have performed systematic theoretical, numerical, and experimental studies, as
discussed in the follows.

2.2.1 Freestanding, Non-buckling Serpentines

It is possible to obtain analytical solutions to freestanding, non-buckling serpentine
ribbons through curved beam (CB) theory and elasticity theory, as shown in
Fig. 2.2 [39, 40]. Figure 2.2a depicts a unit cell cut out of a one-directional periodic
serpentine ribbon whose geometry can be completely defined by four parameters:
the ribbon width w, the arc radius R, the arc angle α, and the arm length l. The
end-to-end distance of a unit cell is denoted by S, which is a function of the four
basic parameters. When this unit cell is subjected to a tensile displacement u0 at
each end, the effective applied strain εapp is defined as

eapp ¼ 2u0
S

: ð2:1Þ

Therefore a straight ribbon (i.e. α = −90°) of length S should experience a
uniform strain of εapp everywhere inside the ribbon if the end effects are neglected.
Taking advantage of symmetry, a unit cell can ultimately be represented by a quarter
cell with fixed boundary at the axis of symmetry and a displacement of u0/2 at the
end, as shown in Fig. 2.2b. The reaction force is named P in Fig. 2.2b. Assuming
linear elastic material and small deformation, through CB theory, the normalized
stiffness and maximum strain in the serpentine can be obtained analytically as [39]:
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where P0 ¼ 2Ewu0=S represents the reaction force needed for the linear counterpart
of the serpentine to elongate by 2u0, and
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Such closed-form analytical results have found excellent agreement with finite
element modeling (FEM) results as shown in Figs. 2.3c, e–g, as long as the ser-
pentine width is small enough compared to its arc radius, e.g., w/R < 0.5. According
to the contour plots of strain distribution in Fig. 2.3c, it is obvious that the maxi-
mum strain always occurs at the inner crest of the arc, which is exactly where
fracture occurred in our experiments [39]. It is evident in Fig. 2.3e that serpentines
with smaller width and longer arms exhibit lower maximum strains and hence better
stretchability. Figure 2.3e also suggests that the CB solutions (dashed curves) match
the FEM results (solid markers) well when w/R < 0.5. To obtain accurate solutions
for wide serpentines, we recently developed the elasticity solution [40] whose
contour plot is compared with FEM in Fig. 2.3d and strain and stiffness results are
plotted as solid curves in Figs. 2.3e–h. Through the comparison, it is evident that
elasticity solution can fully capture the FEM results for all ribbon widths.
Unfortunately, unlike the CB solution, the elasticity solutions cannot be expressed
as short equations. The effect of the arc angle α is illustrated by Fig. 2.3f. Two
observations can be readily made: first, while the effects of w/R and l/R are
monotonic, the effect of α is not always monotonic; second, when α is close to
−90°, i.e., when the serpentine approaches a straight ribbon, the maximum strain in
the serpentine may exceed the applied strain, meaning the serpentine is less
stretchable compared with their straight counterpart. As a result, it is important for
us to realize that not all serpentines can help reduce strains and the design of the
serpentine needs to be rationalized. Fig. 2.3g plots the effective stiffness of the

b Fig. 2.2 2D plane strain model of non-buckling freestanding and polymer-embedded serpentines
[39, 40]. a Geometric parameters and boundary conditions of the unit cell of a freestanding
serpentine ribbon. b Simplified model due to symmetry. c Comparison between curved beam
(CB) theory and FEM results of strain distribution in a narrow serpentine. d Comparison between
elasticity theory and FEM results of strain distribution in a wide serpentine. e Normalized
maximum strain in the serpentine is plotted as a function of normalized ribbon width for
serpentines with various arm lengths, which suggests smaller width and longer arms yield lower
strains. f Normalized maximum strain in the serpentine is plotted as a function of arc angle for
various arm lengths, which suggests nonmonotonic arc angle effect and that some serpentines can
develop higher strains than straight ribbons. g Serpentine stiffness normalized by its linear
counterpart is plotted as a function of arc angle for various arm lengths, which indicates that there
can be orders of magnitude reduction when patterning straight ribbons into serpentine shapes.
h Normalized maximum strain in an embedded serpentine as a function of matrix modulus, which
suggests that analytical solutions to freestanding serpentines is valid for serpentines embedded in
soft polymer matrix (e.g., Ematrix < 100 MPa)
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serpentines normalized by that of a straight ribbon. It is impressive that the effective
stiffness can be reduced by orders of magnitude by simply changing a straight
ribbon into serpentine shapes—this is why metal or silicon-based serpentines can be
made as soft as skins [4] and tissues [41].

When thick, non-buckling serpentines of stiff metal are embedded in a polymer
matrix [25], we have performed FEM to reveal their εmax when εapp is applied to
pull the polymer matrix. Figure 2.3h plots εmax/εapp as a function of the matrix
modulus Ematrix against the CB (dashed line) and elasticity (solid line) solutions for
freestanding serpentines, which are flat because they are independent of Ematrix.

Fig. 2.3 Experiments of brittle ITO serpentines supported by stiff [50] and soft [51] polymer
substrates. a Top view of ITO serpentines directly sputtered on a Kapton substrate through a
stencil. b Top view of transparent ITO-PET serpentines transfer printed on a Tegaderm substrate.
c Resistance of ITO serpentines of different widths measured when Kapton is pulled by uniaxial
tensile strain, which indicates that ITO serpentines on stiff polymer like Kapton are not very
stretchable. d Resistance of ITO serpentines of different arm lengths measured when Tegaderm is
pulled by uniaxial tensile strain, which indicates much enhanced stretchability. e Normalized FEM
maximum strain in Kapton-supported serpentine as a function of normalized serpentine width.
f Measured stretchability of Tegaderm-supported serpentine as a function of serpentine arm length
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When Ematrix < 100 MPa, the FEM results fall right on the analytical solutions for
freestanding serpentines, which indicates that soft polymer matrix has almost no effect
on the deformation of non-buckling serpentine. Hence the strain in metal serpentines
embedded in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (e.g., 10:1 Sylgard 184 PDMS has a
Young’s modulus of 3 MPa [42]) can be well captured by the analytical solutions for
freestanding serpentines when metal deformation is within the elastic regime.

When serpentine ribbons’ thickness is much smaller compared to their width, as
in most epidermal sensors, freestanding serpentines will buckle out of plane to
avoid in-plane bending by developing out-of-plane bending and twisting, which
stores much lower strain energy. Buckling and postbuckling theories and FEM have
been developed to address this problem [26, 43, 44]. To enhance the areal coverage
of functional serpentines without compromising the multidirectional stretchability, a
concept of self-similar or fractal serpentines have been proposed, which has also
greatly enhanced the topologies of serpentine designs [24, 32, 45, 46]. So far, the
optimization theories for freestanding and interlaced serpentine networks are still
lacking.

2.2.2 Substrate-Supported Serpentines

The mechanical behaviors of polymer-bonded serpentines are expected to be very
different from the freestanding ones. A few experiments and FEM have been
conducted to provide insights into the shape-dependent mechanical behaviors of
polymer-supported metal-based serpentines [27–30, 36, 47–49]. Other than metallic
serpentines, ceramic serpentines start to gain popularity as stretchable solar cells
[4], amplifiers [4], and nanogenerators [35]. But so far there is little experimental
mechanics investigation to reveal the stretchability of polymer-bonded brittle ser-
pentine thin films due to the difficulty to fabricate and handle brittle serpentines on
soft polymer substrates. We have used indium tin oxide (ITO) as a model brittle
material to study the mechanics of polymer-bonded brittle serpentines [50, 51].

Thin ITO films have been a popular electrode material in flat panel displays [52]
and solar cells [53] attributing to their combined high electrical conductivity and
optical transparency. However, ITO is not mechanically favorable in flexible/
stretchable electronics due to its brittle nature. Cracks were observed at applied
tensile strains around 1 % in polymer-supported blanket thin ITO films [38, 54].
Resistance versus applied strain curves have been widely adopted to indicate the
stretchability of conductive thin films such as metal [55–57] and ITO [38]. We have
sputtered ITO serpentines on Kapton® (DuPont) substrates through stencils as
shown in Fig. 2.3a [50] and “cut-and-pasted” ITO-PET (polyethylene terephthalate)
bilayer serpentines on soft stretchable Tegaderm® (3M medical tape) substrates as
displayed in Fig. 2.3b [51]. Through the measurement of electrical resistance as a
function of tensile strain applied to the substrate (Fig. 2.3c for ITO on Kapton and
Fig. 2.3d for ITO-PET on Tegaderm), the strain-to-rupture (a.k.a. stretchability) can
be determined as the strain at which the resistance starts to blow up.
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A series of FEMs are performed for systematically varied serpentine shapes
when the substrate is Kapton (EKapton = 2.5 GPa). An empirical equation is fitted
based on the FEM results as discussed in [50]. Figure 2.3e plots εmax/εapp as a
function of w/r with different l/r using both the FEM results and the empirical
equation. It is evident that w/r always has a monotonic effect on εmax/εapp—smaller
strains in narrower ribbons. Another important finding is that when w/r is beyond
about 0.4, εmax/εapp will go beyond 1, which means the stretchability of the ser-
pentine will actually be lower than its straight counterpart, indicating a strain
augmentation instead of strain reduction effect. Compared with the effect of w/r, the
effects of arm length l/r and α (not shown) are not as significant, especially when w/
r is small. The fundamental reason is that the in-plane rotation and out-of-plane
buckling/twisting of the serpentine ribbons are fully constrained by the stiff polymer
substrates. Hence we conclude that stiff serpentines directly bonded to stiff polymer
substrates like Kapton or PET are in general not much more stretchable than their
linear counterpart and many shapes actually can be even worse.

Brittle serpentines are expected to be more stretchable when bonded to a very
soft substrate like the Tegaderm (ETegaderm = 7 MPa [58]) because the constraint
from the substrate is much reduced. However, directly sputtering thin ITO films on
elastomeric substrates resulted in surface wrinkles [59] and from our own experi-
ence, ITO films easily cracked with even very gentle handling. The idea we came
up with is to first sputter ITO on transparent PET sheet and then transfer ITO-coated
PET serpentines on Tegaderm [51]. Depending on serpentine shape and adhesion to
the Tegaderm substrate, ITO ribbons can remain conductive when stretched
beyond 100 %, as shown in Fig. 2.3f. Generally speaking, weakly-bonded ser-
pentines debond from the substrate before rupture, and are always more stretchable
with narrower ribbon width, longer arms, larger arc radius, and larger arc angle. The
stretchability of well-bonded serpentines, however, show non-monotonic depen-
dence on those geometric parameters due to stronger substrate constraints. It is
found that serpentines with long arms rupture by transverse buckling due to
Poisson’s contraction in Tegaderm, which degrades stretchability when the trans-
verse dimension is large.

2.3 Conformability of Epidermal Sensors
on Rough Skin Surfaces

Noninvasive but intimate contact with epidermis is required for superior
signal-to-noise ratio and suppressed motion artifacts in epidermal electrophysio-
logical (EP) sensors, hydration sensors, and mechanical sensors [4, 9, 12, 13, 22].
Moreover, conformability-enabled efficient heat and mass transfer between device
and skin has led to very precise skin temperature detectors [16], low power
wearable heaters [60, 61], effective sweat monitors [20, 62], and on demand drug
delivery patches [18]. A comprehensive mechanistic understanding on the
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conformability of thin device sheets on rough epidermis can offer important insights
into the design of the mechanical properties of epidermal devices.

Conformability between epidermal electronics and skin has been analytically
studied through the energy minimization method [63, 64], which can successfully
predict non-conformed and fully conformed scenarios. Jeong et al. [12] carried out
a series of experiments to study the conformability of elastomer membranes
(Ecoflex, Smooth-On, USA) on an Ecoflex skin replica. Membrane-substrate
conformability is clearly revealed by the cross-sectional scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) images as displayed in Fig. 2.4a [12]: 5 μm thick patch achieved full
conformability to the substrate, 36 μm thick one only partially conformed to the
substrate, whereas patches with thickness of 100 μm and 500 μm remained
non-conformed at all. For illustration purpose, 2D schematics for fully conformed
(FC), partially conformed (PC), and non-conformed (NC) scenarios are offered in
Fig. 2.4b–d, respectively. We therefore developed an extended theory that can

Fig. 2.4 Illustration of epidermal device conforming to rough skin surface. a Cross-sectional
SEM pictures showing 5 μm Ecoflex is fully conformed to Ecoflex-based skin replica, 36 μm one
achieved partial conformability, whereas 100 μm and 500 μm ones did not conform at all [12].
b–d offer schematics of fully conformed (FC), partially conformed (PC), and non-conformed
(NC) scenarios. e Schematic of a generic partially conformed membrane with geometric
parameters and characteristic points labeled: the initial amplitude and wavelength of the substrate
is 2h0 and λ, respectively; after membrane lamination, the substrate surface within the contact zone
deforms to a new sinusoidal shape with amplitude 2h1 (not labeled in the figure) and unchanged
wavelength; xc is the horizontal projection of the contact zone; Point B denotes the delaminating
point
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predict all three scenarios by successfully finding the substrate elastic energy under
partially conformed contact [65].

A 2D schematic for a generic partially conformed configuration is given in
Fig. 2.4e. For simplicity, the membrane is modeled as a uniform linear elastic
membrane with plane strain modulus Em and thickness t. The skin is assumed to be
a pre-corrugated linear elastic half space with plane strain modulus Es. Within the
Cartesian coordinate system xy defined in Fig. 2.4e, the surface profile of the
undeformed skin as outlined by the dashed peachpuff curve is simply characterized
by a sinusoidal function w0 xð Þ with amplitude 2h0 and wavelength λ. When the
elastic membrane is laminated on the skin substrate and starts to conform to the
substrate due to interface adhesion, a contact zone with horizontal projection
denoted as xc is labeled in Fig. 2.4e. Therefore xc ¼ k=2 represents FC scenario
(Fig. 2.4b), 0\xc\k=2 PC scenario (Fig. 2.4c), and xc ¼ 0 NC scenario
(Fig. 2.4d). Due to membrane-substrate interaction, the skin substrate deforms.
Here, we simply postulate that the surface profile of the skin within the contact zone
deforms from the initial sinusoidal shape w0 xð Þ to a new sinusoidal shape w1 xð Þ
(within 0� x� xc) with the same wavelength but a different amplitude, 2h1. This
assumption holds all the way till xc ¼ k=2, which means the overall skin surface
deforms from one sinusoidal profile to another with the same wavelength but
different amplitude. The profile of a partially conformed membrane, w2ðxÞ as
illustrated by the magenta curve in Fig. 2.4e is sectional: from A to B, i.e., when
0� x� xc, the membrane fully conforms to the substrate and thus w2ðxÞ ¼ w1ðxÞ;
from B to C, i.e., when xc � x� k=2, the membrane is suspended and w2ðxÞ is
assumed to be a hyperbolic shape which will decay to a parabolic shape when
normal strain in the membrane is small, i.e., a pure bending condition is assumed
[66, 67].

To solve for xc and h1, energy minimization method is adopted. The total energy
per period of the system, Utotal, consists of the following four energies:

Utotal ¼ Ubending þUmembrane þUadhesion þUsubstrate; ð2:4Þ

where Ubending is the bending energy of the membrane, Umembrane is the membrane
energy associated with tensile strain in the membrane, Uadhesion is the interface
adhesion energy between the membrane and the substrate which is proportional to
the interface work of adhesion, γ, and Usubstrate is the elastic energy stored in the
substrate, which equals to the work done to the substrate by the membrane.

Detailed derivations of the four energies yielded four dimensionless governing
parameters for this problem [65]: b ¼ 2ph0=k; g ¼ t=k; a ¼ Em=Es; and l ¼
c= Esk
� �

; which are physically interpreted as normalized roughness of the corru-
gated skin surface (b), normalized membrane thickness (g), membrane-to-substrate
modulus ratio (a), and normalized membrane-substrate interface adhesion (l),
respectively. In addition, there are two unknown dimensionless parameters: bxc ¼
2xc=k and n ¼ h1=h0, which once solved can yield the contact zone size and the
amplitude of the deformed substrate. By fixing b; a; l; and g, minimization of
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Eq. (2.4) with respect to bxc and n within the domain confined by
0�bxc � 1 and 0� n� 1 will give us the equilibrium solution, which can be visu-
alized as the global minimum of a 3D plot of the normalized total energy landscape
as a function of bxc and n.

Our analytical solutions can be directly compared with Jeong’s conformability
experiment [12]. Basic parameters that can be extracted from the experiment are:
substrate roughness h0 ¼ 50 lm; k ¼ 250 lm; plane strain moduli of Ecoflex
membrane and substrate Es ¼ Em ¼ 92KPa [4]. The interface work of adhesion is
taken as c ¼ 50mJ=m2 according to our recent experimental measurements of
elastomer adhesion [42]. Based on those given parameters, the four dimensionless
parameters are computed as: b ¼ 1:2; a ¼ 1; l ¼ 0:003, and g ¼ 0:02; 0:144; 0:04,
and 2, which corresponds to the four different experimental thicknesses of the
membrane t = 5, 36, 100, 500 μm, respectively. By fixing the substrate morphology
b ¼ 1:2 (i.e., h0 ¼ 50 lm; k ¼ 250 lmÞ, Fig. 2.5 predicts the conformability as a
function of the other three parameters a;l and g. The 3D plot in Fig. 2.5a shows
two critical surfaces dividing FC/PC and PC/NC. The conclusion is consistent with

Fig. 2.5 Conformability prediction when fixing skin surface roughness: h0 ¼ 50 lm; k ¼ 250 lm
[65]. a Surfaces dividing FC/PC and PC/NC. b Contact area bxc versus t (or g) when
b ¼ 1:2; a ¼ 1; l ¼ 0:003, which agrees well with Jeong’s experiments [12] (labeled as black
dots). c Contact area bxc versus γ (or l) when b ¼ 1:2; a ¼ 1; g ¼ 0:12. d Contact area bxc versus
Em (or a) when b ¼ 1:2;l ¼ 0:003; g ¼ 0:12
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our intuition that the FC condition can be achieved at small g, i.e., thin membrane,
small a, i.e., compliant membrane, and large l, i.e., strong membrane-substrate
adhesion. On the contrary, NC condition occurs at large a; large g, and small l.

To better illustrate the effect of individual variables, we chose to fix three
variables and only change one at a time. For example, in Fig. 2.5b, bxc is plotted as a
function of t in the bottom axis and g in the top axis with b ¼ 1:2; a ¼ 1; l ¼ 0:003
fixed. It is evident that as the film thickness grows from 0, the conformability goes
from FC to PC and finally NC. While the transition from PC to NC is smooth, the
transition from FC to PC is abrupt, which suggests a significant drop (>77 %) of
contact area from FC to PC. Similar jumps have been observed for few layer
graphene (FLG) conforming to silicon substrate [68] and elastic membrane lami-
nated on rigid, corrugated substrate [66]. More analysis on how different substrate
morphologies affect snap-through transition of conformability can be found in [67].
Quantitatively, full conformability requires g\0:03, i.e., t\7:5 lm: When
g[ 0:28, i.e., t[ 70 lm; there is no conformability at all. When 0:03\g\0:28,
i.e., when 7:5 lm\t\70 lm; the contact area of the PC scenario can be deter-
mined. The three black dots in Fig. 2.5b indicate the three different membrane
thicknesses tested in the Jeong’s experiment [12], which are fully consistent with
our prediction.

Since the original epidermal electronics was fabricated on 30 μm thick Ecoflex
[4], the conformability of a 30 lm thick Ecoflex on an Ecoflex skin replica has been
predicted. In order to show the effect of adhesion energy and membrane modulus
over wide ranges, bxc versus γ (or l) and bxc versus Em (or a) are plotted with
logx scale in Figs. 2.5c, d, respectively, with the rest three variables fixed. In
Fig. 2.5c, it is evident that when l [ 0:008, i.e., c[ 138mJ=m2; FC mode can be
achieved but when l\0:0016, i.e., c\30mJ=m2; the membrane would not con-
form to the substrate at all. Figure 2.5d indicates that when a\0:2, i.e.,
Em\10 kPa, FC is guaranteed but when a[ 2:5, i.e., Em [ 125 kPa, there is no
conformability. It is also noted that the abrupt transition from FC to PC is also
present in Fig. 2.5c, d, with the same maximum contact area (23 % of total surface
area) under PC. In summary, Fig. 2.5 offers a quantitative guideline toward con-
formable skin-mounted electronics in a four-dimensional design space.

2.4 “Cut-and-Paste” Manufacture of Epidermal Sensors

Disposable and widely accessible epidermal sensors rely on the realization of low
cost, high throughput manufacture. Current manufacture leverages standard
microelectronics fabrication processes including vacuum deposition of films, spin
coating, photolithography, wet and dry etching, as well as transfer-printing [4, 23,
69]. Although it has been proved effective, it requires access to cleanroom facilities
and the time and labor costs are burdensome. Plus the overall size of the device is
limited to the scale of the rigid handling wafer.
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Our newly invented “cut-and-paste” method offers a very simple and immediate
solution to these limitations [58]. Instead of vacuum deposition, thin metal-on-
polymer laminates of various thicknesses can be directly purchased from industrial
manufacturers. Instead of using photolithography patterning, a benchtop electronic
cutter plotter is used to mechanically carve out the designed patterns, with excess
being removed, which is a freeform, subtractive manufacturing process, inverse to
the popular freeform, additive manufacturing technology [70]. The cutter plotter
can pattern on thin sheet metals and polymers up to 12 inches wide and several feet
long, largely exceeding lab-scale wafer sizes. Since the patterns can be carved with
the support of thermal release tapes (TRT), the patterned films can be directly
printed onto a variety of tattoo adhesives and medical tapes with almost 100 %
yield. The whole process can be completed on an ordinary bench without any wet
process within 10 min, which allows rapid prototyping. Equipment used in this
process only includes a desktop cutter plotter and a hot plate for TRT heating,
which enables portable manufacture. Since no rigid handle wafer is needed
throughout the process, the “cut-and-paste” method is intrinsically compatible with
roll-to-roll manufacture. The only drawback of this method is the limited patterning
resolution of state-of-the-art cutter plotters, which is universally around 200 μm.

The detailed “cut-and-paste” process is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 [58]. Since thin
metal films supported by stiff polymers such as Kapton and PET are more
stretchable than freestanding metal foils [55], we always use metal-PET laminates

Fig. 2.6 Schematics for the cost and time effective “cut-and-paste” process [58]. a Au-PET-TRT
(APT) laminated on the cutting mat with PET being the topmost layer. b Carving designed seams
in the Au-PET layer by an automated cutter plotter. c Peeling APT off from the cutting mat.
d Removing excessive Au-PET flakes after deactivating the TRT on hot plate. e Printing patterned
Au-PET onto target substrate. f Resulted epidermal sensor systems with Au being the topmost
layer. Steps (a)–(e) can be repeated for other materials
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as the starting materials, which can be readily purchased from industrial suppliers
such as Sheldahl (Northfield, MN) and Neptco (Pawtucket, RI). To manufacture
gold (Au)-based stretchable electrophysiological (EP) electrodes, resistance tem-
perature detectors (RTD), and impedance sensors, 100 nm-Au-on-13 μm-PET sheet
was uniformly bonded to a flexible, single-sided TRT (Semiconductor Equipment
Corp., USA) with Au side touching the adhesive of the TRT. The other side of the
TRT was then adhered to a tacky flexible cutting mat, as shown in Fig. 2.6a. The
cutting mat was fed into an electronic cutter plotter (Silhouette Cameo, USA) with
the PET side facing the cutting blade. By importing our AutoCAD design into the
Silhouette Studio software, the cutter plotter can automatically carve the Au-PET
sheet with designed seams within minutes (Fig. 2.6b). Once seams were formed, the
TRT was gently peeled off from the cutting mat (Fig. 2.6c) and slightly baked on a
115 °C hotplate for 1–2 min. Heat deactivated the adhesives on the TRT such that
the excessive flakes can be easily peeled off by tweezers (Fig. 2.6d), leaving only
the desired device patterns loosely resting on the TRT. The patterned devices were
finally printed on a target substrate with native adhesives, which could be a tem-
porary tattoo paper (Silhouette) or a medical tape, such as the 3M Tegaderm
transparent dressing or the 3M kind removal silicone tape (KRST) (Fig. 2.6e),
yielding a Au-based epidermal sensing patch (Fig. 2.6f). Steps illustrated by
Figs. 2.6a–e can be repeated for other thin sheets of metals and polymers, which can
be printed on the same target substrate with alignment markers, rendering a mul-
timaterial, multiparametric epidermal sensing patch ready for skin mounting.

To demonstrate the “cut-and-paste” method, multimaterial epidermal sensor
systems are fabricated and applied to measure EP signals such as ECG (Fig. 2.7a),
EMG (Fig. 2.7b), and electroencephalogram (EEG) (Fig. 2.7c), skin temperature
(Fig. 2.7d), skin hydration (Fig. 2.7e), and respiratory rate (Fig. 2.7f). Those
measurements are compared favorably to state-of-the-art gold standards. Except
that the soft strain gauges for respiratory rate sensing are made out of electrically
conductive rubber (ECR)(Elastosil LR 3162, Wacker Silicones), all other sensors
are Au-based passive sensors. In addition to sensors, a planar stretchable coil of
9 μm-Al-13 μm-PET ribbons exploiting the double-stranded serpentine design is
also integrated on the same patch as a low frequency, wireless strain gauge, which
can also serve as NFC antenna in the future.

Note that the above mentioned “cut-and-paste” method has proved effective in
patterning metal-on-polymer laminates and elastomeric sheets, but it is not directly
applicable to ceramic-coated polymer as indentation of the cutting blade would
easily shatter intrinsically brittle ceramic film. However, the stretchable ITO-PET
serpentines on Tegaderm shown in Fig. 2.3b were fabricated through a variation of
the “cut-and-paste” method [51]. Instead of cutting blanket ITO-PET sheets, we
first cut on a bare PET sheet, deposited thin ITO film on the cut PET (ITO deposited
over the seam trenches are discontinuous), and then removed the excessive. In this
way, no cutting is performed on ITO and the pattern in the ITO-PET bilayer is
formed by a process very similar to the “lift-off” process in microfabrication. ITO is
just one example of brittle materials. Such a cost and time effective process can also
be applied to pattern other brittle materials.
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2.5 Conclusions

This chapter presents our recent studies on the stretchability, conformability, and
low-cost manufacture of epidermal sensors, which is a compelling example of
bio-integrated electronics. After a decade of development, the intrinsic stiffness and
brittleness of electronic materials is no longer a road block to stretchable elec-
tronics. We want to emphasize that in addition to stretchability of the sensors,
conformability to soft but rough tissue surface is another key requirement for
bio-integrated electronics. While examples in this chapter are based on metal and
ceramic materials, the fundamental mechanics and ubiquitous “cut-and-paste”
manufacturing process are also applicable to other classes of materials. Except
epidermal applications, soft sensor and electronic sheets have also found many
other exciting applications in vivo as well as in tissue engineering, and there will be
many more to come.

Fig. 2.7 ECG, EMG, EEG, skin temperature, skin hydration, and respiratory rate measurements
by low-cost epidermal sensors [58]. a ECG simultaneously measured by ESS (red) and Ag/AgCl
gel electrodes (black). Stronger ECG signals were obtained by the epidermal electrodes.
b Epidermal electrodes attached on human forearm for EMG measurement when the subject is
gripping a commercial dynamometer with different forces. Higher EMG amplitude corresponded
to higher gripping force. c EEG measured on human forehead by both epidermal electrodes and
Ag/AgCl gel electrodes. Two frequency spectrums of the EEG are well overlapped. 10 Hz alpha
rhythm measured by epidermal electrodes is clearly visible when eyes were closed. d Skin
temperature changes measured by both epidermal resistance temperature detector (RTD) and
thermocouple found good correlation. e Real-time skin hydration before and after Espresso intake
measured by both commercial corneometer and epidermal impedance sensor. f Voltage outputs
from the electrically conductive rubber (ECG)-based Wheatstone bridge during normal and deep
breath
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Chapter 3
Mechanics and Designs of Stretchable
Bioelectronics

Yihui Zhang

Abstract This chapter reviews mechanics-guided designs that enable highly
deformable forms of bioelectronics, through soft, conformal integration of hard
functional components with soft elastomeric substrates. Three representative
strategies, including wavy, wrinkled design, island-bridge design, and Origami/
Kirigami-inspired design, are summarized, highlighting the key design concepts,
unique mechanical behaviors, and analytical/computational mechanics models that
guide the design optimization. Finally, some perspectives are provided on the
remaining challenges and opportunities.

Keywords Stretchable electronics � Mechanics � Wrinkling � Postbuckling �
Serpentine interconnects � Fractal design � Origami and Kirigami

3.1 Introduction

During the last decade, fast developments and substantial achievements have been
made on various aspects of stretchable bioelectronics, which has been reshaping
this new field. This class of electronics, while maintaining the functionalities of
established technologies, could offer superior mechanical attributes that are inac-
cessible to traditional electronics, e.g., stretched like a rubber band, twisted like a
rope, and bent around a pencil tip, without mechanical fatigue or any significant
change in operating characteristics [1, 2]. Those superior mechanical characteristics
pave the way to a range of bio-inspired and bio-integrated applications [3–11] that
could not be addressed with any other approach.
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There are two general routes to stretchable forms of bioelectronics [1, 12, 13]:
(1) developing novel materials that are intrinsically stretchable to serve as func-
tional components of devices; (2) devising novel structural designs for heteroge-
neous integration of hard (e.g., moduli approaching 1 TPa for SWNTs and graphene
[14, 15]) inorganic, functional components and soft (e.g., modulus *3 kPa for
certain cellular forms of elastomers [16], and*60 kPa for ecoflex [17]) elastomeric
platforms to result in device systems that are stretchable. This chapter will focus on
the latter route, aiming to provide a review on the recent advances of the
mechanics-guided designs and models. In this route, the quantitative mechanics
design has been playing crucial roles, at a level of importance that is comparable to
circuit design in conventional electronics [12].

3.2 Wavy, Wrinkled Design

The wavy, wrinkled design represents the first type of structural design introduced
in stretchable inorganic electronics. This design was initially proposed to achieve a
stretchable form of single-crystal silicon for high-performance electronics on a
rubber substrate [18]. The key of this design strategy is to introduce an initial strain
in a soft substrate (e.g., silicone), either by thermally induced expansion [19] or
mechanical pre-stretch [18, 20], and then utilize this prestrain to drive the formation
of wavy, wrinkled patterns in hard thin films (e.g., metal or semiconductor).
Figure 3.1a presents a schematic illustration of the fabrication procedure for wavy
silicon ribbons on an elastomeric substrate (e.g., PDMS) [18]. Figure 3.1b presents
scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of highly periodic, wavy, single-crystal Si
ribbons generated with this strategy.

Many mechanics models have been developed to predict the configurations of
the wavy ribbon structures, as well as their stretchabilities. Several excellent review
papers on these models can be found in literature [21–23], and therefore, only some
key results will be introduced herein. In the regime of small prestrain (e.g.,
0.5 % < εpre < 5 %), an energy approach based on the small deformation theory was
developed to determine the buckled configurations [24, 25]. In this approach, a
sinusoidal profile of out-of-plane displacement is assumed for the bucked ribbon
whose wavelength (k0) and amplitude (A0) can be determined, through the mini-
mization of total strain energy, as

k0 ¼ phfffiffiffiffi
ec

p ¼ 2phf
�Ef

3�Es

� �1=3

; A0 ¼ hf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epre
ec

� 1
r

; ð3:1Þ

where the subscripts ‘f’ and ‘s’ denote the ribbon and substrate, respectively; �E ¼
E
�
1� m2ð Þ is the plane-strain modulus, with m denoting the Poisson ratio; hf is the

thickness of the ribbon; and ec ¼ 3�Es
�
�Ef

� �2=3.
4 is the critical strain to trigger the

buckling, which is *0.034 % for the Si ribbon on a PDMS substrate [18].
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Equation (3.1) indicates that the wavelength is independent on the prestrain (re-
ferred to as ‘previous model’ in Fig. 3.1c), which deviates evidently from the
experimental measurements at a large prestrain (e.g., >5 %). In this regime (e.g.,
5 % < εpre < 30 %), the experimental observations showed a reduced wavelength
with the increase of prestrain [26], which is mainly attributed to the finite

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3.1 a Schematic illustration of the fabricating process for wavy, wrinkled single-crystal Si
ribbons on an elastomeric substrate. b SEM images of wavy, wrinkled, single-crystal Si ribbons
fabricated with the process in a. c Dependences of wavelength and amplitude on the prestrain for
wrinkled structures of Si (100 nm thickness) on PDMS. d SEM images of a 2-D wavy Si
nanomembrane fully bonded on PDMS. e Optical images of wavy Si complementary metal–
oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) inverters under tensile strain along the x and y directions. f Parallel
ridges (left panel) and crumpled patterns (right panel) of graphene papers after the biaxially
pre-stretched (*400 %) elastomeric substrate is uniaxiallly and biaxially relaxed, respectively.
a and b are adapted with permission from Ref. [18], Copyright 2006, American Association for the
Advancement of Science. c is adapted with permission from Ref. [26], Copyright 2007, National
Academy of Sciences. d is adapted with permission from Ref. [30], Copyright 2007, American
Chemical Society. e is adapted with permission from [31], Copyright 2008, American Association
for the Advancement of Science. f is adapted with permission from Ref. [34], Copyright 2014,
Nature Publishing Group
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deformation in the elastomeric substrate. To account for such effect during post-
buckling, Jiang et al. [26] and Song et al. [27] developed analytic models that
yielded corrected solutions to the buckling wavelength and amplitude, i.e.,

k ¼ k0

1þ epre
� �

1þ nð Þ1=3
; A ¼ A0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ epre
p

1þ nð Þ1=3
; ð3:2Þ

where k0 and A0 represent the wavelength and amplitude in the small deformation
condition and n ¼ 5epre 1þ epre

� ��
32. Figure 3.1c shows that the new solutions

[Eq. (3.2)] could well capture the phenomenon of strain-dependent wavelength, and
offer a more accurate prediction of amplitude as compared to small deformation

solutions. The peak strain in this regime can be approximated by epeak �
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
epreec

p
1þ nð Þ1=3

. ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ epre

p
; from which the maximum prestrain to avoid frac-

ture in the ribbons can be determined. For example, it gives a maximum prestrain of
*29 % for Si with a fracture strain of *1.8 %, and therefore indicates the
stretchability of the wavy Si ribbons to be as large as *29 %. Using a similar
approach, Cheng et al. [28] investigated the stretchable ribbons formed with a
heterogeneous bilayer substrate, in which the top, soft layer reduces the peak strain
of ribbons to enable a high stretchability, whereas the relatively stiff layer at the
bottom offers robustness and high strength to the system. Jiang et al. [29] extended
the above energy approach to a three-dimensional (3-D) model, and established an
analytic model to study the effect of finite ribbon width on the amplitude and
wavelength during postbuckling.

The above mechanical strategy was further exploited by Choi et al. [30] and Kim
et al. [31] to generate two-dimensional (2-D), wavy, electronic devices (as shown in
Figs. 3.1d, e), which offer excellent stretchability along various directions. In the
case of biaxial prestrain, the determination of buckling configurations is quite
complicated, as shown by the computational and theoretical studies in Refs. [24, 25,
32, 33]. Introducing this design concept in graphene films on elastomeric substrate,
Zang et al. [15, 34] demonstrated that ridged or crumpled patterns of grapheme
films (as shown in Fig. 3.1f) can be formed by using extremely large prestrains
(e.g., up to 400 %).

3.3 Island-Bridge Design

The island-bridge design represents another general strategy which is widely used in
stretchable bioelectronics. The coplanar island-bridge design was initially proposed
by Lacour et al. [35], using stretchable wavy, metal electrodes to interconnect active
devices, while the noncoplanar island-bridge design was first introduced by
Kim et al. [36] to significantly increase the stretchability. In this design, the func-
tional components usually reside on the island, while the electrical interconnects
form the bridge. Under stretching, the rigid islands (which have high effective
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stiffness) keep almost undeformed (e.g., with <1 % strain) to ensure the mechanical
integrity of functional materials, while the interconnects (which have low effective
stiffness) deform to provide the stretchability. Therefore, the design of bridge
structure is the key to the effective mechanical properties (e.g., modulus, stretcha-
bility, etc.) of the system. Depending on the geometric nature of the bridge, the
island-bridge design can be further classified into three groups, which are elaborated
in the following subsections.

3.3.1 Island-Bridge Design with Straight Interconnects

In this type of island-bridge design, the straight interconnects can be either strongly
bonded (via chemical covalent bonding) or weakly bonded (via van der Waals
interaction) to a pre-stretched elastomeric substrate, resulting in coplanar wavy
interconnects [35] or noncoplanar arc-shaped interconnects [36], upon release of the
prestrain. Since the wavy configurations have been introduced in detail in Sect. 3.2,
this subsection focuses on the noncoplanar arc-shaped interconnects, as shown in
Figs. 3.2a, b. Such design was adopted in many stretchable electronic systems, e.g,
the eyeball-like digital cameras [6, 37] and photovoltaic devices [38, 39].

Song et al. [40] developed an analytic model to investigate the buckling physics
of island-bridge structure with straight interconnects. A sinusoidal expression was
assumed to characterize the arc-shaped profile during postbuckling, in which the
unknown amplitude was determined from minimization of the total strain energy. By
applying the reaction forces and bending moments at the ends of interconnect to the
membrane-shaped island, an approximation solution to the peak strain of island can
be also obtained. This model [40] applies mainly to the case in which the maximum
deflection (i.e., the out-of-plane displacement) of the interconnect is relatively small
compared to the bridge length, since the assumption of sinusoidal postbuckling
configuration will not be accurate enough in the regime of large interconnect
deflection. To overcome this issue, Li et al. [41] developed a finite deformation
model that discards the assumption of sinusoidal profile for the bridge deformation
and the approximation of dimensional analysis for the island deformation. An
accurate solution of the interconnect deflection and peak strains (both in the bridge
and in the island) can be obtained, as shown in Figs. 3.2c, d. The results show that a
thin and long interconnect is preferred to increase the stretchability.

The island-bridge structure sometimes undergoes stretching along a direction
deviated from the axial directions of the interconnects. In this case, the lateral buckling
might be triggered in the straight interconnects, which involves not only bending
deformation, but also twisting deformation. Su et al. [42] established a theoretical
framework for the postbuckling of beams that may involve complex buckling modes
such as lateral buckling, and adopted the perturbation method to obtain the amplitude
of buckled interconnects. Chen et al. [43] derived analytical solutions for describing
the critical lateral bucking and postbuckling configuration of interconnects under
shear.
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3.3.2 Island-Bridge Design with Serpentine Interconnects

Interconnects with a filamentary, serpentine configuration are more flexible than
straight interconnects, thereby with a potential to offer a higher stretchability, even
without any use of pre-stretch in the elastomeric substrate. Based on the different
requirements of target applications, the serpentine interconnect can be fully bonded,
partially bonded, or completely nonbonded to the substrate by means of different
fabrication processes. Under different bonding conditions, the mechanics behaviors
of serpentine interconnect could be qualitatively different, as detailed below.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3.2 a SEM images of an array of CMOS inverters that adopt an island-bridge configuration,
in an undeformed state (lower panel, formed with *20 % prestrain) and in a deformed state
associated with a complex twisting motion (upper panel). b Optical image of a stretchable array of
CMOS inverters under combined bending and twisting deformations, with the insets (colorized)
highlighting three different types of deformation mode: diagonal stretching, twisting, and bending.
c Normalized maximum deflection and maximum strain of the bridge versus the prestrain of the
substrate, where tbridge and Lbridge denote the thickness and length of the bridge, respectively.
d Normalized maximum strain of the island versus the prestrain of the substrate, where D and tisland
are the flexural rigidity and thickness of the island, respectively, and EbridgeIbridge is the bending
stiffness of the bridge. a and b are adapted with permission from Ref. [36] (Copyright 2008,
National Academy of Sciences). c and d are adapted with permission from Ref. [41] (Copyright
2013, Royal Society of Chemistry)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3.3 a Optical image (left panel) of an island-bridge structure with coplanar serpentine
interconnects, and SEM image (right panel) of an island-bridge structure with noncoplanar
serpentine interconnect enabled by a strategy of substrate pre-stretch. b Schematic illustration of
geometric parameters for a representative serpentine interconnect with m unit cells. c Normalized
elastic stretchability of non-buckled, thick, serpentine interconnect as a function of height/spacing
aspect ratio for different number of unit cells, in which εyield is the yield strain of the interconnect
material. d Elastic stretchability of buckled, thin, serpentine interconnect as a function of
thickness/width aspect ratio for various εyieldl/w, m = 1 and η = 4. e SEM images of serpentine
interconnects fully bonded onto an elastomeric substrate, in the undeformed state (upper left
panel), compressed state (upper right panel) with the use of substrate pre-stretch, and stretched
states [without any wrinkling for a thick (4 μm Cu) interconnect, lower left panel; with local
wrinkling for a thin (0.3 μm Cu) interconnect, lower right panel]. f Experiment measurement, FEA
simulation and analytic modeling of wrinkling wavelength at different metal thicknesses of the
interconnects that are sandwiched by two polyimide layers (1.2 μm), and mounted on a soft
(60 kPa) substrate (0.5 mm). a is adapted with permission from Refs. [44] (Copyright 2013, Royal
Society of Chemistry) and [36] (Copyright 2008, National Academy of Sciences). b and d are
adapted from with permission from Ref. [44], Copyright 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry. c is
adapted from with permission from Ref. [45], Copyright 2013, Elsevier Science Ltd. e and f are
adapted with permission from Ref. [49], Copyright 2014, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim
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The completely nonbonded serpentine interconnects are usually clamped at two
ends by relatively rigid islands (in the left panel of Fig. 3.3a) that are fully bonded
to the substrates or raised surface relief structures of the substrates [44].
Noncoplanar configurations of the serpentine interconnect can be realized by use of
prestrain in the substrate [36], as shown in Fig. 3.3a (right panel). In general, a
serpentine interconnect could contain a number (m) of periodically distributed unit
cells, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3b, in which the representative unit cell comprises two
half circles connected by straight lines, with height h and spacing l. Upon stretching
from the two ends, two different deformation modes could occur in the nonbonded
serpentine interconnects, depending on the thickness/width ratio (t/w) [44]:
(i) non-buckled, in-plane deformations, for large t/w (typically comparable to or
larger than 1); (ii) buckled deformations, involving not only in-plane but also
out-of-plane deformations, for small t/w (typically smaller than 1/5). The critical
strain to trigger buckling in the serpentine interconnect can be solved analytically
[44], which shows a proportional dependence on the square of thickness/width ratio
(t2/w2).

For non-buckled serpentine interconnects under stretching, Zhang et al. [45]
obtained an analytic solution of the elastic stretchability based on the beam theory.
The normalized stretchability (Fig. 3.3c) increases with increase in the
height/spacing ratio g or number of unit cell m. Based on the 2-D elasticity theory,
Widlund et al. [46] derived a different solution of stretchability for non-buckled
serpentine structures, which could provide a more accurate prediction, in particular
for a relatively large width/spacing ratio (w/l). For buckled serpentine interconnects
under stretching, Zhang et al. [44] proposed a theoretical model that gives a
semi-analytic solution of elastic stretchability. This solution agrees well with the
results of finite element analyses (FEA) (Fig. 3.3d), indicating that the elastic
stretchability increases with decreasing serpentine thickness (via t/w) or increasing
spacing (via εyieldl/w). The analytic modeling of relevant buckled configurations is
quite challenging, which can be complemented by FEA [36, 44, 47].

The fully bonded serpentine interconnects can be integrated with freestanding or
pre-stretched substrate, resulting in two different configurations (upper left and right
panels of Fig. 3.3e). The deformation mode of fully bonded serpentine interconnect
is more complicated than the nonbonded counterpart, because of the constraints
from the substrate. For this reason, the existing studies on the mechanical perfor-
mances mainly relied on computational approaches, e.g., FEA [3, 48–54]. Zhang
et al. [49] studied the effects of key geometric and materials parameters on the
elastic stretchability and the enhancements enabled by the prestrain strategy.
A drastic decrease in the elastic stretchability with increasing metal thickness was
reported, which can be mainly attributed to the changes in the buckling mode, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.3e (lower left and right panels), f.
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3.3.3 Island-Bridge Design with Fractal-Inspired
Interconnects

The fractal-inspired interconnect design was initially introduced by Xu et al. [17] to
realize an ultra-stretchable lithium-ion battery, and was later explored in several
other stretchable bio-electronic devices [5, 55–57]. This design could make full use
of a limited space by increasing the fractal order, which offers a great advantage in
enhancing, simultaneously, the areal coverage of functional components and the
system-level stretchability. In this design, it is important to devise an appropriate
fractal layouts of the interconnects that could fit well with the other components of
the device. Figure 3.4a provides an example of the fractal layout that starts from the
serpentine configuration as the first order structure.

Similar to the serpentine interconnects, the fractal-inspired interconnects (simply
referred to as fractal interconnects) can be also fabricated in a manner that the
interconnects remain fully bonded or completely nonbonded to the substrate. Upon
stretching, the nonbonded fractal interconnects also undergo non-buckled, in-plane
deformations for a large t/w (typically comparable to or larger than 1), and buckled
deformations for a small t/w (typically smaller than 1/5). For non-buckled fractal
rectangular and serpentine interconnects, Zhang et al. [45] developed analytical
models of flexibility and elastic stretchability (Fig. 3.4b, c), through establishing the
recursive formulae at different fractal orders. Su et al. [58] proposed an analytic
approach to determine the tensile stiffness for the fractal interconnects of an arbi-
trary shape, e.g., zigzag, sinusoidal shapes. For buckled fractal serpentine inter-
connects under stretching, an interesting deformation mechanism of ordered
unraveling (shown in Fig. 3.4d) was observed in mechanics modeling and exper-
iment measurement [17]. Based on this unique mechanism, Zhang et al. [59]
developed a hierarchical computational model (HCM) for postbuckling analysis of
the fractal interconnects, which could substantially reduce the computational efforts
and costs as compared to conventional FEA. Figure 3.4e shows a huge increase of
elastic stretchability from *10.7 % for the first order, to *2140 % for the fourth
order, for the buckled fractal serpentine interconnects.

For fully bonded fractal interconnects, Fan et al. [60] studied the deformations of
various fractal layouts (e.g., Peano, Greek cross, Hilbert, etc.), as shown in Fig. 3.5,
through combined FEA and experiment. They also introduced a high precision
approach to measure the elastic-plastic transition (or the elastic stretchability) for
the fractal interconnects which shows reasonable accordance with FEA calculations
[60]. Due to the additional loading from the substrate, the elastic stretchability of
fully bonded fractal interconnects is usually much lower than that of the completely
nonbonded counterpart.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(e)(d)

Fig. 3.4 a Geometric construction of fractal-inspired serpentine interconnects from order 1 to 4.
b Three normalized flexibility components, and c normalized elastic stretchability versus the
fractal order, for non-buckled, thick, fractal serpentine interconnects with w

�
l 1ð Þ ¼ 0:4, where l(n)

denotes the spacing of the highest order, as illustrated in a. d Optical images and corresponding
predictions of buckled configurations based on HCM for a second order fractal interconnect under
various stages of stretching. e Elastic stretchability versus the fractal order for buckled, thin, fractal
serpentine interconnect from n = 1 to 4, with m; gð Þ ¼ 4; 8

� ffiffiffiffiffi
11

p� �
, the thickness/width aspect

ratio (t/w = 0.03), and the width to spacing ratio (w
�
l 1ð Þ ¼ 0:4), for structures of different fractal

orders. The color in HCM results shown in d represents the magnitude of maximum principal
strain. a–c are adapted with permission from Ref. [45], Copyright 2013, Elsevier Science Ltd.
d and e are adapted from permission from Refs. [17] (Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group)
and [59] (Copyright 2014, Elsevier Science Ltd)
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3.4 Origami/Kirigami-Inspired Designs

Origami and Kirigami represent an ancient art of paper folding and cutting in which
strategically designed creases and cuts could transform an initially flat paper into
desired 3-D configuration with different topologies. The origami design concept
was recently introduced in stretchable batteries by Cheng et al. [61] and Song et al.
[62], to achieve high areal energy density and unprecedented deformability.
A representative example of Miura folding [62] is shown in Fig. 3.6a, in which
many identical parallelogram faces are connected by ‘mountain’ and ‘valley’
creases. Under external loadings, the parallelogram faces themselves usually remain
undeformed while the creases undergo folding and/or unfolding leading to a strain
concentration at the crease region. Thereby, a critical task is to reduce the strain
level at the crease region, so as to avoid material fracture or plastic yielding.
Because of the complex 3-D geometry of origami structures, only some effective

Fig. 3.5 a Fractal-inspired interconnects with six different topologies, which are fully bonded
onto elastomeric substrates. b FEA calculations and c corresponding experimental MicroXCT
images (scale bars 2 mm) of each structure under elastic tensile strain. The interconnects consist of
a gold layer (300 nm) sandwiched by two polyimide layers (1.2 μm), and are mounted on a soft
(50 kPa) substrate (0.5 mm). Adapted from permission from Ref. [60], Copyright 2014, Nature
Publishing Group
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mechanical properties (e.g., bending rigidity and Poisson ratio) were studied
through analytic modeling [63, 64], while the detailed deformation and strain
distribution were examined mainly through FEA [65], with an example shown in
Fig. 3.6b.

The Kirigami-inspired design was introduced in stretchable electronics recently
[65–67]. Cho et al. [65] proposed a set of fractal-inspired cut for a relatively thick
silicone sheet with deposition of a conductive film of multiwall carbon nanotubes,
which could create non-buckled, rotating units under stretching. This approach
enables a stretchable electrode that could expand to >800 % of the original area.
Shyu et al. [66] showed that a network of cuts made in thin, rigid nanocomposite
sheets induces lateral buckling (Fig. 3.6c, d) and prevents local failure, thereby
increasing the ultimate strain of the sheets from 4 to 370 %. Song et al. [67]
combined the use of folding and cutting in producing lithium-ion batteries that can
be stretched >150 %. In all of the above cases, FEA serves as an important tool to
guide the design of layout and geometry for the cuts.

3.5 Concluding Remarks

This chapter reviews the mechanics-guided designs and models developed for
stretchable electronics, involving three general strategies. While many analytical and
computational models have been developed for each type of strategy, most of them
were built with certain idealizations/assumptions, and may not be applicable for
some extreme conditions. As such, there are still many open challenges and
opportunities for future research. For example, development of theoretical models
that account for the interfacial delamination is desirable for serpentine and fractal
interconnects bonded onto or encapsulated in a soft elastomer. For the emerging
design strategy inspired by Origami/Kirigami concepts, the topology optimization of

(c) (d)(a) (b)

Fig. 3.6 a Schematic illustration of a representative origami patterns using Miura folding. b FEA
results of a 45o Miura pattern under twisting (with *90o twisting angle per unit cell). c, d Two
examples of microscale kirigami patterns in graphene oxide/PVA nanocomposites after
photolithography. a and b are adapted with permission from Ref. [62], Copyright 2014, Nature
Publishing Group. c and d are adapted with permission from Ref. [66], Copyright 2015, Nature
Publishing Group
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creases and cuts to identify a best layout for prescribed loading conditions remains as
a virgin area of research. In addition, most of the current designs mainly rely on
silicone rubbers to serve as the substrate, which, although soft, does not match well
the nonlinear mechanical properties of biological tissues in many bio-electronic
applications [68]. Thereby, the development of advanced forms of soft assembly
platform in the substrate and/or encapsulation for high quality biointegration rep-
resents another important direction to explore.
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Chapter 4
Soft Power: Stretchable and Ultra-Flexible
Energy Sources for Wearable
and Implantable Devices

Timothy F. O’Connor, Suchol Savagatrup and Darren J. Lipomi

Abstract The development of ultra-compliant power sources is prerequisite to the
realization of imperceptible biomedical systems destined to be worn or implanted in
the human body. This chapter assesses the viability of conformal piezo and tribo-
electric, thermoelectric, and photovoltaic technologies as power sources for
biomedical applications. It begins by identifying the amount of energy available to
each of these modes of power conversion and then gives a brief overview on the
methods of fabricating stretchable electronic devices using deterministic structures,
random composites, or molecularly stretchable electronic materials. It then provides
a detailed description of innovations in “soft power,” where the mentioned design
techniques have been employed to develop mechanically compliant power scav-
engers amenable to integration with stretchable medical devices. The chapter
concludes with an analysis of system level power requirements and application
specific compatibility, the result of which identifies piezoelectrics and triboelectrics
as well suited for intermittent and implantable devices, such as low-power pace-
makers for piezoelectrics or higher power wearables and neural stimulators for
triboelectrics. Thermoelectrics are highly compatible with epidermal and wearable
applications, and can be used as a consistent source of power for tattoo chemical or
heat sensors, and photovoltaics can generate large amounts of power in full sun, for
high power applications like cochlear implants, or less energy in diffuse or ambient
light, for powering hearing aids.
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4.1 Introduction

An attractive aspect of biointegrated electronics from the standpoint of the research
community is the opportunity to reimagine the components of conventional
microelectronics [1–7]. Rigid integrated circuits on planar substrates—always
connected to a stable source of power—must be transformed into form factors that
can conform to the curved and soft surfaces of biological tissue, and which must
store or harvest their own power. Delivering, managing, and harvesting energy to
power these implantable and wearable devices are critical to the development of this
technology [8, 9]. Seamless integration of stretchable power sources into
biomedical devices requires the development of “soft power”—highly deformable
systems for harvesting and storing energy. This chapter will highlight strategies that
enable the design and production of stretchable and ultra-flexible devices for energy
harvesting. We define stretchability and ultra-flexibility by the capacity to withstand
significant deformation without degradation in performance. We identify four rel-
evant technologies (piezoelectric, triboelectric, thermoelectric, and photovoltaic),
their potential applications based on availability of power sources, method of
transduction, the performance of the devices (i.e., power output, lifetime of the
device, and mechanical properties), and methods of producing them in form factors
that are highly deformable.

We preface this chapter by describing the availability of the viable sources of
power, Fig. 4.1. Scavenging energy from the human body could potentially be one
of the most convenient methods of powering and extending the operation of

Fig. 4.1 Total power available from body-driven sources in comparison to sunlight and artificial
light sources. Adapted from Ref. [10]
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biomedical devices [8]. At rest, the human body generates roughly 7 W of power
(*5 W from heat, 1 W from breathing, and 1 W from blood pressure) [10]. When
in motion, the human body has an additional 100 W of kinetic power available,
along with a small amount of power, on the order of 10 mW, that can be collected
from small motions of extremities [10]. Physical methods of energy harvesting are
usually based on transducers utilizing mechanical energy, such as heart beats [11],
blood flow [12], walking [13, 14], breathing [15], and stretching of muscles [16].
Methods of harvesting additional energy from the components of sweat—i.e.,
bioelectrocatalytic glucose oxidation [17–19]—are exciting developments in the
field [20], but our focus is on power that can be harvested from physical motions of
the human body and from ambient light. In particular, the sun (which provides
around 100 mW cm−2 under ideal conditions) and indoor light sources, which can
provide power on the order of 1 mW cm−2. Current wearable biomedical devices
have power requirements ranging from 1 µW to 102 mW, thus the energy available
from the human body and external light sources may be sufficient to power these
devices [21]. (For the sake of space, we do not cover mechanically compliant
devices for energy storage, but direct the reader to the work of others in this area
[22–24]).

4.2 Approaches to Making Stretchable Electronics

Three main strategies have been identified for developing stretchable electronics
(Fig. 4.2) [25]. The first involves the top-down fabrication of deterministic structures
that render otherwise rigid materials (e.g., silicon, metals, and ceramics) stretchable
by converting global strains into local deformations of the components on a
macroscopic scale. These technologies often use an “island-bridge” approach,
whereby rigid components (islands) fabricated on or in a stretchable matrix are
connected by fractal or serpentine interconnects (bridges) [26, 27]. Devices can also
be compressed to create sinusoidal structures through buckling instabilities [28].
These structures transfer the strain associated with elongation into a decrease in the
amplitude (and corresponding increase in the wavelength) of the buckled structures.
The second method—random composites—takes advantage of high aspect ratio
structures (i.e., nanowires or nanotubes) that form contiguous networks when
deposited on or in some elastic support [29–32]. As the device is stretched,
one-dimensional structures undergo configurational changes (i.e., rotation,
straightening, and sliding past each other), rather than fracturing, allowing electronic
performance to be maintained while deformed. Using this method, stretchable
electrodes have been fabricated that can accommodate over 400 % strain [33]. The
third, complementary approach is intrinsically stretchable electronics, where the
active electronic layers themselves accommodate the strain [25, 29, 34]. These
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devices are generally made from solution-processable organic materials, which in
principle are amenable to high-throughput fabrication techniques [35]. The chal-
lenge of intrinsically—or “molecularly” [25]—stretchable systems is that electronic
and mechanical properties are generally mutually antagonistic, and thus a material
exhibiting state-of-the-art semiconducting properties with the mechanical properties
of an elastomer has not yet been demonstrated [36].

Fig. 4.2 Images of representative samples of strategies for engineering stretchable electronics:
deterministic patterning of waves and fractals (a–c), percolation of random networks and
composites (d, e), and use of intrinsically stretchable elastomer (f, g). a Photograph of metallic
wires in a fractal pattern adhered to skin (scale bar 1 cm). A blow-up within the region indicated
by the red box is shown in b the optical micrograph (scale bar 1 mm); and in c the scanning
electron micrograph (scale bar 500 µm). d Schematic behavior of the very long Ag NW
percolation network (VAgNPN) electrode and an Ecoflex substrate during stretching; e photograph
of the surface morphology of an electrode on a pre-strained Ecoflex during a 460 % stretching
process. f Intrinsically stretchable light-emitting devices, employing Super Yellow, a poly-
phenylenevinylene derivatives. g Schematic diagram of hemispherical solar cells using intrinsi-
cally stretchable blend of P3AT and PCBM as the active layer. a–c Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [27]. Copyright 2014, Nature Publishing Group d, e Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [33]. Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA f Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [37]. Copyright 2013, Nature Publishing Group g Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [38]. Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry
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4.3 Stretchable Energy Harvesting Technologies

4.3.1 Piezoelectric and Triboelectric

Flexible biomechanical energy harvesters are continuing to show their potential in
converting the kinetics of the human body into usable power or signals for devices
like pacemakers and pressure sensors, though many of these devices are made of
thin films of rigid or brittle ceramics [8, 9, 39–41]. By nature of the transduction
mechanism—which only requires physical deformation of the device structure—
piezoelectric energy harvesters can be employed as power for both wearable and
implantable devices. Due to the intermittency of their energy output and the fact
that most of the energy put into the devices is used up to deform the crystal or
material structure, piezoelectrics rarely provide the appropriate electronic outputs to
continuously operate most biomedical devices without storage [8]. However,
piezoelectrics can be used to extend the lifetime of implantable devices, and highly
sensitive piezoelectrics can directly transduce physical stimuli for sensors that
require no external power supplies [8]. Most high-performance piezoelectric
materials are brittle with high-tensile moduli [42]; and the devices reviewed here
are the state of the art for stretchable or soft piezoelectrics.

In work by McAlpine and co-workers, brittle lead zirconate titanate (PZT, Pb
[Zr0.52TI0.48]O3) nanoribbons were deterministically patterned into wave-like struc-
tures, allowing for flexing and stretching operating modes by transferring the
mechanical strain to the amplitudes and wavelength of the buckled structures
(Fig. 4.3a–c) [42]. The buckled PZT nanoribbons exhibited nearly a two order of
magnitude increase in maximum tensile strain without failure over the non-buckled
counterparts, 8 % versus 0.1 %, by transferring the elongation to a reduction in the
amplitude of the waves. Moreover, the structures also exhibited an enhanced elec-
tromechanical performance attributed to a flexoelectric contribution to the piezo-
electric coefficient, leading to the peak power density of 2.5 W cm−3 under uniaxial
deformation [42].

Examples of high performance devices exhibiting biaxial stretchability typically
comprise functional nanocomposites in elastomeric substrates. Yao and coworkers
demonstrated lead magnesium niobate-lead titanate (PMN-PT) nanoclusters
(Fig. 4.3d–f) embedded in elastomeric substrates that generated voltages ranging
from 4.2 to 7.8 V in an open circuit and currents ranging from 1.58 to 2.29 µA,
yielding maximum instantaneous power outputs of roughly 36 µW cm−2 [43]. The
lowest strain in these devices that produced a piezoelectric response was *0.01 %,
making them promising for applications in self-powered pressure sensors.
Similarly, Huang et al. developed wearable triboelectric nanogenerators capable of
harnessing highly available energy from walking (Fig. 4.3g–i) [44]. The all-fiber
PVDF insoles were fabricated by electrospinning, which produced fibrils with
nanostructured features that improved triboelectric performance. At a step
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frequency of 1.8 Hz (or typical walking speed of *4 km h−1 with an average stride
length), the devices produced a maximum output voltage, instantaneous power, and
output current of 210 V, 2.1 mW, and 45 µA, respectively [44]. The active
materials take the form of nanowoven fabrics that can be integrated into mecha-
noelectric textiles, including shirts, pants, and insoles [44, 45]. These devices can
be potentially used to charge batteries or for neural stimulators [8].

Fig. 4.3 Representative examples of piezoelectric and triboelectric devices that are possible for
biointegration. a Schematic of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) nanoribbons and b scanning electron
micrograph of the PZT ribbons transfer-printed to prestrained elastomeric substrate that produced
the buckling morphology (scale bar 20 µm). c Short-circuit current measured from devices
comprising 5 PZT ribbons under periodic stretching of 8 % strain. d Schematic of PMN-PT
nanowire-based nanocomposite comprising PMN-PT nanowires embedded in elastomeric
substrate, PDMS, and polyimide/gold electrodes. e High-magnification scanning electron
micrograph of dispersed PMN-PT nanowires (scale bar 5 µm). f Signal generation from
PMN-PT nanocomposite showing the current generation under a periodic mechanical tapping.
g Schematic diagram of the wearable all-fiber triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG)-based insole
composed of electrospun piezoelectric polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) nanofibers. h Scanning
electron micrograph PVDF nanofibers (scale bar 10 µm; inset scale bar 500 nm). i Voltage-time
curve corresponding to the mechanical stimuli. a–c Reproduced with permission from Ref. [42].
Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. d–f Reproduced with permission from Ref. [43].
Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. g–i Reproduced with permission from Ref. [44].
Copyright 2015, Elsevier Ltd
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4.3.2 Thermoelectric

Thermoelectric power generators (TEGs) can provide continuous power to wearable
or subdermal biomedical devices and sensors. Unlike piezoelectric and triboelectric
devices, TEGs offer a means of continuous, stable power, however they are limited by
the small temperature gradients afforded by the limitations of human tolerance (be-
tween 2 and 5 K) and loss of latent heat through evaporation of sweat [13].
Notwithstanding these limitations, a lightweight, flexible TEG module was recently
reported by Cho and coworkers [46, 47]. The device comprised a screen-printed
inorganic porous thick film of n-type bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3) and p-type antimony
telluride (Sb2Te3), infiltrated with poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene-
sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) to increase the electrical conductivity and provide
mechanical flexibility. With the addition of PEDOT:PSS in the composite TEGs
exhibited a 10 % increase in the dimensionless figure of merit (ZT) over their screen
printed, purely inorganic counterparts, and maintained high conductivity when
devices were bent to 3 cm radii of curvature (Fig. 4.4a–b). At a temperature difference
of 10 K, with the cold side held at 283 K, devices generated an output voltage of
19.1 mV and an output power density of 60 µW cm−2 [46]. To demonstrate the

Fig. 4.4 Wearable thermoelectric devices. a–c Hybrid inorganic-organic composite thermoelec-
tric modules. a Device in operation on the human body. b Normalized resistance changes before
(open points) and after (closed points) PEDOT:PSS infiltration as a function of bending radius for
Bi2Te3 (left) and Sb2Te3 (right). c Resistance changes of the module as a function of the number of
bending cycles with a bending radius of 40 mm. d–f Wearable thermoelectric generator fabricated
on a glass fabric. d Image of 196 Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 dots on glass fabric of 40 mm × 40 mm (left)
and a complete device mounted on human skin (right). e Resistance stability of the device under
bending stress along two bending axes as a function of bending radius. f Stability of 120 bending
cycles at bending radius of 50 mm. a–c Reproduced with permission from Ref. [46]. Copyright
2014, Elsevier Ltd. d–f Reproduced with permission from Ref. [47]. Copyright 2014, Royal
Society of Chemistry
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mechanical endurance and potential for wearable energy applications, a TEG
consisting of seven thermoelectric couples was subjected to cyclic mechanical
bending (radius of curvature of 4 cm) of over 1,000 cycles. Figure 4.4c shows fatigue
strength of the device, which only exhibits minimal increase in resistance.

In another study by the same group, Kim et al. improved the mechanical com-
pliance of the TEGs by screen printing dots of Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 onto a woven glass
fabric and subsequently sealed inside a PDMS encapsulant (Fig. 4.4d) [47]. The glass
fabric, which served as a mechanically compliant substrate, also increased power
generation by interrupting phonon propagation, thus reducing the thermal conduc-
tivity of the printed TE films. To demonstrate the use of this technology as a power
source for wearable biomedical devices, a device comprising 11 thermocouples in the
shape of a bandage was bonded to the surface of the skin. The device created an
output power of 3 µW, with an open circuit voltage of 2.9 mV, on a matched external
load with an air temperature of 15 °C [47]. A similar prototype consisting of eight
couples was subjected to mechanical testing, whereby the device showed no sig-
nificant change (<5 %) in the internal resistance with the allowed bending radius of
20 mm; furthermore, devices showed <7 % decrease in internal resistance when
repeatedly bent up to 120 cycles with a radius of curvature of 50 mm (Fig. 4.4e–f)
[47]. The reported power density is sufficient to activate sub-microwatt or microwatt
wearable devices such as a temperature sensor or a CMOS image sensor [47].

4.3.3 Photovoltaic Devices

Unlike the two previous sections in which the energy outputs are limited by
scavenging physical and thermal energy sources of the human body, photovoltaic
(PV) devices have the potential to produce substantially more energy than piezo-
electric and thermoelectric devices. However, the main limitations of PV devices
for wearable applications will most likely be (1) the availability and the intensity of
the light sources and (2) the surface area required for the photoactive components.
The power output of PV devices will be significantly lower under diffuse outdoor
light or ambient indoor light rather than ideal sunlight, and for devices with modest
efficiency, larger active areas will be required for a viable power output. Despite the
challenges related to indoor power, several photovoltaic technologies can be made
in ultra-flexible or stretchable form factors while still providing useful power
densities [48].

Crystalline semiconductors of which most high performing solar cells are com-
posed are extremely brittle; however, careful engineering of thematerials and creative
approaches to the layout of the devices can significantly increase the deformability of
whole modules. One of the first examples of stretchable solar cells was introduced by
Rogers and coworkers by exploiting the “island-bridge” approach [49]. Gallium
arsenide (GaAs) solar cells (roughly *3.6 µm thick) were transfer-printed onto
prestrained elastomeric PDMS substrate with thin gold interconnects between active
devices (Fig. 4.5a–b) [49]. Trenches between each active device absorbed the strains
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Fig. 4.5 Stretchable photovoltaic devices. a–c Stretchable GaAs solar cells fabricated on
“island-bridge” architecture a Schematic diagram. b Unstretched cells (left) and 20 % biaxial strain
(right). c Device performance as a function of the number of stretching cycle at 20 % biaxial strain.
d–f Stretchable and wearable dye-sensitized solar cells comprising elastic conducting fiber,
modified titanium wire, and electrolyte. d Schematic diagram and scanning electron micrograph of
the device. e Photograph of a stretchable photovoltaic textile after stretching (scale bar 2 cm). f J–
V curves of the photovoltaic textile in series and parallel before and after stretching. g–i Organic
solar cells fabricated on ultra-thin polyester substrates. g Schematic diagram. h Prestrained
substrate of ultra-thin polyester at flat (left) and 50 % (right) quasi-linear compression (scale bar
2 mm). i Device performance for 1 (black), 11 (red), and 22 (blue) cycles for both the fully
extended and 50 % compressed states. j Hemispherical solar cells using intrinsically stretchable
blend of P3AT and PCBM as the active layer. k Wearable, ultra-flexible organic solar cells
comprising the composite of P3HpT:PCBM powering a digital watch in natural sunlight
(98 mW cm−2). (l) The performance of wearable organic solar cells measured in air over 1,000
cycles of 75 % compressive strain. a–c Reproduced with permission from Ref. [49]. Copyright
2011, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. d–f Reproduced with permission from Ref. [50].
Copyright 2014, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. g–i Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [51]. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group. j Reproduced with permission from Ref. [38].
Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry. k–l Reproduced with permission from Ref. [52]
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caused by bending or stretching of the devices, allowing biaxial stretching of 20 %
strain (over 500 cycles) without degradation in performance (Fig. 4.5c) [49]. These
devices performed identically in the relaxed and stretched states, providing the power
conversion efficiency (PCE) under one sun condition (100 mW cm−2) of *13 %
(13 mW cm−2) [49]. Another example of transforming rigid materials into stretchable
devices was described by Peng and coworkers; dye-sensitized solar cells were fab-
ricated in a spring-like architecture to accommodate 30% uniaxial strain (Fig. 4.5d–e)
[50]. The solar cell consisted of two stretchable fiber electrodes (a rubber fiber
wrapped with conductive multi-walled carbon nanotube sheets and a modified active
titanium wire), both of which were encapsulated by a transparent polyethylene tube.
The device was completed by filling the cavity of the tube with a liquid redox elec-
trolyte and sealing the device [50]. A single cell of the wire-like solar harvester
exhibited PCE of 7.13 % when unstretched [50]. Multiple devices were assembled
into a stretchable “photovoltaic textile” comprising five cells connected in series and
parallel. This assembly performed similarly when stretched and retained*90%of its
original efficiency when subjected to 50 cycles of 20 % strain (Fig. 4.5f) [50].

Unlike the previous two examples, organic photovoltaics are typically much
thinner (roughly *200 nm); this thinness drastically increases the flexibility
(provided a sufficiently thin substrate is used). In one of the most impressive
demonstrations of ultra-flexibility of organic solar cells to date, Kaltenbrunner et al.
fabricated ultra-thin organic solar cells based on a composite of poly
(3-hexylthiophene) and [6,6]-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM)
on a 1.4 µm polyester foil (Fig. 4.5a) [51]. This solar cell holds the current record
for specific power of organic solar cells (10 W g−1) and can achieve bending radii
of *35 µm [51]. Using a similar approach to that described earlier by Lipomi et al.
[53] the authors showed that the devices can also be reversibly compressed to 50 %
of their original size when bonded to prestretched elastomeric substrates (Fig. 4.5b).
Under one sun illumination (100 mW cm−2), the PCE was measured to be around
4 % (or power density of 4 mW cm−2) before deformation, and around 3 %
(3 mW cm−2) after 22 cycles of 50 % compression (Fig. 4.5c) [51].

Recently, our laboratory reported stretchable solar cells capable of being con-
formally bonded to hemispherical surfaces (Fig. 4.5j) [38]. The all-organic, fully
stretchable solar cell, comprising a composite of poly(3-octylthiophene) and PCBM
(P3OT:PCBM), was prefabricated onto an elastomeric substrate, then transferred to
a glass hemispherical surface through contact printing. The study was a demon-
stration of the significant increase in compliance of the resulting devices by
increasing the molecular side chain length of semiconducting polymers [54].
Devices, fabricated from a composite of P3HT:PCBM (P3HT has six carbon atoms
per side chain, n = 6), have superior electrical performance on a flat configuration
but cracked under modest strain; while devices comprising P3OT:PCBM (n = 8)
performed worse on flat substrates but retained functionality when applied onto
hemispherical substrate (conformal bonding required the solar cell to be stretched
by *24 % strain) [38]. Additionally, we found that poly(3-heptylthiophene) and
PCBM (P3HpT:PCBM, n = 7) exhibited both high charge carrier mobilities and
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high compliance [36], enabling us to fabricate an ultra-flexible, wearable organic
solar cells capable of powering wearable devices [52]. This ultra-flexible device
conforms to the human body and generated uninterrupted power over repeated
compressive strain of 75 % and a tensile strain of 5 % [52]. These wearable solar
cells provided up to 500 µW (power density of 1 mW cm−2) when measured with
natural sunlight (98 mW cm−2), and *5 µW (power density of 10 µW cm−2) when
measured indoors in diffuse artificial light [52]. These devices are promising for
applications such as powering wearable applications (e.g., wearable biosensors) due
to their relatively high power density, high specific power, and extreme mechanical
durability.

4.4 System Level Power Requirements

While we introduced many examples of power generation devices, it is crucial to
address the viability of each option by evaluating its compatibility with different
biomedical applications. We will base our discussion on the power generation
capability of the power sources and the feasibility of incorporating them onto the
given applications. Figure 4.6 highlights the examples of several biomedical
devices and the range of their typical power consumption, along with the range of
energy generation for the technologies outlined previously in the chapter.
Photovoltaic devices, under a full sun, could produce substantial amount of power
to meet the typical power consumption of most biomedical devices [21]. For
example, given an active area of 100 cm2 (roughly the size of standard index card),

Fig. 4.6 Order of magnitude of typical power consumption of biomedical devices and the range of
power generation by the four technologies outlined in this chapter. Images reproduced with
permission from Ref. [58], copyright 2012, Nature Publishing Group. Images adapted from
Refs. [21, 56, 57, 60]
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organic solar cells can potentially produce 300 mW while GaAs solar cells upward
of 1.3 W. Purely from the energy production standpoint, these PV devices would be
able to power hearing aids, foot-drop implants [55, 56], and cochlear implants [57].
However, this energy production would be approximately two orders of magnitude
lower in diffuse light and nonexistent without a light source. In addition, integration
of PV devices and implantable devices will not be seamless and overcoming the
users’ barriers in terms of appeal, aesthetics, and comfort poses further challenges.
Thermoelectric devices would be ideal to provide continuous power generation;
despite the low efficiency arising from the low temperature gradient the body can
endure, the power generated can be used to power small electronics and biosensors.
For example, Mercier et al. fabricated an extremely low-power implantable chip
that measures the endocochlear potential and transmits the measurement via a
2.4 GHz radio signal while consuming power on the order of 1 nW [58].
Tattoo-based technology, whose operating locations coincide with the largest
temperature gradient on the human body, may also benefit from thermoelectric
power generators. Epidermal electronics incorporate many electronic functionalities
(e.g., temperature and strain sensors, transistors, light-emitting diodes, photode-
tectors, and radio frequency inductors) [59] and medical applications (e.g., pH
sensor, sodium sensor, and ammonium sensor) [19, 60]. Piezoelectric and tribo-
electric devices provide possible sources of power for implantable devices that only
consume energy intermittently. The main example is powering pacemakers by
harvesting energy from the motions of the heart [61]. Improvements on current
pacemakers are also aimed at reducing the power consumption by almost an order
of magnitude [12, 62]. Also, the large amount of kinetic energy available in
foot-falls makes triboelectric generators a viable technology for foot-drop neural
stimulators, where energy generation and signal transduction could be performed
simultaneously.

4.5 Conclusions and Challenges

Ultra-flexible and stretchable power sources will be essential components of future
biointegrated medical devices. We have described several methods of energy har-
vesting that are compatible with biointegration; making devices compatible with
soft, biological structures is tantamount to rendering them extraordinarily
mechanically compliant. Before seamless integration between biomedical devices
and power generators can be realized, more collaborative and multidisciplinary
studies between the two fields of biology and electronics will be required.
Understanding the transitional steps to bridge the two sides of science and engi-
neering will most likely produce fruitful discovery and unexpected problems that
could potentially bring us closer to fully functional and self-powered biomedical
devices.
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Chapter 5
Wireless Applications of Conformal
Bioelectronics

Yei Hwan Jung, Huilong Zhang and Zhenqiang Ma

Abstract Conformal bioelectronics in flexible or stretchable format that make
direct contact to the skin or tissues have contributed extensively to diverse clinical
applications. Wireless modules in such minimally invasive forms have developed in
parallel to extend the capabilities and to improve the quality of such bioelectronics,
in assurances to offer safer and more convenient clinical practice. Such remote
capabilities are facilitating significant advances in clinical medicine, by removing
bulky energy storage devices and tangled electrical wires, and by offering
cost-effective and continuous monitoring of the patients. This chapter provides a
snapshot of current developments and challenges of wireless conformal bioelec-
tronics with various examples of applications utilizing either wireless powering or
communication system. The chapter begins with near-field wirelessly powered
therapeutic devices owing to the simplicity of power transfer mechanism followed
by far-field powering systems which require integration of numerous electrical
components. In the later sections of the chapter, sensors in conformal format that
transfer clinical data wirelessly are discussed and ends by reviewing the develop-
ments of wireless bioelectronics that utilize integrated circuits for advanced capa-
bilities in clinical applications.
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5.1 Introduction

According to the nonprofit Institute for Healthcare Improvement, an unmonitored
patient has a 6 % chance of surviving a cardiac arrest compared with a 48 % chance
for a monitored patient [1]. As such, implantable or wearable medical electronics
have been used in patients for decades to treat and monitor physiological conditions
within the body [2]. Medical devices are comprised of electronic circuits which
have driven advances in technology for over a half century. Wireless capability in
medical devices adds a great benefit of being able to monitor and treat remotely,
eliminating threats to patients from tangled electrical wires, and allowing
cost-effective, continuous monitoring for medical practitioners. The history of
wireless biomedical devices dates back to the late 1950s when the wireless trans-
mission of data and power became a reality with the invention of transistors. The
ability to manufacture transistors on the micro- and nanoscale have allowed medical
devices to measure physiological conditions within or on the body remotely via
radio frequency (RF) electronics. The first biomedical telemetry devices based on
RF electronics were introduced in 1957 when two groups, Farrar et al. [3] and
MacKay et al. [4], almost simultaneously reported capsule-type wireless bioelec-
tronics, which measured physiological conditions (gastrointestinal motility in the
two devices) inside a living person and sent out information remotely. The capsule
form of wireless bioelectronics has not changed much since then, and conformal
type devices (i.e., in an ultrathin flexible or stretchable format) have only recently
started to develop. This is due to the fact that most electronics are mechanically
limited to having rigid components and are confined to brittle chips and boards.
While the ability to create such miniature components gave rise to a myriad of
clinical capabilities, the rigid and bulky format that has potential invasive effects to
surrounding tissues in the body limited many long term or reliable operations.

Recent progress in flexible or stretchable electronics presents a route to creating
high-performance semiconductor electronics in forms that enable conformal contact
to curvilinear surfaces, such as skin, tissues, and organs. Utilizing the fact that any
material becomes flexible if it is thin enough, like a flexible sheet of paper made out
of bulky wood, bending of high-performance inorganic materials such as silicon
(Si) became realizable by thinning them down to the nanometer scale [5], thus called
a nanomembrane (NM) . Moreover, due to their excellent biocompatibility, many
inorganic materials can be used to make implantable electronics to cure and sense
diseases [6]. To create such electronics, a new class of electronics manufacturing
technique called the ‘transfer printing’ process is utilized, which transfers an exfo-
liated sheet of ultrathin inorganic material to a different substrate. This method
enables placement of electronics on nearly any type of substrate including but not
limited to rubber, plastic, fabric, and glass [7]. The most appealing feature about this
approach is that the majority of the manufacturing process involves conventional
fabrication technology, which already has a mature, established commercial
infrastructure, thereby accelerating time towards commercialization and practical
applications. This not only preserves the high-performance characteristics, but also
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makes the chip flexible or stretchable depending on the material of the target sub-
strate. Introduction of such technology has already reshaped the rigid and conven-
tional electronics into thin flexible devices that can stretch, bend, and twist
seamlessly with the human body [8]. One of the promising applications of such
electronics that could not be addressed with conventional technology includes
advanced wireless biomedical devices, especially implantable and wearable medical
electronics. As the ability to provide wireless powering or data transfer capabilities
are highly desirable for many clinical applications, efforts have been made to
overcome the challenges that constrain the development of implantable or wearable
wireless electronics. Because high-performance components are generally required
for RF electronics that enable wireless transmission, challenges such as the difficulty
of designing a RF circuit in a time-dynamic media of organs and the limitation of
high temperature manufacturing processes required to fabricate high-performance
devices have been solved in the recent decade using ‘transfer printing’ technology.

This chapter discusses the techniques to create such wireless electronics in a
flexible or stretchable format, which could potentially be used to create biomedical
telemetry devices for either power or data transfer. Two different types of mech-
anisms, the near-field and far-field systems that allow wireless power or data
transfer will be discussed. Near-field wireless systems utilize inductive or capacitive
coupling mechanisms to communicate at a short distance. In most clinical appli-
cations, near-field systems are sufficient for either delivering power or communi-
cating data; however, where long-distance wireless functionalities are required,
far-field systems that are more complex and difficult to design and manufacture
must be developed. We distinguish wireless power transfer and wireless data
transfer into two sections and discuss both near-field and far-field systems using RF
electronics in each section followed by existing examples of wireless conformal
bioelectronics that either power or transfer data in and out of the body.

5.2 Near-Field Wireless Powering Systems for Conformal
Bioelectronics

With near-field systems, powering a biomedical device via remote power transfer
can be achieved by either inductive or capacitive coupling. In an inductive
power-transmission system, a transmitter coil and a receiver coil form a system of
magnetically coupled inductors, where the alternating current from the transmitter
coil induces a voltage in the receiver coil via magnetic field generation [9]. While the
inductive system is the more commonly used method for wireless transfer of power,
the capacitive system, where the coupling occurs between two parallel plates like a
capacitor is seldom used in wireless power transfer for biomedical devices. This is
because the inductive power transfer system offers higher power transmission
capacity than capacitive power transfer. Capacitive power transfer is sometimes used
where the electromagnetic interference (EMI) must be reduced [10]. Here, we only
discuss the importance and development of inductive power transfer. In either case,
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the ability to efficiently deliver the power to the device without losing energy in a
time-dynamic media such as skin, blood, or tissues is significant. At the same time,
the energy waves that deliver power must not have any adverse effects on the body.

Successful designs of wearable or implantable inductive coupling systems for
wireless power transfer should be able to survive in time-dynamic media, withstand
strain and stress due to large deformations, and be durable enough to sustain long
term operation in such conditions. The materials used for the conducting lines in the
design must also be biocompatible and resistive to corrosions to be minimally
invasive as bioelectronics. In this section, materials and design considerations for
flexible and stretchable wireless powering systems are discussed, along with clin-
ical applications that may benefit from the technology.

5.2.1 Fabrication of Inductive Coupling Systems

Designing an inductive coil that can transfer power wirelessly involves sufficient
knowledge in the electromagnetic (EM) theory. Because near-field systems utilize
non-radiative fields (magnetic fields in inductive components and electric fields in
capacitive components), where the energy stays within a short distance of the
transmitter, the fields will not be able to couple to the receiver if it is not within the
range [11–13]. The range of the fields depends on the size and shape of the
transmitter; moreover, the fields also decrease exponentially with distance.
Typically, ordinary inductive or capacitive wireless power transfer systems have
field regions of up to about one antenna diameter:

Drange \ Dant

where Drange is the distance from the transmitting antenna, and Dant is the diameter
of the antenna. Sometimes, resonance of the two systems increases the distance
10-fold, which requires matching components on either side to match the resonance
[14]. For biomedical applications, the designer must consider the media where the
two coils (transmitting and receiving) will operate in. Typically, the transmitting
coil is in air and is more controllable allowing the designer to tune the frequency or
power level. The receiving coil will either be laminated on to the skin or implanted
under the skin which requires sophisticated materials and design considerations for
high durability, flexibility, and stretchability, while satisfying the biocompatibility
for the surrounding tissues. The simplest approach to creating a flexible inductive
coil is to deposit a thin layer of conducting metal on a plastic or rubber substrate
and connect it with the device that needs to be powered wirelessly. Other methods
include utilizing microfluidic alloys [15] or horseshoe shaped serpentine designs
[16] to prevent cracking or breaking due to strain. Bioresorbable inductive systems
using degradable metals were also developed for implantable electronics for
physically transient therapeutic devices.
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5.2.2 Light Emitting Systems with Wireless Capabilities

Light emitting systems can perform various clinical treatments inside the body such
as accelerating wound healing [17, 18], activating photosensitive drugs [19], or
performing imaging and spectroscopic characterization of internal tissues [20].
Recent advances in implantable light emitting systems offer conformal and mini-
mally invasive operations within the body to perform such applications. For
instance, various types of light emitting diodes (LEDs) such as arsenic-based red or
infrared LEDs and nitride-based blue or ultraviolet LEDs are developed with
advanced biocompatible packaging techniques for implantable applications [21–23].
For most of the devices that operate in the body, power transfer for turning on the
LEDs has been one of the most difficult problems encountered. Because wireless
power transfer can offer safe and convenient clinical applications, several techniques
were developed to achieve this [24]. Figure 5.1a presents one of the techniques that
considers materials and designs for contactless power transfer for the LEDs
implanted under the skin, where an inductive coil is utilized. Here, an array of
ultrathin GaN-based μ-LEDs is first fabricated on a sapphire substrate and subse-
quently released by the laser lift off technique. Selective transfer of individual LEDs
using PDMS μ-stamp delivers each LED onto a temporary carrier substrate coated
with a thin epoxy-based adhesive. Inductive coils and interconnects are then
deposited onto the LEDs with another layer of epoxy coating to separate the coil
lines from the interconnects. Finally, the entire structure, including the LEDs, the
inductive coil, and the interconnects are released from the temporary carrier substrate
and transfer printed onto an ultrathin flexible or stretchable substrate, as shown in
Fig. 5.1b. Such fabrication techniques can create both flexible and stretchable sys-
tems. While the rectangular spiral coil and straight lines for the metal structures are
sufficient to create a flexible system, the design must be modified to include
horseshoe-shaped serpentine interconnects (Fig. 5.1c) in order for the entire system
to be stretchable. Due to the irregular and curvilinear shapes and time-dynamic
environment of the tissues, a stretchable system offers higher durability and relia-
bility that prevents the lines from mechanical failures due to large strain (>1 %).
Nevertheless, because such serpentine-based structures require larger spacing in
between the lines, the spiral inductors must be designed with additional turns in
order to compensate for the increase in resonance frequency due to larger spacing.
As a result, with similar resonance frequency, stretchable systems have larger
dimensions compared to flexible systems with straight lines as shown in Fig. 5.1d.

5.2.3 Remotely Controlled Bioresorbable Thermal
Therapeutic Devices

Micro-scale therapeutic devices that can deliver controlled heat within small area are
especially useful as implantable bioelectronics to manage infections by thermal
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treatment or remote triggering of drug release. Out of many types of thermal ther-
apeutic devices with remote triggering capabilities for implantable purposes, a
physically transient form of devices that resorb in the body to avoid adverse
long-term effects has been the most promising technology as it does not require any
secondary surgery for removal of the electronics after use [25]. Ideally, the entire

Fig. 5.1 a Wireless μ-LED system, laminated on the sub-dermal region of a mouse model; inset
image provides the initial form of the device (left image). Image of an animal model with a
wireless μ-LED device implanted under the skin, and on top of the muscle tissue; inset shows
device before implantation (right image). b Fabrication process of the wireless μ-LED system.
InGaN μ-LEDs are formed on sapphire substrate, picked up using PDMS stamp. The μ-LED is
printed on to a temporary glass substrate, followed by metallization of interconnect and wireless
coils. The wireless μ-LED system is retrieved with a PDMS stamp and printed onto a flexible
substrate. c Optical micrograph showing the interconnect scheme for stretchable design. Both
spiral and cross-over metal lines adopt serpentine shapes. d Optical images of the stretchable
wireless μ-LED system. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2012, John Wiley and Sons [24]
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system dissolves after operation, including the heater itself and the wireless coils that
enabled remote power delivery. In Fig. 5.2a, inductive coils of Mg, combined with
resistive microheaters of doped Si NMs, integrated on silk substrates, and housed in
silk packages operating under skin is shown. As one of the first transient electronic

Fig. 5.2 a Wireless transient heater implanted and sutured for transient thermal therapy; inset
shows the device before implantation (left image). Thermal image collected during the wireless
operation of the device through the skin; inset shows the magnified view (right image). Copyright
2012, American Association for the Advancement of Science [25]. b Transient wireless device
consisting of two resistors connected to a first wireless coil (70 MHz; outer coil) and a second
resistor connected to a second coil (140 MHz; inner coil); inset shows thermal image with both
resistors turned on. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2012, American Association for the
Advancement of Science [25]. c Schematic of the device integrated with antibiotics-doped silk film
for wirelessly activated drug release. Reproduction permission required [27]. d Monitoring of the
transient drug releasing device degradation implanted in mouse. Devices are implanted and
examined after 7 and 15 days. Reproduction permission required [27]
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devices ever made, this remotely controlled therapeutic device can provide transient
thermal therapy to control surgical site infections. As shown in Fig. 5.2b, the system
consists of two different inductive coils that operate at different frequencies (*70
and *140 MHz) allowing clinicians to turn on different heaters selectively or
simultaneously. Furthermore, careful design and material considerations must be
made for dissolvable inductive coils because the performance of the coils will start to
degrade or fail at a certain point of time as the coils dissolve gradually in the body.
For most of the transient electronics, the favorable conductor material used for spiral
inductors is Mg due to its excellent biocompatibility, electrical properties, and dis-
solving characteristics. Other dissolvable metals have also been investigated for
transient electronics such as Mg alloy, Zn, Fe, W, and Mo [26]. While the feasibility
of these metals as inductor coils have not been investigated except Mg, the electrical
properties of the listed metals are suitable for spiral coil lines giving inductor
designers a wide range of material choices for dissolvable metals. In order for a
stable and long-term operation of the spiral coils, the conducting lines must be
sufficiently thick. In a study of transient microheaters, the total calculated amount of
Mg used for a resistor (*200 nm thick) and a spiral coil (*2 μm thick) was 0.35 and
26.43 μg, respectively [27]. While the amount used for the spiral inductor may
account for most of the mass, the total amount is still a minimal quantity considering
that the suggested daily intake of Mg for adults is *350 mg. Further studies on the
histological sections showed that the surrounding tissues were undisturbed by the
dissolved Mg. Figure 5.2c shows a resistive heater with Mg coils for a therapeutic
device that releases drugs using remote triggering [27]. Far more advanced than a
regular heater, this device contains drugs or enzymes in the silk packaging, which is
released upon thermal triggering of the wireless heater at the interface. Once the
thermal triggering has released the drugs, the entire system dissolves with the body
fluids as shown in Fig. 5.2d. This offers programmable remote control of release
kinetics of a drug contained and stabilized within the silk material matrix. As such,
bioresorbable electronics combined with wireless functionality provides safer and
more advanced biomedical applications for clinicians. The development of a tran-
sient form of wireless powering system with electronics other than heaters will
positively benefit implantable clinical therapeutics.

5.2.4 Stretchable Wireless Charging Batteries

Batteries are alternatives to powering many clinical systems that are fully implanted.
While numerous types of flexible and stretchable batteries were developed for
potential bioelectronics applications [28, 29], the batteries must be able to harvest
energy to charge themselves. In many practical applications for bioelectronics, the
ability to charge the battery without any physical wire connections would be
extremely valuable. Innovative techniques, such as the piezoelectric energy har-
vester were developed to charge the battery, which harvests and converts mechanical
energy to electrical energy from natural contractile and relaxation motions of organs
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such as the heart [30]; but, the energy harvested from such devices are insufficient to
power many clinical devices that demand high power. Moreover, the ability to
integrate stretchable batteries with piezoelectric system is not yet proven. As a result,
the most promising technology is to charge the battery using wireless powering
systems. Where wireless powering is not available, the electronics have the option to
use power from the charged battery. This allows the bioelectronics with batteries to
continuously perform clinical trials. Examples of such devices are presented in
Fig. 5.3, where the stretchable type of battery shown in Fig. 5.3a is integrated with
wireless charging coils monolithically [29]. This system (Fig. 5.3b) includes a
secondary coil which couples the electromagnetic flux from the primary coil. The
embedded Schottky diode further rectifies the signals and the array of parallel
capacitors smoothes oscillations in the output voltages. Overall, the entire mono-
lithically integrated system is ultrathin and highly stretchable, which makes it a
highly promising candidate for implantable or wearable powering systems.

Fig. 5.3 a Operation of a stretchable battery connected to a red LED while biaxially stretched to
300 % (left) and mounted on the human elbow (right). b Circuit diagram of the stretchable system
for wireless charging of the batteries (left) and image of the integrated system with different
components labeled (right). Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2013, Macmillan Publishers
Ltd. [29]
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5.2.5 MEMS Technology for Large Area Power Transfer

The main drawbacks of inductive coupling power transfer systems are that the
primary and secondary coils must be well-aligned for efficient power transfer. For
this reason, far-field wireless power transfer systems are preferred over inductive
systems since the radiation of the power from the transmitter is well spread out
which allows the receiver to receive power anywhere in a defined region. Before
getting to the far-field transmission systems, one of the smart techniques that still
utilize inductive power transfer for large area applications will be discussed. In
2007, Someya et al. at the University of Tokyo engineered a smart wireless pow-
ering system in a thin sheet form that combines multiple spiral inductor coils with
complementary circuits integrating plastic microelectromechanical system (MEMS)
switches and organic transistors [31, 32]. This smart system shown in Fig. 5.4a
senses the position of any electronic object with the plastic MEMS switch using the
organic transistor active matrix. The circuit schematic of both the position-sensing
coil and the sender coil is presented in Fig. 5.4b. The position-sensing coil then
selects one of the closest sender coils to selectively transfer power to the target
electronic object via the inductive coupling system as shown in Fig. 5.4c. As a
result, this entire integrated system is able to transfer a power of 40.5 W with an
81.4 % coupling efficiency over a 21 × 21 cm2 large area. Photographs of the
system operating at various conditions are shown in Fig. 5.4d. While no clinical
medicine has seen this technology to power bioelectronics, this unique integrated
system may be adapted for many clinical uses where large area power transmission
is required.

5.3 Far-Field Wireless Powering Systems for Conformal
Bioelectronics

In applications that require wireless power transfer over a long distance, inductive or
capacitive coupling mechanism cannot be utilized, as the coils must greatly exceed
in size. Therefore, far-field systems that utilize radiative fields must be used. In order
for the power to be transmitted over a long distance, integrated circuits operating at
microwave frequencies, together with far-field antenna must be used. Difficulties and
numerous challenges arise when trying to design a microwave circuit in an ultrathin
format and also on or inside a time-dynamic media. There are two major challenges
that must be overcome for the successful operation of far-field wireless systems
inside a body. First, the environment must be composed of invariable, solid mate-
rials. The far-field wireless system is based on EM wave propagation, where the EM
waves travel between two transceivers in a medium or many media to transfer
electric power or data. Propagation of EMwaves depends on the dielectric properties
of the medium. Thus, RF engineers design wireless circuits with consideration of the
dielectric properties of every surrounding material. Organs, tissues, and blood are
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dynamic and do not have fixed material properties; instead, it varies by conditions
such as temperature and age. Therefore, this proposes a primary design challenge in
making an implantable wireless system. Second, implantable wireless systems must
operate at high power since the far-field transmitted power decreases rapidly with
increasing distance. In an RF system, highly performing active and passive devices,
such as transistors, diodes, capacitors, and inductors are needed to operate at a
certain allowed frequency like the Industrial Scientific Medical (ISM) bands.
Nevertheless, fabrication of high-performance devices are especially challenging on

Fig. 5.4 a Photograph showing an exploded view of the wireless power-transmission sheet
embedded in the floor and comprising a wireless power-transmission system and contactless
position-sensing system. b Pictures, cross-sectional diagrams and circuit diagram of the
position-sensing coil and organic transistor (top). Pictures, cross-sectional diagrams, and circuit
diagram of the sender coil and plastic MEMS switch (bottom). Electrodes for electrostatic
attraction are connected to the word line (WL) and bit line (BL) of the MEMS switch. Electrodes
for power transmission are connected to the sender coils and a power generator. WLs and BLs of a
position-sensing system and power-transmission system are connected to row decoders, column
selectors, and control chips for coordination, for example, for addressing and reading-out to each
other. c Schematic diagram of the position-sensing unit. d Demonstration photographs of the
wireless power-transmission sheet. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2007, Macmillan
Publishers Ltd. [31]
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biocompatible polymers, due to the constraints in using high temperature processes
generally required for fabricating high-performance electronics. Finally, all the
individual key components (active devices, passive devices, and antennas) required
for building the implantable wireless system must be combined carefully in order to
transmit wireless power efficiently.

To effectively transmit and receive power over a long distance, a microwave
power amplifier is necessary at the transmitting end in order to amplify the power to
compensate for energy loss over the long distance. At the receiving end, a
microwave rectifier is typically connected to the receiving antenna to convert the
incoming high-frequency alternating signal into direct currents. On either side,
individual components such as the transistor, diode, capacitor and inductor, must be
able to perform at relatively high, yet allowed frequencies. In the following sec-
tions, individual components that are developed on either flexible or stretchable
substrates that can ultimately be used for wearable and implantable conformal
devices are discussed. While many of the work demonstrate only the success of
individual components on such substrates, the compatibility of the fabrication
techniques used for the devices with the already developed conformal bioelec-
tronics described in this book show the feasibility of such microwave technology
for far-field power transfer in biomedical applications. Following this section,
several examples of wireless far-field power transfers in biomedical devices are
shown that may benefit from this technology.

5.3.1 High-Speed Active Devices

Transistors and diodes are used in a variety of electronic chips to serve many
purposes. While in most cases the high frequency performance of the devices are
not particularly of interest, in circuits for radio frequency applications, the high
frequency performance of the devices define the level of frequency of the entire
circuit. For instance, an efficient power amplifier that amplifies a 2 GHz signal
would normally require a transistor with maximum oscillation frequency (fmax) of at
least 20 GHz, which is ten times higher than the operating frequency. The specific
requirements for the flexible high-speed devices to achieve high frequency per-
formance are that they must possess high carrier mobility, be integrable on foreign
substrates, and be flexible with minimum performance changes. Single-crystalline
semiconductors, such as Si and III–V materials, are the most favorable option that
satisfies the high mobility criteria. Furthermore, with the invention of transferable
single-crystal Si NMs from silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers and a variety of
techniques to release many types of III–V materials manufacturing of high-speed
devices on flexible or stretchable substrates can be accomplished [5, 7, 16, 33–35].
Nevertheless, poor heat and chemical resistances of flexible substrates have pre-
vented the utilization of conventional manufacturing techniques. Therefore,
a sophisticated process flow and design including the development of effective
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doping processing techniques and advanced structural designs must be considered
to achieve a truly high-speed, flexible electronic device. With such active devices,
more complicated/sophisticated RF circuits and systems can be realized by the
integration of flexible passive components such as inductors and capacitors [36].
This type of technology provides RF electronics a platform for its unusual
mechanics and for its potential as a low-cost alternative to conventional systems
that require semiconductor wafers as substrates [5].

Numerous efforts to improve the high frequency performance of Si-based field
effect devices have been made ever since the demonstration of the first flexible
high-speed transistor that achieved a cut-off frequency of 515 MHz [37]. Engineers
have developed fabrication techniques to reduce the gate length of the devices, and
improved the doping characteristics and gate dielectric materials in order to improve
the high frequency performance. As a result, a record-breaking transistor that is purely
comprised of Si with an fmax of 12GHz has been demonstrated [38]. The devices were
further improved by utilizing strained Si NMs to speed up the electrons which resulted
in an fmax of 15.1 GHz [39]. Here, a uniquely designed epitaxial layers that include
SiGe induces self-sustained tensile strain to the active Si layer, which enhances the
mobility of electrons [40].While such Si-based devices may be the suitable choice for
many circuits, amplifiers that require higher power and speed must utilize III–V
semiconductors, such as GaN or GaAs. GaN-based high electron mobility transistors
(HEMTs) have demonstrated one order magnitude higher power density and effi-
ciency compared to other competing technologies including the Si-based transistors
[41]. Thin-film GaN HEMT on a flexible plastic substrate can be fabricated by
selectively removing the growth substrate (Si), while preserving the high frequency
and high power characteristics [42]. The superb high frequency performance (cut-off
frequency (fT)/fmax = 60/115GHz) onflexible plastic substrate, alongwith high output
power density, makes the GaN HEMT the ideal transistor for power amplifying
applications. GaAs-based heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT) are widely used in
low noise amplifiers [43]. GaInP/GaAs HBT has also been demonstrated on flexible
substrates [44]. This device with relatively high frequency responses (fT/
fmax = 38/7 GHz) may also be utilized for many clinical applications for low noise
amplifiers with minor modifications to its fabrication processes. In addition, a typical
RF circuit would require not only transistors, but also high-speed diodes or switches
for full functionality. Thus, it is important to realize that such devices are also
developed on flexible substrates. High frequency GaAs-based Schottky diodes [44],
Si-based PIN diodes [45], and Ge-based PIN diodes [46] are demonstrated on flexible
substrates. Such diodes are especially useful in forming microwave switches and
rectifiers that are commonly present in both the transmitter and the receiver [47, 48].
As such, many types of transistors and diodes have been developed on flexible
substrates, which are process compatible with biomedical devices developed on
flexible or stretchable substrates. Although the fabrication process may be compati-
ble, for such devices to be used in clinical applications numerous clinical issues must
also be resolved. Operating at high speed and high power, most of these devices
generate large amounts of heat. For instance, a GaN-based HEMT that outputs 8 W
could reach up to 225 °C in its hot spot [49]. Therefore, a well-designed packaging
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technique that includes a heat insulating layer in order to protect the surrounding
tissue or skin must be developed. Furthermore, a device like GaAs is known to be
toxic due to the presence of arsenic [50]. Thus, the packaging of such devices must
ensure that there is no leakage of toxic materials into the body.

5.3.2 High-Speed Passive Devices

Together with the active devices, passive devices such as inductors and capacitors are
essential components for fast, flexible, and stretchable electronics. Because confor-
mal bioelectronics must be ultrathin, planar passive components, such as the spiral
inductors and parallel plate capacitors are preferred. Mechanically flexible inductors
and capacitors capable of handling multi-gigahertz frequencies have been reported,
which are suitable for designing a microwave integrated circuit [36, 51]. Several
important factors must be optimized to design a spiral inductor that has large
inductance with a high quality factor, such as the type of substrate, the number of
turns, the spacing between the conducting lines, and the width of the lines. By
calculating the self-inductance andmutual inductance, the inductance value and the Q
factor of an inductor can be obtained. In addition, because the capacitance of a parallel
plate capacitor is reliant on the overlap area of two plates, the dielectric properties and
the dielectric thickness, all of these parameters should be optimized for a reasonable
size required capacitance and enough Q factor. State-of-the-art inductor and capacitor
developed on a flexible substrate can operate up to 10 and 20 GHz, respectively [51].

5.3.3 Far-Field Receiving Antennas

Antennas for far-field differ from those used for near-field systems in that they
achieve longer ranges, where the working distance is much greater than the
diameter of the device. Once the radiated RF energy from the transmitting antenna
reaches the bioelectronics devices, it must be received by the receiving antenna for
powering. Among all other components for far-field systems, the antenna is the
most difficult component to design as it is always application- and situation-specific
due to the diverse types of surrounding media in the body. In wearable applications,
the design criteria becomes less complex as the direction of the incoming EM
waves do not have to go through any biological media, so any antenna in the
flexible or stretchable format maybe suitable. Interesting antenna designs using
conducting elastic materials have been presented as shown in Fig. 5.5. These
antennas combine several elastic conductor materials, such as liquid metal
(Fig. 5.5a) or silver nanowires (Fig. 5.5b) with advanced fabrication processes to
create durable stretchable antennas [52–58]. Other forms of conformal antennas
with unique conductor geometry designs, such as compact designs for flexible [59]
and fractal designs for stretchable antennas [60], were also developed as shown in
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Fig. 5.5 a Sequence of optical images with corresponding resonance frequency graph upon
stretching of a microfluidic radio frequency antenna. Reproduced with permission. Copyright
2010, John Wiley and Sons [55]. b Photograph of a stretchable microstrip patch antenna composed
of Ag nanowires and PDMS conductor. Reprinted with permission from (ACS Appl. Mater.
Interfaces, 2014, 6 (6), pp 4248–4253). Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society [57].
c Photograph of a compact parylene coated biocompatible flexible antenna. Reproduction
permission required [59]. d Return loss parameters of a stretchable fractal antenna under different
amounts of tensile strain; inset shows the unstrained antenna. Reproduced with permission.
Copyright 2014, Macmillan Publishers Ltd [60]. e Compact helical antenna for implant
applications, with images showing the concept of a smart implant for in-body applications on
tooth. The response of the antenna implant in tooth can be accessed wirelessly, as revealed by the
presence of a peak in the scattered signal at the resonant frequency of the antenna shown on the
right graph [65]
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Fig. 5.5c, d, respectively, to minimize size and increase stretchability. Typically,
such antennas are designed at high frequencies (>1 GHz) to compensate for the
small size requirement of wearable electronics. Implantable antennas also follow
similar rules, but are far more complicated in terms of its design. To make things
even more challenging, the area for the antenna is extremely limited for implanted
antennas. For instance, the thickness of the antenna must be kept ultrathin and
confined in a small area for it to have no adverse effects on the surrounding tissues.
While designers have the choice to minimize the antenna size by increasing the
operating frequency, the penetration depth of EM waves in biological tissues
decreases with increasing frequency [61]. There are restrictions on using certain
frequency bands for bioelectronics like the ISM bands set by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) , which poses another challenge for designers
[62]. For over a decade, numerous types of antennas for implantable applications
have been introduced [63–68]. Figure 5.5e represents one of the important findings
for implantable antennas in helical format [65] where the operating frequencies all
meet FCC regulations. In most cases, the designs started by careful simulation and
modeling followed by multiple iterations of the design and real environment testing
using matching and tuning techniques. Real environment tests can be done not only
in the actual target tissue, but also using biological phantom material, comprised of
a mixture of water, salt, sugar, etc., to facilitate the design process [62].

While combining all the active and passive devices and antennas in either the
flexible or stretchable format summarized in this section can yield a complete
far-field transceiver either for implantable or wearable applications, the develop-
ment is still in its early stages and many engineering challenges must be resolved
before such technology can be demonstrated. Stemming from the properties of
being flexible and stretchable, with the added benefit of being ultrathin, such highly
performing individual components will be beneficial for many applications, where
wireless power transfer capabilities over a long distance are required.

5.4 Applications of Far-Field Wireless Powering Systems

As described in earlier sections, designing power transfer systems on flexible
substrates require high-performance devices on every component that must operate
at higher frequencies. In general, the smaller the critical dimensions for a device, the
faster the device can operate. This proposes a challenge in fabrication as smaller
devices are difficult to fabricate on flexible substrates. While the power transmitter
normally requires such sophisticated circuit designs, the wireless receiver may be
designed with less sophisticated integrated circuits and include only simple diodes
to rectify the receiving signals. As most of clinical applications require only
receivers, many receiver designs on flexible substrates have been developed for
such applications. Two important applications are shown in the following sections:
bioresorbable RF electronics for implantable applications, and miniaturized wire-
less power scavenger on flexible substrates for optogenetics.
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5.4.1 Bioresorbable Radio Frequency Electronics

Devices that have capabilities to dissolve or degrade with time have many roles in
clinical medicine, such as drug delivery and sutures. Completely water-soluble
devices that have engineering capabilities derived from the integrated circuit
industry may be implanted into the human body to function for a period of time and
then dissolve gradually. This would eliminate the need to remove the device via
surgical extraction, which would be the case for non-dissolving devices. Numerous
types of circuits in this form that operate for various purposes in clinical applica-
tions have been demonstrated, all of which require some sort of power source for
their functionality. Thus, RF operation of similar types of bioresorbable electronics
would add great benefits for nearly all types of implanted devices. Figure 5.6a–d
shows the antennas, rectifying diodes, capacitors, and inductors that are all essential
components for wireless power transfer systems [69]. In addition, a wireless power
scavenger in the bioresorbable form is also shown in Fig. 5.6d. Here, the Si-based
diodes are combined into an integrated circuit to form a rectifier, which converts
incoming AC signals to DC signals to power the LEDs. The capacitors and
inductors that act to match the microwave signals for better efficiency are also used
in the circuit. Combined with the Mg-based antenna, the entire receiver can receive
power from a distance of up to 2 m to turn on an LED. In addition, with the
Si-based rectifier, the system may efficiently rectify over a frequency range from
10 kHz to 950 MHz. In this frequency range, the antenna size must be large enough
to achieve sufficient efficiency, such as the one shown in Fig. 5.6a. Nevertheless,
such large antennas may not be suitable for many implantable applications as the
devices must be kept small for non-invasive operations. Therefore, the frequency
must be higher for practical purposes. Different types of rectifiers operating at
1.6 GHz [70], 2.45 GHz [71], and 5.8 GHz [44] built on flexible substrates have
been reported. Utilizing such integrated circuits at high frequencies will eventually
lead to implantable receiver designs with smaller dimensions.

5.4.2 Wireless Power Receivers for Optogenetics

Another rising technique in neuroscience that uses bioelectronics is to stimulate
neurons using light, which is often referred to as optogenetics. Introduced in the early
1970s, the term optogenetics combine optics and genetics to control specific cells of
living tissue [72]. A unique set of viruses that responds to light can be injected into
individual neurons in the brain, where the neurons can then be controlled with
external light sources. During the early development stages, optical fibers connected
to external lasers or a light source was injected into the brain for stimulations.
However, the technique has greatly advanced and scientists are now able to inject
cellular scale optoelectronic systems, such as the µ-LEDs, which eliminates the use of
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long fibers that allow experimental animals to move around more freely [23]. With
development of the technology, the use of wireless scavengers has also been
advanced to deliver power to the LEDs from a long distance. Figure 5.7a shows a
wireless power scavenger that uses the bulky PCB board mounted on a freely moving
mouse for optogenetics experiment [23]. This bulky looking device is too heavy for a
mouse to freely move around with when it is placed on its head. Therefore, flexible

Fig. 5.6 a A set of images of an antenna built with Mg on silk substrate with illustrations of the
process of dissolution in water. b Schematic illustration of Si NM PIN diodes (rectifiers) fabricated
on a silk substrate with Mg electrodes (left). Current-voltage characteristics (middle) and measured
(lines) and simulated (dots) RF characteristics (right) of a transient diode under different DC biases
c Image of collection of capacitors of different sizes built using Mg and MgO (left), with measured
capacitance (middle) and Q factor (right) as a function of frequency. d Image of collection of
inductors of different size built using Mg and MgO (left), with measured inductance (middle) and
Q factor (right) as a function of frequency. e Photographs and schematic illustration of transient RF
power scavenging circuits, integrated with transient antenna. Reproduced with permission.
Copyright 2013, John Wiley and Sons [69]
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devices to minimize the substrate weight and size were developed as shown in
Fig. 5.7b [23]. And with further engineering techniques, the same system is mini-
mized to the one shown in Fig. 5.7c [23]. This ultraminiaturized version also includes
photovoltaic cells to enable operation in challenging scenarios offering versatile
capabilities in optogenetics. Some fully implantable wireless power receivers
(Fig. 5.7d) have been developed as well, which eliminates unnecessary substrates and
utilizes the smallest antenna to minimize the overall size [74].

5.5 Near-Field Wireless Sensors for Conformal
Bioelectronics

Remote extraction of clinical data from wearable and implantable sensors using
wireless devices greatly ensures safe and convenient data transfer in biomedical
applications. Traditional wireless bio-sensing systems combine rigid sensors,

Fig. 5.7 a Optical image of a wireless powered optical neural device made using conventional
chips and boards. Copyright 2013, American Association for the Advancement of Science [23].
b Optical image of a lightweight, flexible wireless power scavenger device mounted on a freely
moving mouse. Copyright 2013, American Association for the Advancement of Science [23].
c Optical image of a miniature, lightweight energy harvester mounted on a freely moving mouse.
Reproduction permission required [73]. d Schematic illustration of a fully implantable wireless
energy harvester inserted into the brain directly above motor cortex (left). Freely moving mouse
with the brain implant (right). Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2015, Macmillan
Publishers Ltd. [74]
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commercial data processors, and transceiver chips together on a conventional
printed circuit board (PCB). For sensors, such a rigid and flat format that differs
from the soft nature of the human body results in lower measurement accuracy and
unconformity. As biomedical sensors transform to ultrathin flexible or stretchable
forms like epidermal electronics [16], which allow conformal contact to the target
tissues, measurement accuracies were significantly improved. Moreover, combined
with advanced conformal sensors, transmission of sensed data using either
near-field or far-field communication systems in the flexible or stretchable format
would overcome the issues of existing traditional rigid electronics-based systems.
Efforts have been made in development of data processor and transceiver chips to
match curvilinear surfaces and to create wireless data communication systems in the
flexible and stretchable format. In this section, numerous types of conformal
wireless sensors are discussed with applications ranging from wearable to
implantable sensing stations.

5.5.1 Wireless LC Resonator-Based Flexible or Stretchable
Sensors

LC resonators that include an inductor and a capacitor in parallel with or without
resistors are widely used in wireless sensors due to their simplicity and their ability
to change frequency response due to strain and varying dielectric properties of their
surroundings. Epidermal electronics-based LC resonators were developed widely to
create sensors that can sense clinical conditions such as hydration and strain.
A primary coil is placed in proximity and inductively coupled to the LC resonator
in the sensor. Once the value of the capacitive or inductive components change
during the sensing process, the resonant frequency of the LC resonator will change
accordingly which results in the change of frequency response in the primary coil
[75]. The deformation of the LC resonator placed on the skin and the change of the
skin dielectric property result in the change of LC values, which affect the time
varying electromagnetic fields generated by the primary coil and the frequency
response of the primary coil.

In Fig. 5.8a, a wireless epidermal electronic system based on LC resonators with
capacitive and/or inductive electrodes is shown [76]. The sensor combines a
dielectric sensor and two strain sensors for both the x- and y-axis directions, and is
able to establish conformal contact with the human skin. The dielectric sensor and
strain sensors are comprised of inductors made from serpentine-shaped metal lines
with a planar concentric capacitor and serpentine-shaped interdigitated capacitor,
respectively. The layer of serpentine interdigitated electrodes and circular electrodes
are insulated from the serpentine coils by a layer of polyimide, which is also used to
passivate the entire structure of the sensor. To utilize flat wafer-based fabrication
technology, the sensor was completed on a temporary glass substrate and trans-
ferred onto a silicone elastomer substrate using water-soluble tape. Utilizing
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Fig. 5.8 a Optical image of an LC resonator-based wireless hydration and strain epidermal
sensors on the skin. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2014, John Wiley and Sons [76].
b Schematic illustration of a passive wireless capacitive sensor designed for sensing of sweat using
porous sponge. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2014, John Wiley and Sons [77]. c An
optical image of a graphene-based wireless bacteria detection sensor mounted on a muscle tissue.
Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2012, Macmillan Publishers Ltd. [78]. d An optical image
of a bent 2 × 2 flexible array of 2 × 2 mm2 large wireless passive pressure sensor for health
monitoring. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2014, Macmillan Publishers Ltd. [81]
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serpentine-shaped metal lines and the stretchable elastomer substrate, the finished
sensor can function without failing, even with large deformations of the skin.
During the sensing process, a copper primary coil is placed in proximity to the
sensor and its frequency response is measured. With further enhancements in LC
resonating sensors, different types of biomedical sensors such as hydration sensors,
bacteria sensors, or pressure sensors can be created.

5.5.2 Functional Materials for LC Resonator-Based
Wireless Sensors

Based on the same sensing principle as the LC resonator, functional materials can
also be incorporated as substrates to sense body fluids in wireless epidermal sensors
like the one in Fig. 5.8b [77]. Here, a sponge was used as functional porous soft
substrate to collect body fluids from the skin. The dielectric property of the sponge
changed with the amount of absorbed body fluid, which then affects the frequency
response of the serpentine-shaped LC resonator that is in contact detected by the
primary coils. The ability to provide analysis of body fluids such as blood, inter-
stitial fluid, sweat, saliva, and tears combined with thin film near-field wireless
epidermal electronics provide a portable and convenient way to measure important
effects on the skin, such as body temperature, fluid and electrolyte balance, and
diseased state.

Graphene, which is flexible and highly conductive in nature, can also be com-
bined with flexible LC resonator for bio-selective detection of bacteria [78].
Combined with naturally occurring antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) that serve as
robust biorecognition molecules, the graphene may be functionalized with chemi-
cally synthesized bifunctional peptides, allowing it to become ultra-sensitive to
pathogenic bacteria. Such functionalized graphene, grown on Ni films by chemical
vapor deposition, can be transfer printed onto bioresorbable silk films. The planar
inductive coil antenna and interdigitated electrodes are then simultaneously
deposited on the graphene nanosensor to form an LC resonator, which is induc-
tively coupled to primary coils. Because the silk is water soluble and biocompatible,
the use of silk films allows an interface to form between the passive wireless
graphene monolayers and biomaterials, such as tooth enamel or tissue, via biore-
sorption. The finished sensor laminated onto muscle tissue is shown in Fig. 5.8c.
The resulting graphene-based sensor is capable of extremely sensitive spotting, with
detection limits down to a single bacterium. Such biohazard monitoring of bacteria
may provide early detection against pathogenic threats at the point of
contamination.

Pressure monitoring is also an essential part of clinical practice including blood,
intraocular and intracranial pressure conditions. Biomedical sensors thatmonitor such
physiological parameters using small integrated circuits have been reported [79, 80].
Although the size of these sensors is very small (at the level of cubic millimeters),
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they are still in rigid packages which can pose as potential threats for soft tissues and
organs. To overcome such issues, printed wireless sensor arrays with LC
resonator-based passive flexible pressure sensors at the millimeter scale size have
been demonstrated [81]. The beauty of this miniaturized device for implantable
applications is that the sensor operates at high frequencies. In traditional implantable
devices, the operating frequencies had to be kept below a few hundred MHz due to
increasing loss at higher working frequencies; thus, a large antenna is needed for
lower working frequencies. This study has shown that even at high frequencies, the
detection could be read out by eliminating noise and unwanted signals via defining
power reflection distortion (PRD) and group delay distortion (GDD). In addition, a
deformable dielectric layer made from micro-structured styrene-butadiene-styrene
(SBS) elastomer, which has lower loss at higher frequencies than other elastomers
such as PDMS, is inserted between two layers of spiral metal on a flexible polyimide
substrate. As shown in Fig. 5.8d, the resulting pressure sensor is one order magnitude
smaller in volume (0.1 mm3) than previously reported devices. This work has
demonstrated that existing wireless sensing platforms with large antennas can be
further reduced and lead to more opportunities in continuous wireless monitoring of
physiological conditions in the body.

5.6 Integrated Circuits for Wireless Systems

Due to the simplicity of wireless flexible or stretchable sensing devices based on LC
resonators, the signals that they can measure are limited. To enhance the systems’
functionality and performance, either integrating multiple sensors into one device or
combining flexible elements like wireless coils or stretchable interconnects with
commercial rigid chips or thin-film transistors (TFT)-based circuits must be
explored [16, 83–87]. Numerous integration techniques at the electrical engineering
level to develop circuits for safe and convenient wireless bioelectronics and at the
materials engineering level to develop complex assembly of soft and hard materials
have been realized.

5.6.1 Wireless Flexible Systems with Thin-Film Transistor
Circuit

Organic or inorganic TFT-based circuits are essentially mechanically flexible,
which make them suitable for application in conformal biomedical electronics.
Advanced versions of flexible wireless electronic systems integrated with wireless
power and data transmission have been reported for applications like wireless
sensors [82] and identification tags [86]. For instance, a wet sensor sheet that
integrates thin-film circuits with near-field communication systems provides safer
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measurements as it incorporates organic transistors-based electrostatic discharge
(ESD) protection circuits to prevent shock from electrodes in contact with wet
human skin, as shown in Fig. 5.9a [82]. Through detecting the resistance between
two electrodes, the presence or absence of liquid is sensed and sent to the primary
reader coil. In another wireless communicating device, an amorphous
Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide (a-IGZO) TFT-based circuit was integrated on a
flexible polyester substrate [86]. In this a-IGZO-based NFC tag, a high frequency
capacitor, rectifier, 12b code generator, and load modulator are all fabricated on top
of the antenna foil, which allows data transmission to commercial NFC enabled
smartphones or computers. In both, the wet sensor and the NFC tag, tens to hun-
dreds of flexible TFTs were integrated together with near-field communicating
system, which shows the feasibility of integration of advanced electronics with a
variety of wireless biomedical devices.

Fig. 5.9 a Flexible wet sensor sheet for urination detection with electrostatic discharge protection
capability. Reproduction permission required [82]. b Photograph of the wireless wearable,
human-interactive device, integrated with touch and temperature sensors, a wireless coil, and a
capacitive touch panel, for multifunctional health monitoring. Reproduced with permission.
Copyright 2014, John Wiley and Sons [83]. c Optical image of a demonstration platform for
multifunctional electronics with physical properties matched to the epidermis. Reproduced with
permission. Copyright 2011, American Association for the Advancement of Science [16].
d Photograph of an epidermal electronic systems with advanced capabilities in near-field
communication on skin. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2015, John Wiley and Sons [84].
e A schematic illustration of a soft, stretchable electronic system that integrates strain-isolated
device components and a free-floating interconnect network in a thin elastomeric microfluidic
enclosure. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2014, American Association for the
Advancement of Science [92]. f Photograph of a smart lens system that can measure glucose
level in tears, which sends the data to a mobile device over integrated wireless system.
Reproduction permission required [93]
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5.6.2 Wireless Wearable Human-Interactive Device

Besides sensing and identification applications, wireless flexible or stretchable
devices that combine both the ability to sense and interact with humans have
attracted people for years with hopes of bringing a more convenient lifestyle.
Although commercial wearable devices like the Apple Watch is capable of sensing
several human body signals and interacting with humans, they are still limited by
bulky parts and devices. Flexible or stretchable electronic devices that have similar
performance to their rigid counterparts have been in rapid development. As an
example, the “smart bandage”, a wearable human-interactive device fabricated on
flexible Kapton substrate is able to sense human body signals, interact with humans,
and send out signals wirelessly [83]. The capacitive touch sensor and wireless coil in
the device are printed using silver ink and the embedded temperature sensor is
printed using a mixture of conductive polymer and carbon nanotube paste. A drug
delivery pump with a microfluidic channel made from PDMS was also bonded into
the device. All the material patterning processes done in this work used a macroscale
printing method, which eliminates the need for costly traditional photolithography;
hence, the reduction in cost. The printing method used to fabricate Ag electrodes and
temperature sensors also play an important role in ensuring the flexibility of the
device. The resulting device, shown in Fig. 5.9b, is able to monitor human body
temperature, interact with humans through a touch panel, deliver drugs by pressing
the bandage, and detect touch wirelessly through the combination of wireless coils
and integrated capacitive touch sensor which works as a resonator.

5.6.3 Wireless Epidermal Electronic Systems

Although wireless flexible electronic systems and simple LC resonator-based epi-
dermal sensors have been demonstrated, the need for a system level epidermal
electronic device still exists due to the fact that flexible electronic systems cannot
form conformal contact with skin and the function of simple LC resonator-based
epidermal sensors are too limited. Rogers and colleagues have demonstrated a plat-
form for the wireless epidermal electronics, which is shown in Fig. 5.9c [16].
Multifunctional sensors were integrated for monitoring temperature, strain, and
electrophysiological signals on the platform. Circuit elements like transistors, diodes,
resistors, capacitors, and inductors included in the platform allow for signal ampli-
fication or data processing. High-frequency elements like inductors, capacitor,
oscillators, and antennas shown in the platform show the systems’ potential of
transmitting data by RF communication. Other elements like micro-scale LEDs can
be used for illuminating or light therapy. All of these sensors, circuit elements, and
wireless power and signal transferring elements are integrated on an ultrathin,
gas-permeable elastomeric sheet with a low Young’s modulus and connected by
ultrathin serpentine metal lines, which provide the system the ability to form con-
formal contact with the skin.
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5.6.4 Integration with Near-Field Communication
Capabilities

Today’s NFC chips appear in many convenient applications that span the banking,
medical, military, transportation, and entertainment industries. To enable such
benefits in epidermal electronic systems, Rogers and colleagues have reported
sensors combining flexible passive coils, ultrathin NFC dies and other components
like light emitting diodes (LEDs) [84, 85] which are able to communicate with
NFC-enabled smartphones. The wireless coils used in both sensors are composed of
two layers of copper coils; layers of polyimide were used to both insulate the two
copper layers and encapsulate the coil structure. NFC dies or LED dies are flip-chip
bonded to the coil structure using indium/Ag-based solder paste. After chip bonding,
the whole structure is encapsulated by an elastomer, which protects the whole
device. The coils combining the capacitance in NFC dies formed an LC resonator.
Through changing the shape of wireless coils by stretching or bending, the res-
onating frequency changes accordingly and can be detected by the primary coils
such as the NFC coils in smartphones. The NFC chip-enabled sensor can be lami-
nated onto human skin and allow seamless conformal contact with the skin as shown
in Fig. 5.9d. Different functionalities, such as identification, authentication, and
temperature sensing, are offered by the system by selecting appropriate NFC dies.
Due to the ability of forming conformal contacts with the skin, and ability to be
integrated with various sensors, this design shows great potential for epidermal
electronic systems and possibly for implantable bio-sensing systems.

5.6.5 Soft Microfluidic Assemblies of Sensors, Circuits,
and Radios for the Skin

Besides the simple integration of the flexible coil and single commercial commu-
nication chip, various methods have been developed to fabricate the multi-chip
module (MCM) onto flexible substrates [87–91]. Although the integration of
MCMs onto flexible substrate enables multifunctional, flexible electronic systems,
they are still bulky and cannot achieve conformal contact with the human body,
which limits their application in epidermal electronics systems. To overcome this
challenge, an advanced assembly technique utilizing microfluidics to assemble
sensors, circuits, and radios has been developed to combine the advantages of
multi-functionality of MCMs and conformability of epidermal systems [92]. The
microfluidic-assembled system is fabricated by connecting lapped chips using
serpentine interconnects on top of polyimide/PDMS, which is covered by silicone
superstrate and sealed with additional partially cured silicone. The liquid PDMS
was finally injected into the capped cavity through an edge to isolate rigid materials
from elastomeric enclosures as shown in Fig. 5.9e. The serpentine interconnects and
injected liquid PDMS make sure that the whole system has a low Young’s modulus
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and offer great stretchability. Integrated with multifunctional electrodes, the device
can fulfill tasks like temperature monitoring, motion tracking, electrocardiography
(ECG), electroencephalography (EEG), electrooculography (EOG), and elec-
tromyography (EMG) measurements by selecting chips with different functionali-
ties. Additionally, the device is powered wirelessly through inductive coupling with
the primary coil in proximity and the data can be sent out wirelessly through an RF
module in the device; thus, eliminating the complex and bulky power supply and
signal transmission systems.

5.7 Conclusion

Being more convenient, accurate and safe, than existing bioelectronics, there is no
doubt that next generation biomedical devices will be in conformal format. Products
of such conformal bioelectronics using wireless functionalities are being com-
mercialized rapidly and big players in the industries are investing billions of dollars
into this area. For instance, Google Inc. has announced that they have built a
wireless contact lens that can monitor diabetes by sensing the glucose level of the
tears [93]. The smart contact lens, as shown in Fig. 5.9f, also utilizes circular shape
wireless antenna, which transmits clinical data to a mobile device for continuous
monitoring. The lens has a tiny hole to allow tear to be collected by the system and
with ultra-miniaturized integrated circuit-based wireless controller chip connected
to the sensor, the contact lens is able to read glucose level every one second. It
seems that the technology of such kind is already mature enough to be commer-
cialized; but in order for this smart lens to be get access to market, it must go
through rigorous reviews, tests, and surveys, to be proven for safety. Federal
institutes that regulate these products include the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), which protects and promotes public health, and the FCC, which regulates
frequency bands for wireless devices. As such, there are more steps on these
research-to-product process, before people start seeing them in local pharmacies
and hospitals. However, with some of the already developed high technology
conformal bioelectronics using wireless functionalities discussed in this chapter,
people will be able to use such devices daily very soon.
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Chapter 6
Ultrathin, Skin-Like Devices for Precise,
Continuous Thermal Property Mapping
of Human Skin and Soft Tissues

R. Chad Webb, Siddharth Krishnan and John A. Rogers

Abstract Precision thermal measurements of skin and soft tissue can provide
clinically relevant information about cardiovascular health, cognitive state, hydra-
tion levels, heterogeneousvasculature changes, and many other important aspects of
human physiology. In this chapter we discuss recent advances in ultrathin, com-
pliant skin-like sensor/actuator technologies that enable forms of continuous ther-
mal mapping, of temperature as well as transport properties, that are unavailable
with other methods. We review the key mechanical and thermal properties that are
fundamental to the operation of this class of devices. Further discussion of devices
configured for mapping temperature, monitoring local thermal transport and skin
hydration, and mapping thermal transport for blood flow analysis provides a few
examples of the types of capabilities that are enabled with these technologies.

Keywords Thermal sensors � Blood flow � Skin � Circulation � Wearable elec-
tronics � Thermal transport � Mapping � Hydration � Imaging

6.1 Introduction

Thermal monitoring and manipulation of human skin or other organs of the body
provide compelling application opportunities for soft, stretchable bioelectronics, due
to the extraordinary thermal sensitivity of many tissue systems. The temperature and
thermal transport properties of skin, in particular, depend critically on important
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physiological states such as blood flow, hydration, and metabolic rates. As a result,
thermal parameters are also an indirect function of the physiological stressors that
influence the aforementioned states, such as vascular disease, physical and mental
exertion, body positioning, and trauma.

Numerous methods exist for assessing temperature of biological tissues each
with associated strengths and weaknesses. Infrared (IR) thermography [1–3] pro-
vides an option for mapping surface temperatures with millikelvin precision and
fine spatial resolution. However, such imaging tools are expensive, bulky, and
require immobilization of the patient in order to minimize any relative motion
between the object of interest and the imaging optics. Point contact sensors adhered
directly to tissue avoid the sensitivity to motion and are inexpensive, but they do
not have the ability to perform spatial mapping, which is typically required to
extract meaningful information in biological studies or clinical applications. Typical
sensors of this type also irritate the tissue and modify its natural physiological
responses due to imposed thermal and mechanical loads associated with the
physical influence of the device.

An analogous set of techniques exists for measuring thermal transport properties
where the goal is typically to obtain information about blood flow. Optical mea-
surements of blood flow rely on laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) [4–6] and
laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) [7–9] techniques. Such approaches are, however,
more sensitive to motion than IR thermography because these measurements rely
on the scattering of photons from moving blood cells and transmission via fiber
optic cables. The addition of laser heating to these types of optical setups provides a
means for also measuring thermal transport properties [10], via the spatiotemporal
dynamics of heat diffusion, but with the disadvantage of additional complexity and
cost in the optical systems.

Acoustic methods, such as ultrasound [11, 12], suffer from similar sensitivities to
motion. Point contact thermal elements [13–16] that use metal heating and sensing
elements applied to the tissue surface do not suffer from such limitations, but they
cannot easily provide capabilities in spatial mapping, they cannot track rapid or
subtle changes (due to the relatively high thermal mass of the devices compared to
skin), nor can they monitor unaltered, natural signals (due to the mechanical
pressure required to achieve the necessary intimate contact with the surface).

Epidermal thermal sensor systems that conform intimately to the tissue surface
[17–20], allowing unrestricted motion, can now be created (select examples in
Fig. 6.1) by extending many of the principles of ultrathin, stretchable electronic
sensor design established during the past decade [18, 20–34]. Extremely thin
metallic (bottom inset, Fig. 6.1a) and semiconducting (top inset, Fig. 6.1a) ele-
ments, with thicknesses on the order of hundreds of nanometers or less, afford the
soft mechanics necessary for intimate thermal contact against heterogeneous tissue
surfaces without reduction in electronic performance. These elements can be inte-
grated as part of a hard/soft materials system consisting of ‘soft’ polymeric layers
and ‘hard’ metallic/semimetallic layers to provide a device suitable for application
to soft tissues (Fig. 6.1). Optimized design of open mesh layouts with serpentine
interconnects [23, 24, 30, 35–39] and mechanical strain engineering can result in
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devices that are highly stretchable without significant impact on device operation.
Figure 6.1e shows a representative design configured for direct integration onto the
surface of the skin. A thin silicone layer (*5 μm) between the device and skin
provides robust but reversible adhesion via the action of van der Waals forces
alone, without the need for penetrating pins, separated adhesives or straps/bands.
Polyimide encapsulation (*1 μm on each side of the electronic elements, not
shown) serves as electrical isolation and as a means to engineer the distribution of
strain to ensure fully elastic, soft mechanical responses. The metal and/or semi-
conducting components can be arranged in a series of layers with polyimide as a
dielectric. The entire device can be fabricated on rigid substrates using conventional
microelectronics fabrication tools, and then released and transfer printed to the
silicone layers. When the device exists in a mesh layout with small polyimide

Fig. 6.1 Soft, stretchable skin-mounted electronics for precision thermography of skin. a Optical
image of 16-channel monitoring device with sensors that rely on the temperature coefficient of
resistance (TCR) of thin metallic traces, mounted on human skin. Inset Micrographs of a sensor
that uses a p-n semiconductor junction (above) and a TCR metallic trace (below). Originally
published in [18]. b, c Optical coherence tomography (OCT) of a human palm (b) with
and (c) without an epidermal sensor. Originally published in [19]. d Thermal array mounted on the
surface of an artificial pericardial membrane. Originally published in [20]. e Cross section of
device mounted on skin. Originally published in [19]
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islands to encapsulate the sensors, the relatively low modulus silicone (*60 kPa),
as opposed to the relatively high modulus polyimide (2–3 GPa), accommodates a
majority of any applied strain.

6.2 Temperature Mapping on SoftTissues

Devices of this type provide a general platform that can be modified to perform a
variety of thermal measurements on tissue locations of interest. The most
straightforward operational mode involves measurement of temperature on the
surface of the tissue. Numerous physiological phenomena yield measureable signals
related to changes in temperature, but the focus here is on three particularly useful
platforms for epidermal electronics.

The first two rely on electronic sensors that respond to changes in temperature.
Device designs that exploit the temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of metal
provide one option (bottom inset, Fig. 6.1a), while designs that rely on the tem-
perature dependence of the charge carrier density in semiconductors provide
another (top inset, Fig. 6.1a). Devices that rely on TCR in thin metal films offer
simplicity of fabrication and mechanical robustness compared to those that involve
semiconductor materials. Those that exploit semiconducting sensors, on the other
hand, provide straightforward paths to high density arrays of elements through
multiplexed addressing. Both concepts have been demonstrated in epidermal
electronic formats, as shown in Fig. 6.1a–c and described in detail by Webb et al.
[18, 19]. A third device option avoids electronic sensing entirely, and relies instead
on skin-conformal arrays of thermochromic liquid crystal elements [17], where a
colorimetric response serves as the measurement mechanism.

TCR type devices have been used extensively on skin in many systematic
studies and broader human clinical investigations, to reveal the underlying physics
of their operation and to examine various aspects of skin physiology [18, 19, 40].
Optimized devices achieve a measurement precision of 10 mK, which exceeds that
of many of the most sophisticated IR thermography systems. Additionally, the
thermal response time (the time for the device to achieve a 90 % response to a step
change in temperature) can be as low as 4 ms, well below all known timescales
associated with physiological changes. Analytical models yield insights into ther-
mal design considerations for high performance operation, as detailed by Bian et al.
[41]. The extremely low thermal mass of the devices, relative to skin, plays a key
role. For example, the 4 × 4 TCR sensor array design shown in Fig. 6.1 has a
thermal mass per unit area of 150 μJ cm−2 K−1. The addition of a 50 μm thick
silicone support to this device increases the thermal mass to 7.2 μJ cm−2 K−1. These
thermal masses are equivalent to those of skin with thickness <500 nm and <25 μm,
respectively, for cases without and with the silicone support. In other words, the
thermal mass load associated with these devices is a small fraction of the thermal
mass of the dermal/epidermal matrix itself.
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An important additional parameter is the strain response of the device. The
resistance of a metal element is altered by strain due to induced geometrical
changes. Because change in the resistance of the element is the signal used to
calculate temperature changes, and the devices are intended to be functional even
during motion and strain, it is important to minimize the strain response of the
device. The considerations described previously provide a framework for designing
devices that operate in a robust fashion, even when deformed, stretched, or com-
pressed. In general, strain is accommodated by skin via a combination of
mechanical buckling (accommodated by device flexibility) and tensile strain (ac-
commodated by device stretchability). For example, for the 4 × 4 TCR device, a
15 % global tensile strain is absorbed almost entirely by the silicone layers and
serpentine interconnects, resulting in only *0.005 % average strain in the sensors.
This strain result is a relative temperature error (due to a shift in resistance) of
<0.1 K. Although this level of error is of little concern in most cases, methods exist
to further minimize such effects. For example, typical strains in the body, such as
those induced by walking, appear with frequency characteristics that can be filtered
electronically. Also, the use of a stacked sensor configurations, using two different
metals with different responses to strain and temperature, provide an additional
means to decouple the effects.

These types of stretchable sensors yield previously unavailable capabilities in the
study of human tissue temperature dynamics. Examples of the types of data that can
be captured from these sorts of devices appear in Fig. 6.2. Here, an array of
elements generates a spatial map of temperature across the surface of the skin,
which enables the visualization of thermal heterogeneity caused by the varied
functional anatomy of skin. An example is in Fig. 6.2, with an IR thermograph in
Fig. 6.2a, and the corresponding raw epidermal electronic spatial map in Fig. 6.2b.
The coarse granularity of the spatial map can be improved by data processing
techniques and/or by the use of sensor arrays with improved spatial density. The
measurement sensitivity is extremely high due to the thermal mass and response
time considerations described above. A comparison of thermal signals over time
from the epidermal device and from an IR camera appears in Fig. 6.2c, where the
signals (offset for clarity) show an almost perfect match. The data in Fig. 6.2c also
reveal a compelling practical application of the devices, where the temperature on
the palm drops dramatically due to prolonged mental stress. A similar set of data,
this time showing temperature recordings over time from each sensor in the 4 × 4
array, is in Fig. 6.2d. In this case, the array is placed above the ulnar artery on the
wrist such that externally induced changes in blood flow result in localized changes
in temperature. Even with the coarse granularity in this example design, the spatial
orientation of the artery can be clearly identified. The accuracy of the sensors is
predominantly a function of drift in the measurement electronics, and is typically on
the order of 1–2 °C. The sensitivity of these types of devices is typically orders of
magnitude better than the accuracy. Clinical applications typically require precise
measurement of temperature changes over time, rather than absolute accuracy. In
addition, methods described in the following sections rely on thermal actuation for
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monitoring thermal transport properties, and as such, they rely on differential
changes in temperature over time, rather than absolute values.

While the majority of this discussion focuses on devices designed for the skin,
the same underlying concepts translate readily to other soft tissue systems. For
example, similar soft TCR arrays can be applied in similar formats to the surface of
the heart, as a synthetic electronic pericardium, as shown in Fig. 6.1d. In this
example, the thermal sensors exist as part of a larger overall sensor network, as
described in detail by Xu et al. [20].

Fig. 6.2 Temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) sensors for temperature mapping. a Infrared
(IR) image of a 4 × 4 thermal epidermal thermal sensor array on human skin. b Colormap of
average temperature measured by each sensor element in the array. c Comparison between IR data
and the epidermal sensor response for the case of a patient during mental stimulus. The IR and
epidermal data are offset for clarity. d Temperature recordings over a blood vessel on a subject’s
arm, during a reactive hyperaemia experiment. The data show a decline in temperature
corresponding to occlusion, and a spike corresponding to reperfusion. Figure modified from
originally published form in [18]
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6.3 Local Thermal Transport Property Measurements for
Monitoring Tissue Hydration and Structure

An additional benefit of metallic resistive sensors is their straightforward applica-
tion as thermal actuators, enabled by Joule heating associated with the passage of
controlled amounts of current through the element. An example appears in the
thermal image of Fig. 6.3a, where the Joule heating process results in a bright spot
at the associated element. The use of thermal actuation (heating), together with
sensing, provides a mean to measure the thermal transport properties of soft tissues,
in vivo. In fact, metallic elements can simultaneously act as thermal actuators and
temperature sensors. For devices of this sort, the thermal dynamics of heating at a
given power level are dictated almost entirely by the surrounding tissue, due to the
extremely small size and thermal mass/high diffusivity of the elements. Without
significant loss in measurement precision, an individual element can be treated as a
point heat source on the surface of skin, with air as a vacuum. Here, the change in
temperature near the heat source can be written [42] as

T ¼ T1 þ Q
2prk
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r

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qcp

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
4kt

p
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Where t is the time, k is the thermal conductivity (of skin for our case), ρcp is the
volumetric heat capacity (of skin), r is the distance from the heat source, Q is the
power of the heat source, and T∞ is the initial temperature of the medium. Although
this expression ignores the finite geometry and complex multilayered structures of
the device and the skin, it provides a basic understanding of the overall principles.
Details associated with various approximations for the skin and exact numerical
solutions appear elsewhere [19, 43, 44].

In practice, these sorts of devices allow measurement of local thermal conduc-
tivities and heat capacities of the upper layers of skin in a noninvasive, wearable
format. These types of capabilities are particularly valuable for monitoring skin
hydration, which has an approximately linear effect on the thermal conductivity of
skin and is an important parameter in dermatology and cosmetics. In this appli-
cation, the lack of mechanical loading on skin is particularly important.
Conventional devices for assessing skin hydration use a rigid electrical impedance
probe pressed against the tissue to obtain good contact, although in a manner that
can alter the natural skin state via compression. Additionally, the degree of contact,
although important, has significantly less impact on thermal measurements than on
electrical impedance measurements. The epidermal devices described here also
offer formats that allow long term, continuous monitoring in a wearable mode. They
can also be easily integrated with ultrathin impedance sensors or other devices with
identical mechanics, to yield multimodal operation.

An example of the concept appears in Fig. 6.3b, which shows the temperature rise
of a 1 mm2 element (the same type as in the TCR arrays described previously) on
skin with 10 mW of applied power, on both the cheek and the heel pad. The cheek
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has a very thin stratum corneum layer (*10 μm), supported by a relatively well
hydrated dermal layer, while the heel pad has a very thick stratum corneum layer
(*1 mm) with low water content. As a result of these differences, the temperature
rise on the cheek is lower than that on the heel. Figure 6.3c shows similar results,
where multiple measurements are performed at the same body location throughout
the day, and compared to hydration measurements performed using a commercial
moisture meter. The thermal conductivity and diffusivity (the ratio of thermal con-
ductivity to volumetric heat capacity) can be calculated using algorithms similar to
those that rely on Eq. (6.1), but which account for corrections due to finite
geometries. The results show that the conductivity and diffusivity of the cheek are
higher than those of the heel due to the increased water content. The optimal
parameters for these types of measurements relate to the general field of transient
thermal measurements [43]. In general, the penetration depth increases with
increased measurement timescales. This dependence is important for evaluation of
skin due to its complex layered structure. Using a 1-D heat transfer model, the
measurement depth is given by

Fig. 6.3 Thermal actuation for measurement of thermal transport properties of human skin. a IR
image of thermal actuation of an individual element in a 4 × 4 array, for the case of a*4 °C rise in
local temperature. Originally published in [19]. b Temperature rise of individual heater/sensor
elements when sequentially activated. Originally published in [19]. c Comparison between
measured thermal conductivity and hydration determined using a commercial tool (Delfin
MoistureMeter®) on human skin. Originally published in [18]. d Finite Element Model showing
the penetration depth of the thermal signal into the skin
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Dp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
atmax

p ð6:2Þ

Where a is the thermal diffusivity of the skin and tmax is the total time of the
measurement (2 s in this case). The 1-D assumption is valid as long as the heater
area is significantly larger than the area being probed. However, if the heater
reduces in size, relative to the area of interest, 2-D and 3-D effects become sig-
nificant and other analytical or numerical approaches are required to predict the
measurement depth. One such approach, a finite element solution to the transient,
3-D heat equation, yields the depth profile shown in Fig. 6.3d. Here, for the case of
a measurement time of 2 s, and for circular sensor/actuators of 1 mm radius, the
penetration depth is *100 μm. Ultimately, both measurement time and device
geometry, therefore affect the measurement depth. These types of devices and
operational modes have now been used in clinical studies with >100 subjects, as
described in part by Webb et al. [19].

In a more sophisticated embodiment, thermal sensor/actuator arrays and impe-
dance sensors can be integrated onto the same device platform to provide capa-
bilities in multimodal hydration sensing, as shown in Fig. 6.4a. The application of a
glycerol-based humectant compound on human skin increases the epidermal water
content resulting in an increased thermal conductance and a reduced impedance.
These effects appear clearly in the data of Fig. 6.4a, b. When monitored over typical
timescales associated with the action of such compounds, both measurement
modalities show peak values followed by a subsequent return to baseline values.
A representative data set that displays these trends from a patient in a clinical setting
is in Fig. 6.4d. Statistical analysis of data collected from >20 patients shows the
relationships between thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, impedance and
hydration, as measured by a state-of-the-art commercial tool (MoistureMeter®,
Courage Khazaka Gmbh), and summarized in Fig. 6.4e.

6.4 Local Thermal Transport Property Measurements
for Monitoring Near Surface Blood Flow

In an alternative configuration, individual elements can be heated at low levels for
extended periods of time, while the remaining elements in an array provide a high
precision map of the time dependent distributions of temperature. These distribu-
tions depend directly on the thermal transport properties of the underlying tissue.
While the previously discussed methods provide measurements of local thermal
transport properties (and at relatively higher precision), they do not allow for
assessment of spatial anisotropies in heat transfer. Any vasculature near the surface
of the skin, for example, provides a source of anisotropic convective transport, and
depending on the details of the tissue, these anisotropies can be readily assessed
noninvasively using the device platforms described here.
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Fig. 6.4 Clinical thermography for hydration measurements. a Optical image of an integrated
thermal/impedance sensor system. b Impedance frequency sweep on a patient at a range of time
points, from immediately before application of a humectant cream (15 %-glycerine) to 60 min
after. Increased water content in the skin results in a reduction in impedance. c Raw data for the
rise in temperature associated with thermal actuation. An increase in thermal conductivity reduces
the temperature at long times and the rate of change in temperature at short times. These changes
suggest an increased level of hydration. d Representative time series data on a single subject,
collected using epidermal impedance and thermal sensors, and commercial tools (corneometer and
transepidermal water loss meter). e Scatterplot matrix, showing correlations between thermal
conductivity, diffusivity, impedance and corneometer readings
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The same principles as those described previously apply here, but with one
additional complication. In particular, as relatively small thermal signals propagate
through the skin, they quickly decrease in amplitude, even over relatively short
distances. Such effects result in relatively low detectable signals at the sensor
locations. For application to many non-biological materials, it is possible to increase
the heating power to achieve the necessary signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and avoid
this problem. For evaluation of skin, or other tissues in living systems, however, the
maximum temperatures are constrained to values that avoid any discomfort or
sensation by the user, and of any physiological responses of the tissue itself. One
can avoid excess heating levels and, at the same time, recover acceptable SNR
values by increasing the overall size of the thermal actuator element. In this way,
the same amount of total thermal energy can be transferred to the blood, while
maintaining a lower temperature of the actuator. Such design strategies appear in
Webb et al. [40], where a central actuator with 1.5 mm radius is surrounded by

Fig. 6.5 Mapping anisotropies in thermal transport to assess near-surface blood flow. a Device
construction, consisting of a central thermal actuating/sensing element, surrounded by 14 radially
arranged temperature sensing elements designed to map anisotropies in thermal transport.
b Temperature map determined from all sensing elements in response to thermal actuation. The
data reveal significant flow directly beneath the sensors, in the direction indicated by the arrow.
c Vector map showing net distribution of heat, which corresponds to the net direction of flow.
Figure modified from original version published in [40]
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14 smaller temperature sensing elements (Fig. 6.5a). With this device, maximum
temperature increases can be significantly less than *8 °C, below the sensation of
the subject, while providing adequate SNR for precise blood flow measurements.
The details of the thermal transport, for an example where the device is centered
over a near surface vessel, are shown in Fig. 6.5b. Here, the temperature of the
actuator is indicated in red in the center of the array. The vessel is beneath the
actuator, flowing roughly from left to right, causing a significant anisotropy in
the temperature rise of the surrounding sensors, as shown by their relative signals
(i.e., the signal labeled P2 compared to P1). This data can be used to generate a
vector map of blood flow, with an example in Fig. 6.5c.

In practice, these devices can be used to monitor both macrovascular flow (veins
and arteries) and microvascular flow (arterioles and capillaries) over extended
periods of time without disturbing the subject. An example of monitoring

Fig. 6.6 Thermal sensing to determine macro- and microvascular blood flow. a IR image of a
thermal sensing/actuating array above a blood vessel on the human forearm, during thermal
actuation, to measure changes in macrovascular flow. b Changes in flow measured using a thermal
array, and a laser contrast speckle imager (LSCI) during a hyperemia experiment. Spectrograms of
c Thermal sensor data and d LSCI data, showing a strong correlation between the positions and
relative magnitudes of the peaks. e IR image of thermal sensing/actuating array on a human finger,
with thermal actuation, to measure changes in microvascular flow. f Changes in microvascular
flow measured using a thermal array and LSCI, where the subject holds his breath to diminish
blood flow to the extremities. Figure modified from originally published form in [40]
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macrovascular flow, in this case the flow of blood through a vein in the forearm, is
presented in Fig. 6.6a–d. LSCI data is provided for comparison, but cannot be
assumed to be an exact assessment of the flow in a single vessel due to the details of
operation (see Webb et al. [40] for more discussion). The graphs in Fig. 6.6b show
the temperature differential between a pair of sensors, one downstream from the
actuator and one upstream. This difference, as discussed above, is related to the
anisotropy in thermal transport induced by the directional blood flow. Figure 6.6c, d
shows a comparison of the spectrograms generated from the epidermal device and
LSCI, respectively.

Microvascular flow can be considered in two contexts. For measurement of
individual capillaries, the principles of anisotropic flow assessment can be applied
in device platforms with length scales comparable to the sizes of the capillaries.
Alternatively, large scale devices can probe effective properties of the overall
capillary bed, as an effective medium, with an isotropic thermal diffusivity. Here,
the responses of sensors on opposing sides of an actuator are nearly identical, but
the temperature difference between the actuator and a ring of sensors at a given
radial distance depends on the magnitude of microvascular flow. As flow increases,
the overall heat transfer coefficient increases, and the temperature differences
between the actuator and sensors decrease. For an example with the device placed
on the fingertip (Fig. 6.6e), this straightforward analysis yields a remarkably good
match to LSCI data (Fig. 6.6f).

6.5 Conclusion

Extension of the foundational principles of flexible and stretchable bioelectronics to
systems for mapping the thermal properties of tissue at high precision provides a
powerful new set of tools for physiological studies and clinical diagnostics.
Through an optimized selection of materials, device geometries and mechanical
designs, it is possible to realize a previously unattainable combination of capabil-
ities in intimate thermal contact, minimized thermal and mechanical loading, and
thermal response properties, with significant consequences in measurement capa-
bilities and versatility in modes of use. Further technology development will pro-
vide options in wireless operation. Even in existing wired formats, the thermal
mapping systems can be configured in user friendly, low cost forms for use in
hospital or laboratory settings, as shown in Fig. 6.7. With minor modifications, the
basic device platforms and measurement techniques can be adapted for use on
internal organs and tissues, either as subsystems in implantable devices to monitor
inflammatory responses, for example, or as advanced sensing nodes on
surgical/diagnostic tools. This broad range of possibilities creates many opportu-
nities for basic and applied research in stretchable, bio-integrated electronics.
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Chapter 7
Soft Biosensor Systems Using Flexible
and Stretchable Electronics Technology

Tsuyoshi Sekitani

Abstract We will review the recent progresses of large-area, ultraflexible, and
ultrasoft electronic sensors. This chapter focuses on integration technologies of
thin-film, ultraflexible electronics comprising ultrasoft gel electrodes, thin-film
amplifier, Si-LSI wireless platform, thin-film battery, and information engineering,
which are imperceptible active sensors. Here we would like to demonstrate the
applications of the patch-type wearable biosignal sensors including brain wave
(Electroencephalogram: EEG) monitoring from a forehead. Furthermore, this
chapter will review the technologies for realizing the new era of electronic system,
that is, Internet of Things (IoT.)

Keywords Large-area ultraflexible sensors � Internet of Things (IoT) � Thin-film
transistors � Integration technologies

7.1 Outline and Background

The era of the Internet of Things (IoT), networks of objects connected wirelessly to
produce new values, has begun. One of the famous examples is “Industry 4.0”,
promoted through the industry–academia–government collaboration in Germany as
an attempt to place various types of sensors in a factory, to control an entire factory
using the numerous sensors distributed in production and manufacturing lines, and
to optimize manufacturing. In Japan, similar efforts have also been intensively
carried out. Information in a physical space is obtained using sensors, and the
information is visualized using an algorithm and fed back to the physical space for
optimization. Such systems, called cyber-physical systems (CPSs), are attracting
interest (Fig. 7.1). Sufficient information in a physical space cannot be obtained by
conventional Si large-scale integration (LSI) based sensors alone because the
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objects in the physical space in which we live often have a complicated shape and
occupy a large area. The measurement of physical spaces to obtain information on
human conditions or bioinformation is considered to be especially important. In
other words, one of the ultimate goals of the IoT is the precise acquisition and
utilization of bioinformation. In recent years, many researchers have attempted to
realize wearable electronics, and their attempts have been accelerating. Typical
examples include watches that monitor heart rate, acceleration sensors, sphygmo-
manometers, and wearable computing glasses. Watches and glasses are hard objects
that people have worn since early times. They also comprise the majority of current
wearable devices. The monitoring of heart rates in everyday life by directly
attaching a sensor on the chest and the monitoring of brain waves by wearing
headgear have recently become more widespread. A ripple effect of wearable
electronics is expected in various fields from medicine to entertainment. However,
the use of wearable devices in daily life is not yet common. The main reasons for
this are considered to be:

1. Discomfort felt when wearing sensors
2. Difficulty in accurate positioning of sensors, which differs among individuals
3. Misalignment of sensors during activity.

Real-space 
(Physical)

Cyber-space

Real-time 
Physical sensing 
(Data collection)

Network  
sharing

Data processing 
(Mining, modeling)

Actuation 
Control 

Data
transmission

Fig. 7.1 Schematics of IoT and CPS. Cyber-physical system involves real-time physical sensing
(data collection), data transmission, networksharing processing, and actuation between cyber and
real spaces. The CPS aims to make every social system efficient and optimized. First-generation
CPSs can be used in areas as diverse as home security, automotive systems, civil infrastructure,
energy, agriculture, healthcare, manufacturing, transportation, robotics, and consumer electronics.
Seamless connection between cyberspace and a physical space will optimize the systems of the
physical space
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For these three reasons, the target of current wearable electronics is being limited
to healthy people with a high health consciousness (first-generation wearable
electronics). The application of these sensors to the medical field has been ham-
pered by their low measurement precision and the large difference in physical shape
among individuals. Most people are healthy but have only a moderate level of
health consciousness, and it is important for wearable electronics to be targeted at
these people (second-generation wearable electronics), as well as at those who have
health problems and require a hospital visit or hospitalization (third-generation
wearable electronics). Figure 7.2 shows a schematic of future applications of
wearable electronics.

We have been involved in the development of wearable bioinstrumentation
(biosensor) systems using flexible and stretchable electronics technology that can be
placed on human skin without causing discomfort to the user. We have succeeded
in simultaneously solving the problems of differences among individuals and the
misalignment of the sensor by placing a large number of sensor nodes on a flexible
and/or stretchable large-area sheet, rather than a single sensor node, and covering
the entire target region to be measured. Detailed examples are introduced in the
following section.
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HealthIllness

Amb
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treat
ment
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treat
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General 
consumer Illness 

preliminary
group

Now

Third generation 
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Fig. 7.2 Schematic of future applications of wearable electronics. Applications of wearable
electronics. This figure has been described from private communication with Prof. S. Izumi (Kobe
University)
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7.2 Development of Soft Wearable Sensors

Five device technologies, as shown in Fig. 7.3, are required to transfer the infor-
mation from flexible biosensors to external PCs and other devices.

• Flexible biocompatible electrodes and various sensor materials
• A signal amplifier
• A Si-LSI platform (a term used to collectively describe an analog-to-digital

(AD) converter, a central processing unit (CPU), a power regulating circuit, and
a wireless module)

• Small thin-film batteries
• Information processing technology.

By integrating and systematizing the five device technologies, sensors can
transmit meaningful information to a cyberspace that can analyze the information.
Namely, the simultaneous development of these device technologies and a frame-
work of system integration are required. In the following, each device technology is
first introduced and examples of bioinstrumentation obtained through system
integration are described.

Fig. 7.3 Device technologies required to implement flexible sensors in social systems. Device
technologies required to introduce flexible multichannel sensors in society/flexible electrode
technology/analog front-end circuit technology/ultralow-power-consumption wireless communi-
cation technology, information processing circuit technology (Si platform technology)/flexible
sheet multichannel electrode/TFT amplifier/power circuit/flexible thin-film battery/lightweight
thin-film power source technology/AD converter and CPU (signal processing)/memory/wireless
communication/data output/low-power-consumption control/transmission of results/logging/
extraction of waveform/signal processing/analysis technology of big biodata/integration of all
technologies required
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7.2.1 Flexible, Stretchable, and Biocompatible Electrodes

Human skin (muscle) has a Young’s modulus of elasticity of *100 kPa. Therefore,
flexible materials with a smaller modulus of elasticity, such as gels and rubber, are
preferable for realizing sensors that are imperceptible to the user. The metals and
plastics generally used as electrode materials have a modulus of elasticity of
2 MPa–3 GPa, meaning that the development of new flexible electrodes is essential.

Our research group has developed the rubber-like stretchable electrode tech-
nology for uniformly dispersing a conductive nanomaterial on a substrate of a
different material, and we have succeeded in developing a stretchable conductor
that is as stretchable as rubber and as conductive as a metal [1–4].

Using this original technology, we further developed a technology to uniformly
disperse Ag conductive nanowires in polyurethane rubber or a halogel, realizing
electrodes with both high conductivity (≥10,000 S/cm) and flexibility (stretcha-
bility ≥100 %) [4]. As shown in Fig. 7.4, the electrical and mechanical charac-
teristics of the electrodes are maintained even when they are stretched by ≥100 %,
enabling the electrodes to flexibly follow the movement of human skin during
activity. In conformity with the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) standards ISO10993-5 and ISO10993-6, we carried out cytotoxicity tests and
implantation tests and confirmed that the electrodes are not toxic and cause little
inflammatory response.

7.2.2 Flexible Signal Amplifier

A large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is required for biosensors because biosignals are
extremely weak. Monitoring bioinformation over a wide area using many sensor
nodes on a plane, rather than a single high-sensitivity sensor node, and visualizing
the bioinformation through mapping are important for obtaining sensitive bioin-
formation that is less affected by noise. However, when a plane sensor is fabricated
on a hard substrate, it is difficult for the sensor to be physically attached to human
skin and to follow its movement. In practice, in the case of multisensory systems
using conventional hard Si-based technology, flexible electrodes are in contact with
living tissues; however, the signal amplifier connected to the electrodes is hard,
preventing the direct application of these electrodes on living tissues over a wide
area. As a result, long cables connecting living tissues and the amplifier are
required, which makes it difficult to develop a multichannel system because of the
cross talk between cables or wirings. For this reason, the development of a mul-
tichannel brain–machine interface (BMI) is difficult in practice (whose number of
channel is 64–128 at most). The development of a large-area flexible plane sensor
equipped with an amplifier is required.

Our research group has realized the development and integration of the most
flexible thin-film transistor (TFT) [5–10]. Using this technology, we realized a
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thin-film flexible sensor that detects the distribution of pressure and can be wrapped
around a 1-mm-diameter medical catheter [5–7]. In addition, we fabricated a
contact-type sensor [8] and a signal amplifier [9, 10] using organic TFT integration
technology. Using these devices, weak biosignals are instantly amplified at the
surface of living tissues to enable the detection of high-quality biosignals.

Combining these technologies and using the technology for fabricating organic
TFTs at low temperatures, we realized a large-area plane sensor on an ultrathin
polymer film with a thickness of 1 μm (Fig. 7.5) with a high flexibility, high SNR,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.4 Stretchable electrode. a High conductivity and flexibility are realized using a composite
material of Ag nanowires and rubber. Conducting networks can be formed using Ag nanowires
embedded in stretchable rubber substrates. b shows conductivity as a function of stretchability.
Adapted from [4]. Copyright 2011, IEEE
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and a low impact on living bodies [8–10]. Figure 7.5b, c shows the schematic cross
section of our organic TFTs and the inverter performance taken from organic
pseudo-CMOS inverter comprising four organic TFTs [11]. This inverter can
operate within 3 V and shows very high gain greater than 1,500. The manufacturing
process and technical details can be seen in our previous reports [5–11].

Such TFTs using organic semiconductors are flexible and thin. However, the
electron mobility of these TFTs is only *1 cm2/Vs, which is 3–4 orders of
magnitude smaller than that of conventional Si-based semiconductor transistors
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Fig. 7.5 Thin-film biosignal amplifier fabricated using organic semiconductor technology.
a picture of ultrathin organic amplifier consisting of organic TFTs. b Schematic cross section of
the organic TFTs. c Circuit diagram of organic pseudo-CMOS inverter and the characteristics [11]
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(Fig. 7.6). Low mobility affects the frequency response of TFTs. The frequency
response of the TFTs used in our study was *50 kHz [11]. With this frequency
response, it is not realistic to fabricate CPUs requiring high-speed operation. In
contrast, the frequencies of biopotentials obtained from living bodies are *200 Hz
for electroencephalography (EEG) and electrocardiography (ECG) signals
and *1 kHz for electromyography (EMG) signals (Fig. 7.7). This means that even

Fig. 7.6 Comparison of performance of various flexible TFTs. Comparison of performance of
various flexible TFT
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Fig. 7.7 Frequencies of biosignals. The frequencies of most biosignals are ≤1 kHz. Comparison
of response rate of organic transistor (*50 kHz) with frequencies of biosignals
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a low-frequency response of the organic TFTs is sufficient to monitor biosignals.
We succeeded in monitoring infarcted myocardial tissues by applying a flexible
sensor on the surface of a beating heart, showing the possibility of the sensor when
used as a new medical device.

Regarding the stretchable and flexible electronics technologies, D.H. Kim and
J. Rogers groups have developed sophisticated biosensors including ultrathin
Si-TFT-based active matrix neural interface, skin-like epidermal electronic system,
and electrocardiogram monitoring [12–15]. These high-performance flexible and
stretchable sensors have been already used in animal experiments and demonstrated
the excellent feasibility of the new sensors to biomedical and wearable applications.
Z. Bao and B. Tee group reported flexible, stretchable electrical functional materials
and demonstrated to monitor biosignals [16, 17]. Although organic TFT-based sen-
sors have low frequency response, it has several advantages, such as scalability,
disposability, and ultimate mechanical flexibility. These flexible and stretchable
electronics with combining inorganic and organic TFTs will open up new era of
electronics that cannot be achieved onlywith rigid TFT technologies. Besides the TFT
technologies, highly conformable conducting poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) electrodes have been reported for in vivo
electrocorticography [18]. Au-coated poly(dimethylsiloxane) has been demonstrated
for stretchable in vivo neural interfaces [19].

7.2.3 Si-LSI Platform

The information in a physical space measured using multichannel sensors is analog
and the quantity of information is enormous. The processing of such analog
information and its analysis using external devices require (1) an AD converter,
(2) a CPU used to process information, (3) a wireless module to transmit the
information to external devices, and (4) a power regulation circuit to drive these
modules. A system integrating these functions on a substrate is collectively referred
to as a Si-LSI platform.

We succeeded in integrating our modules on a plastic film with a thickness
of ≤100 μm to form a system. By devising a circuit for canceling noise, the noise
level of the system developed was suppressed to as low as ≤1 μV.

7.2.4 Small Thin-Film Batteries

As the power source to operate the Si-LSI platform, we developed a thin-film Li-ion
battery with a thickness of 0.5 mm and dimensions of 4 × 4 cm2. The battery has a
capacity of *200 mAh, a current of 20 mA, and a discharge voltage of 3.75 V, and
is sufficient to operate the thin-film amplifier and Si-LSI platform. The wireless
module of the Si-LSI platform requires a high current of *10 mA. Therefore, the
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electrode structure was optimized to reduce the internal resistance in the battery and
ensure a current of *10 mA. We confirmed that continuous monitoring for *10 h
is possible using a small thin-film battery.

7.2.5 Information Processing Technology

The most noteworthy feature of this research is the comprehensive approach using
information processing technology in addition to the development of measurement
devices. We developed a process to extract meaningful information from the huge
amount of bioinformation obtained by multichannel sensors through classification
of the bioinformation by frequency analysis using an algorithm. The information in
a physical space obtained by the sensors is processed and fed back to the physical
space as meaningful information using an algorithm. This basic technology used in
research on the integration of cyberspace and physical space was demonstrated.
A flowchart of bioinstrumentation data from devices to information processing is
shown in Fig. 7.8.

The following are examples of bioinformation obtained by integrating the above
five components into a system.

Fig. 7.8 Flowchart of bioinstrumentation
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7.2.6 Examples of Bioinstrumentation

7.2.6.1 EEG

There are many diseases caused by brain dysfunction, such as Alzheimer’s disease,
Parkinson’s disease, mental disorders including depression, and pediatric develop-
mental disorders. The biopotential obtained from the activities of the brain or neurons
is very weak; the magnitude of EEG signals is*2–3 μV. Therefore, medical devices
with a large amplifier are required for precise EEGmeasurements. In recent years, the
importance of EEGmeasurements has been recognized. In addition, the amplification
technology has advanced and the development of EEG sensors that users can wear on
their heads is underway. Most of these sensors are headgear type and adopt a
comb-shaped electrode structure that can separate the hair on the top of the head,
where no myopotential is detected. Such headgear-type sensors can measure brain
waves without interference from the myopotential. However, while increasing the
duration of contact of the comb-shaped electrodes with the scalp, either the sense of
discomfort increases or the user develops a headache. At medical institutions, EEG
measurements are carried out by inserting a conductive gel between the electrode and
the scalp instead of using a comb-shaped electrode. However, the conductive gel
must be rinsed off after each measurement, which is a burden on patients. As a
consequence, there has been no easy method for EEG measurement.

We succeeded in developing a patch-type EEG sensor using flexible electrodes,
a thin-film circuit, and applying our previously developed technologies. Figure 7.9

Fig. 7.9 Photographs of patch-type EEG sensor. Development of patch-type EEG sensors with a
precision comparable to that of existing medical devices
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shows photographs of the patch-type EEG sensor. It is an EEG sensor with
eight-channel flexible electrodes (16 electrodes are used for a differential readout)
on the gel surface, although at first glance it has the appearance of a cool gel patch
used to reduce fever. Simply by attaching the sensor to the forehead, brain waves
are measured by the multichannel sensor and the information is transmitted to an
external PC in real time. When brain waves were simultaneously measured using a
commercially available EEG system and the patch-type EEG sensor, the precision
of the two sensors was confirmed to be comparable. Using the patch-type EEG
sensor, users can measure brain waves easily at home. Therefore, the range of
application of patch-type EEG sensors is considered to be wide, including the
observation of patients with dementia at home, the EEG measurement of patients
with sleep apnea syndrome, the observation of people in need of nursing care, and
the early detection of pediatric developmental disorders.

7.2.6.2 ECG

The heart is a muscular organ that moves constantly. There are quite a few diseases
related to the heart including myocardial infarction caused by ischemia and car-
diomegaly. A surgical procedure is available to recover the function of the heart by
removing an affected area with weak activity. However, it is generally difficult to
identify such an area, although experienced surgeons can determine it from the
movement and color of the heart. An area with a weak potential or deteriorated
activity can be identified by covering the entire heart with a flexible and soft
biopotential sheet sensor. In practice, the ischemic areas of the hearts of rats and
large animals (pigs) have been successfully identified during surgery by applying a
biopotential sheet sensor to their hearts.

A conventional hard potential sensor places a burden on the heart when it is
pressed against the heart. This problem has been solved with our biopotential sheet
sensor because of its flexibility. In addition, the biopotential sheet sensor is dis-
posable and can be discarded after the measurement. Therefore, the lifetime of the
sensor is not a concern, in contrast to organic devices. The biopotential sheet sensor
has been attracting attention as a new medical device with the advantages of a large
area, flexibility, and disposability of the organic flexible sensors.

7.2.6.3 EMG

The movement of muscles produces a large myopotential. Its frequency is *1 kHz,
which is relatively high compared with the frequencies of other biosignals. When
brain waves with a potential of 2–3 μV are measured, the myopotential is regarded
as noise, which is generally removed by an antiphase algorithm and a bandpass
filter that rejects frequencies outside a certain range. Myopotential is an extremely
important biosignal for the precise control of prosthetic limbs and hands. A change
in myopotential is expressed as the movement of muscles. New human–machine
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interfaces for controlling electronics using the myopotential are expected to be
developed. In addition, the myopotential is expected to be used as a quantitative
index to observe the movements of top athletes (Fig. 7.10).

The measurement of biosignals (e.g., EEG, ECG, and EMG signals) as a change
in biopotential associated with the activity of living bodies has been explained. In
addition to biopotential sensors, physical sensors detecting pressure, temperature,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.10 a Pictures of surface electromyogram system and b the measurements. Adapted from
[10]. Copyright 2014, IEEE
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strain, pH, and vibration are indispensable to develop next-generation medical
devices.

Our research group developed a thin pressure sheet sensor by integrating (1) a
thin sheet of a piezoelectric polymer (polyvinylidene difluoride) that produces a
voltage upon the application of pressure or strain and (2) a thin-film amplification
circuit. This thin pressure sheet is described below as a typical example of such
physical sensors.

7.2.6.4 Implementation of Thin-Film Pressure Sensor on the Surface
of Catheters

We succeeded in fabricating a flexible pressure sensor sheet by integrating a
piezoelectric film and a thin-film amplification circuit. Figure 7.11 shows a pho-
tograph of the thin-film pressure sensor, which was implemented as a spiral on a
medial catheter with a diameter of 1 mm taking advantage of its flexibility and
thinness. As shown in the upper part of Fig. 7.11, the thin-film pressure sensor can
produce a voltage of *1 mV when a pressure is applied to the surface of the
piezoelectric film alone. By integrating the piezoelectric sheet and the thin-film
amplification circuit, the output voltage could be amplified to 545 mV (lower part
of Fig. 7.11).

As explained, sensors obtained by integrating a functional film that can generate
a voltage and a thin-film amplification circuit can be used as thin-film physical
sensors.

7.3 Final Remarks

In this article, we have introduced the basic technologies of biopotential sheet
sensors taking advantage of the flexibility, large area, and low cost of organic
materials. In particular, it is demonstrated that the issues with conventional wear-
able sensors, such as the misalignment of the sensor and the difficulty in adapting to
individual differences, are resolved using multichannel sensors. In addition, mul-
tichannel sensors are found to contribute to high-sensitivity measurements. This is
comparable to a multichannel surface readout function of human skin that can
detect even a hair on a surface from the differential readout at multiple points (or by
mapping using a plane sensor) even though individual spots sensitive to heat and
pain on the human skin are not highly sensitive. Compared with experimental
devices placed under ideal conditions, wearable sensors are used under very severe
conditions because noise caused by sweat, chemical components, and changes in
temperature, exists in signals associated with daily activities. Therefore, high
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measurement precision is required. However, thin-film flexible sensors with a large
area, multiple channels, and a high ability to follow the shape of a surface can be
used to measure biosignals that have been difficult to measure using conventional
sensors. I believe that the research achievements summarized in this article are a
significant step toward realizing next-generation sensors in the fields of healthcare,
medicine, and welfare.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 7.11 Development of next-generation medical devices by implementing a thin-film pressure
sensor on the surface of small-diameter catheter. Application of thin-film pressure sensor to
disposable intelligent catheter that realizes intravascular treatment. Adapted from [9]. Copyright
2012, IEEE
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Chapter 8
High-Performance Wearable
Bioelectronics Integrated with Functional
Nanomaterials

Donghee Son, Ja Hoon Koo, Jongsu Lee and Dae-Hyeong Kim

Abstract As nanotechnology has advanced, deformable nanoscale materials with
superb electrical, chemical, and optical properties have made possible the devel-
opment of high-performance multifunctional electronic devices with flexible and
stretchable form factors. Deformability in electronics is achieved mainly by
replacing rigid bulk materials (e.g., a silicon wafer) with various promising nano-
materials (e.g., silicon/oxide nanomembranes, carbon nanotubes, graphene, and
metal nanoparticles/nanowires). These ultrathin, lightweight, and deformable
electronics have attracted widespread interest and offer new opportunities in per-
sonalized healthcare, such as wearable bioelectronics. Their deformability, in par-
ticular, helps overcome the mechanical mismatch between the conventional
bioelectronics, which are flat and rigid, and the soft, curvilinear human skin and
internal organs. It resolves prevalent problems in conventional biomedical devices,
such as inaccurate biosignal sensing, low signal-to-noise ratio, and user discomfort.
Here, we provide an overview of recent developments in wearable bioelectronics
integrated with functional nanomaterials with a focus on mobile personal healthcare
technologies. The devices introduced in this chapter include wearable sensors,
actuators, memory units, and nanogenerators dedicated to healthcare applications.
Detailed descriptions of such integrated systems and their uses in clinical medicine
are also presented.
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8.1 Introduction

Wearable smart devices capable of performing multiple functions including sensing
[1–26], actuation [27–31], data storage [32–40], logic control [41–46], light
emission [47–51], and energy supply [52–57], have recently attracted significant
attention, primarily in relation to rapid progress in flexible and stretchable elec-
tronics technology. Of their many applications, mobile healthcare systems based on
wearable bioelectronic devices that enable real-time monitoring of physiological
and electrophysiological signals, such as those related to body temperature,
motion-induced strain, breathing, pulse, electrocardiogram (ECG), and electroen-
cephalogram (EEG), are of particular interest. These systems offer the possibility of
providing clinically valuable patient data to primary healthcare providers, and can
thereby prevent fatal diseases and emergency situations through point-of-care
treatments and ubiquitous healthcare systems.

Several challenges persist, however, in relation to wearable applications of
bioelectronic devices, mainly due to the rigidity of prevalent electronic devices. The
poor interfacial contact between such devices and the human body prevents
accurate detection of physiological/electrophysiological conditions. The mechanical
mismatch between the soft, curvilinear human body and rigid, planar electronic
devices renders the latter susceptible to delamination and mechanical fracture due to
stress from repeated deformations associated with daily movements. Low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), high power consumption, and low operating speeds are
also important issues that need to be addressed in the ongoing development of
wearable bioelectronic devices.

One of the most effective research approaches intended to overcome the
aforementioned problems has been the use of nanomaterials that have intrinsic
flexible characteristics and excellent electrical properties, along with stretchable
device design. In particular, single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [4, 6, 36,
41, 42, 44], graphene [58, 59], molybdenum disulfide nanosheets [40, 60],
Pt-coated nanofibers [61], zinc oxide (ZnO) nanowires (NWs) [55, 56, 62],
pentacene nanofilm (PNF) [1, 32–34, 46], silicon nanomembranes (SiNMs) [11,
14, 15, 17, 21, 25, 29, 30, 35, 45, 63], and titanium dioxide (TiO2) NMs [35, 64,
65] have been highlighted as candidates for replacing the bulky and rigid
materials used in conventional planar devices. The latest research on wearable
bioelectronics focuses on the monolithic integration of these nanomaterials with
one another to develop a multifunctional system. This chapter covers some of the
latest developments in wearable bioelectronics based on nanomaterials and their
heterogeneous hybrids.
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8.2 Wearable Bioelectronics Integrated
with Functional Nanomaterials

8.2.1 Multifunctional Wearable Devices Based
on Silicon Nanomembranes

Inorganic nanomaterials have attracted increasing research interest for their appli-
cation in high-performance electronic devices because they are reliable under
ambient conditions and compatible with conventional micro/nanofabrication pro-
cesses. Among such nanomaterials, single-crystalline SiNMs have shown consid-
erable potential for high-performance wearable electronic devices including various
types of sensors and/or logic devices, because they exhibit highly uniform electrical
properties (e.g., electron mobility) along with intrinsically superior piezoresistive
properties. Ultrathin doped SiNMs can be transferred to flexible and stretchable
substrates by transfer printing processes. Subsequent microprocessing techniques
lead to high-performance deformable electronics. The details of the fabrication
process are available elsewhere [66–68]. In this section, the discussion focuses on
high-density, SiNM-based sensor arrays with multiplexers for temperature, strain,
and pressure sensing.

Figure 8.1a shows a multiplexed array of SiNM-based PIN diodes (each has
dimensions of approximately 100 μm × 200 μm in an 8 × 8 layout) with
serpentine-shaped interconnections formed using an ultrathin metal film [14]. The
SiNM-based PIN temperature sensor measures shifts in the diode’s I-V relationship
resulting from external temperature changes. The device array can be mounted
directly onto the skin with a thin backing substrate of polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS, *30 μm thick, *50 kPa modulus) that makes conformal contact through
the van der Waals force. Figure 8.1b presents a temperature map (right) of a thin
film copper heater obtained using a SiNM-based PIN diode array (left). The
SiNM-based PIN temperature sensor array provides a precise spatial map of the
thermal distribution around the copper heater. SiNMs can also be used as strain
sensors (Fig. 8.1c–f). Figure 8.1c, d show digital (left) and optical microscopy
(right) images of the SiNM-based strain sensor [66]. The SiNM-based strain sensor
embedded in polyimide (PI) layers is mechanically stable because it is located near
the neutral mechanical plane and is used with stretchable electrodes (Fig. 8.1e).
These strain sensors precisely monitor the movement of the chest during breathing
(Fig. 8.1f).

In addition to these applications, Fig. 8.1g–j show smart prosthetic skin inte-
grated with ultrathin SiNM-based strain, pressure, and temperature sensor arrays
[63]. The site-specific design of SiNM sensor arrays is shown in Fig. 8.1g. In
low-deformation region (below *5 % strain), the S1 design (top right) is used,
whereas in medium- and high-deformation regions (*10 and *16 % strain), the
system adopts, respectively, the S3 and the S6 design (middle and bottom right).
This site-specific design for strain sensors maximizes both sensitivity and dynamic
sensing range. The SiNM-based electronic skin can encounter complex situations,
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Fig. 8.1 a Optical microscopic images of an 8 × 8 SiNM PIN diode array integrated onto a
stretchable substrate. The boxes bordered by red dashes enclose magnified images of the local PIN
diode sensors. b Optical image and corresponding temperature distribution map for an 8 × 8
SiNM PIN diode sensor array mounted on a heated object. c Photograph of a multifunctional
epidermal electronic device on a human chest. d Image of a mechanical strain gauge sensor based
on a Si nanomembrane resistor. e FEA results for an epidermal electronic device incorporating a
fully serpentine mesh, under stretching modes along the x and y directions. The neutral mechanical
plane of the device is shown in the inset. f Sensitivity of the strain sensor in terms of change in
resistance versus time. g Photograph of a SiNM strain sensor array with site-specific design,
conformally laminated onto the back of a human hand. On the right side of the frames are
magnified views of different designs suited to each deformation mode. h Images of a prosthetic
hand with integrated functional sensors. Spatiotemporal maps for the resistance change of the
device array are shown according to various motions. i Images of the prosthetic limb tapping a
keyboard (top left) and catching a baseball (bottom left). Plots for the temporal resistance change of
the SiNM pressure sensor (top right), indicating the dynamics of the prosthetic hand in grasping,
maintaining, and relaxing modes (bottom right). j Photographs of the prosthetic limb touching a
cup of hot (top left) and cold (bottom left) water. Plots (right) of the corresponding temporal
current change of the SiNM-based temperature sensor (PIN diode) and the actual temperature data
measured by an IR sensor
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such as a handshake, typing on a keyboard, grasping a ball, or holding a cup of hot
or cold liquid (Fig. 8.1h–j). The strain map shows some changes in the strain
distribution near the index finger and related joints (Fig. 8.1h). Pressure sensors
exhibit rapid and reliable responses to external stimuli in both situations (Fig. 8.1i,
top: tapping a keyboard; bottom: catching a ball). Temporal temperature sensing is
verified when a hand touches a cup containing hot or cold liquid (Fig. 8.1j). These
results suggest potential for the application of soft bioelectronics to prosthetics.

8.2.2 Wearable Nonvolatile Memory Devices Based on TiO2

Nanomembranes and an Au Nanoparticle Assembly

Nonvolatile memory technologies for wearable bioelectronics applications involve
the employment of lightweight, ultrathin, and stretchable components in devices.
Stretchable memory devices integrated with wearable sensors are a good example.
Resistive random-access memory (RRAM) constructed from thin nanoscale oxide
films is widely regarded as an emerging class of nonvolatile memory. It exhibits
extraordinary electrical performance—low power consumption, fast resistive
switching speed, large on/off ratio, and reliable retention/endurance. Although
oxide thin films used in RRAM devices are rigid, which limits their ability to
interface with curvilinear, dynamically deforming soft tissues, stretchable designs
allow RRAM to be wearable. This enables the implementation of an integrated
system of stretchable sensors and memory devices that incorporate such unique
features as sensing, data storage, and pattern analysis on the human skin.
Co-integrated drug delivery and feedback actuation devices on board complete the
closed-loop for wearable diagnosis and therapy applications.

Figure 8.2a, b show a schematic illustration and corresponding image, respec-
tively, of a representative example of a multifunctional wearable electronic device
for movement disorders [35]. The system is equipped with an RRAM module with
stretchable sensors and actuators. To minimize strain-induced damage in inorganic
layers, the active region of the memory is located in the neutral mechanical plane.
The inset in Fig. 8.2b shows a 10 × 10 wearable RRAM array. Gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) (*12 nm diameter) are used as charge trap layers in the RRAM. Uniform
AuNP layers on a TiO2 NM/Al substrate can be prepared over a large area by using
the Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) assembly technique (Fig. 8.2c). The number of AuNP
layers can also be controlled through the LB method, as confirmed by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) analysis (Fig. 8.2d) and energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) (Fig. 8.2e). Figure 8.2f shows bipolar I-V characteristics for
wearable RRAM devices with varying configurations. The inset in Fig. 8.2f shows
the operational sequence: a negative voltage (“set”) switches the RRAM to the low
resistance state, and a positive voltage (“reset”) switches it back to the high
resistance state. Uniform-sized AuNPs increase the number of charge trap sites,
thus reducing the set and reset currents by nearly two orders of magnitude relative
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Fig. 8.2 a Schematic illustration of multifunctional wearable electronic devices based on RRAM,
Si nanomembrane strain sensors, thermistors, and functional nanoparticles. b Image of wearable
electronic devices integrated into an elastomeric substrate composed of hydrocolloids. The inset
shows a magnified view of a 10 × 10 RRAM array. c Schematics for the LB assembly of AuNPs
on the TiO2 substrate. The number of AuNP layers can be controlled by adjusting the number of
operating cycles. d High-resolution TEM images of an RRAM array with 1 (left) and 3 (right)
AuNP layers. e EDS analysis of the RRAM cell with 3 AuNP layers. f I-V characteristics of the
RRAM device with different traps. The inset shows sequential directions. g Schematic illustrations
of the resistive switching mechanism in the RRAM cell. The “set” (left) and “reset” (right)
operations are based on the trap-controlled space charge-limited conduction. h Image of the Si
nanomembrane strain sensor array. An inset (area bordered by red dashes) shows a magnified view
of the sensor array. i Plot of change in the resistance of the strain sensor as a function of strain for
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frame). A plot illustrating the multi-level cell operation of RRAM cells (bottom of the frame)
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to those without charge trap layers. These levels are further reduced by four orders
of magnitude in the three-AuNP-layer structure. This memory device follows the
trap-controlled space charge-limited conduction mechanism schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 8.2g.

This memory can be integrated with other stretchable electronic devices.
Figure 8.2h shows an array of wearable SiNM-based strain gauges as a represen-
tative example of wearable motion sensors interconnected with collocated memory
modules. The strain sensor has an effective gauge factor (GF) of *0.5 (Fig. 8.2i)
consistent with analytically calculated GF values. This particular demonstration
emulates tremor modes that manifest as part of the symptoms of epilepsy and
Parkinson’s disease, and which lead to tremors in the hand occurring at various
frequencies (Fig. 8.2j, top frame). The varying tremor frequencies provide an
important tracking factor for diagnosing and monitoring these movement disorders.
The data captured from the movements are stored in separate memory cells every
10 s using the multi-level cell RRAM operation (Fig. 8.2j, bottom frame).

8.2.3 Transdermal Drug Delivery Using a Wearable
Electronic Patch

By analyzing the data stored in memory devices, clinically relevant key factors,
such as vital signs or tremor frequencies can be tracked. This makes it possible to
determine the patient’s state in real time. An appropriate response to diagnosis
using stored information is to trigger controlled transdermal drug delivery as
feedback through thermal and/or electrical actuations (Fig. 8.3a) [35]. For this
purpose, mesoporous silica nanoparticles (m-silicaNPs) have been employed as a
vehicle for drug loading/delivery in conjunction with diagnostic, data storage, and
actuation elements. These m-silicaNPs (*40 nm diameter) have many small pores
(*2 nm diameter). Thus, m-silicaNPs have a large surface area that can be used to
store drug molecules (Fig. 8.3b). M-silicaNPs loaded with drug molecules are
transfer printed onto the sticky surface of a hydrocolloid patch using a structured
stamp (Fig. 8.3c). When applied to the skin, nanoparticles loaded with pharma-
cological agents are in direct contact with the skin and transdermally deliver drugs
at appropriate energy for desorption and diffusion. Transdermal drug delivery is
attained by using a resistive heater integrated on the top surface of a wearable
electronic patch. The heater supplies thermal energy to accelerate the desorption/
diffusion of drugs from m-silicaNPs through the skin and into the bloodstream.
Figure 8.3d shows infrared (IR) camera measurements of the thermistor on the
wearable patch. Finite element modeling (FEM) is used to simulate Joule heating
and estimate heat transfer around the device (Fig. 8.3e). Heat weakens the physical
bonding between the m-silicaNPs and the drug molecules inducing diffusion
into the skin. The thermal actuation further increases the diffusion rate, which
accelerates transdermal drug delivery (Fig. 8.3f). Transdermal drug delivery was
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confirmed by a fluorescence microscope image (Fig. 8.3g) of a dye (Rhodamine B)
diffusing into the skin of a pig at room temperature (25 °C, left). The delivery rate is
higher at higher temperature (40 °C, right). The depth of penetration of the skin at
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room temperature is three times less than that at higher temperature indicating that
controlled drug diffusion was achieved through thermal actuation.

An effective alternative to a thermal actuation-based drug delivery is ion-
tophoresis, which uses charge repulsion between electrodes and drugs within the
electric field generated by a pair of electrodes [25]. A wearable smart patch
equipped with iontophoresis electrodes has been shown to more efficiently control
the rate of drug delivery (Fig. 8.3h). Wireless control of iontophoresis has also been
demonstrated. Figure 8.3i shows a plot of the diffusion depth of doxorubicin
(DOX) into the skin of a BALB/c mouse as a function of the number of applied
stimuli. The penetration rate and depth with iontophoresis were higher than with
thermal diffusion (Fig. 8.3j). The diffusion of the drug molecules depends on the
number of cycles of iontophoresis. Another advantage of this patch-based system
with iontophoresis electrodes is that the pharmacological agents (red: DOX; green:
9,10-diphenylanthracene) can easily be reloaded (Fig. 8.3k). The therapeutic effects
of iontophoresis-based drug delivery were confirmed through in vivo animal
experiments (Fig. 8.3l–o). A wearable smart patch was laminated onto the animal
model (a mouse injected with the inflammatory mediator lipopolysaccharide) and
drugs were delivered transdermally. Histopathological (H&E staining; Fig. 8.3l),
immunofluorescence (Fig. 8.3m), and western blot (Fig. 8.3n and o) analyses
showed that the dexamethasone treatment effectively suppressed inflammatory
mediators, interleukin-1β (IL-1β) and inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS)
compared with the control.

8.2.4 Carbon Nanotube-Based Wearable Bioelectronics

CNTs are another excellent electronic material for use in wearable electronics due
to their high conductivity, carrier mobility, mechanical flexibility, and low pro-
duction cost. Moreover, recent developments have enabled the facile separation and
sorting of metallic and semiconducting CNTs from as-synthesized CNT bundles
[67, 68]. These CNTs can be integrated with flexible/stretchable substrates as a
channel material in field effect transistors and/or as conducting electrodes in elec-
tronic systems.

Figure 8.4a shows a relatively simple fabrication process for a piezoresistive
pressure sensor based on porous pressure-sensitive rubber (PPSR) [23]. PPSR is
composed of multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) homogeneously mixed with
porous silicone rubber. This porous structure was introduced using a reverse-
micelle solution in a mixture with MWNTs and PDMS to enhance the sensitivity of
the pressure-sensitive rubber. The PPSR solution was nozzle jet printed onto a
flexible substrate as a patterned array. The FEA simulations for stretching and
bending in Fig. 8.4b reveal that the induced strain was almost identical to the
applied strain in the direction of the applied strain, whereas the normal stretching
direction experienced almost no strain. The induced strain caused a change in the
resistance of the PPSR patterns with no significant material degradation as shown in
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Fig. 8.4c. High- and low-frequency measurement demonstrations are presented
in Fig. 8.4d.

While resistive-type sensors are beneficial in regard to the simplicity of their
fabrication processes and designs, capacitive sensors generally exhibit higher
sensitivity. Figure 8.4e is a schematic illustration of an SWNT-based capacitive
sensor with the capability of differentiating multiple mechanical stimuli by virtue of
the porous structure of its dielectric and the air gap between the two SWNT-coated
plates [69]. Porous and structured PDMS are used to enhance the sensitivity in the
higher pressure region (>1 kPa). The introduction of an air gap aided pressure
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sensing in the low-pressure region (<1 kPa). The resulting device shows high
sensitivity, such that even subtle sound vibrations are detectable, as well as the
ability to differentiate modes of external stimuli—pressing, stretching, bending, etc.
—with varying magnitudes (Fig. 8.4f).

Other applications of CNTs in wearable electronics include their use as channel
materials in various devices and circuits including transistors, logic gates, and
memory modules. The intrinsically flexible nature of CNTs is beneficial for alle-
viating accumulated stress in the electronic device generated by human movements.
Figure 8.4g depicts an SWNT-based wearable electronic system composed of
arrays of capacitors, charge trap flash memory devices, transistors, and various
logic gates. These arrays exhibit consistent and excellent performance under dif-
ferent deformation modes [36]. The representative electrical performances of a
charge trap flash memory device, an inverter, a NAND gate, and a NOR gate are
shown in Fig. 8.4h, which demonstrate that replacing conventional inorganic
materials with SWNTs is highly advantageous in terms of mechanical stability and
endurance.

8.2.5 Transparent Nanomaterials for Wearable Interactive
Human–Machine Interfaces

Another important concern for wearable electronic systems, apart from the SNR
issue and discomfort resulting from the mechanical mismatch between the human
body and such devices, is their unnatural appearance on the body. Although
reducing overall thickness has been effective in overcoming the rigidity of the
materials, the opacity of conventional electronic materials is regarded as a signif-
icant impediment to develop wearable electronics that look natural on the skin.
Thus, transparent materials with superior electrical properties have been highlighted
as candidates for next-generation wearable electronics that will provide pleasing
esthetics while maintaining high performance and utility.

b Fig. 8.4 a Left Schematic illustration of the nozzle jet printing method for PPSR pattern
formation. Right Digital image of the nozzle jet-printed PPSR on a flexible PET film. b FEA of
strain distribution in the patterned PPSR on stretchable substrate when bent with 30 mm radius of
curvature (left) and subjected to approximately 30 % stretching (right). c Resistance change with
respect to deformations caused by wrist movements in strain gauges attached to the skin. The inset
shows the deformed states of the patterned PPSR strain gauge laminated onto a human wrist.
d Measured signals for high-frequency movements (top) and low-frequency movements (bottom).
e Left Schematic illustration of electronic skin showing device architecture in a layer-by-layer
format. Right SEM images of porous PDMS with the surface coated with SWNTs. f Detection of
mechanical variations caused by pressing, stretching, bending, and exposure to sound waves based
on changes in capacitance. g Digital images of the wearable SWNT-based electronics attached to
the skin showing conformal contact after poking, compressing, and stretching. h Electrical
responses of a charge trap flash memory device (top left), inverter (top right), NAND gate (bottom
left), and NOR gate (bottom right)
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One such promising material is zinc oxide (ZnO), which is a wide-bandgap
semiconductor with good transparency, high electron mobility, and piezoelectric
properties. A semitransparent wearable electronic system composed of ZnO
nanomembrane hybrids has been implemented; it was attached to the skin, moni-
tored the user’s motions, and was used to control the motion of a wheelchair.
Figure 8.5a shows a schematic illustration of the overall operation of a system of
semitransparent wearable devices—a ZnO-based piezoelectric strain sensor and a
thermistor-like temperature sensor—that enabled interactive human–machine
interface (iHMI) [70]. An image of the devices on the skin is shown in Fig. 8.5b.
The active components of the piezoelectric strain sensor that controlled the
wheelchair motion are illustrated in a magnified view in Fig. 8.5c. The piezoelectric
strain sensor is composed of consecutive layers of 5 nm Cr, 700 nm ZnO, networks
of semiconducting SWNTs, and 20 nm MoOx embedded in PI/indium tin oxide
(ITO) layers. The use of transparent active materials in conjunction with ultrathin
and stretchable designs enables conformal lamination of the devices on the skin
resulting in accurate monitoring of the user’s motion, which in turn allows for
proper control of the movement of the wheelchair. Figure 8.5d depicts the electrical
response of the piezoelectric strain sensors to the applied strain of *6 %. The Cr
and SWNT layers improve the piezoelectric performance of the ZnO nanomem-
brane by improving the crystallinity of the ZnO and by passivating the native
surface defects of the ZnO, respectively. The piezoelectric strain sensors exhibited
linear voltage response to applied strains between 0.6 and 7.0 % (Fig. 8.5e). The
semitransparent piezoelectronic devices were effective as wearable iHMIs for
controlling the wheelchair.

A fully transparent wearable iHMI system was also demonstrated by using a
combination of a piezoelectric motion sensor and an electrotactile stimulator based
on transparent nanomaterials, such as graphene, SWNT networks, silver nanowire
(AgNW) networks, and a piezoelectric polymer (polylactic acid, PLA). Stretchable
designs enable the conformal lamination of devices onto the skin. Figure 8.5f pro-
vides an image of a transparent iHMI system conformally attached to the wrist [71].
As shown in Fig. 8.4g, the piezoelectric motion sensor consists of heterostructures of
graphene/PLA-SWNT composite film (70 μm thick)/graphene between layers of
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). The electrotactile stimulator is composed of
graphene/AgNW/graphene heterostructures between epoxy layers. SWNTs are
incorporated into the PLA to enhance the piezoelectric properties of the polymer;
this enhancement is evident in the generated piezoelectric voltage signals shown in
Fig. 8.5h. The finite element analysis (FEA) in Fig. 8.5j confirms this result. When
strain is applied to the system, stress is concentrated near the SWNTs, which leads to
maximum charge generation. Feedback stimulation based on the sensed signals
can be employed to complete the interactive system. Figure 8.5i is a plot of the
boundary condition for the stimulation current required for perception at different
frequencies; it indicates an inversely proportional relationship. Figures 8.5k, l
confirm bending-induced strain sensing with linear sensitivity (*0.12 mV/cm−1)
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over wide strain ranges. The materials employed and the device strategy developed
for these heterostructure-based devices lead to unprecedented wearability and per-
formance allowing for elaborate interactive robot control.
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Fig. 8.5 a Schematic illustration of a wheelchair control system that incorporates a semitrans-
parent piezoelectric strain sensor. b Digital image of the transferred semitransparent devices on
human skin. c Diagram showing layer information of the strain sensor. d Output voltage curves of
the piezoelectric strain sensor with ZnO (black), Cr/ZnO (red), and Cr/ZnO/SWNT (blue) layers.
e Calibration curve of the strain sensor showing linear response with increasing applied strain.
f Digital images of the transparent piezoelectric motion sensor (top) and electrotactile stimulator
(inset, top) for an interactive human–machine interface attached to the top and bottom of a human
wrist, respectively. The images at the bottom show the partially detached motion sensor (left) and
the electrotactile stimulator (right). g Diagram of layer information of the patterned heterostruc-
tures used in the motion sensor (left) and the electrotactile stimulator (right). h Output voltages of
sensors with PLA (blue) and SWNT-embedded PLA (red) as a function of time. i Voltage versus
frequency curve showing the minimum stimulation current required for perception. j FEA of the
strain distribution on the PLA film with horizontally (left) and vertically (right) aligned SWNTs.
k Output voltage of the PLA/SWNT composite film with respect to time with variations in the
bending radii. l Corresponding output voltage curve for different bending radii. The inset images
show film bending in the horizontal direction (red arrow)
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8.2.6 Inorganic Nanowires for Wearable Thermotherapy

Inorganic nanowires are another important candidate material in the context of
wearable electronics, especially for electrodes. Their high aspect ratio is advanta-
geous for superior electrical percolations and they can maintain good electrical
performance under various deformation conditions. Silver nanowires (AgNWs), in
particular, have received significant attention owing to their intriguing electrical
and optical properties. Ag has the highest electrical conductivity among all metals,
and the one-dimensional structure of AgNWs provides enhanced optical trans-
parency. Although fabrication/processing difficulties, such as achieving uniform/
homogeneous networks or film without morphological irregularity, have limited
their use in large-scale production; recent advances have delivered promising
results and AgNW has thus been integrated into wearable device applications. In
this subchapter, a wearable heater using AgNWs is introduced.

Figure 8.6a illustrates the fabrication process of a AgNW-based heater that
incorporates serpentine mesh layouts to maximize stretchability for conformal
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integration onto movable joints, user comfort, and heat transfer efficiency by intimate
contact [27]. The fabrication procedure is as follows: The polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP) ligands in the as-synthesized AgNWs are first exchanged with hexylamine
for homogeneous dispersion in an organic phase styrene-butadiene-styrene
(SBS) solution. This is followed by molding and curing in a prefabricated PDMS
mold with serpentine patterns. The ligand-exchanged (LE) AgNW/SBS nanocom-
posite serves as the heating layer. It is securely encapsulated between regular SBS
insulation layers. The good interface between the insulating layers and the heating
layer is confirmed by the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image at the right side
of Fig. 8.6a. Wiring for the power source and the controller completes the fabrication
process. Figure 8.6b shows the result of a stretching test using the fabricated heater
with a biaxial strain of*100%. The wearable heater also exhibited rapid response to
small applied voltages as depicted in Fig. 8.6c. Specifically, an increase in the tem-
perature to 40 °Cwithin 120 swas observedwith an applied voltage of 1V.A repeated
cyclic test revealed consistent temperature changes.

The possibility of using the fabricated wearable heater as an orthopedic thera-
peutic tool in physical therapy was assessed through large-area heating over the
entire surface of an adult wrist (Fig. 8.6d). The AgNW/SBS nanocomposite-based
wearable heater is integrated with a custom-designed electronic band containing the
control and power supply units. The IR camera image in Fig. 8.6e shows homo-
geneous heat generation. The wearable heater maintains conformal contact with the
wrist under different deformation states during large joint movements. As a result,
effective heat transfer to the skin and underlying tissues is realized. The integrated
system comprising a AgNW-based stretchable heater and a custom-made elec-
tronics band enables portable, wearable, point-of-care articular thermotherapy.

8.2.7 Wearable Triboelectric Nanogenerators

Wearable bioelectronics require an autonomous power supply system in order to
continuously monitor physiological and electrophysiological signals from the
human body. Triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) have recently been demon-
strated as promising energy harvesting components for wearable devices. TENGs
convert mechanical friction or pressure to electrical energy based on the coupling of
the triboelectric effect and electrostatic induction [72]. When two materials with
different triboelectric series repeatedly come into contact and then separate, changes
in their surface charges drive alternating current through conductive materials. The
generated electrical energy can supply power to other wearable electronic com-
ponents, such as temperature/pressure sensors or a heartbeat monitor.

Figure 8.7a shows the fabrication process for and photographs of a fiber-based
TENG [73]. A cotton thread was dipped into a carbon nanotube (CNT) ink and
dried to make a conducting electrode followed by coating with polyte-
trafluoroethylene (PTFE) NPs of highly negative triboelectric series. Then,
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CNT-coated fiber (without PTFE coating) and PTFE-coated fiber were entangled to
complete the fiber-based TENG, which can be woven into fabric; the TENG was
integrated with a temperature sensor (Fig. 8.7b). The mechanical friction occurring
between the two threads generated electrical energy that powered the temperature
sensor (Fig. 8.7c).

Carbon fabric (CF) has also been used as an electrode for wearable TENGs; four
different materials were aligned in alternating fashion to utilize sliding friction
occurring under the armpit (Fig. 8.7d, e) [52]. An all-solid-state wearable

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f) (g)

(h)

(j) (k)

(i)

Fig. 8.7 a The fabrication process of cotton fiber-based TENGs and photographs of the TENGs.
b Photograph showing the integrated system with the TENG and temperature sensor on a human
wrist. c Modulated and demodulated signals from the temperature sensor. d–f Schematic
illustrations of a CF-based (d) TENG 1 with PI and polyurethane (PU), (e) TENG 2 with Al and
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and (f) supercapacitor. g Photograph showing the TENGs and
supercapacitor attached to clothes. h Accumulated charge stored in the supercapacitor at different
TENG energy generation frequencies. i Rectified current from a TENG and accumulated charge in
the supercapacitor in relation to the wearer’s movements. j Schematic illustration of the fabrication
process for the polyester fabric-based TENG cloth. k Photograph showing the integrated system
with a TENG, a lithium-ion battery, and a heartbeat monitor transmitting signals to a smartphone
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supercapacitor based on CFs was incorporated into the system to store the energy
generated by the TENG (Fig. 8.7f). A vertically aligned CNT forest was directly
synthesized on the CF to maximize the surface area of electrodes. It was then
covered with RuO2 NPs to achieve pseudocapacitive performance. Figure 8.7g
shows CF-based TENGs and an integrated supercapacitor attached to clothing in
the armpit region and the chest region, respectively. The charge accumulation speed
exhibited by the supercapacitor depends on the sliding frequency between the
TENGs (Fig. 8.7h). In addition to generating power, TENGs can thus be used to
monitor bodily activity. The accumulated charge from the TENG stored in the
supercapacitor is proportional to the degree of activity, and thus the total charge
accumulation can be analyzed to assess the wearer’s activity level (Fig. 8.7i).

The energy harvesting performance of TENGs can be enhanced by the seg-
mentation design shown in Fig. 8.7j [74]. Polyester fabric was plated with nickel to
function as a flexible conductive electrode for textile TENG with a positive tri-
boelectric series. Another polyester fabric was coated with a parylene film for the
negative triboelectric series electrode of the TENG. The Ni-plated fabric and
parylene-coated fabric were woven together to create a TENG cloth with this
segmentation design. A flexible lithium-ion battery was also fabricated based on the
Ni-plated polyester fabric and integrated with the TENG cloth to collect the gen-
erated electricity and supply the stored energy to a heartbeat monitor (Fig. 8.7k).
The obtained heartbeat data were wirelessly transmitted to a smartphone.

8.3 Conclusion

The nanomaterial-based wearable bioelectronic devices described in this chapter
introduce various new techniques and strategies for designing and fabricating
physiological/electrophysiological sensors, therapeutic functional actuators, non-
volatile data storage devices, and energy supply devices for use in integrated sys-
tems. Employing nanomaterials as device components enhances performance and
makes it possible to achieve hitherto nonexistent optical, mechanical, electrical, and
biological properties and functions. These multifunctional wearable bioelectronic
devices, independently or as part of an integrated system, can provide unprece-
dented advantages in personal healthcare applications. With the continuing research
and development dedicated to the use of soft bioelectronics in clinical medicine, it
is time to explore new scientific and commercial opportunities in the wearable
healthcare industry.
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Chapter 9
Sensor Skins: An Overview

Jennifer Case, Michelle Yuen, Mohammed Mohammed
and Rebecca Kramer

Abstract Sensor skins can be broadly defined as distributed sensors over a surface
to provide proprioceptive, tactile, and environmental feedback. This chapter focuses
on sensors and sensor networks that can achieve strains on the same order as
elastomers and human skin, which makes these sensors compatible with emerging
wearable technologies. A combination of material choices, processing limitations,
and design must be considered in order to achieve multimodal, biocompatible
sensor skins capable of operating on objects and bodies with complex geometries
and dynamic functionalities. This chapter overviews the commonly used materials,
fabrication techniques, structures and designs of stretchable sensor skins, and also
highlights the current challenges and future opportunities of such sensors.

Keywords Sensor skins � Wearables � Soft robotics � Stretchable sensors �
Pressure sensors � Liquid metals � Sensor fabrication � Flexible materials � Ionic
liquids � Conductive ink � Conductive composites � Microchannels

9.1 Introduction

With growing interest in soft systems and wearable technology comes a need to
develop deformable sensing components. Traditional sensors and electrical com-
ponents are often rigid and are best suited to well-defined systems that have discrete
motions and confined trajectories. In contrast, soft structures generally have more
degrees of freedom than rigid systems. These degrees of freedom come from the
deformability of the soft structures themselves. State information of these soft
systems may be obtained by populating the surface of the structure with sensor
skins, which are stretchable planar structures with embedded sensing components.
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The design of these highly deformable sensory skins has been guided by the flexible
and stretchable characteristics of elastomers and human skin.

Let us define what we mean by sensor skins and wearable systems. There are a
number of different ways that we can limit our definition of a sensor skin by
including stipulations like stretchability, placement on a flexible host, propriocep-
tive feedback, etc.; however, in this chapter, we will discuss sensor skins that are
mechanically compatible with human skin, meaning that they can undergo at least
20 % strain. Wearable systems will be defined here as systems designed to be worn
by a human, but we will focus on wearable technology that targets efficient inter-
action with the host. Other reviews on flexible sensors that do not match this criteria
are available for further reading [1–3].

Figure 9.1 shows examples of sensor skins used in different applications.
Figure 9.1a (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=7352295) is a sen-
sor skin module containing three resistance-based strain gauges capable of measuring
deformation. Multiple modules can be combined into an array to measure the state of
deformation of a host. Figure 9.1b shows an example of a tactile sensor skin used in a
surgical environment. This device is composed of an array of pressure sensors to
probe the environment without damaging tissues during neuroendoscopy and gives
the surgeon another tool to help operate safely on a patient [4]. Two examples of
wearable sensor skins can be seen in Fig. 9.1c, d. These sensors can detect pose of the
lower limbs (Fig. 9.1c) [5] and of the hand (Fig. 9.1d) [6].

In the following sections, we discuss the materials and processing approaches of
substrates and conductors, the structures and designs of elements, the systems used
in sensor skins, and conclude with potential future directions of sensor skins.

Fig. 9.1 Examples of sensors skins. a Sensor skin modules composed of silicone elastomer with
three embedded liquid metal sensing strain gauges each. b Sensor skin composed of liquid metal
pressure sensors for detecting tissue damage [4]. c Wearable system with liquid metal strain
sensors for detecting pose [5]; and d wearable system with ionic liquid strain sensors for detecting
hand pose [6]. http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=7352295
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9.2 Materials and Processing

Sensor skins are generally composed of at least two types of materials: substrates
and conductors. These materials give the skins stretchability as well as the ability to
interact in some capacity with itself or a host. This section overviews common
substrates and conductors that have been used in sensor skin fabrication and their
processing techniques.

9.2.1 Substrate

A sensor skin is, in essence, a substrate onto which or into which sensors are
integrated. Substrates can be defined in terms of attributes such as stretchability,
breathability, toughness, tear resistance, weight, and compatibility with the host or
existing manufacturing techniques. Due to the wide range of substrates available
and the complex interactions between the substrate and the host, the substrate
should be carefully chosen so that it matches the target properties of the sensor and
the fabrication process. Furthermore, in some wearable applications there is a need
to use two substrates: the sensor substrate and the garment that is meant to be worn.
The integration of two substrates into a single device adds another layer of com-
plexity, since the compatibility between substrate materials must be considered in
addition to the substrate–host compatibility.

In the following subsections, we discuss two common types of substrate mate-
rials: elastomers and woven fabrics.

9.2.1.1 Elastomers

Elastomers are the most common substrates in soft sensor applications. They are
capable of supporting structures and encasing functional elements. In addition,
elastomers are compatible with other types of substrates, such as woven fabrics [7–
9]. There are many commercially available low-cost elastomers with a wide range
of stretchability (from 40 % [10] up to 700 % [11]). Because elastomers are highly
stretchable, they are conformable to human skin, which can strain up to 30 %, and
thus are less likely to limit natural motion than nonstretchable substrates. However,
this high flexibility and stretchability comes at a cost; elastomers are subject to
viscoelastic behaviors, such as the Mullins effect [12], creep, and stress relaxation
[13, 14].

Commercial elastomers usually are sold as two parts (free chains and cross-
linker). Polymerization starts by mixing both parts at a specific ratio, and can be
triggered by heating [10] or exposure to UV light [15]. Uncured elastomer can be
easily cast in a pre-made mold, which is convenient for creating specific geometries
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for different part functions and material properties. Researchers use different
techniques to fabricate molds such as lithography [16] and 3D printing [17].

It is possible to use methods to shape the elastomer other than replica molding,
such as spin coating or other coating methods to make thin films. For example,
elastomer films cast onto polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sheets can be integrated
into roll-to-roll machines. Elastomers can be both physically and chemically altered
through processes such as laser ablation [18] and plasma treatment [19].

Elastomers were originally used to coat and support the structure of conductive
solid substrates [20–23]. However, the concept of building microchannels into
elastomers [24] allowed researchers to build sensor components by filling elas-
tomeric microchannels with functional materials, such as liquid metals [4, 16, 18,
25–37] or ionic liquids [6, 38, 39].

9.2.1.2 Woven Fabrics

Woven fabric is most recognizable as the material of which our garments are
comprised. More generally, woven fabrics are composed of two sets of fibers
interlaced together. This construction gives rise to the tensile strength and tear
resistance of fabrics. Properties of the fabric such as the elasticity, stiffness,
chemical resistance, and thermal properties can be tuned based on the choice of the
constituent fibers and the pattern with which they are woven.

The first attempts to integrate sensors and fabrics were by means of simple
attachment, such as sewing. This concept was improved upon by the invention of
conductive fibers that can be woven the same way as conventional fibers and act as
sensory elements without additional components [40]. Woven fabrics using con-
ductive threads and fibers have been employed as strain, pressure, respiratory, heart
rate, and electrochemical sensors, as well as gesture-input devices [41–43].
Conductive threads woven with a known spacing can act as capacitive pressure
sensors by measuring the change in capacitance between fibers due to thread
shifting from applied pressure. Conductive fibers can act as resistive sensors when
they are woven as single or multiple threads that gain contact with each other and
reduce resistance when strain or pressure is applied to them [43, 44].

Woven skin sensors can achieve higher strains by sewing the components onto
pre-wrinkled fabrics. This technique allows the devices to be stretched beyond the
stretch limit of the fabric itself [45]. Alternately, conductive coatings can be applied
to the same pre-wrinkled construct to form stretchable electronics-compatible
fabrics [46, 47].

9.2.2 Conductor

A conductor is a material that allows the flow of electrons or ions through it. In
sensor skins, conductors have two major functions: conveying information (i.e. a
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trace on a circuit board) and collecting information (i.e. a sensor). In many cases,
conductors can be used for both purposes. The stability of the conductor and its
conformal contact with the interface are essential to ensure efficient sensor per-
formance. In wearable applications, it is also important to consider the biocom-
patibility (i.e. toxicity) of a sensor.

The conductors that we highlight in this section are thin metal films, liquid
metals, ionic liquids, conductive polymers, and conductive inks.

9.2.2.1 Thin Metal Films

Conductive materials are, in most cases, rigid. They show flexible behavior when
they are shaped as thin films. The first attempt to use thin metal films in flexible
electronics was in 1967 to produce the first flexible solar cell [48, 49]. Advanced
electronics typically consist of insulators, conductors, and semiconductors, and it is
possible to use processes like roll-to-roll to produce electronics at larger scales [50].
Metallic thin films have been fabricated to accommodate moderate strains using
clever geometries (waves and nets) made from both highly conductive metals (such
as gold, silver, copper, and aluminum) and semiconductors (such as silicon) [51].
Thin-film electronics enable other applications such as displays [9, 52, 53], elec-
trodes [54, 55], LEDs [56] and wearable electronics [57–59].

Fig. 9.2 a Extremely stretchable metal films with serpentine-design bridges [51]. b Stretchable
circuit with noncoplanar metal films on a model finger tip [63]. c A multifunctional epidermal
electronic circuit mounted on human skin in undeformed, compressed, and stretched states [69]
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The devices fabricated using thin metal films are flexible. However, they lack
stretchability due to the very low fracture strain of most metals. Researchers have
used geometry to cause this nonstretchable material to behave elastically. For
instance, curved and wavy metal films can undergo strains that are impossible to
achieve using flat films [21–23, 60–64]. Figure 9.2a, b shows two examples of thin
film structures. This approach enables stretchable interconnects [65, 66], integrated
circuits [67], batteries [68] and epidermal electronics (Fig. 9.2c) [69, 70]. With
proper engineering design, the devices fabricated using this technique can be
strained up to 200 % [71].

Devices fabricated using metal films or wires deform plastically with prolonged
use leading to permanent deformation that reduces the device efficiency or totally
disconnects the circuit [72–75]. Other conductors, such as liquid metals and ionic
liquids, have been recently used as alternatives that do not suffer from this
limitation.

9.2.2.2 Liquid Metal

There is a growing interest in using liquid metals in flexible electronics as alter-
natives to conventional metals. The most famous liquid metals are eutectic alloys
such as eutectic gallium-indium (eGaIn) and eutectic gallium-indium-tin
(Galinstan). They have high metallic conductivity (� 3:4� 106 X�1 �m�1 for
EGaIn and � 3:1� 106 X�1 �m�1 for Galinstan [76]) and form a thin
gallium-oxide skin that allows them to form stable nonspherical structures despite
their high surface tension [77, 78]. In contrast to mercury, gallium-indium alloys are
non-toxic and therefore have potential applications in biocompatible sensors.
Gallium-indium alloys can be injected into microchannels due to their low viscosity
[16, 25, 26, 32, 37, 79], and their liquid nature allows them to take the shape of the
microchannel even at very high strains (up to 700 %) without failure [11].

Researchers have developed fabrication techniques that are more automated than
manual injection [80]. For instance, a microtip wet with the liquid metal can transfer
patterns on a substrate by direct contact [81]. The tip can be replaced by a syringe
needle that continuously extrudes the liquid metal and directly writes onto a surface
[28, 78]. Liquid metal can selectively wet parts of a substrate using a predesigned
mask [82, 83], or by treating the substrate surfaces such that liquid metal
self-assembles into the desired areas [33, 84–86]. Liquid metals are not suitable for
inkjet printing due to the high surface tension, its corrosive nature to most other
metals and the presence of surface oxide. However, a dispersion of liquid metal
nanoparticles in a volatile solvent can be inkjet printed since the dispersion prop-
erties are dictated by the carrier solvent rather than the liquid metal [87]. Finally,
liquid metal films maybe subtractively patterned by selective laser ablation [88].

The various patterning techniques have enabled the fabrication of different types
of liquid metal-based sensors, such as capacitive pressure sensors [35–37], resistive
strain sensors [18, 28, 33, 87], resistive pressure sensors [4, 26, 27, 31, 32, 79, 89],
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curvature sensors [16, 25] and shear sensors [89]. Examples of other liquid
metal-based devices are antennas [90–92], soft wires [6, 39], self-healing wires
[93], diodes [94], and capacitors [81].

9.2.2.3 Ionic Liquids and Solutions

Ionic liquids and salt solutions can also be used in sensor skins. Ionic liquids are
molten salts while salt solutions are salts dissolved in a solvent, typically water.
These solutions are capable of reflowing and are typically used within an elastomer
substrate, where preformed microchannels are filled with the conductive solu-
tions by injection [6, 29, 39] or vacuum [95].

The most familiar form of a salt solution is a sodium chloride (NaCl) solution,
which has been used to make sensors [95] and sensor arrays [96]. Researchers have
also demonstrated the use of potassium chloride solution (KCl), sodium hydroxide
(NaOH), and hydrogen chloride (HCl) in their sensors, but found that both NaOH
and HCl were corrosive to the sensor interface and that NaCl had a better range than
KCl [95]. An example of an ionic liquid is 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethyl
sulfate [6, 29, 38]. Ionic liquids and salt solutions have been used in fabricating
tactile sensors [29, 95, 96], strain sensors [39], curvature sensors [38], diodes [94]
and wearable devices [6].

The major drawback of using salt solutions is that popular substrates, like
elastomers, are gas permeable, which means that water will slowly evaporate and
leave a salt residue in the substrate. Water evaporation can be slowed down by
adding glycerol to the solution [39, 97].

9.2.2.4 Conductive Inks

A conductive ink is a solvent that contains a suspension of conductive particles,
such as metallic nanoparticles, organometallic compounds, carbon nanotubes and
graphene [98–100]. Volatile organic solvents (ethanol, toluene, etc.) are commonly
used and leave behind the conductive particles on the substrate as they evaporate.
Additives are often used to keep particles suspended, increase adhesion onto the
surface, or reduce surface tension. In some cases, a means of coalescing or sintering
is necessary to bridge gaps between nanoparticles and ensure conductivity [87, 101,
102].

The flow properties of the ink are dictated by the properties of the carrier solvent,
therefore conductive inks have a lower viscosity relative to many of the previously
described liquid conductors. Hence, conductive inks are compatible with inkjet
printing [87, 103–105], screen-printing (polymer thick film) [99, 106] and
direct-writing [101, 107, 108]. Researchers invented conductive silver inks that can
be directly written on different surfaces using rollerball pens [109, 110]. As pre-
viously mentioned, liquid metal dispersion inks have also been developed, which
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bridge the gap between liquid metal conductors and conductive inks using liquid
metal nanoparticles suspended in a carried solvent [87].

9.2.2.5 Conductive Polymer Composites

Conductive polymer composites generally consist of a polymer mixed with a
conductive material that is packed tightly enough in the polymer to maintain
conductivity. Example conductive materials include silver nanoparticles [111–113],
graphite [112, 114], graphene [115, 116], carbon black [114, 117], carbon nan-
otubes [114, 116, 118, 119] and liquid metals [120]. Different polymers can be
used, such as polydimethylsiloxane [114, 116, 119, 120], polyisoprene [117],
polyvinylidene fluoride [112], rubber fibers [113], and a number of other polymers
[115]. Conductive polymers have been used to create tactile sensors [114, 117–119]
and strain sensors [47, 117, 118, 120].

It is possible to pattern the conductive polymer using different techniques such
as extrusion [119], screen printing [111], spray deposition [118] and hot-rolling
[112]. The flow properties of the polymer composite affect the patterning process;
therefore, it is common to add thinners to the composite in order to reduce its
viscosity. Examples of thinners are reverse micelle solution, which also controls the
hardness of the final conductive polymer [119], and cyclohexane [114]. Researchers
have developed a novel composite material by embedding liquid metal nanoparti-
cles in elastomer. Initially, the composite is not conductive due to the absence of a
conductive path between the nanoparticles; however, applying local pressure on the
composite breaks the boundaries between the nanoparticles and creates a conduc-
tive path within the composite [120, 121].

9.3 Structures and Designs

It is important to choose the proper materials to fabricate the sensor to ensure
stability of the structure and compatibility with the host under representative
operating conditions. Therefore, the designer should be aware of different structures
and design approaches in order to fabricate a properly functioning device. This
section highlights the common features and systems of sensor skins.

9.3.1 Features

There are several features of sensor skins that affect how sensor elements function.
These features include microchannels containing liquid conductors (which we
discussed in Sect. 9.2.2) and interfaces within the sensor skins. Examples of the
latter include interfaces between two different conductors, between substrates,
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between the sensor skin and external electronics, and, in the case of wearables,
between the sensor skin and the human.

9.3.1.1 Microchannels

Microchannels are defined as flow passages with dimensions on the order of tens to
hundreds of microns [24, 122]. In sensor skins, these microchannels can be used for
sensing or as communication pathways. Chossat et al. demonstrated both of these
uses in a wearable glove, where microchannels filled with an ionic liquid serve as
the sensing component and microchannels filled with liquid metal serve as a
communication pathway [6].

Elastomeric substrates deform under the influence of pressure or strain, therefore
changing the dimensions of the embedded microchannels filled with the conductive
liquid. This is important for resistive sensors, where the resistance of the channel is
guided by R ¼ qL=A, where R is the resistance, q is the resistivity, L is the length
and A is the cross-sectional area of the sensor. This is the operational concept
behind the variety of liquid-embedded sensors and devices described in
Sects. 9.2.2.2 and 9.2.2.3.

Replica molding, subtractive and additive manufacturing are the common
techniques used to manufacture microchannels in elastomeric matrices. Molds can
be made via 3D printing [26, 27, 89], photolithography [123], patterning films [16]
or laser engraving [39]. Microchannels can also be made by subtractively removing
material via laser ablation [18] or by adding material via direct printing [28, 119].
The choice of the mold fabrication technique depends on the required resolution of
the mold, available time and equipment. For instance, fabricating molds using
photolithography produces small features with high resolution, but it is a
time-consuming process [124, 125]. 3D printing is a fully automated process;
however, the feature sizes of the mold are limited by the nozzle size of the printer.
Laser ablation is also capable of achieving small feature sizes, but has less control
over channel geometry than 3D printing [126].

9.3.1.2 Interfaces

At physical interfaces within devices, the change in stiffness from a highly
deformable substrate to a rigid component or interconnect is a common cause of
device failure. As the device is flexed or stretched, rigid parts are unable to follow
the change in conformation of more flexible parts. For example, in Fig. 9.1a, while
the silicone elastomer substrate is capable of withstanding strains up to 150 %, the
electrical interface between the liquid metal and the copper wire limits the usable
strain to 50 %. Beyond this limit, the copper wires lose contact with the liquid metal
and fail to deliver strain data out of the sensor. This often also results in permanent
failure of the device, as the wires contacting the liquid metal in this device will pull
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out of the channels, thus breaking the path from the sensing element to the rest of
the system.

Researchers have addressed this deficiency in interfacing with liquid
metal-based sensors using a variety of methods. For instance, copper wires can be
replaced by ionic liquids to detect strain signals, which are transferred to external
control circuit using liquid metal wires [6, 29]. Other approaches include using
stretchable interconnects [127, 128], stretchable wires [11] and stretchable metal
films [129, 130]. Uniaxially conductive polymer composites serve as a signal
transmitter between the liquid metal circuit and the skin [131].

In addition to interfaces within the device, the interface between the human and
the device greatly affects the device performance efficiency. Though elastomers are
biocompatible and useful for wearable electronics, in reality, elastomer devices are
difficult to secure onto the skin. Researchers have used skin adhesives to adhere
electronic devices to the skin [61, 132]. With regard to garments, sensors have been
held in place around joints via straps to create sensory suits [5]. Researchers
ensured that the interface between the sensor and the strap was robust during
motion by creating a stiffness gradient that transitions from the relatively stiff strap
to the much softer sensor.

9.3.2 Systems

Moving beyond our discussion of the individual components and fabrication
techniques for soft sensor skins, we can start looking at examples and applications.
In this section, we focus on sensor skins for robotics and wearables as they fit with
the scope of this chapter.

9.3.2.1 Sensor Skins for Robotics

Most traditional robotic systems have very fine tuned position control and can
operate very quickly and efficiently. However, they generally lack any knowledge
of their environment, which poses a potential safety risk for robots working
alongside humans. Applying sensor skins to robots would provide environmental
information and increase their awareness with their surroundings [133]. Tactile
sensors tend to either use capacitive [30, 35–37, 111, 118, 134, 135] or resistive [4,
26, 31, 32, 38, 79, 117, 136] means of measuring pressure or normal force on the
surface. Work has also been done to sense shear forces as well as normal forces on a
surface [89]. While a lot of these works are on single sensors, these sensors can be
arrayed into a sensor skin.

Soft robots need proprioceptive feedback through soft sensors that are
mechanically compatible with the bulk of their structure. This proprioceptive
feedback can come from strain sensors [6, 18, 26, 28, 34, 39, 47, 87, 97, 117, 120]
or curvature sensors [16, 25, 137]. Yuen et al. demonstrated a robotic fabric skin
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which included a strain sensor that could differentiate between bending and com-
pressing motion [138]. Resistive strain and pressure sensors have also been com-
bined with existing pneumatic actuators to provide data about current state [139,
140]. A modular capacitive sensor skin has been developed to provide tactile
information to existing robots [141].

9.3.2.2 Wearables

Many wearable sensor skin applications are designed for proprioception on con-
formal interfaces. Proprioceptive devices are used to estimate the state or pose of
part of the human body. This can be applied on a smaller scale to measure the state
of various joints on the fingers [16, 25] and across the entire hand and wrist [6,
142]. On a larger scale, exosuits have been developed to determine the pose of the
lower body [5, 8, 143]. These devices are all composed primarily of elastomers with
embedded liquid conductors injected into molded microchannels within the elas-
tomer [144, 145]. Alternate designs rely upon direct adhesion of the strain sensor to
the skin [61, 146]. These devices leverage thin film mechanics to measure strain due
to skin stretch during joint flexion. The principles used to gather proprioceptive
information can also be used to develop user interface devices, such as a wearable
keypad [32, 119, 147].

9.4 Frontier and Outlook

The previous sections covered much of the published research in the field of
stretchable skin sensors. Here, we discuss a few examples of the ongoing research
and look at future opportunities.

Current research focuses on using new materials and novel fabrication strategies
to develop sensors that can do multiple sensing tasks, have higher sensitivity and
better mechanical properties, in addition to having a long lifetime. There is a need
to develop methods to integrate these devices in a larger soft-bodied system, or to
design the sensor as a built-in part of it. Such improvements will have a tremendous
influence on the future sensor skins applications. An example of an integrated
system is the exosuit that we discussed in Sect. 9.3.2.2. In the current state, exosuits
require large power supplies or power cables, which is a significant drawback that
needs to be addressed in order to make these devices practical.

Biocompatible soft sensors have significant potential in surgical robots.
Integrating soft sensors in surgical tools will not only allow sensing of the force
exerted on the surface but also determine the type of tissue onto which the force is
being applied. Furthermore, the developing field of soft robotics holds the promise
of creating new soft surgical tools that are mechanically compatible with soft tissue.
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9.5 Conclusion

This chapter gives an overview of the current research on sensor skins. Sensor skins
are sensor-embedded substrates that have the ability to flex, bend or stretch. Sensor
skins are used to estimate large-deformation motions and changes in system states.
There is a growing interest in applying sensor skins to human skin and tissues, since
most of the materials used are biocompatible.

Sensor skins are generally made of two components: a conductive material
which is the sensing and/or signal transmitting element, and a stretchable encasing
substrate. The wide variety of materials that have been used in skin sensors provide
a diverse foundation for researchers to develop new devices, fabrication techniques
and designs. Within the current state-of-the-art, we are able to control the shape and
dimensions of the devices and therefore the resulting sensing and mechanical
properties. However, it is important to ensure both compatibility and stability of the
sensor skin with the target host of the device in order to meet performance goals.
Much of the current research in this field is aimed at integrating multiple sensing
elements together into complex sensor skins. This poses new challenges in signal
processing and networks that do not exist at the single element level. Major chal-
lenges that researchers are working to overcome include a lack of highly scalable
manufacturing techniques for soft materials and integration of miniaturized elec-
tronics. Together, solving these challenges will significantly improve the utility of
sensor skins outside of a laboratory environment.
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Chapter 10
Multifunctional Epidermal Sensor Systems
with Ultrathin Encapsulation Packaging
for Health Monitoring
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Abstract Wearable sensors have the potential to enable longitudinal, objective
health monitoring in patients with chronic diseases, including cardiac rhythm dis-
orders, neurological and movement disorders, diabetes, and pain. However, con-
ventional wearable devices are typically comprised of rigid, packaged electronics,
which may compromise overall signal fidelity and wearer comfort during activities
of daily living and sleep. In this chapter, we present recent advances in the devel-
opment of thin and stretchable epidermal systems for biometric data measurements.
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These non-invasive epidermal systems are fully integrated with multiple sensors,
an analog front end module, a radio for wireless communication, onboard flash
memory, a rechargeable battery all encapsulated in a soft, stretchable and
water-resistant silicone, and with an air permeable adhesive layer that interfaces with
the human skin. The encapsulated system intimately couples with the skin at
multiple locations on the body. We present results showing the potential of this
technology to quantitatively assess bio-kinematics and electrophysiological signals.
Finally, we provide perspectives on remaining challenges and opportunities to
achieve clinical validation and commercial adoption of these technologies.

Keywords Stretchable electronics � Epidermal electronics �Movement disorders �
Cardiac disease � Sleep monitoring � Bare die � Electromyography �
Electrocardiography � Biomechanics

10.1 Introduction

Conventional electronics-enabled sensors and body worn devices have enabled
long-term continuous monitoring of cardiac, neural, muscular, and motor symptoms
of patients in the clinic and in the home environment [1–3]. Although conven-
tionally packaged sensors are able to capture continuous data, the size, weight,
geometry, and mechanical properties of established systems typically limit seamless
integration with the human body. This mechanical mismatch can cause skin frus-
tration and lead to poor signal quality, particularly over extended periods of use.
There is thus a need for establishing a new class of soft, conformal electronics, and
sensors that better interface with the human body to minimize discomfort and
optimize skin coupling during prolonged use.

Advances in the miniaturization and mechanics of inorganic electronics have
enabled soft, flexible, and stretchable sensing/actuating systems that conformally
integrate with biological tissue [4–6]. These remarkable properties of soft and
stretchable bioelectronics have driven the rapid development of a new class of
epidermal sensors with many desirable physical attributes, including low elastic
modulus, thin profile, and ability to accommodate cyclical strains in a way that is
imperceptible to the human body [4–7]. Extremely compliant electronic systems
that incorporate thin film semiconductors and integrated arrays of ultrathin
biosensors [4–15] represent powerful tools that address many of the constraints
observed in existing health tracking devices. Unlike rigid wearable devices that are
typically strapped on to the wrist, ankles or torso, conformal skin-coupled systems
are mechanically optimized for integration with the human skin, enabling enhanced
wearability and discreet tracking of limb specific fine motor movements and cardiac
biopotentials [16].
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Assessment of cardiac disease, movement, and neurological diseases has been
limited to self-reporting, patient diaries, and infrequent physical, neural, and cog-
nitive examinations by physicians [1–3]. Although patient diaries are widely used
in the home, there are compliance issues and concerns about bias and the qualitative
nature of the collected data. Furthermore, detailed clinical examinations typically
occur with variable frequency and provide a very brief window of insight, which
may not be sufficient to observe the full spectrum of symptoms and fluctuations
(e.g., freezing of gait, sleep disturbances) that can occur on a daily basis.

In this chapter, we present a review of epidermal sensor systems that integrate
multiple sensing modalities, wireless connectivity, and memory for continuous data
capture in ultralow modulus elastomers. These systems establish general design
rules for emerging wearable systems and can be used to track the progression of
diseases in the home and clinical environments with minimal obtrusiveness and
discomfort to the patient.

10.2 Epidermal System Architectures

Figure 10.1a shows a schematic drawing of a representative conformal epidermal
sensor system consisting of stretchable circuits, electrodes, and an adhesive layer to
interface with the skin. The thin, stretchable circuits contain multiple “islands” with
serpentine metal routing lines connecting individual islands. The interconnect
geometries are optimized for stretching and bending, enabling highly comfortable
wear for the user. Figure 10.1b shows a cross-sectional view of the device stack
with biocompatible interfacing materials. This electromechanical construct enables
tight integration with the soft, curvilinear surfaces of the human skin in ways that
are unachievable with conventional rigid and printed circuit board technologies.
Optical images of the representative system are shown in Fig. 10.1c and d under
conditions of stretching and bending while peeling from the forearm.

These fully-integrated systems contain a rechargeable battery, flash memory,
Bluetooth® communication capability, a low-power microcontroller unit, and sensors
for movement tracking (accelerometers and gyroscope) and electrophysiological
(50–1000 Hz sampling rate) measurements. A low-power microcontroller conditions
signals from the 3-axis accelerometer, gyroscope and electrodes, which are connected
to a single channel analog front end. The sensor data is high-pass filtered to remove
DC offset noise from the high-impedance electrodes. The analog-to-digital output
from the sensors is then processed and sampled by the microcontroller, which in turn,
transmits data to flash memory and/or broadcasts wirelessly via Bluetooth low
energy. These components are powered with a rechargeable battery, which is
recharged through physical connection via onboard microconnectors. The operation
time of the system extends over a few days for raw data capture. Onboard algorithms
can increase memory capacity by up to a factor of 3.
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10.2.1 Sensor Performance

To assess electrode signal quality, these systems are tested on the body during
prescribed activity and repeated performance of maximum voluntary contractions
(MVCs) in healthy subjects. Subjects are asked to perform a series [5] of MVCs
with the flexor digitorum and tibialis anterior muscles. For the flexor digitorum
muscle, the experimenter placed their hand across the palm of the subject and while
the subject held a sustained contraction by flexing as hard as they could for
approximately 2–3 s. For the tibialis anterior muscle, a downward force is applied
on the subject’s foot while the subject sustains muscle contraction by performing

Flexible circuit layer

Top view(a) (c)

Electrode
layer

Adhesive
layer

1 cm

Cross-sectional View

(b) (d) Skin-coupled view 

Encapsulated device

Skin adhesive
Conductive adhesive

2.8 mm

0.25 mm 

0.05 mm 
(electrodes)

Fig. 10.1 a Schematic drawing of epidermal sensor system consisting of flexible circuit layer,
electrodes, and nonconductive skin adhesive layer. b Cross-sectional view shows placement of
conductive hydrogel relative to the nonconductive layer. c Optical images of epidermal sensor
system in bended and stretched state. d Epidermal sensor system adhered to the forearm of human
skin
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dorsiflexion for approximately 2–3 s. Signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) is computed by
dividing the root mean square (RMS) value of surface electromyography (s-EMG)
signal over the RMS value of baseline noise. To segment the EMG signal and
baseline noise, the s-EMG envelope is computed to determine a threshold (Vth)
based on the amplitude of the signal. Baseline noise is defined as the signal under
this threshold (Vth), whereas s-EMG signal is everything above. The EMG elec-
trodes typically achieves an SNR value greater than 10 at both sensor locations,
which is comparable with SNR values reported in the literature using s-EMG
signals measured at a single location [17].

10.2.2 Signal Processing

Once the sensor data is filtered and segmented, a set of time and frequency domain
signal features are extracted from processed accelerometer and s-EMG data using
defined time windows. Signal features are extracted from such windows assigned
across the duration of each clinical task. EMG-based time domain signal features
[18] include root mean square value, kurtosis, and signal entropy. Frequency
domain features [19] extracted from raw s-EMG and s-EMG envelope include
dominant frequency, center frequency, bandwidth, and root mean square frequency
[19–21].

Accelerometer-based time domain signal features include range, signal entropy,
root mean square value, correlation coefficient between pairs of axes (XY, YZ and
ZX), and range of autocovariance. Frequency domain signal features include
spectral entropy, dominant frequency, and ratio of energy in the dominant fre-
quency to the entire frequency spectrum of the signal.

10.3 Mechanical Characteristics

The soft epidermal systems described in Fig. 10.1 require an ultra-elastic, bio-
compatible, and protective interface to facilitate interaction with soft biological
tissues. To test the mechanical robustness and failure modes of these epidermal
electronics systems, we applied finite element analysis (Abaqus) leveraging
geometries and material properties of novel-encapsulated techniques to protect the
packaged electronics and serpentine interconnections between the islands, provid-
ing isolation of stresses in regions of the active electronics. Figure 10.2 shows finite
element simulation results of the epidermal systems undergoing mechanical
bending. The overall stress within the islands is reduced to < 0.1 % while the
system is under 15–20 % mechanical strain. A typical encapsulation consists of a
low durometer material and an adhesive interface layer that offers additional
advantages of coupling with the epidermis, allowing the system to be wrapped
around most curvilinear surfaces and applied anywhere on the body. Although these
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systems contain high-modulus internal circuit components, they nevertheless, can
laminate softly and noninvasively onto human skin by virtue of system level soft
mechanical properties.

10.3.1 Microfluidic Enclosure Configurations

Microfluidic suspensions of interconnected electronics sandwiched between elas-
tomeric enclosures enable even softer mechanics at the system level [5]. The layout
in this novel configuration contains a matrix of microfluidic spaces with electronics
embedded in between. The constituent devices and stretchable interconnections are
attached to the top and bottom surfaces of the encapsulating silicone as shown in
Fig. 10.3a. The bonded electronics are filled with a dielectric fluid that fills the
voids (Fig. 10.3b). The liquid silicone has several important properties to facilitate
high efficiency RF energy transfer, low reactivity, and chemical stability for
long-term operation without corrosion or chemical degradation. The suspended
electronics and interconnects can deform with minimal stress concentration in
response to external deformations of the system. Moreover, the interconnects can

Battery

Loading condition: bending 
90 degrees 

(a)

Components

(b)

Dia.:15mm

Fig. 10.2 a Finite element analysis (FEA) results of the stress/strain relationship for an epidermal
sensor system and encapsulation layers. The loading condition was defined as bending about a
15 mm diameter cylinder. b FEA results of bending 90° at the circuit, interconnect and chip
interface
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move freely in and out of plane, enabling stretchability relative to more constrained
encapsulation strategies [5]. These mechanical attributes are apparent in the
three-dimensional finite element analysis results (Fig. 10.3c). The modeling results
show the maximum principal strains that are located in the stretchable interconnect
regions (*0.2 % for biaxial stretch of 50 % of the system).

These microfluidic-enclosed epidermal systems are laminated on the chest with
electrodes positioned in the fourth intercostal spaces. This location allows for
collection of electrocardiography data with high signal-to-noise-ratios and clearly
identifiable Q, R, and S waveforms. The same hardware system was tested on the
forehead to effectively capture electroencephalography (EEG) signal from the brain.
The low interfacial stresses associated with the low-modulus encapsulations and
ultralow modulus-enclosed fluid enable intimate coupling with the skin through van
der Waals forces alone [5].

10.3.2 Soft/Core Shell Configurations

In addition to fluid encapsulated epidermal electronics, similar classes of electronics
have been encapsulated in an ultralow modulus silicone material that serves as the
core structure surrounded by a more stiff shell material. Figure 10.4a shows this
core/shell structure compared to a standard low durometer silicone material. The
device in the core/shell configuration intimately couples with the epidermis without
delaminating. In contrast, the device in standard encapsulation tends to delaminate

Fig. 10.3 a Schematic illustration of the stack up of the microfluidic-enclosed epidermal system.
b Illustration of the epidermal system encapsulated and injected with liquid silicone using a
syringe. c 3-dimensional FEA results for the epidermal system, highlighting mechanics during
stretch and relaxation states. (Reproduced with Permission from Ref. [5], Copyright Science)
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around its edges. This difference in lamination is governed by differences in the
tensile modulus of the system, which can be improved by up to 70 times, as
confirmed by experimental and theoretical measurements (Fig. 10.4b). This rep-
resentative epidermal system allows for wireless transmission of acceleration,
electrophysiological, and temperature data streams during daily activity and rig-
orous exercise (Fig. 10.4c, d).

These systems have differentiated mechanical properties as evidenced by their
extremely low tensile modulus. Figure 10.5a, b shows stress/strain curves of the
core/shell package obtained from mechanical experimentation and finite element

Fig. 10.4 a Optical images of soft core/i encapsulation strategy and a standard package
encapsulation for epidermal sensor system (scale bar, 1 cm). b Experimental and FEA results of
stress/strain responses for these two encapsulated systems. c Real time monitoring of temperature
changes characterized during exercise and rest. d Real time monitoring of activity during exercise
and rest captured with an accelerometer sensor onboard in the epidermal sensor system.
(Reproduced with Permission from Ref. [6], Copyright Advanced Functional Materials)
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analysis. The results indicate that stresses are controlled by hcore. Increasing hcore
effectively reduces stresses on the skin. In contrast, hshell has very little effect on
stress for the range of values tested in this study. These configurations and asso-
ciated stresses suggest that the systems impose minimal mechanical constraints on
the motion of the human skin.

The core/shell encapsulations and embedded electronics can be textured or
painted using a broad spectrum of colors to modulate the physical appearance and
esthetics of the device. Figure 10.6a shows an example of a commercially available
device laminated on the inner wrist. The design consists of round and layered
corners to minimize edge stresses and delamination (Fig. 10.6b). The texture can
also be designed to mimic the microscale surface of human skin, as shown in the
scanning electronic microscope (SEM) image in Fig. 10.6c.

10.3.3 Ultrathin Adhesive Substrate Configurations

In addition to surface mounted components, even thinner constructs consisting of
unpackaged electronics components have achieved tattoo-like form factors. These
systems typically consist of bare dies, antennae for power and data transfer, and a
few passive components. Figure 10.7a–f shows schematic illustrations and images
of epidermal near field communication (NFC) devices with coil designs. Thin layers
of polyimide (from above and below) encapsulate the coils to physically isolate the
copper metal layer within the neutral mechanical plane. The antenna and NFC bare
die were connected using a modified flip chip technique [7]. For integration on the
skin, a thin low-modulus acrylic adhesive with a thickness of 25 µm serves as the
substrate. This design allows conformal contact with the skin and allows for
communication with a range of up to 3 cm under various states of deformations.

Fig. 10.5 a Experimental and FEA analysis results for core/shell and standard silicone
encapsulation approaches with and without electronics present in the system. b Experimental and
FEA analysis results for core/shell silicone with different core thicknesses (hcore) from 50–500 µm.
(Reproduced with Permission from Ref. [6], Copyright Advanced Functional Materials)
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The ability to encapsulate and laminate these NFC-based systems with adhesives
provides new routes for epidermal systems using bare die and thin adhesive-based
layers serving as the substrate.

10.4 Implications for Biomedicine

This chapter reviews flexible/stretchable electronics systems that are fully inte-
grated with multifunctional sensors, antennas, wireless connectivity, microproces-
sors, near field communication energy harvesting modules, and memory. The
ability to laminate these systems on the skin for continuous health monitoring
introduces new possibilities for health monitoring in the home and clinical settings
[22–24]. While there are many devices that exploit conventional electronics
materials [16], the systems described in this chapter have the potential to attach on
the skin in ways that are imperceptible to the subject, and thereby improve comfort
and compliance for patients [25]. Furthermore, these systems are able to capture and
transmit high signal fidelity biometric data for continuous monitoring of symptoms
across a broad range of disorders, including movement disorders, cardiac rhythm
disorders, and frailty [16, 22–29].

Objective measures captured during the performance of activities of daily living
such as gait [28] and sleep [30] highlight the potential of this epidermal sensor
technology for monitoring subjects outside the clinic. Sleep disturbances captured
by measuring postural transitions, as well as nighttime ambulation can provide a

Fig. 10.6 a Optical image of core/shell encapsulated epidermal sensor system. The system is
attached to the wrist during dumbbell lifting. Inset shows an image of core/shell structure with the
logo of the University of Illinois in the middle of the structure. b Magnified view of the core/shell
encapsulation near the rounded corner with a tapered edge. c SEM image of the human skin-like
textured surface of the encapsulation (scale bar, 0.5 mm). (Reproduced with Permission from
Ref. [6], Copyright Advanced Functional Materials)
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unique window into nonmotor characteristics, which is not feasible to assess during
clinical examinations. The wearability and usability of these emerging epidermal
systems are now being investigated in clinical studies to identify potential advan-
tages and limitations of this technology compared to gold standards of care.

Fig. 10.7 Schematic illustration and optical microscope images of skin-mounted NFC devices
with different a rectangular and b circular coil geometries. c, d Optical images of the functional
NFC-enabled epidermal sensor systems prior to encapsulation. e Optical images of NFC system on
the human skin in bending and stretch states induced by pinching with fingers and plunging with
glass rod, respectively. f Optical images of NFC system undergoing extreme mechanical
deformations during pinching and glass rod plunging (Reproduced with Permission from Ref. [7],
Copyright Small)
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Chapter 11
Laser-Enabled Fabrication Technologies
for Low-Cost Flexible/Conformal
Cutaneous Wound Interfaces

Manuel Ochoa, Rahim Rahimi and Babak Ziaie

Abstract Laser-enabled fabrication methods, in particular laser surface modifica-
tion of low-cost materials such as paper, is an attractivetechnology for fabrication of
flexible sensors and microsystems. Such devices are uniquely suited for cutaneous
wound interfaces in which one has to sense multiple parameters and deliver drugs
using a disposable low-cost platform. In this chapter, we discuss our recent efforts
towards using laboratory scale CO2 lasers to modify commercial hydrophobic
papers (e.g., parchment paper, wax paper, palette paper, etc.) and thermoset poly-
mers (e.g., polyimide) by controlled surface ablation. Such treatment imparts
unique physical and chemical properties (hydrophilicity, extreme porosity, car-
bonization, etc.) to the material and allows for selective surface functionalization.
Using this method, we fabricated a variety of sensors (pH, oxygen, silver, strain)
and chemical delivery (oxygen) modules on low-cost commercial substrates for
chronic wound management.

Keywords Laser processing � Carbonization � Pyrolization � Paper � Polyimide �
Hydrophobic � Wound � Physical/chemical sensors � Drug delivery � Flexible
electronics

11.1 Introduction

Cutaneous wounds pose major health and financial burdens for millions of people
in the US and even more so throughout the world. Chronic (non-healing) wounds,
in particular, affect 6 million Americans and cost the health care system $20 billion
annually [1]. Such wounds are those which do not follow the standard cascade of
biological processes (i.e., inflammation, proliferation, and maturation) by which
common acute wounds heal [2]. Instead, their healing is hampered by conditions
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such as local hypoxia, irregular vascular structure, external mechanical pressure,
and bacterial infections [2–8]. Traditionally, these wounds are treated using spe-
cialized wound dressings that help to maintain an optimum level of moisture in the
wound bed while enabling gas exchange (for oxygenation) [9–12]. This approach is
often complemented by other therapeutic attention-intensive procedures including
continual dressing replacement [13, 14], wound debridement [15, 16], vacuum
therapy [16, 17], and drug administration [18, 19]. Due to the complex nature of
these wounds, however, such methods are often insufficient to promote healing;
thus, their successful treatment depends on ongoing research efforts to develop
novel devices and technologies for chronic wound management.

Rather than relegating treatment to passive wound dressings, it is more beneficial
to use active dressings (i.e., ‘smart’ dressings) comprised of arrays of sensors and
drug delivery modules that can address the therapeutic requirements of the wound
in a localized, responsive manner. This can be accomplished by the incorporation of
bio/chemical sensors (e.g., pH, oxygen, inflammatory signals) and drug delivery
capabilities (e.g., via nanomedicine [20] or microfluidics [21]) into the dressings
[22, 23] by either (i) developing new wound dressing platforms or (ii) embedding
flexible sensors into existing commercial ones. These smart systems can help
optimize the healing process, decrease the healing time, and prevent infections.
They can evaluate the local wound environment, release wound healing agents as
needed, detect the optimal replacement time, and alert the patient/caregiver of any
unusual phenomena (preferably through a wireless link). The fabrication of such
systems requires a deviation from traditional MEMS and transducer fabrication
methods in order to create devices with mechanical and electrical properties which
are optimized for the unique environment of wounds (i.e., soft, deformable, wet,
and warm). Additionally, the techniques should be economical, adaptable for
moderate-volume production, and preferably customizable (i.e., for a precision
medicine approach). As a result, researchers have embraced the use of commer-
cially available materials and rapid prototyping equipment for the development of
low-cost, conformable, disposable devices for wound healing and other wearable
applications. Processes such as inkjet printing, screen printing, micro-gravure
coating, and laser machining are particularly suited for these applications due to
their scalability and ease of implementation [24, 25].

Among these rapid fabrication technologies, laser machining offers a unique set
of capabilities directly beneficial for the development of flexible/stretchable
low-cost systems for cutaneous wound interfaces. Laser machining provides the
ability to cut materials, etch (ablate) them, alter their surface morphology, and
induce surface chemical changes, all of which increase the functionality of the
material. For example, laser can be used to tune the hydrophilicity of materials such
as paper, or (using different parameters) it can be used to pyrolize polymers to
create active carbon materials. Furthermore, the availability of commercial, reliable,
and precise laser systems allows them to become part of large-scale (e.g.,
roll-to-roll) production lines.

This chapter highlights the utility of laser processing for creating flexible device
platforms for cutaneous wound interfaces. Section 11.2 briefly discusses the unique
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properties of an exposed wound environment which dictate the physical charac-
teristics of a typical dressing. Section 11.3 reviews laser technology with an
emphasis on common types of laser systems for flexible device manufacturing.
Finally, Sects. 11.4 and 11.5 present two laser-enabled flexible platforms utilized to
create smart wound dressings: laser-patterned hydrophobic paper, and
laser-carbonized polymeric substrates.

11.2 Cutaneous Wound Interfaces

Cutaneous wounds present a unique environment in which dermal monitoring
devices must operate Fig. 11.1. They consist of an exposed subcutaneous tissue
(dermis; and in deep wounds hypodermis, fat tissue, and possibly muscle) that is
wet/moist, warm, and loaded with cellular and bio/chemical components (red and
white blood cells, plasma, bacteria in case of infection, and inflammatory/
regenerative biomolecules) [2, 15]. Furthermore, the wound bed contains delicate
regenerating tissue which may be sensitive to chemical, thermal, or mechanical
stimuli. As a result, any device designed for such cutaneous interfaces must con-
form to a set of requirements mimicking the properties of typical wound dressings.
Despite the large variation in structural and physical properties, current wound
dressings have certain core requirements for their functional efficacy. First is
flexibility, i.e., such dressings must be sufficiently flexible to conform to the wound
and not limit the patient’s mobility [26]. Second is gas permeability, which is
essential for maintaining an adequate oxygen supply; alternatively, some dressings
may supply oxygen at required levels [27]. Third is moisture control [28]; the
dressing should keep the wound bed moist but absorb excess exudate. Finally, the
material in contact with the wound bed should be sufficiently soft to avoid causing
mechanical insults and interfering with the epithelization process (a minimal
adhesion is often preferred to reduce the mechanical load).

Fig. 11.1 Wound dressing requirements for proper healing. The dressing should conform to the
wound bed, prevent bacterial infections, retain adequate moisture, remove excess exudate, and
promote oxygenation
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In addition to the above standard requirements, any sensor-equipped dressing
must provide enhanced capabilities such as wound status reporting and (semi)
automated micro-environment control. To achieve this goal, wound sensors require
physical and operational specifications that differ from those of typical industrial
and process control sensors. For example, although sensitivity and specificity
remain critical for wound sensors, other parameters such as working life and
response time are less important due to the disposable nature of wound dressings
and the relatively slow rate of biological wound healing processes. In accordance
with typical wound dressing replacement schedules, most embedded sensors require
a working life of at most a few days to a week, after which they must be discarded
[29, 30]. Hence, sensor deterioration and biofouling pose a reduced threat to wound
sensor design (unlike long-term implantable sensors). Additionally, response times
in the range of tens of seconds or even a few minutes are often acceptable
depending on the sensing parameter. The level of oxygen, for example, or pH in a
wound is not expected to drastically change within such time frames [31–33].
Similarly, one does not need micrometer-scale spatial resolution.

As a result of such less stringent requirements, wound sensor fabrication can
deviate from traditional MEMS or microfabrication techniques. Instead, they can
take advantage of emerging rapid prototyping technologies that allow the pro-
cessing of more unusual materials while simultaneously enabling the personaliza-
tion of wound dressing geometries and sensor distribution. Laser machining is
particularly attractive for the fabrication of such devices since it can be easily
adapted to commercial manufacturing setups for processing sensors on a variety of
flexible substrates including polymers (e.g., polyimide, Parylene) or non-woven
fiber mesh (e.g., paper, fabrics).

11.3 Lasers for Flexible Device/System Fabrication

Laser processing provides an attractive method for fabricating inexpensive
microsystems by delivering a confined controlled energy onto the surface of the
material. The absorbed energy can be used to alter the surface chemistry, etch the
substrate, or change the chemical structure of the material, all on a wide range of
soft and hard materials from paper to metal alloys. The specific effect on the
material is dictated by the laser processing parameters, which are controllable to
high specificity in modern systems. Laser systems do heat up the substrate at the
focal point and are not compatible with heat-sensitive materials such as
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF); however, they are very attractive for the rapid
machining of many other emerging microsystem materials such as polymers and
paper. This section briefly discusses the principles of two commercial lasers
commonly used for creating flexible medical devices and their interactions with
various materials used in flexible electronics. For a detailed description, the reader
may consult any standard textbook on laser material processing (e.g., [34, 35]).
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11.3.1 Laser Systems Used in Flexible Material Processing

Commercial laser engraving systems offer adequate resolution, control, and pro-
cessing speed for fabricating wound healing devices. These systems consist of a
laser module connected to a machining enclosure that contains a working stage and
a software-controlled lens. The substrate is placed on the stage and the lens module
guides the laser beam on the surface of the substrate to cut or ablate regions as
defined in a CAD drawing. Most commercial systems use either a 10.6 µm CO2

laser (typical powers of 30–150 W) suitable for cutting polymers and wood or a
1.06 µm fiber laser (typical powers of about 40 W) that can mark metals and cut
thin foils [36–38]. These systems have a linear scanning speed of a few meters per
second and the output power and laser spot size/focus can be adjusted by software.

11.3.1.1 Solid State Lasers: Fiber Laser

The active gain medium for fiber lasers consists of an optical fiber doped with
rare-earth elements (e.g., Nd, Yb, Er). Commercial fiber laser systems typically
operate at the wavelength of 1.06 μm, which is sufficiently small for creating device
features with micrometer resolution. Additionally, the wavelength is more easily
absorbed by metallic materials allowing for the processing of metal films. The
output beam of the fiber laser can be operated in continued, pulsed, or Q-switched
modes. A typical commercial fiber system is the PLSMW from Universal Laser
Systems, Inc., which offers pulsed frequencies of up to hundreds of kHz, powers of
up to 45 W, and scanning speeds of up to 4 mm/ms with optics allowing for laser
spot size as small as 6 μm.

11.3.1.2 Gas Lasers

In gas lasers, the active medium consists of gas molecules offering advantages such
as lasing media homogeneity, ease of cooling and replenishment, and low cost. The
wavelength of the emitted light depends on the primary gas used; for instance,
xenon chloride (XeCl) produces 308 nm, xenon fluoride (XeF) produces 351 nm,
argon fluoride (ArF) produces 191 nm, argon produces 488 nm, and carbon dioxide
(CO2) produces 10.6 µm. Of these, CO2 is the most common in industrial engraving
systems due to its ability to cut a broad range of materials. During its operation, the
CO2 molecules are excited by vibrational excitation of nitrogen (intermixed with
the CO2) using high voltage electrical discharge. The excited nitrogen molecules
correspond to highly unstable (001) vibrational levels of CO2. The transition
between (001) and the ground level of (100) results in a 10.6 µm laser radiation.
The properties of CO2 laser are mainly determined by the gas flow in the discharge
tube and can be operated in both pulsed as well as continuous wave (CW) mode.
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An example of a commercially available CO2 laser system is the Universal Laser
System, Inc., Professional Series, with a maximum power of 120 W, a maximum
speed 4 mm/ms, wavelength of 10.6 μm, and continuous laser processing mode
with optics allowing for laser spot size as small as 30 μm.

11.3.2 Laser-Material Interaction

CO2 and fiber laser systems are routinely used for modifying materials in various
ways, such as cutting, marking, welding, and chemical alteration [39, 40]. The
specific result is determined by the interactions caused by the thermo-physical
properties of the material and the electromagnetic radiation of the laser. During
these interactions, a portion of the light is reflected, another transmitted, and the rest
absorbed. The absorbed energy causes thermal effects (e.g., local heating, melting,
vaporizing, or pyrolyzing). When laser machining the materials, the absorbance of
the material is of utmost importance [41]. In general, metals have a lower absor-
bance at larger wavelengths. For instance, copper has a low absorbance of 0.05 at
10.6 µm (CO2 laser) and higher absorbance of 0.3 at 1.6 µm (fiber laser). Hence,
fiber lasers are often used as the primary laser pro tool for metallic materials. The
resulting effect of laser absorbance can be classified into two categories: physical
and chemical, as described below.

11.3.2.1 Physical Material Alterations via Laser

Physical changes to the material include removal of material (i.e., for through-hole
cutting or surface ablation) and texturing (e.g., surface roughness). Both processes
result from thermal effects and are a function of the laser fluence [34, 35]. The
optical energy delivered by the laser per surface area of the material is known as the
fluence. Ablation occurs at energy densities greater than the material’s fluence
threshold, which is between 1 and 10 J/cm2 for metals and between 0.1 and 1 J/cm2

for organic materials [42]. In thermoplastics, this process locally melts the material
causing some to evaporate [40], Fig. 11.2a. The amount and rate of material
removal can be precisely controlled by the laser scanning speed and the intensity.
High intensity (or lower scanning speed) result is deep material removal which is
commonly used for cutting materials, whereas lower intensity (or higher scanning
speed) can be used for surface texturing. During the latter process, some of the
molten material can redeposit on the surface creating local surface roughness. The
power can be controlled to minimize ablation while still permitting redeposition to
occur. Such laser surface texturing has been widely used for applications such as
improving the adhesion and increasing the griping performance of steel sheets [39,
43]. In more recent developments, laser surface texturing has been used to create
micro- and nano-scale super-hydrophobic roughness on different materials for
self-cleaning applications [44]. In thermoset polymers, laser treatment above the
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fluence threshold results in material decomposition (e.g., pyrolysis, or carbonization
in organic materials), Fig. 11.2b. This process also results in surface roughness due
to non-uniform surface pyrolization as well as redeposition of pyrolized material.
The physical surface texturing/ablative effects can be used to create porous and
conductive regions on polymeric or paper substrates which form the basis for
fabricating a variety of passive and active components used in flexible smart wound
dressings described in the subsequent subsections of this chapter.

11.3.2.2 Laser Activated Chemical Processes

In addition to physical surface modification, the laser-beam interaction with
material surfaces may also induce chemical modifications via a photo-thermal effect
[45]. The high temperature generated by the laser can decompose the material and
cause interactions with ambient gasses (e.g., oxygen, nitrogen) which can form
additional functional groups Fig. 11.2c. Oftentimes, laser processing in such con-
ditions results in the formation of hydrophilic functional groups allowing laser to be
used for controlling surface wettability [46, 47]. This technique is particularly
useful when working with natively hydrophobic substrates such as parchment
paper, wax paper, or freezer paper; processing techniques for these are described in
the following section.

Fig. 11.2 Interactions of laser with materials. a Physical interaction with thermoplastics causes
material removal via melting and evaporation. Molten material can redeposit on the surface. High
power results in through-hole features, but lower power allows controlled ablation/texturing.
b Physical interaction with thermosets decomposes the material (pyrolysis) with redeposited
debris. High power results in through-hole features, but lower power allows controlled
ablation/texturing. c Very low power allows minimal material damage but alters the surface
chemistry via interactions with atmospheric gasses
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11.4 Laser Treatment of Paper Substrates

11.4.1 Paper—Its Use for Device Fabrication

Paper is a classic material whose invention dates back to ancient China. Besides its
traditional application as a writing medium, paper can be repurposed using modern
technologies to create novel devices with complex functionality to use it as flexible
sensors for wound monitoring. Paper offers many unique properties including
biocompatibility, low cost, and ubiquity [48]. Moreover, its cellulose mesh com-
position invites customization of many physical parameters including thickness,
fiber size, porosity, and hydrophilicity. Cellulose is a natural, hydrophilic fiber with
strong hydrogen bonding between polymer chains which render it insoluble in
water and most organic solvents. These properties have enabled the manufacturing
of many different types of commercial paper including filter paper [49], wax paper
[50], and parchment paper [47], among others. These three, in particular, have
found niche applications in the field of disposable sensor development due to their
favorable, tunable physical properties. The first of these is known to have excellent
wicking properties. The latter two are naturally hydrophobic but their surface
properties can be altered by plasma treatment or by laser ablation [51]. Many
researchers have used these properties for the fabrication of paper-based systems for
various biomedical applications including controlled drug delivery, tissue engi-
neering, sutures, biodegradable vascular grafts [52, 53], low-cost microfluidics [54],
and various flexible sensors [49, 55–60].

11.4.2 Laser Treatment of Hydrophobic Paper

Patterning paper to create hydrophilic-hydrophobic structures for microfluidic
platforms used in medical diagnostic tests was first demonstrated by Müller and
Clegg [61]. They created a narrow channel in paper via hot stamping of paraffin
which led to faster diffusion in chromatography experiments with a significant
reduction in the required analyte volume. In 2007, the Whitesides group reinvented
the idea of using hydrophobic barriers to create a network of microchannels in
paper. In their original work [49], they used SU-8-soaked chromatography paper
which was subsequently patterned by lithography to create microfluidic channels.
Since then, many researchers have used SU-8-based lithography, wax printing,
screen printing, inkjet printing, and xerography for paper surface patterning.
However, these methods suffer from one or more of the following shortcomings:
(1) limited resolution (millimeter scale in wax printing), (2) multi-step processing
sequence (wax remelting is done after printing in order to ensure its complete
penetration across the paper thickness), and (3) low mechanical strength of the
substrate when submerged in aqueous media for long periods of time. An alter-
native technique, developed by our group, is laser surface treatment of
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commercially available hydrophobic papers (e.g., parchment paper, wax paper, and
palette paper) [47]. In contrast to the methods described by the Whitesides group
which start with a hydrophilic plain paper and are predominantly additive, our
approach is subtractive and can selectively convert hydrophobic areas to hydro-
philic ones in a single-step process. Since the hydrophobic agent is already present
throughout the thickness of the paper, our method does not require heat treatment
after patterning to create islands of hydrophilic patterns, as is the case in the wax
printing technique. This approach brings several major improvements and allows
for the fabrication of more complicated platforms not feasible with other methods.
These include: (1) higher resolution, (2) single-step patterning, (3) simultaneous
surface processing and micromachining, and (4) greater robustness.

Laser patterning of paper can be achieved using a broad variety of commercially
available paper substrates including parchment paper (Reynolds Parchment Paper,
50 μm thick), wax paper (Reynolds Cut-Rite Wax Paper, 30 μm thick), and palette
paper (Canson Palette Paper, 70 μm thick). Parchment consists of a compressed
cellulose fiber sheet encapsulated in a thin coating of silicone to achieve a
hydrophobic, heat-resistant surface. Wax and palette paper use wax and plas-
tic (polyethylene), respectively, as the coating material. Among these, parchment
paper is particularly well-suited for creating biomedical microdevices due to its
robustness and its silicone coating which allows seamless integration with other
silicone (e.g., PDMS) devices. To pattern hydrophilic designs onto the paper
substrates, the paper is placed flat on the cutting surface of a commercial laser
engraver system (Universal Laser Systems, Inc., maximum power 60 W, maximum
speed 4 mm/ms, wavelength 10.6 μm, CW mode), while a computer is used to
control the laser parameters to transfer the pattern from a CAD design. The two
primary parameters are laser power and beam scanning speed. Increasing the power
or lowering the speed imparts higher energy onto the material resulting in deeper
ablation (useful for creating though-paper defects). To avoid completely cutting
through the paper (instead of selective surface modification), the laser power and
scanning speed must be carefully selected. For the parchment paper selected in our
experiments (50 μm-thick silicone coated), the laser source was controlled at 15 %
of its maximum power and was operated at a maximum scanning speed. Even for
other types of paper, namely wax and palette paper, successful surface treatment is
achieved with these parameters.

Laser processing of paper creates physical and chemical surface changes which
are observable via SEM and XPS analyses. Figure 11.3 shows SEM images of
treated and untreated samples of parchment paper. The non-treated areas show
cellulose fibers clearly protected by the surface coating, creating a natively
hydrophobic surface Fig. 11.3a–c. In contrast, once the surface is laser treated
(Fig. 11.3d–f), the top silicone layer is modified increasing the surface roughness
via the creation of micro- and nano structures caused by thermal decomposition of
the material. Nanofibers are also visible in laser-treated wax paper and laser-treated
freezer paper; on such thermoplastic-coatings, the fibers can be attributed to melting
and redeposition of the polymer. Such increase in surface roughness promotes a
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hydrophilic behavior. In addition to these physical changes, XPS analysis reveals
the formation of hydrophilic functional groups on the surface of the paper on the
laser-treated regions. In particular, the C1s spectra of laser-treated regions reveal
additional oxidation peaks (C–OH at 286.8 eV and O=C–OH at 288.6 eV) com-
pared to the spectra of untreated regions in the treated regions. Similarly, the Si2p
spectrum of the treated region shows the presence of the SiO2 peak at 103.7 eV,
which is not observed in the case of untreated regions. These laser-induced
chemical groups in combination with the increased surface roughness are capable of
changing the water contact angle of parchment paper from its native 115° down to
20°, thus achieving very hydrophilic surfaces.

Fig. 11.3 a–f Top-view SEM
images of laser-treated
parchment paper under
different magnifications [47].
a–c Areas without laser
treatment, and
d–f laser-treated areas.
g, h Paper-based devices for
wound monitoring and
healing. g Oxygen sensor
[54]. h Array of pH sensors
[63]. i Selective oxygenation
patch driven by a
finger-actuated pump
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We have used this technique to fabricate paper-based devices such as sensors,
batteries, and drug delivery platforms [47, 50, 51, 62]. As related to smart dressings
for chronic wound management, we have developed oxygen and pH sensors on a
parchment paper substrate. The oxygen sensor consists of a silver cathode and a
zinc anode patterned on a parchment paper substrate by screen printing [54],
Fig. 11.3g. Hydrophilic traces are first defined on hydrophobic paper using laser
modification prior to screen printing. An electrolyte and a PDMS membrane seal
the two electrodes in a single chamber. The paper behaves as the gas permeable
membrane allowing oxygen to be reduced at the cathode. For oxygen concentra-
tions between 0 and 45 %, this sensor produces an electric current that changes
linearly from 2 to 129 µA (sensitivity of 2.6 µA/%O2) with a time response of 17 s.
The dynamic range and response time are acceptable for assessing hypoxia in
chronic wounds and the structure can be readily embedded into traditional wound
dressings.

Since the pH of the wound bed is an indicator of the healing progress (and
infection status), we also developed a flexible, disposable array of pH sensors on
paper [63], Fig. 11.3h. The sensors were fabricated on palette paper to allow
practical packaging via thermal self-lamination. Each individual sensor of the array
consists of two electrodes, one being an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and the other
a carbon electrode coated with a conductive proton-selective polymer, polyaniline
(PANI). The sensors are screen printed on an acrylic-coated paper (i.e., palette
paper) using a laser-patterned tape as a mask. This is achieved by first applying a
layer of Scotch MagicTapeTM onto the palette paper and then defining electrode
patterns by directly writing on the mask (magic tape) using laser ablation. The laser
changes the surface energy of the magic tape resulting in evaporation of the cel-
lulose acetate in the tape. This process produces a shadow mask directly on the
paper substrate without the requirement for transfer and alignment. Laser machining
is further used to create an insulating layer that is sealed over the sensors by
lamination technology. Characterization of the pH sensors reveals a linear
(r2 = 0.9734) relationship between the output voltage and pH in the 4–10 pH range
with an average sensitivity of −50 mV/pH. The sensors feature a rise and fall time
of 12 and 36 s, respectively, for a pH swing of 8–6–8.

Another laser-assisted paper-based device is a platform for selective oxygenation
of the wound bed [62]. The platform consists of a PDMS microfluidic network
bonded to a parchment paper substrate. Generation of oxygen occurs by flowing
H2O2 through the channels and chemically decomposing it via a catalyst embedded
in laser-defined regions of the parchment paper; these regions are hydrophilic due to
an increased surface roughness as well as an increase in hydrophilic functional
groups. PDMS is bonded to parchment paper using partially-cured PDMS followed
by a brief air plasma treatment, resulting in a strong bond. Using a peroxide flow
rate of 250 µL/min, oxygen generation in the catalyst spots raises the oxygen level
on the opposite side of the parchment paper from atmospheric levels (21 %) to
25.6 %, with a long-term (30 h) generation rate of 0.1 µL O2/min/mm2. This rate is
comparable to clinically proven levels for adequate healing. A prototype of the
oxygen delivery patch driven by a finger-actuated pump is shown in Fig. 11.3i.
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In addition to sensors, it is also possible to create electrical components such as
batteries. Such flexible disposable batteries are attractive for their ability to directly
integrate with other paper electronics [64]. In one example from our group,
paper-based electrochemical cells were fabricated on wax paper using CO2 laser
surface treatment and micromachining. A four-cell zinc–copper battery shows a
steady open-circuit voltage of *3 V and can provide 0.25 mA for at least 30 min
when connected to a 10 kΩ load. Higher voltages and current values can be
obtained by adjusting the number and size of electrochemical cells in the battery
without changing the fabrication process.

11.5 Laser Carbonization of Thermoset Polymers

11.5.1 Pyrolized Carbon for Sensing and Flexible
Electronic Applications

Nanoscale carbon (carbon nanotubes and graphene) has unique chemical and
electrical properties which have garnered significant attention over the past two
decades [65]. In addition to their use in nanoelectronics, carbon nanoparticles
printed onto flexible substrates or loaded onto various polymeric binders have been
used to fabricate flexible and stretchable systems [66]. Examples of these include
carbon-based pastes for screen printing conductive films [67], carbon inks for
ink-jet printing [68], carbon-PLA filaments for extrusion-based 3D printers [68],
and carbon-loaded elastomers [69]. These manufacturing materials are suitable for
creating medical microsystems which can interface conformally with the human
body and living tissue using rapid prototyping technologies Fig. 11.4.

Using carbon-based composites, researchers have been able to create a variety of
electrical and mechanical sensors and actuators which are applicable for monitoring

Fig. 11.4 a Carbon grease-based conductive liquid directly 3D printed into uncured elastomer via
a dispenser printer and optical images for various three-layer strain and pressure sensors [88].
b Printed wearable glove motion sensors fabricated by commercial conductive carbon filaments
and 3D printing technology [68]. c Stretchable carbon nanocomposite with using laser pyrolization
and transferring onto PDMS elastomer [74]
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or treating cutaneous wounds. For example, carbon-based inks have been used to
define electrically conductive traces on ceramic and polymeric substrates using
screen printing techniques [70, 71]. The natural biocompatibility and chemical
stability of carbon allow these traces to be used as electrical conduits on wearable
devices/systems including smart tattoos [72]. Meanwhile, materials comprising
carbon nanoparticles embedded in stretchable binders (e.g. carbon-loaded PDMS or
carbon-loaded PLA) have been used to create soft, elastomeric arrays
strain/pressure sensors [73, 74].

Despite numerous reported carbon-based devices and sensors, few have been
commercialized. This is primarily due to challenges with scaling the production of
carbon-based materials. For example, many of the nano/micro particles used in
these systems are not economical to mass-produce for practical use in medical
devices since they must typically be made into (possibly non-biocompatible)
inks/pastes with general applicability (rather than specifically for medical applica-
tions) [75]. It would be more economical to create the carbon composites directly
on the substrate without the use of additional binder materials (e.g., for inks) which
may interfere with the biocompatible aspects of the material. One approach is to
fabricate devices using carbonizable material. Many thermoset organic polymers
can be pyrolized by raising their temperature to above 1000 °C [76]. The result is
pure carbon which is electrically conductive. Researchers have used this idea to
create conductive carbon traces by pyrolyzing photoresists using a high temperature
furnace [77]. Such materials have been used to fabricate supercapacitors [78],
batteries [79], electrodes and biosensors for biomedical applications [80]. While the
process is economical and straightforward, it does not allow precise patterning of
the material in a straightforward process. Moreover, the various components of the
device must be resistant to high temperatures, lest they too be thermally
decomposed.

11.5.2 Laser Carbonization

An alternative approach is to selectively carbonize a thermoset polymeric substrate
via laser ablation. In this technique, laser energy is imparted onto a substrate to
locally heat it to a sufficiently high temperature to induce carbonization. The use
of such precise energy control allows selective carbonization limited to only the
trajectory of the laser beam. Lasers (mostly excimer with wavelengths ranging from
193 to 351 nm) have been used to carbonize a wide range of polymeric materials
[81]. Carbon films generated using UV-laser irradiation in air are of glassy nature
and have also been used to fabricate conductive traces and electrodes on polyimide
substrates [82, 83].

A practical material for laser-carbonizing is polyimide [84, 85], an organic
thermoset which can be casted as a liquid and cured into a film, or alternatively,
procured in thin sheets with or without metallic backing. Upon pyrolization, the
polyimide is converted into a porous nano-scale carbonized layer with a very high
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surface area (analogous to “activated carbon” which is known to be very absorbent
of gasses and small molecules) [86, 87] that can be used for creating functional
materials/devices. Unlike bulk pyrolization methods (e.g., furnaces), the laser-based
technique offers unprecedented control over carbon nanoparticle deposition and
patterning. In addition, the degree of carbonization (and the density of carbon
traces) can be controlled by the laser parameters.

Recent work in our group has been focused on developing stretchable
biomedical devices via laser-induced pyrolysis and their incorporation into
stretchable platforms [73]. Using a commercial CO2 laser engraver, we were able to
create partially-aligned graphene and carbon nanotube (CNT) conductive traces on
polyimide substrates (Fig. 11.5a). The traces were then transferred and embedded
into an elastomer (e.g., PDMS or Ecoflex®) to fabricate stretchable and conductive
composites. The surface morphology of the carbon traces, before and after
embedment in the PDMS, was qualitatively investigated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). The top view of carbon traces clearly reveals highly porous
carbon micro- and nanoparticles arranged in a parallel pattern. This phenomenon is
related to the method by which the laser beam is scanned across the sample during
the fabrication. Since the practical spot size (diameter) of the laser beam in our
system is 30 µm, ablation of areas larger than 30 µm requires multiple sweeps of
the laser beam over the targeted area, thus generating carbon particles in a parallel
orientation to the direction of laser motion. Higher magnified pictures of the carbon
particles in the pyrolized lines are shown in Fig. 11.5b. Partially oriented carbon
flakes and high aspect ratio filaments (some of them as small as *70 nm wide with
lengths of up to*2 µm) can be seen on the carbon traces. A cross-sectional view of
the carbon patterns shows that the entire thickness of the pyrolized carbon is
comprised of highly porous nanomaterials (Fig. 11.5c). This enables the PDMS to
penetrate deep into the carbon patterns resulting in a uniform transfer of carbon
nanoparticles to the elastomeric matrix. The thickness of the carbonized regions
embedded in the PDMS is *30 µm (Fig. 11.5d), which is close to their original
thickness on the polyimide (before transfer). The PDMS-carbon composites showed
high stretchability (up to 100 % strain) and sensitive (gauge factor of up to 20,000)

Fig. 11.5 Surface and film architecture details [73]. a Photograph of the carbonized polyimide.
Scale bar 250 μm. b SEM image of the aligned particles in the traces with the arrow showing the
direction of laser ablation. c Cross-sectional image of the carbon traces showing the porosity of the
carbonized material. d Cross-sectional SEM of stretchable carbon traces embedded in PDMS.
e Glove equipped with strain sensors at the joints. f Stretchable array of pH sensors
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with a high degree of sharp anisotropy. It was found that the high sensitivity and
unidirectional strain sensitivity of the conductive composite stems from the partially
aligned graphene and CNT particles which are created in the direction of the laser
scanning.

Conductivity in the stretchable composite is achieved by the large number of
electrical pathways that are formed by interconnection of the carbon particles in the
network. The increase in the electrical resistance of the composite due to applied
strain is a result of increase in the spacing between the carbon particles and reduce
the number of electrical pathways in the composite. The conductivity can be tuned
by varying the laser processing parameters. Our experiments reveal that there is an
optimum combination of laser power (4.5–8.25 W) and speed (0.5–1.9 m/s) needed
for producing high-quality, high-conductivity traces. Our data show a linear rela-
tionship with speed and power (a maximum conductivity of 0.02 Mhos/square with
6.75 W and 1.3 m/s) with the optimal energy density being 62 000 J/m2. The
sensors have sufficiently fast response for many practical applications such as
biological kinetics (e.g., wound healing or muscle repair) and human motion.

By forming the stretchable composite into the meander shaped patterns, the
strain sensitivity of the conductive composite can significantly be reduced, which
makes it suitable for highly stretchable electrode applications Fig. 11.5e. The
carbon traces can be further functionalized with other materials such as polyaniline
to create sensors with high surface area and specific binding to chemical/biological
analytes. For example, our group recently developed a stretchable pH sensor for
wound monitoring applications, Fig. 11.5f. The process combines selective laser
pyrolization/carbonization and embedment into an elastomeric matrix (meander
interconnects show small sensitivity to strains of up to 50 %). The stretchable
conductive composites are functionalized with a pH-sensitive polymer (polyani-
line) to create stretchable pH sensors with a sensitivity response of −51 mV/pH
over a physiologically relevant range of pH 4–10. The mechanical flexibility and
stretchability of the sensor along with its chemical performance are sufficient for
low-cost disposable wound dressings with smart sensing functionality.

11.6 Conclusion

Laser processing of materials offers a practical and economical technique for
physical and chemical alteration of low-cost flexible material surfaces that can
subsequently be used to create sensors and drug delivery devices for use in the
next-generation smart wound dressings. This technology allows processing of
flexible/stretchable materials ranging from polymers to metallic films allowing for
rapid fabrication of devices using commercial substrates. In particular, a CO2 laser
system can be used to selectively tune the surface energy (i.e., wettability) of
commercial hydrophobic papers (e.g., wax paper, parchment paper) to create
paper-based low-cost microfluidic platforms and sensors for wound monitoring and
healing (e.g., oxygen detection and generation). Additionally, the system can be
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used for pyrolyzing materials such as organic thermosets to create patterns of
carbon nanomaterials which exhibit exceptional electrical conductivity and chem-
ical properties. By incorporating these nanomaterials on stretchable substrates, one
can fabricate highly-sensitive strain sensors for monitoring the effect of strain/stress
on wounds. These examples demonstrate the possibilities offered by the combi-
nation of modern commercial laser systems with off-the-shelf flexible substrates for
the development of flexible low-cost devices that are particularly suited for cuta-
neous wound interfaces.
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Chapter 12
Nanomaterials-Based Skin-Like
Electronics for the Unconscious
and Continuous Monitoring of Body
Status

J.H. Lee, H.S. Kim, J.H. Kim, I.Y. Kim and S.-H. Lee

Abstract Long-term continuous monitoring of body condition from the skin has
been one of the critical issues in the ubiquitous healthcare. For this purpose,
skin-like stretchable and flexible electrodes have been highly required and diverse
electrodes have been developed. However, these electrodes have limits such as
lower electrical property, biocompatibility, and discomfort to patients. To address
these challenges, nanomaterial-based electronic devices have been developed. In
this chapter, current status of nanomaterial-based skin-like electronics with
mechanical properties comparable to those of skin is reviewed, and their applica-
tions in biomedical fields are described. The types of clinically significant biosig-
nals that can be measured from skin using soft electrodes are briefly summarized.
The requirements of electrode for long-term, continuous, and unconscious mea-
surement of these biosignals are also briefly described. Among several nanomate-
rials for soft electronics, carbon nanotube (CNT), graphene, and metallic nanowire
are mainly commented and diverse flexible and stretchable electrodes using
nanomaterials and their fabrication methods were described. For the biomedical
applications, safety for the human use is a critical requirement, and their biocom-
patibility, future research directions, and possible additional applications in various
fields are assessed.
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12.1 Introduction

The brain and nervous system control the human body, coordinating its voluntary
and involuntary actions. The central nervous system and peripheral nervous system
send and receive biosignals from different parts of the body and they play a pivotal
role in transmitting electrochemical waves that form neural circuits. Notably,
malfunctions of the nervous system may cause serious diseases. Thus, continuous
monitoring of biopotentials generated from the nervous system is critically
important in healthcare and can help clinicians to diagnosis and treat diseases such
as epilepsy, heart disease such as arrhythmia and Parkinson’s. Therefore, progress
in related technologies will also contribute to enhancing the quality of patients’
lives through improved diagnosis and treatment of disease and advanced prosthetic
applications. In addition to biosignals, other electrical, mechanical, and optical
information such as impedance, strain, pressure, and imaging are important in
health care and prosthetics applications. Although most of these parameters were
measured at hospital previously, recent progress in ubiquitous healthcare technol-
ogy allows them to be continuously monitored regardless of time and location for
earlier and accurate diagnosis of disease. For this purpose, development of con-
tinuous and long-term measurement methods of these parameters without causing
any inconvenience to the patients has been one of the hottest issues. To date,
diverse measurement devices have been developed; however, recording these
biosignals continuously over weeks without causing biocompatible issues and
discomfort to patients remains a considerable challenge [1]. To address this chal-
lenge, diverse skin-attachable soft electrodes have been developed. They offer a
facile and safe recording solution that compares favorably to invasive or conven-
tional wet electrode-based strategies. During recent decades, the technology for
these electrodes has rapidly progressed, and a number of diverse electrodes usable
for patients have been developed. Some of them are soft enough to be conformally
attached to the skin and enable the continuous measurement of biosignals for
extended periods of time without critical effect of motion and sweat [2]. Recent
progress of micro- and nanotechnology allows the marvelous development of this
skin-like electrode minimizing patients’ incontinence and enhancing the quality of
their daily life. Roger’s group demonstrated striking epidermal electronic systems
(EES) by integrating multiple components such as transistors, light-emitting diodes,
and wireless power coils for the multifunctional biosignal detection system [3].
Such skin-attachable devices are expected to contribute much in the diverse fields
including medicine, robotics, game, and smart devices. To date, diverse technolo-
gies to fabricate skin-like electronics have been developed and introduced at several
review papers [4, 5]. However, their fabrication technologies are based on pho-
tolithography and the process is complicate and expensive. As an alternative
approach, nanomaterial-based skin-like electronics attract much attention and are
extensively used for the stretchable and flexible electronics. Carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) and graphene, the two latest emerging carbon allotropes, demonstrated the
supreme electrical, thermal, optical, and mechanical properties and attracted great
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attention to 1D and 2D nanomaterials. Metallic nanowires and nanoparticles have
also attracted a lot of attention for potential applications as transparent and flexible
electrodes. The fabrication of nanomaterial-based electronics is simple and
cost-effective and will be used as prerequisite materials of skin-like electronics.
Despite the extensive potential, nanomaterial-based skin-like electrodes applicable
to the biomedical areas are not popular in comparing with metal-based electrodes
because of difficulty in precise patterning, low conductivity, and increasing resis-
tance with applied strain. The biocompatibility issue of carbon material is still
debatable, which prevents the expansion of nanomaterials’ applications.

In this chapter, the current status of nanomaterial-based skin-like electronics
with mechanical properties comparable to those of skin, and survey of their
applications is reviewed in biomedical fields. The types of clinically significant
biosignals that can be measured from skin using soft electrodes are briefly sum-
marized and also described about the requirements of electrodes for long-term,
continuous, and unconscious measurement of these biosignals. Although several
nanomaterials were developed and used for soft electronics, carbon nanotube
(CNT), graphene, and metallic nanowire are representative nanomaterials and will
be mainly described. For the biomedical applications, safety for the human use is
critical requirement, and their biocompatibility will be described. Several methods
for fabrication of skin-like electrodes with nanomaterials and polymers will be
briefly discussed in this chapter. Finally, future research directions and possible
additional diverse applications are assessed.

12.2 Measurable Biosignals from the Skin Using
Skin-Like Electrode Only

Various biosignals are generated from a living body and they reflect the status of
health, activity, and organ functions (Fig. 12.1). By analyzing diverse biosignals, a
quantity of information about the subject’s physical and biological state can be
obtained. Biosignals recorded from the skin are classified according to their
physical characteristics as electrical, mechanical, optical, acoustic, and thermal
biosignals. In this section, electrical, mechanical (motion and pressure), and epi-
dermal impedance, which are critical information for health monitoring and other
biomedical applications, are discussed.

12.2.1 Electrical Biosignals

Electrical biosignals are generated from the signals transmitted through the nervous
system and commonly used for monitoring patient’s health and the early detection
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and diagnosis of disease. Table 12.1 summarizes the representative electrical
biosignals s and their details are as follows:

• The electrocardiogram (ECG) is a technique for measuring the electrical activity
over the heart using two or more electrodes. The heart electrical conduction
sequence starts from the depolarization of pacemaker cells in the sinoatrial
(SA) node and proceeds to the atrium and, through the atrioventricular
(AV) node to the bundle of His and Purkinje fibers, ultimately spreading into the
ventricles. In this sequence, the ECG has a specific waveform that can be
divided into P-, Q-, R-, S-, and T-waves. The P-wave represents atrial depo-
larization; the QRS-wave represents ventricular depolarization; and the T-wave
represents heart repolarization. Heart diseases, including arrhythmia and other
conduction disturbances, can be diagnosed by ECG waveform analysis.

• The electroencephalogram (EEG) is used to measure the activity and function of
the brain. This technique typically uses noninvasive electrodes attached to the
scalp to measure the voltage fluctuations resulting from ionic current of neurons
in the brain. EEG signals can be divided according to band frequencies into

Fig. 12.1 Electrical biosignals from the biosignals measured from the skin
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delta band (<4 Hz), theta band (4–7 Hz), alpha band (8–15 Hz), beta band (16–
31 Hz), gamma band (>32 Hz), and mu band (8–12 Hz). In application, brain
function and activity are assessed by performing a band-frequency analysis of
the EEG. Besides diagnosis, brain–computer interface, human emotion recog-
nition, and neuromarketing are recent hot issues of EEG applications [6, 7].
Especially, neuromarketing, which studies consumers’ sensorimotor, cognitive,
and affective response to marketing stimuli, is one of hot issues in marketing
research and many big companies use the neuromarketing technology to mea-
sure consumer thoughts on their advertisements or products.

• The electrogastrogram (EGG) is the recording of electrical activity from the
stomach contractions using three or more electrodes placed around the stomach.
By measuring EGG before and after a meal, stomach disease and malfunction
can be diagnosed. An EGEG (electrogastroenterogram) similarly records the
electric signals from the intestines and stomach in a similar way. Although EGG
is not measurable from the skin, it is important information to monitor the
activity of digestive system.

• The electromyogram (EMG), generally surface EMG, records the electrical
activity produced by skeletal muscles, activated electrically or neurologically,
using electrodes placed on the skin. Surface-EMG use is restricted only to
superficial muscles, and is influenced by the depth of the subcutaneous tissue.
EMG is used for studying symptoms including muscle weakness, muscle pain,
paralysis, and involuntary muscle twitching. Recently, EMG signal is broadly
used for the control of automatic prosthetics devices including limb prostheses
and games [8, 9].

Table 12.1 Electrical biosignals measurable from the skin

Biosignal Measuring
site

Frequency
(Hz)

Amplitude
range (peak)

Signal
source

Application

ECG Chest 0.01–250 <5 mV Heart
muscle
movement

Arrhythmia, abnormal
conduction, and cardiac
monitoring

EEG Head 0.01–150 2–100 μV Brain
neuron
activation

Brain activity, function
research, and brain computer
interface (BCI)

EGG Stomach 0.01–0.25 200–500 μV Gastric
muscle
movement

Abnormal stomach function

EMG Arm and
leg

0.01–
10,000

50 μV–
5 mV

Muscle
movement

Diagnostic muscle activity,
exercise cure, and human
machine interface (HMI)

EOG Around
eye

0.01–50 10 μV–
5 mV

Eye
dipole
field

Eye movement
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• The electrooculogram (EOG) measures the dipole movement between the cor-
nea and retina. Pairs of electrodes are placed around eye (above and below/left
and right) to record eye movement and perform ophthalmological diagnosis.
The EOG signal enables the operation of computer mouse [10] or other devices
such as wheelchair [11] just by movement of eye and blinking of eye, which has
vast potential applications such as game and prosthetics.

• The electroretinogram (ERG) is the measurement of electrical signals from rod
cells, cone cells, and inner retinal cells in the retina. In this application, elec-
trodes are placed on the cornea and the skin near the eye. ERG is used for the
diagnosis of various retinal diseases, including cone dystrophy and night
blindness and for the artificial vision system.

12.2.2 Motions and Pressure

Motions are reflections of body condition and behavior, and continuous monitoring
of body movements (e.g., leg, arm, and volume change in the breast) is one of
important issues in breath monitoring, prosthetics, sports medicine, and wearable
devices. Pressure is another important physical parameter for the diagnosis of
disease and body functions. The representative human body motions and pressures
(or vibration) are as follows:

• Breast volume: Change in breast volume with time indicates an underlying
respiratory condition. Respiratory rate during normal activity, exercise, and
sleep is frequently measured to diagnose sleep apnea, lung function, and lung
injury. Changes in breast volume are closely related to lung function and are a
primary determinant of lung injury [12].

• Joint angle: Most body motions occurring at a joint (e.g., finger and knee) can
provide significant information in the context of prosthetics, physical therapy,
and sports medicine. In a remedial context, the degree of angle with joint flexion
and extension is used for diagnosis of muscular disease progression.

• Pulse of blood flow: The pulse generated by the blood flow is generally mea-
sured using plethysmogram and the pulse waveform is related to the change in
blood flow to the skin. Each stroke volume produces a measurable change in the
plethysmogram waveform according to the flow delivered to that specific seg-
ment of skin.

• Vocal folds vibration: To generate sound, vocal folds composing of mucous
membrane across the larynx regulate the flow of air being expelled from the
lungs during phonation. By measuring the pressure from the throat, the per-
formance of vocal folds could be evaluated.
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12.2.3 Epidermal Impedance (Skin Impedance)

Epidermal impedance changes in response to the environment (e.g., hydration and
temperature), time, climate (seasons), volume changes (e.g., breast changes), and
composition of the body (e.g., fat and water) and reflects the hydration status of the
stratum corneum [13]. Impedance of the skin is measured by stimulating the skin
with a small alternating current (AC), and observing changes caused by sweat on
the skin. Representative parameters inferred from skin impedance are as follows:

• Hydration of skin: In dermatology, monitoring of skin’s hydration is a crucial
technique for diagnosing diseases and determining therapeutic methods.
Cosmetology and dermatologic treatments are assessed by measuring hydration.
Methods for determining skin hydration include measurement of thermal con-
ductivity, reflective index, and electric impedance, the latter of which is known
to be a highly reliable and compelling method because it is cost effective and
very simple to use [14, 15].

• Body fat percentage (BFP): BFP, defined as the total mass of fat divided by total
body mass, is an important parameter for measuring the degree of obesity, a
representative lifestyle disease that requires monitoring in daily life. BFP has
previously been determined by underwater weighing and plethysmography,
among other methods. However, bioelectrical impedance analysis has become
the most popular method and is broadly used, even in fitness centers and the
home.

• Emotion monitoring: The change of impedance by sweat when a subject is
emotionally upset or nervous provides information regarding the subject’s
emotional state to be inferred. Continuous measurement of impedance is one of
useful methods to monitor the emotion and will be applied extensively in
diverse area.

12.3 Technologies to Fabricate Skin-Like Electronics
Using Nanomaterials

12.3.1 Requirement for the Skin-Like Electronics

For the comfort, daily life of patients wearing skin-like electronics without trouble
and inconvenience, the long-term, continuous, and unconscious measurement of
biosignal is one of crucial requirements and total size of whole system should be
minimized as possible. For the long-term and continuous wearing on the skin, the
electrodes should be flexible and stretchable because our body is curved and
stretchable, and mechanical mismatch between skin and electrode may prevent the
smooth motion of body. Such mechanical property enables the minimization of
artifact generated by environmental interference and motion. The conductivity of
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skin-like electronics should be high for the artifact-free signal measurement, and be
maintained constant as possible while it is stretched or twisted. The material should
be amenable to be fabricated to any shape and be inert to sweat. Evaporation of
sweat is another critical requirement. The skin-like electronics should be biocom-
patible for long-term and continuous signal measurement without trouble to the
skin. Finally, the electrical connection of skin-like electronics to the measuring and
power system should be easy and simple.

12.3.2 Materials for Skin-Like Electronics

For the biomedical applications of skin-like electronics, choice of materials satis-
fying aforementioned requirements is critical and the materials [16]. Material for
soft electronics can be classified into following two categories: (1) substrate
materials for skin-like electronics, and (2) conductive nanomaterials.

12.3.2.1 Substrate Materials for Skin-Like Electronics

Various research groups have used soft and elastic materials because they enable
conformal contact of electrodes over large skin areas and can be easily fabricated
using soft- and photolithographic methods. Moreover, soft materials have other
properties that are suitable for use as skin-like materials, such as elasticity, gas
permeability, optical transparency, durability, and biocompatibility. In this section,
the following elastic and soft materials are described: polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS), polyurethane (PU), polyimide (PI) and parylene (PL) (Fig. 12.2). The
properties of these materials are summarized in Table 12.2.

(1) Polydimethylsiloxane

PDMS is a popular elastomer for the use in micro/nano-fabrication. PDMS is highly
permeable to gas, capable of forming any structure and is biocompatible; it also has
good thermal and chemical stability. PDMS has been extensively used as a flexible
and stretchable substrate for skin-like electronics [17]. Using oxygen plasma
radiation, PDMS surfaces can be transformed from hydrophobic to hydrophilic.
Because of its high softness, PDMS can maintain excellent conformal contact with
human skin during natural movements. The PDMS membrane readily allows gas
diffusion, enabling easy evaporation of sweat. PDMS exhibits thermal stability up
to *186 °C in air, and is optically transparent down to *300 nm. Because of these
excellent properties, PDMS has been broadly used in diverse applications,
including lab-on-a-chip, skin-like electronics and implantable electrodes, and sys-
tems for screening drugs and toxic materials. Microscale PDMS structures can be
easily fabricated by a soft lithography process that includes mold-based replication,
contact printing, and stamping. These fabrication methods enable to simply used
PDMS as substrate of skin-like electronics.
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Fig. 12.2 Schematic of materials for skin-like electronics. Nanocomposite materials (b, d, f,
h) are made by mixing conductive nanofillers (CNT a, graphene c, metal nanowires e, metal
nanoparticles g) into soft substrate materials. a FESEM image of raw MWCNTs. b CNT/PDMS.
c TEM images of chemically modified graphene. d SEM of agglomerated graphene oxide
nanosheets. e SEM image of the AgNW film on Si substrate. f Cross-sectional SEM image of the
AgNW/PDMS layer. g Scanning electron microscopy image of the packing of 14 nm gold
nanoparticles forming the wires. h Spherical gold nanoparticles are dispersed in PDMS

Table 12.2 Properties of substrate materials for skin-like electronics

Properties PDMS PU PI PL-C

(A) Surface
(interfacial free
energy)

Low
(*21.6 dyn/cm2)

Low Low 20 dyn/cm

(B)
Hydrphobicity
(contact angle)

Hydrophobic
(90°–120°)

Hydrophobic
(71.1°–94.2°)

Hydrophobic
(82°)

Hydrophobic
(80°)

(c) Permeability High High Low Low

(d) Thermal
stability

Stable (up
to *186 °C in
air)

260–360 °C Does not melt,
decomposes at
520 °C

290 °C

(e) Color Transparent
(down
to *300 nm)

Colored Yellow/orange Gray/white

(f) Mechanical
property
(E-modulus)

1.8 MPa 0.025 GPa 2.5 GPa 2.8 GPa

(g) References [17, 93–95] [18, 19] [20, 21] [22]
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(2) Polyurethane

PU is the most commonly used polymer in biomedical devices. PU is synthesized
by carbamate (urethane) links between alcohols and reactive hydroxyl (–OH)
groups (polyols) and an isocyanate group [18]. The first synthesis of PU was
achieved in the 1930s. Since then, diverse applications of PU have been developed,
including as rigid foams, adhesives, resins, polymers, and coatings. PU has been
broadly used in biomedical fields as skin dressings and tapes, vascular grafts, and
patches. Surface modification with certain ionic functional groups, such as poly
sodium vinyl sulfonate and propyl sulfonate reduces platelet deposition on PU
surfaces. Such modified PU enables its applications to be extended to skin-like
electronics as well as implantable devices requiring good blood compatibility, such
as artificial hearts and valves. The permeability of PU is an important feature for
biomedical applications such as controlled membranes, dialysis membranes and
wound dressings, among others, and its permeability can be modified by controlling
the type of extender chains and molecular weights of polyols [19]. These useful
biocompatible and mechanical properties of PU provide skin-like electronics as
well as invasive application in biomedical areas to useful substrate

(3) Polyimide

PI, a polymer of imide monomers, is widely used in biomedical applications as a
flexible substance and passivation layer. PI is an excellent insulating material; pho-
tosensitive PI, in particular, protects electrodes against diverse sources of damage,
including chemical (corrosion, absorption, and ion transport) and physical (splitting
and cracking) insults [20]. It is also a hydrophobic material, creating a surface that
repels water for easy cleaning, but it can be made hydrophilic by the radiation of
oxygen plasma to the PI surface. The permeability of PI depends not only on chemical
structure (diamine and dianhydride components), but also on imidization process
conditions (chemical vs. thermal imidization), and PI has good chemical and thermal
resistance. PIs are generally orange/yellow in color, but some PIs exhibit optical
clarity. PIs have good mechanical properties and durability. In spite of these good
chemical properties, one major advantage of PI is its suitability for photolithography
processes, including stable and durable metal deposition; importantly, its thickness
can be controlled to within a few microns [21]. Diverse metal layers can be deposited
on a PI substrate using vapor deposition, sputtering, and reactive ion etching pro-
cesses that are cost-effective and allow specified structure patterning with conven-
tional etching process and high repeatability. These diverse fabrication methods
enable PI to be applied on substrate of skin-like electronics.

(4) Parylene

PL is a green polymer that does not require initiating or terminating solvents; a
representative PL-based coating and substrate commonly used for biomedical
applications. Because it provides excellent biocompatibility, PL-C has been widely
used as a substrate material for implantable electronic devices [22]. Various
research groups have verified the usefulness of PL-C coatings and substrates for
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thin, flexible, and stretchable electrodes. PL also shows good chemical resistance
and thermal stability, with decomposition beginning at 290 °C. Even though PL has
a critical issue like a delamination, well-coated PL substrate has been applied on
substrate material that provides good mechanical and chemical properties. As the
other application, PL coating is commonly used by deposition techniques such as
chemical vapor deposition.

Beside these materials, diverse materials could be used as substrate.
Super-stretchable Ecoflex, liquid crystal, polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and
polyethylene (PEN) are commercially available polymers and they have been
broadly used for flexible and stretchable electronics [23–25]. Among these materials,
Ecoflex is broadly used as strain sensor due to its highly stretchable property. One of
hot materials adapted for use in biomedical devices is silk [26]. To date, silk, with
features of nanofibers, films, micro/nano spheres and porous sponges, has gained
prominence as a material for biomedical applications including scaffold and drug
delivery. It also has the property of controllable degradability and high permeability
is good for evaporation of sweat and use in high-humidity conditions [27], which
enables extensive potential exploitation in attachable devices on the skin. Some
neural-implantable electrode which is ultrathin enabling conformal contact to highly
wrinkled brain surface has been reported using silk as biodegradable support [28].

12.3.2.2 Conductive Nanofillers and Conductive Nanocomposite

Conductive nanocomposite materials have attracted considerable attention for flex-
ible and stretchable electronic applications because they do not require metal depo-
sition, eliminating corrosion, and delamination concerns. The conductive
nanocomposite-based fabrication methods overcome limitations of metal or
silicon-based systems. Nanocomposite conductive material is generally synthesized
by blending conductive nanofillers and stretchable polymer with and without using
surfactants. Although diverse nanofillers have been developed [29] (N. Saba), carbon
nanotubes (CNTs, Fig. 12.2a) [30], graphene (Fig. 12.2c) [31], metal nanowires
(NWs, Fig. 12.2e) [32], metal nanoparticles, and flakes (Fig. 12.2g) [33] are generally
used as conductive nanofiller, whereas PDMS, PMMA, polystyrene, chitosan, and
PVA are generally used as polymers. CNTs are tube-shaped, 3D nanostructures of
carbon allotropes, and are classified as single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) and
multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs), depending on the number of concentric layers of
graphene sheets. For over a decade, they have been well known for their strong
mechanical properties and high electrical conductivity. By the rapid progress of
purification and functionalization (covalent and noncovalent modification, ligand
attachment, etc.) of CNTs, they are being actively applied to advanced biosensors,
implant coatings, and composite biomaterials [34–36]. The blending ratio of both
materials determines the conductivity and degree of mechanical deformability. High
loading of CNTs is required for high conductivity, but it also decreases the softness
and stretchability of the composite material. Since the first report of CNTs/polymer
nanocomposites, various CNT composite materials and potential applications in
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diverse fields have been and continue to be developed [37]. Among polymers, PDMS
and chitosan have been commonly used, and several CNT/PDMS (Fig. 12.2b)
skin-like electrodes have been used to measure ECG, EEG, and EMG signals [38–
40]. CNTs/polymer nanocomposites have enormous potential for future flexible and
stretchable electrodes and circuits, however, they have some critical limits. One of
them is that their conductance is still quite low. They can be used in voltage-driven
devices, such as capacitive touch screens and electrodes for biopotential sensing, but
their use in current-driven devices like organic LED and stimulating electrodes is
limited. To enhance conductivity, researchers have mixed in metal NWs (e.g.,: gold,
silver, and copper nanowire) or microscale silver flakes (Fig. 12.2f, h) [32, 41].
Another problem of CNT/PDMS is that their conductivity varies with strain and
bending, and the resistance of a composite sheet can be stabilized by an initial
pretreatment process consisting of repeated cycles of stretching and release.
Nanocomposite material consisting of CNTs and chitosan has recently been used in a
variety of applications, including biosensors, biofuel cells, drug delivery systems, and
electronic circuit [42]. The use of natural and biocompatible polymers for the syn-
thesis of nanocomposite material may expand their applications to include the
development of biodegradable conducting materials and devices.

Graphene, another carbon material, has attracted extensive interest owing to its
exceptional electrical, mechanical, thermal, and optical properties. Graphene, a
two-dimensional single-atom-thick sheet of graphite, was first discovered in the
1960s and produced and isolated in measurable quantities in 2003 [43]
Graphene-polymer composites are of interest to researchers in a variety of fields. In
recent years, researchers have successfully fabricated graphene-polymer composites
similar to CNT-based polymer composites. It has been shown that the combination
of graphene and polymer matrices improves electrical conductivity at a low perco-
lation threshold, and increases mechanical strength, elastic modulus, and thermal
conductivity and stability. This reinforcement enables several applications, includ-
ing high-strength and lightweight structural polymers in automobile and aerospace
fields. Graphene and polymer matrices are also used in the electronics industry,
where they improve thermal conductivity for thermal management and serve as a
flexible electronic circuit, and in the energy storage field, where they are used as
highly conductive polymers for flexible super capacitors (Fig. 12.2d) [31, 44].

Besides CNTs and graphene, metal NWs are extensively used for skin-like elec-
tronics. One appealing approach for obtaining stretchable and flexible electronics is to
coat metallic NWs on the surface of an elastic substrate or to infiltrate them into the
elastic polymer. In addition to higher conductivity of NWs, transparency is another
advantage of such electrodes comparedwith those fabricated fromCNTs or graphene.
Among NWs, silver NWs (AgNWs) are the most extensively used because of their
intriguing electrical, thermal, and optical properties [45]. Diverse methods can be
used to prepared AgNWs, including hydrothermal, electrochemical, UV irradiation
and template techniques, and microwave-assisted processes. The diameters and
lengths of AgNWs are generally 30–200 nm and 1–20 μm, respectively. NW length is
critical for improving conductivity because greater length results in longer percolation
paths and fewer NW junctions. Although AgNWs show excellent performance, they
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are expensive; thus, cheaper nanofillers are desirable for broad applications. Copper
NWs (CuNWs) are an appealing alternative to AgNWs because of their high con-
ductivity (comparable to that of silver), cost-effectiveness, and abundance in the earth.
Despite these advantages, CuNWs exhibit poor stability against thermal oxidation
and chemical corrosion, which degrades conductivity over time;a crucial problem for
broader application. To address these problems, researchers have developed several
methods for maintaining their conductivity and transparency, including coating with
an aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO)/aluminum oxide (Al2O3) or nickel passivation
layer. Although these coating methods considerably increase the conductivity of
nanocomposite materials, stretch dramatically degrades their conductivity, limiting
them to low-stretch applications. Nanoparticles (NPs) with diameters ranging from 10
to 100 nm are broadly used in flexible sensors, and details for NP-based flexible
sensors are well described in Haick’s review paper [46]. Ag flake is frequently used as
conductive filler, and Someya et al. developed elastic conductor ink comprising of Ag
flakes, a fluorine rubber and a fluorine surfactant to develop flexible electronic system
[47]. The homogenous dispersion of nanofiller and polymer has been a great interest,
and diverse method such as surface modification, ultrasonication [48, 49], hot
pressing [50], jet-milling [51], and shear mixing [49, 52, 53] and chemical agents [48,
50, 51, 54, 55] have been employed.

12.3.3 Fabrication Methods for Flexible and Stretchable
Electrodes Using Nanomaterials

(1) Geometry and pre- and post-stretching

Although a metal layer deposited on a stretchable substrate cannot be extended
beyond a few percent, stretchability can be greatly enhanced by designing a metal
pattern shape and depositing metal on a prestrained substrate. To date, several
representative geometries that provide excellent stretchability have been designed.
A mesh shape is a favored design for covering and contacting curved surfaces, and
recent in vivo studies have demonstrated that mesh architectures are highly suited to
curvilinear surfaces (Fig. 12.3a) [1, 5, 28]. Recent efforts to fabricate skin-like
electrodes have highlighted serpentine and fractal geometries [56, 57]. Rogers and
colleagues intensely investigated serpentine and fractal geometries, showing that a
thin electrode can be stretched more than 300 %, depending on its specific structure,
without disconnection [58]. Although this method has been popularly used for the
metal line, its extensive application is expected in the fabrication of soft electronics.
Diverse nanomaterial-based stretchable patterns could be achieved on the stretch-
able substrate, and typical examples are percolation nanomaterial networks [59, 60],
net-shaped structures [59, 61] and spring-like structures [62]. Fibrous structure such
as CNTs and metal NWs can easily form networked pattern. Dispersing, electro-
spinning, or cross-stacking of aligned ribbons [63] are popular methods to spread
these materials on the substrate. Within a certain level of tensile strain applied, the
nanomaterials will rotate and slide against each other to accommodate the strain.
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Fig. 12.3 Illustration and images of fabrication methods for flexible and stretchable electrodes.
a (Design) Implementation of Peano curves for stretchable electronics illustration of three
iterations of a two-dimensional Peano curve. Optical image of third order Peano-based wires on
skin and a skin-replica (colorized metal wires), showing the conformal contact of the wires on the
substrate. Scale bar, 2 mm. Wearable electronic patch designed by mesh structure. b (Post
stretching) ‘Wavy’ structure made from prestrain and post-strain method. Cross-sectional SEM
image of the AgNW/PDMS layer. c (Nanomaterial deposition) Air spray coating method for
coating the nanowires. Optical image of aligned carbon nanotube polymer hybrid architectures by
transferring the cut vinyl patterned mask on a soft substrate. d (Infiltration) Schematics illustrating
the fabrication steps of the aligned MWNT-PDMS array structures. SEM images showing the
MWNT architectures before and after PDMS infiltration in two different scales and shapes: arrays
of nanotube pillars (500 µm diameter and 100 µm height) before and after infiltration. Cross
section image. e (Injection) Elastic conductive patterning method of filling conductive liquid
through soft polymer channel. Application of the CNT-chitosan electrode in electrical circuits.
Operation of a functional LED in a plate circuit and bending test to determine the flexibility of the
CNT-chitosan circuit. f (Printing) The solvent-cast 3D printing of nanocomposite microstructures
and optical image of two helical sensors mechanically supporting and electrically sourcing a
luminous LED bulb
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A curvilinear substrate is another well-developed strategy for stretchable elec-
tronics [64]. This ‘wavy’ structure is made prestrain and post-strain method
(Fig. 12.3b). For the prestrain process, the elastomeric substrate is mechanically or
thermally pre-stretched and metallic or semiconducting layers are transferred or
deposited onto the prestrained elastomeric substrate. Finally, prestrained substrate is
released and the wavy structures, which can be easily bent, stretched, and com-
pressed, are formed spontaneously. In contrast, post-strain method is to stretch the
elastic substrate on which conductive layers are already deposited. At first, a
conductive layer is deposited on the elastomeric substrate. After deposition, it is
stretched and released forming buckled elastomeric surface. This is a simple and
cost-effective method for fabrication of stretchable electrodes. Xu et al. reported a
AgNW/PDMS conductor with a wavy structure that becomes stable in the tensile
strain range of 0–50 %, exhibiting high conductivity [32]. They stabilized their
wavy conductor by repeated stretch and release of AgNW/PDMS after it was cured.
These stretchable conductors showed outstanding robustness under repeated
mechanical loading. Using this method, diverse applications such as stretchable
LED circuit and strain sensor have been demonstrated.

(2) Deposition of nanomaterials on the substrate

Just by coating of CNT, graphene, and metallic NWs on the surface of elastic
substrate, the stretchable and flexible electronics could be fabricated, although
stretchability is not high compared to other method. Especially, coating of metallic
NWs is popularly used for variant applications because they are more conductive
and transparent than carbon material and metallic nanoparticles. Transparency of
NW is another advantage compared to CNT and graphene, which extends appli-
cations to flexible display and optical devices. As NWs, silver NWs (AgNWs) are
the most extensively used because of their intriguing electrical, thermal, and optical
properties. Several coating methods have been employed to fabricate AgNW-based
electrodes from NW solutions, such as air-spray coating (Fig. 12.3c) [65–68],
vacuum filtration followed by transfer [59, 69], Meyer rod coating [70], transfer
printing, and drop-casting [71]. As aforementioned, NW length is critical to
improve the conductivity because of longer percolation paths and reduced NW
junctions, and a number of research efforts to manufacture stretchable and trans-
parent conductors with long NWs are currently ongoing [72]. A thermal annealing
process, which removes poly-4-vinylphenol (PVP) residues and facilitates
nanowelding between NWs, is another critical step in enhancing conductivity [59]

(3) Infiltration of elastomers in nanomaterial layer

Infiltrating elastomers in a pre-connected and aligned thin film of conductive filler on
the solid substrate has been reported as an effective method to fabricate stretchable
electronics (Fig. 12.3d). The advantage of this method is that the conductive filler
contacts directly through the thermal annealing prior to infiltrating the elastomers,
which enhances the electrical conductivity compared to the blending method. The
shape and dimension of filler’s geometry can be adjusted by varying the volume
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fraction and geometry of the filler. By pouring elastomer pre-polymers onto net-
worked filler, crosslinking the polymer, and peeling off the elastomer, a highly con-
ductive and stretchable composite can be produced [6, 7]. As conductive nanofillers,
CNTs, NPs, and NW are widely used. Jung et al. fabricated composite structures by
impregnating vertically aligned arrays of MWNTs into a transparent PDMS matrix.
They used vertically aligned MWNT architectures grown on pre-patterned SiO2/Si
substrates, and encapsulated with PDMS prepolymer solution (Fig. 12.3d) [73]. Li
et al. reported new class of highly organized SWCNT network-polymer hybrid
structures by incorporating horizontally and vertically aligned SWCNTs in desired
locations, orientations, and dimensions [8]. Based on this approach, diverse archi-
tectures could be built ranging from two-dimensional suspended SWCNTmicrolines
on microtrenched PDMS substrates. Yang et al. demonstrated SWNTs/PDMS com-
posites [9], and Pei et al. reported a composite of SWNTs and a shape memory
polymer, poly(tert-butyl acrylate) [10]. NWs could also be infiltrated, and NWs
demonstrated better conductivity and transparency. Zhu et al. fabricated a highly
conductive and stretchable Ag nanowires/PDMS conductor, in which the PDMS
prepolymerwas infiltrated into a thick layer ofAgnanowires and thermally cured [32].
For the enhancement of conductivity when stretched, buckled geometry was used and
a high stretchability and conductivity was obtained. The sandwich structure is
employed to protect the nanocomposite thinfilm fromphysical contact and damage by
the complete coverage of the thin film on both sides. Amjadi et al. developed
super-stretchable, skin-mountable, and ultrasoft strain sensors based on sandwiched
structure with Ecoflex-CNT percolation networks—Ecoflex layer. The sensor
demonstrated super-stretchability andhigh reliability for strains as large as 500%[74].

(4) Fabrication of elastic conductive pattern using microfluidic channelc

By filling conductive liquid in soft polymer channel, the flexible electronics could
be fabricated [29, 60]. The microchannel was fabricated by softlithography process,
and the inside surface of the channels was treated with plasma oxidation for the
enhancement of wettability. By constructing multilayer structure, this approach
enables the fabrication of complex 2D and 3D structures. Ha et al. developed
flexible LED arrays by embedded liquid-metal interconnections of eutectic alloy of
Ga and In (EGaIn) [75] and stretchable loudspeaker is driven by the dynamic
interaction between the liquid metal coil and a permanent Neodymium (Nd) magnet
[76]. As filler, nano composite materials could be used instead of specific liquid
metal alloy. Compared to liquid metal alloy, control of the injection pressure, the
viscosity of nanocomposite material and interfacial tension are critical factors
determining the successful patterning and the resolution of the resulting patterns.
Injection of viscose liquid into the microfluidic channel is still challenging, and air
bubbles are created during injecting process. Contrary to liquid metal, nanocom-
posite materials dry up as time goes, and it cannot be stretched extremely like liquid
metal. As an alternative method, nanofiller could be trapped in the negative relief of
PDMS channel forming conductive layer. Hwang et al. have developed
CNT-chitosan nanocomposite-based electrical circuit (Fig. 12.3e). The negative
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relief of PDMS electrical circuit channel was fabricated using conventional soft
lithography process. Onto the relief, CNT-chitosan nanocomposite was poured and
scrubbed with slide glass, then, nanocomposite was filled into the channels and
remnant was completely removed. By covering the channel with thin PDMS layer
and connecting commercially available 7-segment light emitting diode (LED) and
its driving chip, the metal-free stretchable and flexible electronic circuit was fab-
ricated [42]. Figure 12.3e demonstrates the working 7-segment LED circuit. In a
similar method, more complicated electronic digital circuit (adder) was developed
using CNT/PDMS nanocomposite materials.

(5) Others

Recent progress of 2D and 3D printing technology including ink-jet, screen, and 3D
printing could also be applied in printing electrode pattern using well-dispersed
nanocomposite materials as ink (Fig. 12.3f) [77, 78]. Especially, 3D printer enables
the construction of complicated 3D electronics. Porous surface of PDMS was used
to enhance metal deposition and stretchability. Jeong et al. reported a method for
fabricating flexible and stretchable electronics by the metal deposition on the
porous PDMS layer [62]. The porous PDMS thin film was fabricated by applying
pressurized steam to an uncured PDMS layer and conductivity could be maintained
to 80 % strain. The commercial electronic components can be bonded on the highly
stretchable substrate just by the soldering. The CNT and graphene layers could be
deposited on the porous surface maintaining good conductivity and stretchability.

12.4 Biocompatibility for Biomedical Applications

Medical devices and materials require the strict safety for human use, and safety
approval can be obtained from regulatory agencies using standard documentation,
such as ISO 10993 (“Biological Evaluation of Medical Devices”) [79–81]. The
elastic materials that comply with ISO 10993 standards or USP (United States
Pharmacopeia) class VI standards are PL-C, silk [20, 82–84], PU (U203-FDA95
polyurethane natural white; Seal Maker), and PDMS (S40, S50, and S70—Liquid
Silicone Rubber Part A and B; Dow Corning). Although PI has been used in
biomedical applications, and several groups have proven its biocompatibility and low
cytotoxicity for use as long-term implanted electrodes, to our knowledge, it has not
been certified by any regulatory agencies to our knowledge. For the test of biological
safety, in vitro experiments, such as cell-cycle analyses and cytotoxicity tests, as well
as in vivo tests, such as those involving direct contact of a material with the animal’s
skin or tissue, have been used to evaluate and establish material biocompatibility.
Similar to polymer, there has been concern about biocompatibility of CNTs and
graphene, and several reports have revealed that CNTs could induce genotoxicity via
induction of reactive oxygen species in biomedical field [17]. This concern can be
partly solved by fully encapsulating CNTs into polymers. From our experience, even
though CNTs are encapsulated with polymer, CNT debris sometimes is separated
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from the surface of electrode. Therefore, complete encapsulation of CNTs into
polymer is critically required for the biomedical application. Similar to CNTs, gra-
phene also bring a concern about toxicity behavior when exposed to bio-system [42].
Although considerable research has been devoted to the study of skin electronics,
biocompatibility remains a critical issue in developing skin electronics. Thus, if
skin-like devices are to be used for medical application, additional studies will be
required to satisfy existing regulations. In the near future, these regulations are likely
to become stricter than now; ultimately, most products contacting the human body are
likely to require regulations comparable to medical grade.

12.5 Applications

12.5.1 Biopotential Sensor

For the stable and continuous monitoring of biopotential from the epidermis,
conformal contact, biocompatibility, and skin-like mechanical properties are critical
components. In general metal (Au, Ag/AgCl, and Pt)-based electrodes have been
broadly used for measuring biopotential. Despite extensive application of these
electrodes, measuring signals continuously and unconsciously using them remains
difficult because most such electrodes require a gel for conformal contact with the
skin. These gels sometimes cause allergic reactions and irritation to the skin and
cause electrical noise owing to drying of the gel. To address the limits of gel-type
electrodes, researchers have developed diverse dry electrodes; however, long-term
and continuous measurement of signals with minimum artifact from motion is still
challenging. Recent progress in the development of nanomaterials-based electronics
plays a pivotal role in overcoming the problems of conventional dry electrodes.
S. Lee et al. developed self-adhesive electrodes using nanocomposite conductive
materials [38]. They developed EEG recording patch using CNT and adhesive
PDMS composite material, yielding a signal quality comparable to that of com-
mercial electrodes while providing robust conformal contact on the skin. The patch
can self-adhere on the skin and is resistant to motion and sweat. Lee et al. reported
CNT/PDMS in-ear electrodes developed to measure EEG signals in the form of
headphones [39]. The shape of electrode is the same as that of a commercial
canal-type earphone. A soft and skin-compatible CNT/PDMS-based conductive
cap, which looks like the rubber cap of an earphone, took a role of the metal in
conventional electrodes. Several skin-like electrodes to measure EMG signals were
reported using Ag flakes/fluorine rubber electrode [74] and AgNW/PDMS dry
electrode. To conformal contact between skin and electronics for the long-term and
stable monitoring of health, self-adhesion capability is another key method. S. Lee
et al. developed a self-adhesive capacitive EEG electrode composed of a CNT and
adhesive PDMS nanocomposite material. Due to the softness of adhesive PDMS,
EEG signals could be stably measured even though the electrode was placed on the
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hairy skin [85]. Suh et al. developed a self-adhesive patch using unique structural
characteristics of gecko foot hair. They fabricated mushroom-shaped pillars made
of soft PDMS showing that this structure is less affected by surface contamination
and oxidation than conventional acrylic adhesives [86]. Lee et al. demonstrated
self-adhesive ECG patch consisting of CNT/adhesive-PDMS and the adhesiveness
recovered by washing with alcohol, and they recorded ECG signal while patient is
under water bath (Fig. 12.4a) [40]. Jang et al. used ultralow modulus silicone with
excellent adhesive property to the skin and high permeability for transepidermal
water loss. The electrode is strongly self-adhesive to the skin with using glue [87].
Nevertheless, the continuing death and sloughing of epidermal cells from the skin,
an impediment for long-term use, is a problem awaiting a solution.

Fig. 12.4 Applications of skin-like electrode such as biopotential sensor, motion/pressure sensors,
and stretchable heater. a ECG electrode based on CNT/aPDMS and schematic diagram of the
impedance from the heart to the preamplifier, which is composed of the impedance from the heart
to the epidermis (ZHE), the contact impedance between CNT/aPDMS and the epidermis (ZCE),
the intrinsic impedance of CNT/aPDMS (ZC), and the contact impedance between CNT/aPDMS
and the metal-patterned layer (ZCM). Motion artifact tests and ECG measurements. b Stretchable
wearable devices of carbon nanotube strain sensor and results of relative changes in resistance
versus time for breathing and data glove configurations, respectively. c Pressure sensor based on
the AuNWs coated tissue paper and schematic illustration of the sensing mechanism. d Stretchable
heater based on nanocomposite of AgNWs and IR camera images when the wrist moved
downward and upward
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12.5.2 Stretchable and Flexible Motion and Pressure
Sensors

Stretchable and flexible motion and pressure sensors are promising components for a
broad range of applications, including wearable devices, consumer electronics,
games, robotics, prosthetics, behavioral analysis, and space flight. The most popular
application of nanomaterial-based electronics is the motion analysis. If such a
motion sensor could be worn for long-term without trouble, its applications would be
expanded dramatically. The representative motion sensor is a strain sensor, which is
generally used for measuring physical longitudinal deformations of a device.
Although metallic strain gauges have historically been used for the biomedical
applications, they can maintain only low strain (≤5 %). Various recently developed
polymer composite strain sensors offer a maximum measureable strain that is better
than that of metallic stain sensors. Strain sensors based on nanomaterials are a focus
of development efforts owing to their high stretchability, acceptable conductivity
and excellent mechanical properties, and CNTs, graphene, and NWs have been
popularly used as conducting nanomaterials. These strain sensors are broadly used in
the measurement of human behavior. Yamada et al. developed wearable and
stretchable devices fabricated by encapsulating thin films of aligned SWCNT with
PDMS. They realized a highly stretchable strain sensor that can withstand strain up
to 280 %, with high durability (10,000 cycles at 150 % strain), fast response (delay
time, 14 ms), and low creep (3.0 % at 100 % strain) and used them for the detection
of knee joint movement, typing using glove, breathing and phonation (Fig. 12.4b)
[88]. Lipomi et al. produced conductive, transparent, and stretchable nanotube films
by spray-coating of nanotube (length = 2–3 μm) directly onto PDMS [89]. Park et al.
devised diverse strain electrodes using CNT/Ecoflex [23], AgNP/PDMS [85], and
SiNW/PDMS electrodes [23] in the form of the sandwich structure (i.e., AgNW thin
film embedded between two layers of PDMS) and used them for finger motion.
Another important motion sensor is a pressure sensor. Flexible and stretchable
pressure sensors are of principal importance for rollable touch displays, energy
harvesting, biomedical prostheses, and soft robotics. Most of these applications
require high sensitivity at low pressure, fast response times, and low-power con-
sumption. Pan et al. introduced conducting, polymer-based, and ultra-sensitive
pressure sensors that mimic natural skin. These resistive pressure sensors, which are
capable of detecting a pressure of less than 1 Pa and exhibit a short response time,
good reproducibility, excellent cycling stability, and temperature-stable sensing, can
be used for artificial electronic skin and robotic arm. Gong et al. developed an
ultrathin, AuNW-based, wearable, and highly sensitive pressure sensor. This sensor
is scalable and can measure pressure patterns by mapping spatial pressure distri-
butions. This flexible pressure sensor is used for wearable, real-time monitoring of
blood pulses, detection of small vibrations, and as a tactile sensor and human-like
prosthetic skin (Fig. 12.4c) [90]. Hong et al. reported polymer-CNT pressure sensor
for the real-time detection of local pressure to monitor hypertrophic scars in burnt
skin [88, 91]. Zhao et al. developed a flexible/wearable multifunctional sensor array
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with simple processes for highly-sensitive contact/pressure/strain detections using
PDMS/Ag/Ecoflex/Ag/PDMS sandwich-structured sensor array. Its detection limit
is 6 Pa and can be stretched up to 70 % [92]. Pang et al. recorded the physical force of
a heartbeat in real time using sensor attached to the artery of a volunteer’s wrist. The
sensor is based on two interlocked arrays of high-aspect-ratio Pt-coated polymeric
nanofibres [86]. Besides these examples, a quantity of strain and pressure sensors
were developed, and they are well described at some review papers [93].

12.5.3 Stimulator

Stimulation is one of the most important therapeutic methods for physical therapy,
sports,wellness, and pain treatment using surface electrodes and consisted of electrical
method and thermalmethod., Electricalmuscle stimulation (EMS) and transcutaneous
electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) are representative potential applications of
skin-like electrode. In medicine, EMS helps to prevent muscle atrophy, which
sometimes occurs after musculoskeletal injuries, such as damage to bones, joints,
muscles, ligaments, and tendons. TENS helps to decrease pain signals from the brain,
back, cervical muscular, disc syndromes, and other acute/chronic pain signals. The
electronics for EMS and TENS require a larger current; as a result, wet electrode is
generally used due to high electrical conductivity. Even though conductive
nanomaterial-based electronics are widely used, it is still challenging to fabricate
stimulating electrode using conductive nanomaterials such as CNTs and graphene
because of their lower conductivity thanmetal. If metal NWs are very stably deposited
on the soft substrates, the stimulating electrode could be fabricated; however, fabri-
cation of nanomaterial-based stimulating electrode is still difficult. Nevertheless,
long-term wearable skin-like electrodes are necessary for the safe and effective elec-
trotherapy such TENS, neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES), and other less
common forms of electrotherapy. Highly conductive nanomaterial-based electronics
will contribute to the development of stimulating electrode. Contrary to recording
electrode, stimulating electrodes require strict regulation for patients’ safety due to
electric shocking and burns. However, it is challenging to prevent such damage
because the degree of the burn (first, second or third) is dependent on the patient’s skin
condition. Feedback stimulation system will be the clue to prevent the damage. By
integrating the sensors and stimulating electrodes on the skin-like electrode, the
burning of skin and electrical shock could be detected by the sensor and damages could
be prevented. Contrary to electrical stimulationmethod, thermal stimulationmethod is
widely used by nanomaterial-based fabrications. For example, Chu et al. developed
wearable ohmic joule heater using highly conducting CNT/polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) composite forming a random network of CNTs, and its heating range is from
room temperature up to 200 °C [94]. Choi et al. present a soft and stretchable heating
element that is lightweight and thin, and is conformally integrated with the human
joints and the skin for effective heat transfer and thermotherapy. The heater is com-
posed of highly conductive Ag NW/elastomer nanocomposite (Fig. 12.4d) [95].
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Conformal contact is another critical challenge for stable stimulation because their
electrode is commonly large for low contact impedance. Therefore, conventional skin
electrodes for stimulation are not suitable for long-term and unconsciousness. Soft and
flexible electronics enable such long-term wear while maintaining conformal contact
because of their skin-like mechanical properties.

12.6 Future Developments

Future skin-like flexible electronics will be more cost-effective, lightweight, soft,
portable, biocompatible, and stretchable than currently available devices. From these
aspects, nanomaterial-based skin-like electronics has a quantity of potential
advantage; however, their applications to healthcare fields are not so widespread
because of difficulty in precise patterning, low electrical conductivity and biocom-
patibility (e.g., carbon material). As strain and pressure sensor, nanomaterial-based
sensors are beneficial. For example, to perform sensitive and difficult tasks of robot,
such as grabbing fragile objects and performing medical surgery, tactile sensing
devices, which have soft, flexible, and highly sensitive tactile sensing electronics, is
greatly required. Due to these reasons, the nanomaterial-based strain and pressure
sensors will have extensive applications in surgical and prosthetic robots (Fig. 12.5
(right)). It is also anticipated that small devices for sensing various signals (e.g.,
temperature, environment (air pollution, ultraviolet and radiation), and biochemical
compositions) could be integrated into e-skin for the monitoring of diverse body
conditions and environmental damages to health (Fig. 12.5 (left)). Recent progress

Fig. 12.5 Future perspective of skin-like electrode. Future wearable integrated circuit will be
skin-like flexible electronics and multifunctional devices that provide HMI (Human Machine
Interface), continuous biosignal monitoring and semipermanent self-energy-supporting from
energy harvesting technologies
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of technologies to integrate multiple components such as transistors, LED, and
electronic elements to the skin-like electronic may enable the production of e-skin to
monitor health and environments simultaneously. For the operation of skin-like
electronics with multiple components, energy delivery and communication of signal
is important. Even though diverse small batteries were developed to date, they are
not easily mountable on the human skin because their size and weight are still big.
The connection of skin-like electronics to recording system is another critical factor,
but it is still challenging. Kim et al. demonstrated the power delivery and
radio-frequency communication modules on the soft electronics to establish a
multifunctional biosignal detection system. However, for the practical application,
reliable and simple connection methods should be developed. Feedback system
consisting of sensor and stimulator is hot issue for electrical theragnosis.
A stretchable prosthetic skin equipped with ultrathin silicon nanoribbon (SiNR)
strain, pressure, and temperature sensor arrays was developed. They are integrated
with stretchable humidity sensors and heaters further for the sensation of skin
moisture and body temperature regulation. Integrated electrode can transmit elec-
trical signal to the prosthetic skin to stimulate specific nerves. Although it is chal-
lenging to integrate multiple components into nanomaterial-based skin-like
electronics, the combination of nanomaterials with other technologies may enable
the fabrication of electrodes with components. For example, Lee et al. developed the
ECG patch by combining the sticky CNT/PDMS layer for self-adhesion and con-
formal contact to the skin and the PI layer for electrical circuit. This ECG patch could
measure ECG signals whose signal quality and reliability are almost comparable to
commercial Ag/AgCl electrode even though it does not use gel. Another application
of nanomaterial-based electronics is battery and energy harvesting (Fig. 12.5 (right)).
While tremendous effort has been concentrated on developing skin-like electrode
usable in clinics, it is still challenging because of limit in power delivery. Recent
progress in energy storage and harvesting technologies using flexible material could
be combined to the skin-like electronics. More information regarding health and
environment can be obtained to improve the quality of human life using skin-like
electronics.
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Part III
Bioinspired/Implantable Electronics



Chapter 13
Mechanically Compliant Neural Interfaces

Ivan R. Minev and Stéphanie P. Lacour

Abstract Neural interfaces are engineered devices that aim at replacing, restoring,
and rehabilitating the injured or damaged nervous system. One of the challenges to
overcome to deploy therapeutic neural interfaces as clinical treatments lies in the
physical mismatch between biological tissues and artificial engineered devices. This
chapter details recent development in materials science and technology focused on
reducing this physical mismatch thereby opening the path for long-term biointe-
grated neural interfaces.

Keywords Thin film devices � Elastomer � Implantable electrodes � Mechanical
compliance

13.1 Introduction

A neural interface aims at establishing a communication channel between the
nervous system and an engineered device. The information that is exchanged is
complex because events in the nervous system can occur on a temporal scale of
milliseconds to years; they can emanate from a single synapse, approximately a
micrometer in size, to macroscopic bundles of nerve fibers. Within the spatial
confines of neural organs (brain, spinal cord and peripheral nerves), cells com-
municate by electrical and chemical impulses. Capturing and decoding these signals
help to understand the physiological basis of perception, memory, and conscious-
ness, and can serve therapeutic purposes for the restoration of functions lost through
injury or disease. If we understand the language of nerve tissue, we can use suitably
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designed neural interfaces to modulate brain activity to probe the function of
specific circuits or to reduce the sensation of chronic pain, overcome clinical
depression, or restore movement. Although currently we could not listen (or talk) to
every neuron in a mammalian brain at all times (a human brain contains about
100 billion neurons), let alone process the unimaginable amount of data that would
be generated each second, the nervous system is accessible both at the level of
single cells and of large networks. Neural interfaces are evolving to expand the
temporal, spatial, and throughput scales at which information is exchanged. This
chapter outlines contemporary challenges in building the physical devices used in
neural interfacing and especially those that are placed inside the body. Emphasis is
placed on efforts to improve the biocompatibility and functionality of neural
implants by considering biomechanics, novel materials, and fabrication methods.

13.2 Establishing Communication with Neural Tissues

Neural interfacing devices need to fulfill two basic purposes. One is to detect
(record) and the other is to modulate neural activity (stimulate or inhibit) as illus-
trated in Fig. 13.1a, b, respectively. The ionic nature of neuronal communication
has made the microelectrode array the standard device for neural recordings. Some
more recent recording technologies are optical in nature and employ genetically
encoded voltage reporter molecules that modify the intensity of their fluorescence
as a result of neuron membrane depolarization [7]. Stimulation devices also largely
rely on various electrode designs; however several neuromodulation technologies
exist. Optical neuron stimulation can be achieved by genetically encoding light
sensitive ion channels in the cell membrane, a technique known as optogenetics [4].
Because communication at synapses is chemical, activity can be elicited by the
targeted delivery of chemicals such as neurotransmitters released from an implanted
device [29, 51]. Delivery of other forms of energy such as heat [8], or ultrasound
agitation [61, 74] has also been explored and it may offer less invasive solutions in
stimulating deep brain structures. At other times, it may be necessary to inhibit
activity (e.g., to investigate the functional significance of a specific circuit or to
interrupt an epileptic seizure). This may be achieved with optogenetic techniques
where opsin activation causes membrane hyperpolarisation [75], or by local heat
extraction (cooling) [33] where both have the effect of reducing the excitability of
neural tissues nearby. In an analogy with electrodes, some of the alternative modes
of neuromodulation described above can be dubbed “optrodes” (delivery of light),
“chemotrodes” (delivery of pharmacology), and “thermotrodes” (delivery or
extraction of heat). The delivery (or extraction) of these various forms of energy is
what determines the choice of materials employed in realizing the neural interface
as well as the microfabrication processes available.
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(a)

(b)

 NeuroGrid for recording applications

 electronic dura mater  (e-dura) for neuromodulation applications

Fig. 13.1 Examples of neural implants for recording and stimulation applications. The NeuroGrid
and e-dura implants are examples of the two basic functions of a neural interface; detection and
modulation of neural activity. Conceptually, the two modalities can be combined to form a
neuroprosthetic system that can bypass a paralyzing spinal cord injury. The system will decode
movement intention from brain signals and translate those to motion through functional electrical
stimulation. a Conformal microelectrodes for recording applications (NeuroGrid). The combina-
tion of “neuron sized” (10 × 10 μm2) recording electrodes and the conformability offered by an
ultrathin substrate (4 μm) allows for the simultaneous recording of local field potentials (LFP) and
single neuron action potentials (AP) from the surface of the brain. In (i) the implant is placed over
the somatosensory cortex in rat. The spikes (APs) in the grid on the right are obtained by high pass
filtering and averaging signals from corresponding electrodes on the array. In (ii) the grid is used to
record LFP. The upper panel shows traces obtained during sleep where typical slow wave activity
(orange box) and sleep spindles (grey box) can be observed. Below is a time-frequency
spectrogram of LFP recorded during sleep. In (iii), a polar plot demonstrates that single units are
phase locked to oscillations in the LFP signal (grey box slow oscillation in (ii)). Adapted from
[32]. b Conformal microelectrodes for neuromodulation in the spinal cord (electronic dura mater).
The use of soft materials has enabled the long-term integration of the implant in the subdural space
of the spinal cord. The implant delivers electrical and pharmacological modulations which are
tailored to restore locomotion in spinal injured rats. In (i), histological examination of the thoracic
contusion injury reveals only a small proportion of spared spinal tissue. The implant is placed
below the injury. In (ii), depicted is a robotic support system for bipedal locomotion and
monitoring of hind limb kinematics in injured and implanted rats. In (iii), the implant is used as an
electrochemical neuroprosthesis. Stick diagram decompositions of hind limb movements are
shown together with leg muscle activity and hind limb oscillations. Without input from the
prosthesis, the hind limbs of the rat are paralyzed and drag. Upon the synergistic application of
electrical and pharmacological stimulation, step-like movement is restored. Adapted from [47]
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13.3 Soft Neural Interfaces Maintain Proximity to
Interfacing Targets

Functional devices, whether electrical, optical, or chemical, have to coexist (in close
proximity) with living neural organs (Fig. 13.2a–k). The neural interface has to
form physical contact with neural parenchyma, because the signals generated by
neurons are small, bulk tissue filters out fast events, and neurons themselves are
closely packed. Proximity to the source of signals therefore improves the selectivity
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b Fig. 13.2 Mechanically compliant implants are integrated with soft tissues of the nervous system.
Since the ultimate goal of neural engineering is the development of new clinical treatments, the
envisaged applications of the implants (a–k) are presented in the central diagram in the context of
the human anatomy. a Ultrathin and flexible intracortical electrode arrays. Individual electrodes
are single carbon fiber electrodes (d = 8.4 μm) insulated with parylene and functionalized with a
conductive polymer. A temporary water soluble coating of poly(ethylene glycol) holds the
electrodes together and facilitates slow insertion without buckling. Such electrodes can be used to
record single unit activity chronically from animal brains while minimizing the scarring response.
Adapted from [53]. b Syringe injectable electronics. Electronic components built on flexible
polymer meshes are inserted in the lateral ventricle of rats through a hollow needle. Once in place,
the mesh unfurls and records local field potentials and single unit brain activity. The image is a brain
tissue slice where the filaments of the mesh are visible in green. Labeled in green are also neurons in
the brain parenchyma visible in the top right corner. Cell nuclei are in blue. Adapted from [43].
c Flexible neural implants for deep brain interfacing. The use of polyimide as substrate allows the
probe to bend to a 1 mm radius without altering device performance. Electrode tracks are made of
platinum and are placed in the neutral plane. The active sites of the electrodes (inset to the right) are
made from glassy carbon, which apart from electrical functionality could allow chemical sensing of
dopamine, as may be required in a deep brain stimulation therapy for Parkinson’s disease. Coin
diameter is 17 mm. Adapted from [68]. dMicrochannel-based regenerative scaffold. Right panel an
optical micrograph of the device is presented. Visible are the spacer walls (SU-8) that delimit
regenerative microchannels. The concentric spiral is made from silicone allowing fabrication in 2D
and rolling to produce the final 3D structure. Left panel histological image of axons (in red) that
have grown through the channels. Most but not all channels host regenerated axons. The channel
dimensions are 150 × 100 μm2. Adapted from [64]. e Electronic dura mater. Through the use of
elastomers, this spinal implant mimics the mechanical properties of dura mater, the protective
membrane around the brain and spinal cord. Functional components such as stretchable
interconnects (gold), electrodes (platinum–silicone composite), and microfluidics are integrated
on the elastic substrate. These functionalities have been used to deliver electrochemical spinal
neuromodulation that restored locomotion after paralyzing spinal cord injury in rats. The image is a
cross-section micrograph of a rat spinal cord that had carried the implant for 8 weeks in the
(intrathecal) space under dura mater. Adapted from [47]. f Multi-modal fiber probes. The fiber
supports simultaneously optical, electrical, and pharmacological modes of neuromodulation and
recording. Fibers form stable brain–machine interfaces in vivo in mouse brain and spinal cord where
they can operate for at least two months. The image is a cross-section of a polycarbonate (PC) fiber.
PC and cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) form the waveguide core of the probe. Conductive
polyethylene (CPE) forms electrodes and asterisks mark microfluidic channels. Adapted from [6].
g Microchannel spinal root interface. Nerve roots in the spinal canal can be surgically teased apart
into smaller “rootlets” and placed in parallel microchannels equipped with electrodes (upper panel).
This allows for recording nerve impulses with high selectivity as has been demonstrated with
monitoring bladder fullness in rats. The mechanical softness of the channels prevents rootlet
damage during chronic implantation. The bottom panel is a cross-section of the microchannel array.
Asterisks indicate the microchannel lumens to be occupied by nerve rootlets. Following rootlet
placement, microchannels are sealed with a silicone lid. Adapted from [10]. h Shape memory nerve
cuff. A shape memory polymer (thiol–ene/acrylate) undergoes a stiffness (600–6 MPa) and 2D to
3D shape transition when temperature is raised form ambient to 37 °C. Equipped with thin film
conductors, the device forms a cuff electrode that in the micrograph shown here coils around the
vagus nerve of a rat. Adapted from [71]. In more recent work, self-shaping cuffs have been
integrated with organic thin film transistors [56]. i Intraneural electrode arrays. These are often
realized from flexible plastics such as polyimide and thin metal films allowing the nerve to remain
mechanically decoupled from the implant anchoring point. The micrograph presents the two most
common intraneural electrode designs. The left panel shows the transverse intrafascicular
multichannel electrode (TIME) that can contact axons in several fascicles at a time. The right panel
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of recordings (conversely the specificity of stimulation) and the signal-to-noise ratio
of the obtained signals but requires an invasive approach where a foreign body is
installed inside or on the surface of neural organs (Fig. 13.3a). For example,
recordings made from the surface of the brain (e.g. using ElectroCorticoGraphy
electrode arrays) possess spatiotemporal resolution that is superior to those obtained
from electrodes attached to the scalp [5].

13.3.1 Interfaces to the Brain

On the surface of the cortex, simultaneous proximity to multiple areas of interest
can be achieved by ensuring the electrode array conformability to the macroscopic
curvature of the brain (Fig. 13.2j) [59]. If the device can accommodate smaller
bending radii then the selectivity of the interface can be further increased as elec-
trodes come into contact with additional cortical surface hidden in sulci (Fig. 13.2k)
[35, 45]. If mechanical compliance is combined with miniaturization of the elec-
trode sites, then it is also possible to record single units from surface placed
micro-electrodes [32]. From a topographical point of view, the interfacing device is
required to conform to a non-developable surface that has two nonzero principle
curvatures as illustrated in Fig. 13.3b. Since fabrication technologies are still largely
confined to two dimensions, conformability to a curvilinear 3D object requires the
interface to tolerate mechanical strain.

Proximity to deep cortical structures can be achieved by introducing a pene-
trating probe below the surface of the neural organ. Accessing structures deep in the
brain, comes at the cost of damaging tissue in the path of the advancing implant as
well as activating a sequence of glial cell and local neurodegenerative processes
associated with a chronically placed foreign body [54]. Opportunities to record the
activity of multiple single neurons [28], and to stimulate deep brain nuclei [13],

shows a longitudinal intrafascicular electrode (LIFE) which allows several electrode contacts to be
placed inside a single fascicle. Both electrode designs have demonstrated high selectivity and low
activation thresholds for distal muscles. Adapted from [2]. Intraneural electrodes have recently been
used to restore sensory feedback in a bidirectional human hand prosthesis [55].
j ElectroCorticoGraphy (ECoG) array for large brain area monitoring. This technology relies
on laser structured metallic foils embedded in an elastomer substrate which ensures conformability
to the global curvature of the brain. Flexibility of the array is further enhanced by machining
interconnects in a meandering geometry. The technology can find applications in mapping brain
activity or for providing feedback during deep brain stimulation treatments. Visible in the
micrograph are large grid (diameter of 2.4 mm) and small cluster (diameter of 870 μm) electrodes
which can be used for global and local brain activity recordings, respectively. Image adapted from:
CorTec, http://cortec-neuro.com/en/company k Intrasulcal ECoG array. This technology illustrates
the use of thin plastic substrates to achieve conformability to the local topography of the brain. Here,
the substrate is a 20 μm thin parylene film which allows the array to be placed in the superior
temporal sulcus (STS) of the macaque brain. Electrodes are patterned from thin gold films and are
coated with platinum black. Intrasulcal stimulation was found to require lower current thresholds as
compared to stimulation on the surface of the brain gyri. Adapted from [45]
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however have driven sustained efforts to mitigate the adverse effects of chronic
implantation of penetrating probes. Conventional wisdom dictates that the brain
dwelling portion of the probe should be mechanically decoupled from (but elec-
trically communicating with) its anchoring point for example, via a flexible elec-
tronic cable so as to allow the probe to ‘float’ with brain tissue (Fig. 13.2a, c) [16,
28, 63, 68]. Brain (micro) motions are largely caused by the pulsatile nature of
blood flow [69]. During systole, brain tissue volumetric strains of 3 × 10−4 have
been reported [27]. The fact that the brain is a dynamic organ places a demand on
the mechanical properties of an intracortical neural interface. To avoid stress
concentration at the interface between implant and parenchyma, the implant must
have viscoelastic properties similar to those of brain tissue [65]. Since elastic
moduli for brain are measured in hundreds of Pascal [9, 11] and the brain tissue is a
hydrated material, various natural and synthetic hydrogels have been used as
coatings [36] or for transient structural elements of the intracortical probe [18, 62].
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Fig. 13.3 Neural interfaces have to be mechanically compliant. a Brain interfaces are designed to
keep in close contact with brain tissues. Surface conformal interfaces follow the general curvature
of the brain (typical ranges for whole brain bending radii in human 5–7 cm, in rat 6–9 mm).
Intrasulcal electrode arrays conform to local features on the cortex surface (bending radii are on the
order of several millimeters in human and primate brains). Intracortical implants penetrate grey
matter several millimeters below the cortex surface. Intraventricular probes unfurl to conform the
inner surface of brain cavities. Deep brain probes access deep brain nuclei. Penetrating brain
probes need to be mechanically decoupled from anchoring points (indicated by a wiggle).
b Developable surfaces with zero Gaussian curvatures can be conformed by flexible foils.
Non-developable surfaces with nonzero Gaussian curvature require a stretchable foil
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Beyond this macroscopic view of mechanical biocompatibility, there is evidence
that mechanosensing at the cell level may play a role in how glial cells respond
once they come into contact with the surface of a foreign body [48, 49].
Engineering the mechanical microenvironment at the implant surface may therefore
offer a route for modulating the foreign body response [46]. This is expected to
reduce the neuronal kill zone around the implant hence maintaining a physical
proximity between device and target.

A challenging aspect of the development of soft intracortical probes concerns
their insertion into similarly soft tissue. Some of the strategies, currently under
investigation, involve use of insertion vehicles that are subsequently withdrawn
[72], dissolved [53], or undergo a stiffness change driven by a phase transition [70].
An interesting strategy to bring the neural interface closer to deep brain structures is
to utilize naturally occurring cavities in the CNS. The ventricular system provides a
space where an implant can expand to establish contact with a larger tissue area
(Fig. 13.2b) [43]. Because the implant has to be packed in a tight delivery vehicle,
such as a syringe, the materials it is built of need to have low flexural stiffness and
survive bending radii on the order of 100 μm without electrical failure as illustrated
in more detail in Fig. 13.4a.

13.3.2 Interfaces to the Spinal Cord

A stable and reliable neural interface to the spinal cord requires maintaining a fixed
relative position between tissue and implant. In freely behaving vertebrates, ven-
troflexion (bending forward) causes tensile elongation accompanied with Poisson
compression, while extension (bending backwards) causes folding (wrinkling) of
soft tissues inside the spinal canal. In humans, both the spinal cord and its
meningeal protective membranes can experience as much as 10–20 % tensile strain
and displacements (relative to the spinal canal) on the order of centimeters during
normal postural movements. For a series of comprehensive reviews on the
dynamics of the human central nervous system, the reader is referred to Harrison
et al. [24, 25]. Spinal cord deformations in animal models such as rodents or
nonhuman primates are likely larger.

Our laboratory recently demonstrated that implants with elastic properties sim-
ilar to the outermost meningeal layer (dura mater), integrate seamlessly on the
surface of the spinal cord in rats for extended periods of time (Fig. 13.2e) [47]. The
implant is capable of withstanding repeated cycles of physiologically relevant
strains without electrical or mechanical failure as illustrated in more detail in
Fig. 13.4b). This enabled us to bring a functional interface closer to target neural
structures by placing the implant in the intrathecal space (over the spinal cord but
bellow dura mater) where we have demonstrated topical delivery of drugs and
selective electrical stimulation. Materials with tissue-similar elastic moduli have
also enabled implants that target spinal roots within the vertebral canal. The
interface takes the form of a series of microchannels, each of which houses a spinal
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Fig. 13.4 Functional performance of implants subjected to mechanical deformations. a Syringe
injectable mesh electronics. In order to fit inside the injecting needle, electronic components
integrated in this type of device have to withstand bending radii on the order of 100s of
micrometers. In the device scheme in (i), sensors take the form of exposed platinum disks
(electrodes) and single nanowire electrochemical field effect transistors (FET) embedded in a
flexible polymer mesh (SU-8). In (ii), impedance change (red) and yield (blue) of electrodes
injected through needles of varying sizes are shown. The red arrow in the inset points to one such
sensing electrode. In (iii), the conductance change (red) and yield (blue) of electrochemical FETs
injected through needles of various sizes are shown. The red arrow in the inset points to a
nanowire attached to two contacts thus forming a two terminal electrochemical FET. In both (ii)
and (iii), the small bending radii do not appear to have a detrimental effect on the device
functionality. Adapted from [43]. b Electronic dura mater implant. In order to match the
mechanical properties of natural dura mater, electronic components (e.g. interconnects and
electrodes) integrated in this type of device have to withstand tensile elongation on the order of
20 %. Panel (i) describes a benchtop setup to characterize the impedance of electrodes as a
function of the number of applied stretch cycles (εpeak = 20 %). The ends of the implant are glued
to two probes that are clamped to an extensimeter. The implant and (partially) the probes are
submerged in physiological saline solution. In (ii) shown are impedance spectra recorded from one
representative electrode. The spectra are recorded at 0 % applied strain after 10, 1,000, 10,000,
100,000, and 1 million stretch cycles. Despite extensive fatigue cycling, electrodes maintain their
electrical functionality. Adapted from [47]
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root filament (Fig. 13.2g). Our laboratory has demonstrated that roots housed in the
soft channels continue to support healthy axons and vasculature after chronic
implantation in rats [10]. The anatomical organization of sensory and motor
information transmitted along spinal roots can enable a highly selective neural
interface. Neural recordings obtained with electrode equipped microchannels can,
for example, form the sensing branch of a bladder neuroprosthesis device [14].
Dynamical compliance with mobile tissues of the spinal cord can also be achieved
using single ultra-compliant functional polymer fibers carrying various sensing and
stimulation modalities (Fig. 13.2f) [44], or microwires arranged in arrays [30].
These devices offer a route towards establishing neural interfaces inside the spinal
cord. In an analogy with intracortical probes, these may allow unprecedented access
to specific spinal circuits using optogenetic methods or tracking single unit activity
over extended periods of time.

13.3.3 Interfaces to the Peripheral Nervous System

In peripheral nerves, flexible electrode arrays have enabled the implementation of
intraneural interfaces with fascicular and sub-fascicular selectivity [2, 3, 55].
Intraneural interfaces are inserted transversally or longitudinally with respect to the
long axis of the nerve and rely on the formation of a fibrous capsule that binds nerve
and implant together (Fig. 13.2i). Neural cuffs are tubular devices placed around the
epineurium of a whole nerve and have electrodes on their inner surface. Since the
nerve cannot be transected during the implantation procedure, it is the implant that
has to conform to wrap around the target nerve. Shape memory, stiffness transition
polymers can be useful in this respect as the implant can be fabricated as a 2D
structure (equipped with electrodes) that softens and coils around the nerve once
heated to body temperature (Fig. 13.2h) [56, 71]. Similarly, in peripheral nerve
implants that rely on nerve regeneration, flexible materials allow rolling of a 2D
+ microfabricated structure into a 3D implant for guidance and electrical interfacing
of regenerating axons (Fig. 13.2d) [39, 64]. In the future, regenerative microchannel
arrays realized from soft materials may simultaneously serve as a conduit, func-
tional interface and a mechanically tuned environment permissive to regeneration.
The integration of functionality in such devices may extend beyond recording
applications and incorporate stimulating electrodes [50] and optical elements [67].

13.4 Materials and Technologies for Soft Interfaces

Materials used in neural interfaces can be classed as functional and substrate.
Functional materials support the transfer of energy or information from tissue to
external processing devices. The functional material has to integrate with the
substrate in such a way that delamination, cracking, leakages (e.g. of current or
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light), or release of harmful substances and particles into tissue do not occur. The
roles of the substrate are to hold the functional elements together, provide means for
insertion, and ensure mechanical and biochemical compatibility with host tissue.

13.4.1 Functional Materials

As most interfacing applications rely on the exchange of electrical charges, elec-
trodes are the functional elements most frequently integrated with soft/compliant
neural interfaces. Bulk metals have elastic moduli on the order of GPa (6 orders of
magnitude higher than neural tissues) and have a narrow (1 % strain) elastic regime
(compared with *20 % for tissues); their use in soft neural interfaces is usually in
the form of foils (several micrometers in thickness), thin films (several 10s of
nanometers in thickness), and microwires (diameters < 50 μm). Metal foils can be
processed using laser micromachining [60]; thin films are most often deposited
using thermal evaporation or sputtering [22], microwires can be extruded [57].

In recent years, thin metal films have allowed several strategies for fabricating
elastic conductors to thrive. One method is based on thin films (currently made of
gold) that, when deposited on an elastomeric silicone substrate, spontaneously
develop a random microtopology of percolating filaments delimited by micron
sized cracks. Upon mechanical stretch, the microcracks open but do not propagate
or coalesce to cause macroscopic failure of the conductivity of the film [23, 40].
Traditional rigid electronic materials such as silicon can be integrated on elastic
substrates if they are processed into thin membranes (ribbons), typically several
micrometers in thickness. Strain engineered fractal inspired meshes [17] and out of
plane microscopic structures [73] have exploited the high flexural compliance of the
silicon ribbons to enable system level stretchability. Stretchable thin metal films
deposited on plastic foils have also been achieved by forcing the formation of
buckles out of the plane of stretch by prestretching the substrate [15]. Although
metal foils are not intrinsically stretchable, they can be micromachined in a
meandering geometry which allows a moderate degree of strain relief at stretch
[21]. A limitation of metals in elastic electronic devices is their poor adhesion to
substrates or encapsulation layers made from polymers.

Conductive organic polymers, of which poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
polystyrene-sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) mixtures and polypyrrole are notable exam-
ples, are an alternative to bulk metals because of their lower stiffness and ability to
transport ions as well as electrons. Methods for their deposition as films include
spin coating and electrodeposition. Conductive polymers are finding applications:
as coatings for implanted electrodes [12], where they can reduce impedance and
increase charge injection capacity, as the semiconducting layer in ionic filed effect
transistors [31], as interpenetrating conductive networks within tissue [58] or
hydrogel based coatings [1, 34], and also as a conductive constituent of mechani-
cally soft blends [38]. The electronic conductivity of conductive polymers still
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remains low (1000 S.cm−1 [19]) which currently hinders their integration as
interconnects in microelectrodes.

In optogenetics, the delivery of light for neuromodulation can be facilitated by
mounting miniaturized light sources such as LEDs directly on a flexible or elastic
substrate [37, 42]. Power is delivered via substrate embedded flexible/stretchable
interconnects similar to those used as electrodes. Neuromodulation with opsins
currently in widespread use requires optical power densities on the order of
1 mW/mm2 [52], which raises issues with heat dissipation when using surface
mounted μ-LEDs as local temperature change in brain tissue should be limited
to < 1 °C. Miniaturizing the μ-LED source without compromising on power can be
a solution for the problem of heat management. Cell-sized μ-LEDs based on GaN
on sapphire have been achieved and integrated on flexible shank type penetrating
brain probes [37]. Optogenetic neural interfaces with off-board light sources rely on
a waveguide to deliver energy to the target area. Optical fibers for the telecoms
industry traditionally prepared by thermal drawing of glass may be too stiff for
interfacing mobile tissues. The need for low flexural stiffness fibers has motivated
efforts to adapt thermal drawing processes for the realization of all-polymer mul-
tifunctional probes [6]. Materials explored for light guiding in thermally drawn
fibers include polycarbonate and cyclic olefin copolymer as core and cladding,
respectively (Fig. 13.2f) [6], microfabricated short waveguides have also been made
from epoxy (SU-8 photoresist) and ITO [42].

13.4.2 Substrate Materials

The substrate material forms the bulk of the implantable device and serves to hold
functional elements of the interface together, insulate them electrically (or opti-
cally), and facilitate insertion in tissue. They are often dielectric organic polymers
and are chosen for their bio inertness, mechanical properties, and processing
compatibility. The two most commonly used plastics in the form of foils are par-
ylene and polyimide, both are thermoplasts with elastic moduli of 3.2 and 2.5 GPa,
respectively. A comprehensive review of the two materials and their use in neural
implants can be found in [26]. Parylene is deposited using vapor phase deposition at
room temperature and polyimide can be formed into thin membranes by spin
coating. Both materials can be etched physically or structured using laser micro-
machining. The two materials undergo plastic deformation at several percent tensile
strains and are therefore employed in applications where the implant undergoes
deformation in the bending regime. In applications where tensile strain exceeding
several percent is experienced, commonly used substrates are silicones and poly-
urethanes. Silicones are compatible with a wide array of microfabrication tech-
niques including soft lithography (moulding on the micro and nanoscale), spin
coating, and plasma activated bonding of layers but cannot be chemically etched
and are difficult to process with micromachining lasers. Plastics and elastomers tend
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to be stable over extended periods of time in vivo and are biologically inert; their
use in implantable devices is well documented by regulatory bodies.

An ongoing challenge concerns making implantable neural interfaces more
tissue-like. Albeit tolerated by the host, state-of-the-art neural interfaces persist as a
bulk foreign body for the duration of their operation. They do not permit, revas-
cularisation and complete healing of the blood–brain barrier, invasion of cells, and
free diffusion of metabolites. Strategies to incorporate morphogenic cues with the
implant substrate can be physical or biochemical. The microtopographical organi-
zation of the extracellular matrix can be mimicked using macroporous solids whose
interconnected system of voids can host both cells and functional components of
the interface [66]. As an example, macroporous structures can be created by
lyophilization of hydrogels. Additionally, hydrogels can mimic biochemical signals
of the extracellular matrix and be functionalized with adhesion promoting peptide
sequences or immobilized growth factors [20, 62]. Porous scaffolds with intrinsic
electrical functionality have also been reported, where 3D graphene conductive
foams have been interfaced with neuronal stem cells as a potential way to regen-
erate lost neural tissues [41].

13.5 Conclusion

In summary, functional neural tissue implants that are mechanically compliant
allow for establishing and maintaining proximity to target neural structures. This is
expected to improve the reliability, longevity, and selectivity of neural interfaces as
part of efforts to develop the next generation of neuroprostheses and bioelectronic
regenerative therapies. Neural interfaces will continue to be indispensable in neu-
roscience research and be integrated in clinical practice by expanding on the suc-
cesses of cochlear implants, deep brain stimulation and opening new frontiers in
bioelectronic medicine.
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Chapter 14
In Vitro Neural Recording
by Microelectrode Arrays

Hongki Kang and Yoonkey Nam

Abstract Neural interface plays an important role in monitoring and modulating
brain activity. In order to study the neural information processing in vitro, micro-
electrode array (MEA) platform is used with cell culture or brain slice. To measure
neural signals simultaneously from multiple cells for long-term period, extracellular
neural recording technique is preferred and subcellular-scale microelectrodes, dense
array, and flexible substrates are ideal. In this chapter, we will introduce the
state-of-the-art in vitro neural recording technology based on microfabricated
electrodes or transistors. MEAs with metal-type microelectrodes are passive types,
and MEAs with active electronic components (field-effect transistors or integrated
circuits) are active types. The motivation, operation principles, fabrication pro-
cesses and materials, and current trends are reviewed.

Keywords Microelectrode array (MEA) � Neural interface � Neural recording �
Action potentials � Extracellular recording

14.1 Introduction

Electrical signaling is one of the main components in the operation of nervous
system. Neurons generate and conduct electrical signals. Because of the signal, we
can think, remember, and move our bodies. The electrical signal generated by
neurons is called action potential (AP). In our brain, there are over 100 billions of
neurons forming over 100 trillions of synapses. In neural circuits, the APs generated
at the membrane of neurons spread along the cell membrane, and they are trans-
ferred from one neuron to another at the synapse junctions using neurotransmitters.
Therefore, technology is required to monitor and modulate the neural signals for
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disease treatment, mind reading, and so on. In order to understand neural
information processing mechanism, various types of neural tissue models are used:
cell culture and brain slices. In case of cell culture models, a designated cell type is
extracted from embryonic stage brain of rat or mouse and they are cultivated in an
incubating condition to obtain an interconnected neural tissue. As for the brain
slice, a brain is sliced into a thin piece that contains a circuit of interest, e.g.,
hippocampal circuits (e.g., DG–CA1, CA1–CA2) or thalamo-cortical circuits. To
interrogate neural circuits, one need to measure action potentials from multiple sites
or cells, which requires microelectrode arrays for the simultaneous access of neu-
rons in the circuit. Moreover, microscale electrodes (‘microelectrodes’) are needed
to record action potentials from a single cell. As the APs are only measured by
directly measuring the membrane voltages, an alternative measurement technique
that measures the extracellular field potential is often used. Extracellular recording
technique gives an advantage of noninvasiveness to a single cell, and allows to
acquire neural signals for long-term period, which makes it possible to investigate
the change of neural firing during the development.

MEAs measure extracellular field potentials generated by action potentials and
membrane currents and they are used for microstimulation by injecting charges
through the same electrodes. MEAs can be classified into two types depending on
the included functionality within the arrays: (1) active MEAs include active circuit
elements such as amplifiers, analog-to-digital converter (ADC) or multiplexer
(MUX) for signal amplification and data processing within the MEA chip itself;
(2) passive MEAs are often composed of only passive electrodes on the MEA chip,
which can detect and convey the neural signal to the external electronic system for
further signal processing. In this chapter, we will review the electrical recording of
neural signals using microelectrode arrays for in vitro neural tissues.

14.2 Passive Microelectrode Array Recording

Planar passive MEAs have become a promising experimental platform for elec-
trophysiological studies of neural networks, ranging from dissociated cell cultures
to slices of brain. MEA technology can provide very useful spatiotemporal mea-
surement platform with simultaneous signal recording/stimulation from typically
several tens of microelectrodes. The measurement can be noninvasive, allowing
long-term recording and stimulation even for months. Planar passive MEAs
interfaced with micron-scale cells using microfabricated multichannel metal elec-
trode array on a rigid substrate such as glass or silicon wafer are shown in Fig. 14.1.
Multielectrode channels are wired out and connected to external modules that are
designed for neural signal amplification, filtering, data processing, and analysis.
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14.2.1 Physics

The electrolyte in extracellular fluid and metal recording electrodes form electrode–
electrolyte interface where electrochemical reaction occurs. This interface can be
simplified as an RC circuit with one resistor and one capacitor in parallel as shown
in Fig. 14.1, which has different electrochemical interpretations. Electrons in the
metal electrode can be transferred to the electrolyte by chemical oxidation or
reduction of ions in the extracellular solution. This charge-transfer process
(or faradaic process) by electrolysis is modeled as a charge-transfer resistor that
determines the relationship between faradaic current and applied overpotential. On
the other hand, even in the condition where charge-transfer cannot occur, capacitive
currents can be generated due to the induced chemical species by the charges at the
recording electrode. Depending on the types of the chemical species, characteristics
of the adsorption are different. For instance, water molecules and ions form the first
inner layer (called Helmholtz layer), which are adsorbed onto the interface. Other
species such as solvated ions are attracted by long-range coulombic force forming
diffusion layer. Since the amount of charges induced across the double layer vary
by voltage, this non-faradaic capacitive current is characterized as double-layer
capacitor (Cd). At the interface, electrochemical half-cell potential is formed and it
depends on the type of metal electrode, surrounding ion concentration and tem-
perature. As a result, extracellular field potential measurements using metal MEAs

Fig. 14.1 Schematic cross-section of passive MEA (not to scale). Electrical connection of overall
system is described. An equivalent electrical circuit at the electrolyte/electrode interface is also
described (Ve extracellular potential (30–200 µV), Rs solution resistance, Ehc half-cell potential, Cd

double-layer capacitance, Rct charge-transfer resistance, Rm metal interconnect resistance, Rsh and
Csh shunt resistance and capacitance for the amplifier, Zin input impedance of the amplifier, Vref

reference voltage of the media bath)
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suffer from the slow drift of poorly defined metal-electrolyte interface potential. In
order to minimize electrochemical reaction at the interface, noble metal, such as
platinum or gold, has been preferably used.

14.2.2 Fabrication and Materials

The most common microfabricated MEA structure is a patterned metal layer pas-
sivated by an insulating layer with only the measurement electrode areas exposed to
the cells of interest. Conventional microfabrication processes are used to deposit
and pattern the metal thin film. Since the cells need to stay alive on the passivation
layer, the insulating layer (and also the exposed metal electrodes) must be bio-
compatible. Moreover, the insulating layer needs to have inert surface that does not
react with abundant ions in the aqueous solution. Design parameters such as
materials used for the electrode and passivation, the size of each electrode,
inter-electrode spacing, and coverage area vary depending on the application and
the type of cells of interest. After the microfabrication processes, the typical planar
MEA is packaged onto a printed circuit board (PCB) such that the MEA can be
connected to external circuits for further data processing. For in vitro experiments, a
glass or teflon ring chamber that can keep cell culture medium is installed around
the MEA.

As electrode materials, variousmetals such as platinum, gold, gold nanostructures,
and aluminum, conductive polymers such as PEDOT (poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythio-
phene), transparent conductive oxides such as indium tin oxide (ITO), nanomaterials
such carbon nanotube (CNT) or nanowire, and 2-D materials such as graphene, have
been used. As insulator, silicon oxide, nitride, photoresists, parylene, PDMS, etc.,
have been used. As substrates, both rigid ones such as glass or wafer and flexible ones
such as plastic, PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) and parylene were used. See
Table 14.1 for more details of recent developments.

14.2.3 Operation of Measurement Circuitry

The electrical recording of extracellular action potential signal measures the change
of local electrical potential near a cell with respect to the reference electrode
potential. In the measurement, the extracellular field potential can be modeled as a
time-varying voltage source. In order to perform the voltage measurement, the fully
fabricated and packaged passive MEA is typically connected with a multichannel
amplifier unit that includes a bandpass filter with an appropriate range of passband
frequency (e.g., 300 Hz–5 kHz for spikes, and 10–200 Hz for local field potentials)
and a low noise amplifier (LNA) (e.g., gain: 1200 V/V). The processed signal after
the amplifier unit is converted to digital signal by analog-to-digital converter
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(ADC) and then analyzed further for spike detection, spike sorting, and waveform
extraction. Although the amplitude of the extracellular potential is small (<1 mV),
DC offset of the signal can be much higher and unpredictable due to the electrode–
electrolyte interface half-cell potential and the cell/electrode junction potential.
Therefore, capacitively coupled input terminal is preferred to filter the DC com-
ponent of the input signal. For example, a cascaded current mirror operational
transconductance amplifier where the input terminals are the gate terminal of metal–
oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs), which is basically an
open circuit, is used [1]. The high input impedance of the amplifier also helps to
minimize any signal attenuation that occurs due to the voltage division by high
impedance of the electrode–electrolyte interface. Therefore, in case of the voltage
recording, this AC coupled LNAs leads to nearly zero DC current. Because the
input node potential could be floating, measuring DC voltage signal such as resting
potential would be very challenging. In case of electrical stimulation, it can be
either high or low impedance node depending on the stimulation conditions
(current-controlled or voltage-controlled) [2, 3].

14.2.4 High-Density Passive MEA

While electrodes of cell size (i.e., tens of μm) are commonly used for recording,
those electrodes cannot analyze local information of an individual neuron cell (e.g.,
propagation of AP along the dendrite, activity of ion channels in different locations
on a cell and so on). Smaller electrodes, for instance in nano-scale, would allow the
transition from large neural network to cellular level in-depth analysis. In addition,
ideal goal would be to cover as large area as possible (potentially up to a size of
primate brain) while maximizing the spatial resolution by high density and small
electrodes.

In order to increase the electrode density, 256 or 512 channel microelectrodes
were developed through standard photolithography. 256 channel MEAs are com-
mercially available from multi channel systems (Reutlingen, Germany). The con-
ductor line is ITO, and the electrode material is TiN. The spacing between the
electrodes is as small as 30 µm, which is converted to the electrode density of 1,264
electrodes per mm2 (=0.126 electrodes per 100 µm2). 512 channel MEAs were
reported by Mathieson et al. [4]. They used standard photolithography to pattern the
ITO on a single plane. The electrode size was 5 µm and the inter-electrode spacing
was 60 µm. The electrode density was 281 electrodes per mm2 (=0.028 electrodes
per 100 µm2). There is a maximum density that can be obtained through a con-
ventional single-layer metallization process. The line width and electrode size limit
the minimal spacing.

Electrode size could be further reduced to nanometer scale through nanofabri-
cation processes. Recently, nano-sized electrodes were developed using silicon
nanowire (SiNW). Park’s group integrated a group of silicon nanowires (9 wires in
16 µm2) on a single electrode to improve the cell-electrode contact [5]. Cui’s group
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reported hollow-type iridium oxide nanotube electrodes to improve cell-electrode
interface with high density (26 tubes per 100 µm2) [6]. While these nanowire arrays
showed significantly increased electrode density, each nanowire cannot indepen-
dently operate as individual recording electrodes.

14.2.5 Flexible Passive MEA

Flexible devices for neural recording are also of significant interest. When brain
slices are used, especially, it is beneficial if the MEA is soft and flexible enough to
have good pliability to form tight physical contact to the nonplanar surface of brain
slice for better signal recording. Therefore, various flexible passive MEAs have
been demonstrated: PEDOT electrodes on PDMS [7], CNT on various flexible
substrates such as medical adhesive tape, Parylene-C, polyimide and PDMS [8], or
gold thin film on Parylene-C [9]. Perforated flexible MEAs made of polyimide film
was also developed to enhance the brain slice recoding through efficient oxygen
supply [10].

14.3 Active Microelectrode Array Recordings

14.3.1 Motivation

There are several expected advantages of the neural signal measurement by active
MEAs compared to the passive ones. One of the motivations is to improve signal
level by placing amplifiers such as transistors to cells as close as possible. The
on-chip amplification and filtering right by the cells or at the recording sites could
minimize noise signal generated from parasitics and interferences. Compact designs
of the entire measurement platform within the chip area are also possible by the
implementation of the circuit blocks on the integrated circuits (IC). These mini-
mized measurement system area would be significantly beneficial, e.g., for
implanted in vivo neural recording. Using state-of-the-art semiconductor tech-
nologies gives possibilities to add more functionalities on the same neural interface
chip such as cyclic voltammetry, pH or temperature sensors, or light emitting diode
(LED) array integration for optical stimulation. The active MEA could also enable
unprecedentedly high electrode density through multiplexing of a number of
electrodes for simpler data processing [11].

There are two types of active MEAs. The first type is to use field-effect tran-
sistors (FETs) at the cell-recording electrode interface as front-end amplifiers:
neuron-FET coupling approaches have been explored since early 70s [12, 13]. The
other is silicon complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) integrated
circuits (IC)-based MEAs of which one of the main goals is to increase the spatial
resolution of neural interface devices [14, 15].
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14.3.2 Fabrication and Materials

When submicron CMOS technologies are used, fabrication of most active MEAs is
done in commercial semiconductor foundries. However, since the final device
structures and measurement environments are different from conventional CMOS
processes (e.g., multiple recording electrodes opening in the center of the chip and
their exposure to electrolyte, etc.), additional post-processing steps in research-
oriented cleanroom facilities are often necessary. While those additional steps are
not too much different from the passive MEA fabrication processes, more com-
plexity and difficulty in the post-processing steps are expected due to the complex
structure of the multilayer IC chips.

Silicon has been and will be the most widely used semiconductor materials in
CMOS IC. In front-end-of-line (FEOL) of IC fabrication, highly-doped silicon or
polysilicon are also used as conductive contacts or as resistors. Since gold creates
deep-level traps in silicon, gold is not a CMOS compatible material for MOSFETs
and in FEOL of IC process. As gate dielectric materials, high dielectric constant
(high-k) insulator materials such as HfO2 are used in more advanced technologies.
In back-end-of-line (BEOL), copper and aluminum (or its alloy) are quite com-
monly used as interconnections. As described in Fig. 14.2, the top metal layer,
which is usually composed of aluminum (or aluminum alloy) in conventional IC
chips, is used for recording electrodes. Additional biocompatible metals such as
gold, platinum, or platinum black can be either vacuum-deposited or electroplated
onto the aluminum electrodes through post-processing [16–19]. Between metal
stacks, low-k dielectric insulators are used to minimize parasitic interlayer capac-
itances. CMOS IC chips are typically passivated with silicon oxide and silicon
nitride by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process, and lastly
a polyimide layer. These insulation materials can be used to passivate the MEA but
the exposed recording electrodes.

14.3.3 Physics

Fundamental physics governing the neuron-MEA interface in active MEAs varies
depending on the types and the structures of the devices. Since CMOS MEAs have
metal electrodes directly exposed to the cell, the same metal-electrolyte interface is
formed as in passive MEAs, having double-layer capacitance and possible faradaic
process [11]. On the other hand, most of FET-based MEAs reported so far have an
insulation layer interfacing with the electrolyte instead (insulator-electrolyte inter-
face). Therefore, electrolysis is prevented, and the capacitance of this insulation
layer is dominant at the interface. There have been mainly two different structures
of FET-based MEAs as shown in Fig. 14.2. One type is conventional MOSFETs
without gate electrodes, thus neurons in direct contact with the gate dielectric
[12, 13]. In this structure, gate dielectric capacitance coupling of the extracellular
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potential with the transistor channel potential governs the signal recording. The
other structure is the floating-gate MOSFETs [18, 20–22]. In this structure, either
the actual gate or extended gate electrodes of MOSFETs are passivated with an
insulation layer. Neurons are placed on top of the insulation layer. The neuron
signal is, therefore, coupled to the transistor channel potential through two capac-
itors in series.

Fig. 14.2 Schematic cross-section of active MEAs. (not to scale) a FET-based MEA. Recorded
current signal by the FET is further amplified by transimpedance amplifier, and the amplified
voltage signal is analyzed. Two common FET-based MEA structures are described: OSFET
(MOSFET without gate metal) and FG-MOSFET (floating-gate MOSFET). Inset graph on the left
describes the transfer characteristic of FETs that visualize how small voltage signal is converted to
small drain current. b Schematic cross-section of high-density CMOS IC MEA. The top metal
layer was used to define recording electrodes. The recorded signal is transferred to active low noise
amplifier (LNA) circuits under the electrode area
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14.3.4 Operation of FET-Based MEA

The FETs used in active MEAs act as common-source amplifier which is a
transconductance amplifier that converts the AC neural voltage signal at the gate
terminal with respect to grounded source electrode to an amplified drain current
signal that flows between drain and source electrodes as shown in Fig. 14.2a with
the following relationship:

ids ¼ gmvgs þ inoise

where ids is drain current, vgs is neuron action potential at the gate, gm is
transconductance defined as ∂IDS/∂VGS, and inoise is mostly a combination of
1/f noise and thermal noise. In order to maximize the recorded signal, therefore, it is
important to maximize the gain of the transistor (gm), which is a function of various
device parameters such as field-effect mobility, gate dielectric capacitance, geom-
etry of the FET, DC biases, etc. While the transconductance is maximized at
relatively high DC gate bias, non-zero DC bias at the gate is particularly not
desirable in electrode–electrolyte interface due to the electrochemical corrosion. In
depletion-mode MOSFETs that are already ‘turned on’ at zero gate bias, however,
reasonably high transconductance can be achieved at zero gate bias. Cohen et al.
suggested this approach to maximize the sensitivity of the neuron-FET interface
and maximize the durability of the system [21].

Because of the weak neuron signal, minimization of intrinsic noise in MEAs is
crucial. Unlike passive elements such as resistors that show thermal noise, in active
electronic devices, 1/f noise (also called flicker noise) that shows 1/f behavior in its
power spectral density is dominant in low frequency range where LFP and spikes
are detected. Since the strength of 1/f noise is proportional to DC drain current due
to more number of carrier electrons that can contributes to the noise, Cohen et al.
also operated their FETs in lowest drain current condition to maximize
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [21]. For silicon MOSFETs, it is known that the channel
carriers are trapped/de-trapped by/from the traps within gate dielectric, causing
fluctuation of drain current (thus, noise). Therefore, when OSFETs have the gate
dielectric layer exposed to ions in electrolyte, the noise characteristics of the
OSFETs could be degraded due to enhanced impurity scattering [23].

We can also think about the ideal electrical characteristics of the MEA at dif-
ferent levels. For FET-based active MEAs, in order to maximize SNR, the FETs
must have maximum transconductance (e.g., from higher field-effect mobility)
while minimizing lowest intrinsic noise signals. For example, transconductance
value of 0.18 µm MOSFETs with typical width could be on the order of 100 μA/V
which leads to tens of nA for extracellular voltage amplitude of *100 μV. So,
1/f noise of those FETs in the frequency range from 10 Hz to 5 kHz must be smaller
than a few nA. When new transistor technologies are adopted, these electrical
characteristics must be carefully characterized. For the HD-MEAs, the on-chip
front-end amplifiers must have the input-referred noise on the order of only a few
μV or below to detect weak spikes as small as tens of μV.
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14.3.5 SiNW-FET or Organic FET MEA

In order to reduce the recording area to nanoscale, nanoelectronic devices such as
nanowire FETs (NWFETs) have been applied for neural recording devices [24–27].
With the usage of active nanoscale devices (as small as 10 nm) recording area can
be reduced to several orders of magnitude from typical micron-scale MEAs. The
small size of the device significantly increases the spatial resolution of MEAs and
even allows the access of intracellular spaces for electrical recordings [27].
Nanowire devices could be fabricated on nonplanar flexible substrates. More details
of the possibilities of nanoelectronic devices are summarized in [28].

As discussed in previous sections, FETs operate by the modulation of the
channel conductance with respect to the change of gate field. It is shown that the
change of extracellular field potential near the channel of NWFETs through gate
capacitance coupling is converted to the change of channel conductance [29].
NWFETs reported in the work also have shown depletion-mode characteristics as
was discussed in a previous section. Non-zero conductance of the channel and its
slope allows the signal conversion at near zero gate bias. In other works, modified
NWFETs are fabricated such that a small part of the channel area can be directly
exposed to intracellular medium using vertical hollow probes [27].

Flexible organic FETs (OFETs) have also been suggested for neural signal
recording and stimulation [30]. Unlike the previous FETs that use gate capacitance
coupling for the extracellular signal to be converted to drain currents, in these
OFETs, neurons are placed far away from the channel of the transistors on the
opposite side of the gate electrode. However, relatively poor mobility of the organic
semiconductor could be a concern because it could limit SNR and bandwidth of the
recording system. On the other hand, unique characteristics of the novel materials
could pave a new way of detection and add more functionality in neural interfaces.
For example, the new interface between organic materials and biology has been
studied and suggested for new applications [31–33]. Further, new fabrication
methods such as various printing techniques that are compatible with flexible
substrates and the new electronic materials can be used to open up new concepts of
neural interface devices at lower fabrication costs.

14.3.6 High-Density CMOS MEA

The circuits designed for HD-MEAs are composed of buffer stage, amplifier, active
(or passive) filters, multiplexer, and ADC. Different architectures of MEAs are well
classified and summarized by Obien et al. [34]. The highest number of channel
electrodes reported to date is 26,400 on 3.85 × 2.1 mm2 sensing area from Ballini
et al. [11]. With 17.5 µm electrode pitch, the electrode density is as high as near
3,200 electrodes per mm2 (=0.32 electrode per 100 µm2). Noise level of their
system is 2.4 µVrms noise for AP band and 5.4 µVrms for LFP band. Choosing 10 bit
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digital resolution and 20 kSamples/s, the IC chip recording 1024 electrodes (≈4 %
of entire electrodes; 200 Mbit/s data rate) consumes 75 mW power. While the
spatial resolution of electrodes is significantly improved, it is certain that adopting
more advanced technology which is more energy efficient (e.g. 0.18 µm process
that uses VDD of 1.8 V compared to 3.3 V used in this work [11]) is necessary to
operate much more electrodes at the same time under tissue heating constraint [35].
More in-depth summary in MEA IC chips research can be found in this work [17].

Power consumption of the IC chip must be low to prevent thermal damage on
neural tissues [36, 37]. Therefore, the range of aforementioned parameters will be
fundamentally limited by the cell damage through heat dissipation and radiation.
For example, if 25 kHz sampling rate is used with digital resolution of 10 bits, the
data rate for a single channel is 250 kbit/s. For 1000 channels, the data rate
increases to 250 Mbit/s. If on-chip data compression is implemented, we can reduce
the data rate and thus power dissipation. However, the data compression circuit
itself will also consume power. While the energy consumption per bit for efficient
wired data transfer would be low, the power consumption constraint in, for
example, fully implanted untethered in vivo measurement will be stricter. If
10 pJ/bit is consumed, overall power used for the 250 Mbit/s raw data transmission
would be 2.5 mW. Harrison et al. reported a 100-electrode system designed for data
rate of 330 kb/s and a 433 MHz transmitter consumed 13.5 mW of power [1]. As a
point of reference, 12.4 mW power dissipated from a chip for 26 min showed
0.26–0.82 °C temperature increase in human bodies [38].

14.4 New Opportunities and Perspective

Various MEA technologies of both passive and active types are summarized in
Table 14.1 for viewing the trend of recent development and comparison. As found
in the table, different kinds and shapes of electrode materials have been adopted for
better recording. Electrodes are getting smaller so that they can be packed much
denser down to subcellular resolution. Nanoscale fabrication techniques are applied
for higher sensitivity and spatial selectivity. In addition, not only rigid substrates
but also flexible substrates are of interest for providing more in vivo-like envi-
ronment to interface cells and tissues.

Flexible electronics have been of significant interests in both industries and
academia. Flexible electronics is a very wide research field since virtually any
technology that can offer mechanical flexibility can be called flexible electronics. In
other words, it covers a wide range of applications. Even conventional
micro/nanofabrication technologies such as CMOS can be a part of flexible elec-
tronics through extreme thinning of the semiconductor wafer because brittle inor-
ganic semiconductor materials become flexible when they are thinned [39–41]. In
addition to these conventional semiconductor fabrication processes, recent devel-
opments of new solution processable active electronic materials and new patterning
methods of those materials have opened up much wider range of applications.
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New materials such as nanoparticles, nanowires, organic semiconductor, conduct-
ing polymers, and graphene have been developed [42]. These new materials can
also offer new functionalities such as chemical sensitivity which are useful for
various sensor applications. New fabrication techniques such as inkjet printing have
also offered biologically active material patterning for tissue engineering [43, 44].
With the growing interests in bioelectronics, wearable electronics and sensor
applications of flexible electronics, there have been major developments in the
application of flexible electronics technology to neural interface. To name a few,
silk-based conformal microelectrode array, optical stimulator for optogenetic plat-
form, flexible microelectrode array for bladder control, and so on [45, 46]. Flexible
electronics technology could be the next key technology toward ultrasmall, ultra-
dense, and ultrasoft in vitro neural interfaces in the future.
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Chapter 15
Materials and Designs for Multimodal
Flexible Neural Probes

Sung Hyuk Sunwoo and Tae-il Kim

Abstract The use of electrophysiology (EP) signals is the most relevant way to
reflect biological activities in cells and tissues. In neuroscience, EP signals are
standard indicators enable to display neural activities as action potentials. The
action potentials are typically measured by the change of voltage or current from
ion channels in the neurons. Usually, conductive electrodes formed on injectable
probes that can be penetrated into deep brain tissue for recording EP signals. Over
the last few decades, neural probes have been developed using microfabrication
technology. Many researchers have attempted to develop and optimize various
materials and designs of electrodes and neural probes to effectively minimize their
invasive geometry with biocompatible materials. Compared to the rigid and
non-flexible neural probes presented in the late 1980s, the shape of deformable
neural probes, reported in the late 1990s, has many advantages. A multimodal
function (i.e. electric recording with light or drug delivery) for optogenetics tech-
nique has also recently been developed as the next generation flexible neural probe.
In this chapter, we deal with several examples of flexible neural probes (FNP) in
terms of their geometry, materials, and functions. This study will facilitate a new
paradigm for less invasive and more flexible multimodal neural probes that can be
utilized in many research fields such as materials science, electrical engineering,
and fundamental neuroscience.
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15.1 Introduction: History of the Flexible Neural
Probe (FNP)

Measuring an electric current through neural activities has become a primary target
among researchers, since L. Galvani discovered that a current runs through neurons
in an experiment with frogs’ legs [3]. At an early stage in the development, two
major works of microelectromechanical systems microelectro mechanical system
(MEMS)-based neural probes were presented: Utah electrode array (UEA) and
Michigan array (MA) . In 1989, a UEA consisting of a three-dimensional (3D) array
of targeted-tip silicon shafts which grew from two-dimensional (2D) substrates, was
presented. In 1991, Campbell et al. fabricated a 1.5 mm length silicon needle with
platinum electrodes [4]. The recent type of smaller UEA is presented in Fig. 15.1a.
Meanwhile, an MA made of a rigid silicon shaft with several electrodes (Fig. 15.1b)
to measure the different depths of the brain was developed [21]. However, these two
approaches raised two major drawbacks. First, the implanting process of the probe
damaged the targeted neuron and tissue in both acute and chronic ways. In actue
recording, rigid and brittle probe inserted into the brain and the tissue causes direct
neuron damage. Also, the activated inflammatory cells near the implantation site
release various cytokines, degrading the recording quality. In chronic implantation,
the needle itself is recognized as a “foreign body” by the immune system; various
immune cells such as neutrophilic leukocytes or macrophages then gather to form a
foreign body giant cell (FBGC), in order to eliminate or exclude the foreign body.
The packed cell bodies of the astrocytes may serve as an insulation barrier and
cause biofouling [1, 37]. Second, the problem of materials was raised, whereby the
conventional probes made of silicon (*100 GPa high mechanical modulus) show
several limitations when implanted into the soft brain tissue (*10 kPa) [2, 7, 13].
This mechanical mismatch between the biological tissue and implantable probe can
potentially induce micromotion of the brain in the in vivo condition, causing
additional damage [18, 37, 40]. It is known that reducing the mechanical mismatch
between the biological tissue and implantable probe can minimize side-effects such
as inflammation and brain damage. Here, we classify and elucidate recently
developed FNPs to resolve both limitations written above, and predict the future
developing directions of FNPs in view of materials, designs, and applications.

15.2 Materials for FNPs

The most common polymeric material for FNP is polyimide (PI). It has superior
biocompatibility, dielectric property, and high mechanical property (*3 GPa)
(Fig. 15.1c), and has been widely used as a base material for flexible prostheses
[7, 35]. In 2001, a gold electrode for the chronic use of cortical recording was
fabricated on a 20 μm thick PI substrate [35]. In addition, ultrathin (10 μm thick-
ness) implantable needles [49] and a double sided neural probe [38, 44] were also
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Fig. 15.1 Conventioanl neural probes (a-b) and FNP with various materials (c-f). Schematic
design of Michigan Array (MA) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of Utah
Electrode Array (UEA). a SEM image of UEA. The UEA normally has one recording site per
shaft, and the shafts are aligned into 2D arrays on the planar substrate. The probe is normally made
of silicon shafts fabricated by ion doping and selective etching. The etched shafts are coated with
insulating materials, except for the tip part of the shaft. Scale bar shows 3 mm [46]. Copyright
(2013) from IOP Publishing. b Schematic image of MA. The MA has one or more recording sites
per shaft. The probe normally contains several stacked layers, including the substrate layer,
electrode layer, and encapsulation layer [10]. Copyright (1988) from IEEE. c Polyimide-based
flexible neural probes (FNPs). The probe has 4 tetrodes in a shaft (inset). The electrode itself is
made of Ti/Pt/Ti metal sandwiched between two polyimide layers, one is used for the substrate and
the other is used for the encapsulation layer. The mechanical flexibility of the probe is thus
enforced [32]. Copyright (1988) from Elsevier. d Parylene-based FNPs. The parylene-based probe
is extremely transparent, with no specific colors [25]. Copyright (2013) from Royal Society of
Chemistry. e Soft and stretchable elastomeric silicone-based FNPs. The silicon-based electronic
dura mater is flexible, stretchable, transparent, and soft. Since the mechanical stress versus strain of
the silicone is more similar to dura mater or spinal tissue than to the conventional plastic,
silicon-based artificial dura causes lower deformation of biological tissue after being implanted
[33]. Copyright (2015) from AAAS. f Epoxy based uv curable polymer (SU-8) based 3D array of
FNPs. The SU-8 base can be folded and fixed into a 3D array structure [7]. Copyright (2011) from
Royal Society of Chemistry
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demonstrated using a patterned PI. Parylene has also been widely used as an
injection carrier of implantable devices as shown in Fig. 15.1d, due to its durability,
biocompatibility, corrosion resistance, biostability, transparency, lubricity, flexi-
bility (modulus *3 GPa), and surface consolidation, thus avoiding flaking or
dusting [7, 26]. In 2012, Gilgunn et al. presented stretchable serpentine shape
electrodes on thin parylene layer [14]. Recently, naturally soft or stretchable
materials were used instead of inherently stiff plastic (Fig. 15.1f) [33]. Stretchable,
micro-cracked gold electrodes on the surface of soft, stretchable silicone substrate,
and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) were utilized. They inserted the silicone elas-
tomer probe (defined as e-dura) with similar mechanical properties to those of
natural dura material, between the dura and spinal cord of a living mouse. After
6 weeks of implantation, they examined the cross-section of the spine to determine
the difference in the deformation of the spine and found no clear deformation of the
soft e-dura (120 μm) implanted spine, while serious deformation was observed with
thinner (25 μm) PI probes. Moreover, the inflammation caused by foreign body
reaction was found to be reduced near the implanted spot of the silicone probe.

UV curable epoxy-based polymer, SU-8 (MicroChem Corp.), is a powerful
candidate for FNP, because the others, thin film PI and parylene, need an additional
process to enhance their stiffness (Fig. 15.1e) [1, 7]. SU-8 has superior mechanical
property and process ability, enabling a 3D array of FNPs.

15.3 Electrode Materials for FNP

Metal is the most common material for electrodes in neural probes because of its
high conductivity and workability. In particular, titanium (Ti), gold (Au), tungsten
(W), and platinum (Pt) have chemical stability and minimized cytotoxicity. Au has
high surficial inertness and minimizes capacitive components on the electrode–
electrolyte interface [27]. Pt is much more stable and biocompatible than others and
has lower surface impedance. Some alloy metals such as Pt–Ir (iridium) alloy and
iridium oxide have also been used [5]. Recently, subcellular dimensions based on
single-crystal Au nanowires with a 100 nm diameter have been presented
(Fig. 15.2a). The Au nanowires were vertically grown on sapphire by chemical
vapor deposition and were mounted on a tungsten tip via conductive glue. The
tungsten tip was coated with nail varnish solution as an insulator [20]. A similar
geometry was also applied in a carbon nanofiber and conductive polymer. Kozai
et al. fabricated a carbon nanofiber probe coated with a conductive polymer, poly
(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), as shown in Fig. 15.2b [24]. In 2015,
Canales et al. developed multifunctional FNPs containing a microfluidic channel,
recording electrode, and light guidance using several polymers with various
simultaneous functions using a thermal drawing process (TDP) method (Fig. 15.2c)
[5]. These fiber-based probes consist of polyethylene (CPE) as a conductive
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polymer, polycarbonate (PC) as a light waveguide, cyclic olefin copolymer
(COC) as the partition wall of each polymer, and microfluidic channels. They were
used in neural recording as well as in optogenetics stimulation and drug delivery.

Fig. 15.2 Various electrode materials for FNPs. a SEM image of the single-crystal gold nanowire
neural probes and their flexibility. The probes are made of a single-crystal gold nanowire attached
to a tungsten shaft and covered with an insulator (left). Since the thickness of the probe is 100 nm
diameter, it has flexibility (right) [20]. Copyright (2014) from ACS Publications. b Nanoscale
carbon fiber coated with conductive polymer, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT). The
probe was implanted 1.6 mm deep in the cortex (left), and SEM images of the probe (right) [24].
Copyright (2015) from Nature Publishing Group. c Polymer FNP fabricated by TDP method (left).
The inset picture shows that the probe is extremely thin and has super-flexibility. The probe
consists of several layers of polymer, all having identical functions (middle). The PC layer of the
probe can deliver light to the biological tissue (right) [5]. Copyright (2015) from Nature Publishing
Group
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15.4 Implant Techniques for FNPs

We previously mentioned that, in an in vivo experiment, FNP could reduce damage
to the tissue and improve the motility of the targeted animal. However, the thin and
flexible geometry might cause failure of the implant due to buckling, even in
effective moduli of less than 1 mN. Several different techniques have been used for
implanting the flexible probes without buckling or failure by the temporary increase
of effective moduli of the FNPs.

15.4.1 Implanting with Removable Stiffener

A recent strategy involves inserting an ultra-thinflexible probe with a removable
stiffener. In 2009, a FNP attached to a rigid shuttle was first demonstrated [23].
After implanting a stiffener as a shuttle with ultra-thin probe layer together on a rat
cerebral cortex as shown in Fig. 15.3a, the shuttle was manually removed using
microforceps [23, 47]. Similar approaches with biodegradable materials such as
polyethylene glycol (PEG) (Fig. 15.3b) and silk fibroin (Fig. 15.3c) have also been
presented [11, 22, 31]. Such softened mechanical properties of FNPs dramatically
reduce lesioning, neural loss, gliosis, and immunoreactivity. In Fig. 15.3d, the right
image illustrates the thin geometry of the FNP shows substantially less glial acti-
vation (2 and 4 weeks) caused by the minimized lesion compared to that with the
thick stiffener shown in the left image.

15.4.2 Temporarily-Rigid FNPs

In 2007, Stice et al. found that the optimized thickness and geometry of an
implantable prosthesis. It figured out chronic inflammation was more sev-
ere with the stiffer FNPs [37]. Today, in order to stiffen the flexible probes, an
alternative is to coating or filling the probes with biodegradable materials such as
dextrose [9], maltose [49], gelatin [26], carboxy-methylcellulose (CMC) [14],
polyglycolic acid [37], poly-(lactic-co-glycolic) [12], PEG [42], tyrosine-based
polymers [28], composition of poly(vinyl-alcohol) and cellulose [15], and silk [48]
(Fig. 15.4a). In 2014, PI probes with maltose, which can be dissolved in the body
were demonstrated by the drawing lithography (Fig. 15.4b). Their thickness was
controlled by manipulating the drawing speed and temperature, since the viscosity
of maltose varies with the temperature [49]. A parylene-based probe with micro-
fluidic channel presented in 2004, has three main functions (Fig. 15.4c, d): pro-
viding a chemical reagent via a channel, recording neural signal through biological
saline, and increasing mechanical stiffness during the implantation process [39].
The buckling load of the microfluidic channel filled with water was only about
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Fig. 15.3 FNPs with removable stiffener. a Flexible probe and stiff insertion shuttle is attached
and implanted together. The probe is separated from the shuttle by dropping liquid between the
probe and the shuttle [23]. Copyright (2012) from Elsevier. b The upper image of the flexible
probe and its connector with silicon stiffener (top). The bottom image shows the implantation
process of FNP with silicon stiffener (bottom). The probe is implanted with a silicon shuttle then
some drops of PBS are added to the PEG in order to promote the dissolving process. After the PEG
adhesion dissolves, the shuttle draws back from the tissue [11]. Copyright (2012) from IEEE.
c Epoxy-based needle inserted with a thick needle into the brain whereby only the needle is
removed. The epoxy-based needle is attached to a SU-8 based stiff shuttle with a silk-based
adhesive then implanted together. After the silk-based adhesive dissolves, the insertion shuttle is
removed from the brain, leaving the integrated device behind. d Comparison image of
inflammation at the implantation position of Micro-Inorganic Light-Emitting Diodes (μ-ILED)
on the microneedle and on the ultrathin PET. The image is taken 4 weeks after implantation. The
implantation site of μ-ILED on the microneedle shows a very large scar and high degree of
inflammation, while the implantation site of μ-ILED on ultrathin PET does not show notable
inflammation [22]. Copyright (2013) from AAAS
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Fig. 15.4 Temporally rigid FNPs. a Fish-bone-shaped FNP coated with bio-resolvable silk. The
fish-bone-shaped probe without silk coating (a-1) could not penetrate the brain tissue (a-2) while
fish-bone-shaped probe with silk coating (a-3) could penetrate the brain tissue (a-4) [48].
Copyright (2011) from IEEE. b Schematic process of maltose coating onto the flexible probe.
Maltose was coated by dipping the probe then drawn back. The thickness of the coating can be
controlled by adjusting the drawing speed and liquid temperature [49]. Copyright (2014) from IOP
Science. c The microfluidic channel with recording electrode inside is filled with PEG. The probe
filled with water could not penetrate the biological tissue, while the probe filled with solid PEG
could. After implantation, the PEG dissolved into saline [42]. Copyright (2005) from Royal
Society of Science. d Single and multichannel probes with microfluidic channel and its close
image [39]. Copyright (2004) from IEEE
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1 mN, which is insufficient for insertion through the brain tissue. On the other hand,
the buckling load of the microfluidic channel filled with solid PEG increased up to
*12 mN. Since PEG is dissolved immediately on contact with water, it becomes
liquefied as soon as it is implanted in the brain tissue [39, 42].

15.4.3 3D Structured FNPs

Recently, a breakthrough strategy was developed involving the deposit of an
electrode in a biological cavity using a syringe (Fig. 15.5a–d). Liu et al. reported
thin, net-shaped, tilted mesh polymer/metal electrodes [30] which were dipped in a
network structure into a phosphate-bufferedsaline (PBS) and aspirated using a
syringe. The syringe needle easily penetrates biological tissue and the electrode
mesh is deposited inside the cavity by syringe-injection, and is then spread auto-
matically. The syringe-injected electronics were tested on both the artificial struc-
ture and the brain cavity of a mouse. The electrode was well-deposited inside the
cavity and showed no notable foreign body reaction. Alternatively,
geometry-controllable neural probe by magnetic force was demonstrated in 2004. It
is composed of a PI-based flexible 3D multichannel neural probe of
26 µm-thickness and a 6 µm nickel layer (Fig. 15.5e, f). The thick Ni layer sub-
stantially increased mechanical property, and it allowed probes to be vertically
aligned by magnetic force, so that the probe could be implanted without any
additional stiffener [41].

15.5 Multimodal Functions of Implantable FNPs

15.5.1 Recording and Stimulation with FNPs

Multimodal neural probes capable of not only neural recording but also stimulation
on specific target nerves were recently demonstrated. Surprisingly, implantable
neural probe carrying electrical and chemical stimulation can send artificial signals
to a neuron so that it receives a selective reaction to the postsynaptic neurons. They
enable to study extremely complicated neural networks by local stimulation in
closed-loop circuits. For the other purposes, continuous artificial neural signals can
be sent to reinforce or promote the regeneration of nerves or muscles. Recently,
some attempts were made to stimulate neurons artificially for esthetic purposes,
although implantable FNPs have not yet been commercialized for this purpose.
Several trials have also been carried out for non-brain stimulation such as stimu-
lation of the nerve cord of a moth for flying control [45], the bulbus oculi for a
prosthesis [29], and sub-dura mater for manipulated walking motion [33].
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Fig. 15.5 3D structured FNPs. a Schematic image of syringe-injectable electronics. The
electronics have a mesh-structure so they have natural stress. The stress depends strongly on the
angle of the mesh. b Optical microscope image of mesh structure and electrode of
syringe-injectable electronics. c, d Schematic process showing the mechanism of
syringe-injectable electronics. The syringe absorbs the mesh electronics in the liquid which is
then injected into the targeted tissue to be discharged from the syringe through the needle. The
emitted mesh spreads automatically owing to its own stress [30]. Copyright (2015) from Nature
Publishing Group. e Schematic image of 3D structured FNP. Thick nickel (6 µm)-coated probe
aligned 3D structure by magnetic field. The nickel coating provides enough stiffness to be
implanted into the biological tissue without additional supporting devices. f Polyimide-based 3D
structural FNP implanted in biological tissue. The probe did not need any additional supporting
layers, and was not damaged during the implantation process and is thus reusable [41]. Copyright
(2004) from IOP Science
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Optical stimulation (optogenetics) with multichannel tetrode is a good example.
With recent rise of attention in optogenetics, an artificial stimulation technique was
developed using the specific wavelength of light and light sensitive protein. When
blue light (470 nm) is sent to the Channelrhodopsin (ChR2)-expressed neuron, the
neuron activates.With a similar mechanism, when yellow light (593 nm) is sent to the
halorhodopsin from the Natronomonas (NpHR)-expressed neuron, it deactivates.
Since these two proteins are able to get stimulated individually, optogenetics may be
more effective than conventional electric stimulation, which is invasive and is unable
to control single neuron for experimental and therapeutic approaches [6, 36]. To
deliver light in the body, PEG [8], silk [34], agarose gel [17], and bacteria [50] have
been used for a light-guiding structure. In 2009, the direct-write assembly of pure silk
fibroin was used in order to make linear and wavy structures of silk waveguides [34].
In 2013, an in vivo light-guiding implantable hydrogel was reported [8] (Fig. 15.6a,
b). Unlike conventional optical fiber, the hydrogel linkedwith optical fiber was able to
deliver light signals to the overall structures. The skin of a living rodent was incised
1 cm in width, and a cell containing hydrogel was implanted in a subcutaneous pocket
of the rodent. Interestingly, notable immune cell infiltration was not found.

Alternatively, μ-ILED on an implantable FNP based on an epoxy substrate were
demonstrated (Fig. 15.6c–e) (Kim 2013). In this work, ultra-small GaN blue light
μ-ILEDs of a 25 μm × 25 μm size and 6.45 μm thickness, two orders smaller than
conventional ILEDs (1 × 1 mm2-size, 100 μm-thickness) were utilized. It demon-
strated a multifunctional, injectable probe: a microelectrode to record neurons, a
μ-IPD to evaluate the performances of the μ-ILEDs, four μ-ILEDs, and a temper-
ature sensor. Each sensors and devices formed on pattern polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) assembled on a releasable SU-8 stiffener. The ultra-thin and small μ-ILEDs
and sensors offer the advantage of minimized inflammation or other foreign body
reactions during implantation or long-term recordings. Especially, a wireless system
based on radio frequency (RF) powering provides in vivo probe utilized in behavior
control of a freely-moving mouse.

15.5.2 Drug Delivery and Chemical Stimulation with FNPs

Several cases have been recorded where drugs have been delivered to implanted
regions by using FNPs. Two main strategies have been developed for drug delivery.
These include (i) coating the probe itself with the mixture of drug and
biodegradable materials then delivering the drug automatically while the coating
dissolves (Wu 2005) and (ii) drug delivery through a microfluid channel formed on
the probe. First, Mercanzini et al. developed adjustable drug delivery coating
methods with a common 42 µm thick polyimide probe using a MEMS fabrication
technique [32]. They made a poly(p-phenylene sulfide) (PPS) nanoparticle with
120 nm and mixed it with a dexamethasone solution. A fabricated polyimide probe
was then dip-coated into the PPS nanoparticle: dexamethasone solution three times.
In an in vivo implantation test, the drug is released for 5–7 days, which is sufficient
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time to resist post-implantation inflammation. Similar work has been performed
with silk, a typical biocompatible, biodegradable material. Tien et al. succeeded in
delivering drugs loaded in a silk coating. Chondroitinase ABC (ChABC) was
loaded in a silk film that has to be released slowly in a PBS buffer solution over one
week. ChABC enzyme is known to promote the damage recovery of the spine. Tien
et al. mixed ChABC solution in silk solution then evaporated the solution to make
drug delivering injectable probes containing ChABC enzyme [43]. Second, drug
delivery through a microfluidic channel formed on the probe has been reported.
Recently, an in vivo wireless optofluidic system that can be used in pharmacology
and optogenetics was presented (Fig. 15.6f, g) [19]. Jeong et al. built a minimized,
multifunctional, and wireless-controlled system embedded in μ-ILEDs and mirco-
fludic channels. The system includes power supplies, manipulating electronics,
wireless systems, active fluidic controlling systems, and effective light sources that
are linked to head-mountable devices and thin, flexible microelectrodes. They
fabricated a 50 µm thickness microfluidic system containing four microfluidic
channels with a 100 µm2 cross-sectional area. The microfluidic channel was
ultra-transparent with 95 % transparency in the visual ray area and mechanically
flexible (under 1 MPa modulus, 13–18 N/m of bending stiffness) for optical
applications. It was suggested that the integrated system dramatically reduced
trauma or any other damages in the brain by minimizing microlesions.

15.6 Conclusion

The potential of neural signals is increasing in neuroscience. Moreover, systemat-
ically well-organized and significantly improved tools for reliable measurement are
critical. Here, we summarized the recently presented FNPs with optimized materials
and designs. By using the flexible materials, problems from the mismatch of probes
and tissue would be minimized. However, a dilemma occurs where it is very

b Fig. 15.6 Multimodal, implantable FNPs. a Schemes of flexible hydrogel light-guiding system.
b Light-delivery hydrogel implanted into a living mouse. Blue light delivered through the optical
fiber cemented on a mouse head [8]. Copyright from Nature Publishing Group. c Schemes of
multifunctional μ-ILED (inorganic light emitting diode) implant structure. The integrated device
consists of several layers, each of which has its own function: microelectrode for neural signal
recording, micro inorganic photodiode (μ-IPD) for evaluating ILED working, micro-ILEDs for
light delivery, temperature sensor for monitoring heat from ILED, and injection needle for
supporting implanting stiffness. d The ultra-flexible probe with the blue light-on μ-ILED. The inset
image shows the entire integrated device containing a wireless radio frequency (RF) scavenger.
e Integrated wireless device is applied to a freely moving mouse with the RF scavengers [22].
Copyright (2013) from AAAS. f Schematic image of micro-ILED array integrated with
microfluidic channels made on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). With the PDMS-based microfluidic
channel, the probe can deliver not only light but also drugs or other liquids. g Image of
microfluidic channel integrated with micro-ILEDs delivering light and drug simultaneously. The
inlet image shows a comparison of the flexible device (top) and conventional metal cannula
(bottom) [19]. Copyright (2015) from Elsevier
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difficult or impossible to implant the probes due to their flexibility. Therefore, the
design is optimized as follows. First, some probes are made flexible yet sufficiently
stiff to be implanted in the tissue. Second, some flexible probes are implanted with a
stiff carrier or shuttle, which is then removed after implantation. Third, some probes
are made stiffer using a biodegradable material. Recently, the rapid development of
optogenetics has allowed the following progress of light delivery through injectable
probes containing optic fibers, light guidance, or μ-ILEDs. Also, the injectable
probes can contain a microfluidic channel or biodegradable coating to deliver drugs
into the body. However, we still need to challenge works to reduce the expected
side-effects during long-term implantation of clinical application and promote
non-invasive implantation techniques to reduce the burden of the patients. Also,
effort to reduce the fabrication cost for business applications by developing simpler
fabrication techniques is needed.
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